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Executive Summary

+
Kilini Creek

Parkland County’s diverse landscape supports a wide variety of valued natural
amenities and features. Well-connected networks of forests, lakes, wetlands,
riparian areas, and other natural areas are important components of the rural,
agricultural, and peri-urban landscapes that characterize Parkland County. These
networks of green infrastructure support regional and local environmental
processes and contribute to a high quality of life for residents. The values
and benefits of natural areas demand wise stewardship in the face of growing
development pressures. To meet Parkland County’s goal of enhancing its role
as “a respected steward of the environment”, this Environmental Conservation
Master Plan (ECMP) presents a portfolio of Environmentally Significant Areas
(ESAs) within the County.
Environmentally Significant Areas (ESAs) have been defined in Alberta as
places vital to the long-term maintenance of biological diversity, soil, water, or
other natural processes at multiple scales (ATPR, 2013). The identification of
ESAs can be used to prioritize environmental management toward areas that
are under-protected or contain vulnerable resources, or resources that are have
unique, rare, or irreplaceable qualities (Margules & Pressey, 2000). Identifying
and mapping areas of outstanding biological and physical resources in the
County can support informed decision making and wise land use planning to
make Parkland County a more vibrant, healthy, and beautiful place to live and
visit.
This Environmental Conservation Master Plan (ECMP) outlines the
methodologies, theoretical underpinnings, and data sources used to map
the relative environmental significance of landscape features in Parkland
County. Generally, the process for identifying ESAs consisted of obtaining,
formatting, and integrating a wide variety of County-wide spatial data sets
within a consistent, repeatable mapping framework. The result of the exercise
is an inventory and description of the 61 most important ESAs at the Countywide scale. Through extensive data analysis, ground-truth investigations, and
stakeholder and public consultations, these 61 ESAs were deemed to have the
greatest concentration of environmental values within Parkland County.
This study was based on similar methods and inventories previously undertaken
by the province in 2009, and Parkland County in 2004. In contrast to these
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earlier studies, this ECMP incorporated updated spatial biophysical inventories
at the County-wide scale, and additional criteria reflecting new research on
environmental systems and landscape functions. For example, this study
measured and mapped ecological connectivity and groundwater vulnerability
metrics as components of the mapping exercise. Both the number and total
area of ESAs identified in this report are greater than those identified by the
previous studies and the delineated boundaries of the ESAs have been refined.
Identified ESAs were also classified into significance ratings, including
international, national, provincial, regional, and local levels of significance.
These classification ratings indicate the scale at which valued elements within
identified ESAs are significant or rare. A large number of small “micro-site”
ESAs are also present throughout the County, but are not described in detail by
this report. Examples of “micro-site” ESAs include small wetlands, intermittent
streams, and forest patches. Areas providing connectivity between ESAs may
also qualify as micro-site ESAs. These small-scale features often play a key role
in upholding ecological integrity at broader landscape scales, and are important
to consider for sustainable landscape management. However, due to the sheer
number of small scale micro-site features in Parkland County, these were not
verified, mapped, and described in detail by this study .
It should also be emphasized that all of the land in Parkland County contributes
to environmental quality in one way or another. For example, land use activities
within the contributing watersheds of important lakes, rivers, or streams can
impact these water bodies. Accordingly, this report also outlines recommended
beneficial management practices (BMPs) for County-wide environmental
conservation, including BMPs applicable to areas outside of identified ESAs.
The contents of this ECMP report are structured as follows:
• Chapter 1 provides an overview of environmental and cultural
resources in Parkland County
• Chapter 2 outlines the methodology involved in determining ESA
classification criteria, mapping and analysis
• Chapter 3 provides detailed summaries of the County’s 61 identified
ESAs
• Chapter 4 presents Beneficial Management Practices for environmental
conservation in the County
The information and findings in this report are also intended to be integrated
within the new Municipal Development Plan (MDP) currently being prepared
by Parkland County, and within a planned future update to the Land Use Bylaw
(LUB). This report also complements the Integrated Community Sustainability
Plan (ICSP), the Alternative Land Use Services (ALUS), and lake management
planning initiatives being undertaken by Parkland County.
The findings in this report should also be considered as baseline information,
to be regularly updated as new findings, data sources, and social perceptions
change and evolve over time.
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1. Overview of
Environmental Resources
Well-connected networks of forests, lakes, wetlands, riparian areas, and other
natural areas are important components of rural, agricultural, and peri-urban
landscapes. These networks of green infrastructure support regional and
local environmental processes while contributing to a high quality of life for
residents. The values and benefits of natural areas demand wise stewardship
in the face of growing development pressures. To meet these challenges,
landowners and municipal governments are increasingly making efforts to
incorporate, integrate, and restore well-connected networks of Environmentally
Significant Areas within the landscape at multiple scales.
To meet Parkland County’s goal of enhancing its role as “a respected steward
of the environment”, this Environmental Conservation Master Plan reflects a
comprehensive portfolio of Environmentally Significant Areas (ESAs) within
its boundaries. Identifying and mapping areas of outstanding biological and
physical resources in the County can support informed decision making and
wise land use planning to make Parkland County a more vibrant, healthy, and
beautiful place to live and visit. The report also provides best management
practices for County-wide environmental conservation.
ESAs have been defined in Alberta as places that are vital to the long-term
maintenance of biological diversity, soil, water, or other natural processes at
multiple scales, that can be used as a strategic conservation tool for land use
planning and policy (Fiera Biological Consulting, 2009). They are commonly
used to prioritize environmental management toward areas that are underprotected or contain vulnerable resources, or resources that are have unique,
rare, or irreplaceable qualities (Margules & Pressey, 2000).
A coarse provincial-scale map and GIS database of ESAs in Alberta based on
quarter-sections was recently updated on behalf of Alberta Tourism, Parks
and Recreation (Fiera Biological Consulting, 2009). This provincial-scale study
defined and mapped ESAs of international, national, and provincial significance
using seven criteria, including:
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• Areas that contain elements of conservation concern
• Areas that contain rare or unique landforms
• Areas that contain habitat for focal species
• Areas that contain important wildlife habitat
• Riparian areas
• Large natural areas
• Sites of recognized significance
The provincial-scale study functions as a useful screening tool to determine
the general location of ESAs as well as their level of significance for land use
planning. However, further analyses at finer scales are required to refine ESA
boundaries, as well as to identify boundaries of regionally or locally significant
ESAs for consideration. Unlike previous inventories of ESAs conducted for
the County and the Province, a hallmark of this Environmental Conservation
Master Plan for Parkland County is an emphasis on linkages between ESAs.
Focusing on ESAs as a network as opposed to discrete entities helps to position
the Environmental Conservation Master Plan as a tool for holistic County-wide
land use planning.
As the first of three phases in the development of an Environmental
Conservation Master Plan and Policy Updates for Parkland County, this
report builds upon the province-level ESA mapping work by Fiera Biological
Consulting (2009) and the ESA Inventory conducted for Parkland County by
Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd. (2004). The overall goal of this first
phase is to identify priority areas for conservation within the County based on
inherent environmental significance and sensitivity, while also providing bestmanagement practices aimed at conserving these areas.
This report incorporates information gleaned from interviews with Parkland
County administrators and key stakeholders, as well as grey and peer-reviewed
literature pertaining to ESA identification and mapping, to produce updated
criteria for ESA designation in Parkland County. The findings presented in
this report should be considered as a baseline, and should be regularly updated
as new findings, data sources, and social perceptions change and evolve. The
following sections of this report outline the background characteristics of the
study area, establish updated criteria for ESA classification and identification,
and provide detailed maps, information, and best management practices for
each of the 61 identified ESAs within Parkland County.
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1.1. Study Objectives
The primary goal of this first phase is to develop an Environmental
Conservation Master Plan for Parkland County wherein priority areas for
conservation are identified based on inherent environmental significance and
sensitivity. Specifically, this report aims to carry out the following objectives:
• To prepare an Environmental Conservation Master Plan for Parkland
County based on findings from previous Environmentally Significant
Areas reports for the Province and County (Fiera Biological Consulting,
2009; Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004) while
establishing new criteria, environmental standards, and best practices
for County-wide environmental management
• To provide a series of maps identifying all Environmentally Significant
Area (ESAs) for Parkland County, including those newly identified
based on updated criteria
• To prioritize areas of “conservation concern” and “species at risk” in
Parkland County, as well as conservation practices to preserve these
areas and protect species housed within ESAs
• To establish beneficial management practices for Parkland County’s
envirounmental resources and valued environmental features

Purpose
The updated Environmental Conservation Master Plan (ECMP) is a critical
tool to assist the County in updating its Municipal Development Plan (MDP).
Findings from the Environmental Conservation Master Plan will directly guide
the development of the environmental section, principles and goals for the the
new Community Sustainability Development Plan (CSDP), which will contain
the updated MDP. As a statutory plan, the CSDP will be one of the key means
to implement specific findings from the ECMP.
The ECMP will also be used to inform the development of new Area Structure
Plans, as well as updates to existing plans. Findings will also be used to guide
the County’s update to the Land Use Bylaw. The ECMP will also infom
future policies and regulations developed for these statutory plans. Used in
conjunction with each other, these plans represent a suite of holistic planning
tools to guide environmental management in Parkland County for current and
future generations.

Figure 1. How the ECMP informs policy creation and evolution
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1.2. Study Area Description
Parkland County is located in central Alberta west of the capital City of
Edmonton. As of the 2011 census, the County population was 30,568 people
(Statistics Canada, 2011). The County is home to a wide range of vegetation
communities, fish and wildlife species, as well as several unique landforms and
historic resources. This section outlines the characteristic regions and features
that define the Parkland County study area.

STURGEON COUNTY
YELLOWHEAD COUNTY

LAC STE. ANNE COUNTY

CITY OF
ST. ALBERT

CITY OF EDMONTON

BRAZEAU COUNTY

LEDUC COUNTY

Figure 2. Parkland County and Surroundings

1.2.1. Natural Subregions
Natural ecoregions and subregions are landscape categories used to classify
ecological units at a broad scale in Alberta. They are generally defined by
landscape patterns delineated by soils, vegetation, climate, physiographic
features, elevation and latitude.
Parkland County spans two ecoregions: the Aspen Parkland Ecoregion and
the Boreal Transition Ecoregion. Within these ecoregions, Parkland County
contains three natural sub-regions: Central Parkland, Dry Mixedwood, and
Central Mixedwood (Map 1). Because Parkland County occupies a transition
zone between Parkland and Boreal Ecoregions, the County is uniquely
positioned in a zone of high species and habitat diversity. The following
sections describe the typical features of each natural sub-region found in
Parkland County.
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1.2.1.1. Central Parkland
“The Central Parkland Natural Subregion occupies a broad, intensively
cultivated and heavily populated area in central Alberta. It lies between the cold,
snowy northern forests and the warm, dry southern prairies, sharing the climatic
and vegetation characteristics of both” (Natural Regions Committee, 2006).
This subregion dominates the eastern portions of Parkland County, occupying
721 km2 (26%) of the County (Map 1). Much of Parkland County’s population
is located within this subregion. Because some of the most productive
agricultural land in the prairies occurs in the Central Parkland Subregion, much
of this area in Parkland County remains under intense cultivation. Nationally
however, the Central Parkland Subregion is one of the most threatened
ecosystem types owing to extensive human settlement patterns throughout.
Hummocky uplands and undulating till plains are the dominant landforms
in the Central Parkland Subregion. A mosaic of aspen and prairie vegetation
occupies remnant native parkland areas, while grasslands are restricted to dryer
sites. Black Chernozem soils usually occur within grasslands, and Dark Grey
Chernozems and Luvisols usually occur in association with aspen forests.
Balsam poplar or white spruce forests can be found in moist rich sites and
poorly drained wetlands are often comprised of marshes, shrublands or fens.
The Central Parkland Subregion contains the northernmost breeding
distribution for many warbler species, and includes productive and extensive
waterfowl breeding habitat. A wide diversity of bird, mammal and aquatic
species occur in the subregion. Provincially, three species have primary ranges
within the Central Parkland: the Prairie vole, Franklin’s ground squirrel, and
the Piping Plover (Natural Regions Committee, 2006). The Piping Plover is
considered Endangered according to Schedule 1 of the Species at Risk Act
(SARA)1 (Government of Canada, 2002).
1.2.1.2. Dry Mixedwood
“Undulating plains, aspen-dominated forests and fens define the Dry
Mixedwood Natural Subregion, the warmest boreal Natural Subregion.”
(Natural Regions Committee, 2006).
Occupying 1640 km2, or almost 60% of the entire County, this subregion
comprises the majority of Parkland County and is the second largest natural
subregion in Alberta (Map 1). Much of the “lake country” in the central
portions of Parkland County fall within this the Dry Mixedwood Subregion,
and many subdivisions and cottages occur in these areas. The dominant land
use is agriculture, with localized areas of fossil fuel extraction, residential and
recreational developments (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
Hummocky uplands and undulating till or lacustrine plains with scattered lakes
are the dominant landforms in the Dry Mixedwood Subregion. Gray Luvisols
are the prevailing soils on uplands, while Gleysols and Organic soils are typical
in wetlands. This area is characterized by aspen forests on the uplands and fens
in the lowlands, although other vegetation types occur in localized areas. Jack
1 While these species may exist within the a given subregion, there are have been no
occurrences to date within Parkland County. Please see Table 1 for a complete list of SARA
species in Parkland County
Parkland County Environmental Conservation Master Plan - Phase 1
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pine stands can be found on well-drained coarse textured soils, while balsam
poplar or shrublands occur in moist sites and grasslands on steep slopes.
Aspen forests are home to a wide variety of upland songbird and mammal
species. Most notably, the American beaver persists in this subregion, and is
known to alter the landscape through its dam building activities (Westworth
Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004). The lowland fens are commonly
inhabited by bird species that may include the elusive Yellow Rail, a species of
SARA Special Concern. The “lake country” is a species-rich area, home to birds
of prey, moose and numerous water birds, including the Great Blue Heron
which also has Special Concern status according to SARA2 (Government of
Canada, 2002).
+
Central Parkland

1.2.1.3. Central Mixedwood
“The Central Mixedwood Natural Subregion includes vast expanses of upland
forests and wetlands on level to gently undulating plains. Short, warm summers
and long, cold winters define the Central Mixedwood Natural Subregion”
(Natural Regions Committee, 2006).
The Central Mixedwood Subregion is the largest natural subregion in Alberta.
In Parkland County however, it occupies a limited area of only 393 km2 (14%)
in the westernmost portions of the County. Human populations in this part of
the County are sparse, and land use is dominated by working farms interspersed
with provincial Crown lands (e.g., Jack Pine Provincial Grazing Reserve).
On upland areas, a mixture of aspen-dominated deciduous stands, aspen–
white spruce stands, and white spruce-dominated stands are typical of till and
lacustrine areas, with jack pine forests located on coarse soils. Balsam poplar
occurs in mixed stands on moist sites. Wetlands can be wide-ranging and
mainly consist of black spruce fens and bogs and peatlands. Luvisolic soils are
typical of uplands and organic soils are dominant in wet, poorly drained areas
(Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).

+
Dry Mixedwood

+
Central Mixedwood
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1.2.2. Landscape Units
The “reference site” concept used to delineate Natural Subregions tends to
reflect the relative boundaries of natural ecosystems that would dominate
landscapes if left undisturbed by human activity (Natural Regions Committee,
2006). However, areas within a given Natural Subregion can often display
characteristic, repeating differences in human activity and land use intensity.
Consequently, environmental plans conducted at a finer scale than the provincial
scale often benefit from further subdivision of Natural Subregions.
Landscape Units (LUs) provide a more refined framework for further
subdividing Natural Subregions based on a combination of both natural factors
and dominant land use factors. The central idea is that landscape patterns within
an individual LU will tend to repeat themselves in similar form throughout,
lending a cohesiveness to each individual LU that is not necessarily reflected by
Natural Subregion divisions. Each LU represents a certain “landscape character”
that “gives an area its visual and cultural image, and consists of the combination
of physical, biological, and cultural attributes that make each landscape
identifiable or unique” (USDA Forest Service, 1994). Ultimately, delineation of
LUs is a process informed by an expert understanding of the visual differential
resulting from combinations of ecological and cultural factors, (Reiners &
Thurston, 1996; USDA Forest Service, 1994). Examples of governmentsponsored studies in Alberta applying the LU concept include the Southern
Rockies Landscape Planning Pilot Study (O2, 1999), and several regional scenic
resource assessments conducted in Alberta (O2, 2010; O2, 2011 b).
To delineate the LUs, an interdisciplinary staff team examined multiple data
layers at multiple scales in a GIS environment, including the county orthophoto,
topography, Natural Subregions, and LUs previously defined for the North
Saskatchewan Region (O2, 2011 b). The staff team consisted of a GIS analyst,
an environmental planner, a landscape ecologist, and a landscape architect.
The team applied their collective expert judgement to determine and digitize
LU boundaries representing logical breaks of repeating landscape patterns in
Parkland County (Map 2). The defined LUs included:
• Edmonton Plain Central Parkland: This LU is characterized by
gently rolling, extensively cultivated plains dominated by agricultural
and urban land uses. Remnants of native aspen, grasslands, or wetlands
occur in some areas.
• North Saskatchewan River Valley: The distinctive river valley system
of the North Saskatchewan River is characterized by high scenic quality
and unique landscape character, and was therefore considered as a
separate LU.
• Devon Dunes Central Parkland: This gently rolling area is
characterized primarily by sandy soils, wetlands and forest patches,
interspersed with some limited agriculture as well as residential
subdivisions
• Central Lakes/Dry Mixedwood: This area is characterized by
lakes, wetlands, dry mixedwood forests, and agriculture. Coal mining
is a major activity in portions of the LU, and country residential and
cottage subdivisions are fairly common
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• Tomahawk Uplands Mixedwood: This sparsely inhabited area
consists of rolling hills with mixedwood forests of aspen and white
spruce, along with cultivated hay and some crop production in the
valleys and flat plateaus. Peatlands occur in low-lying areas, and forest
and peat harvesting occur in many parts of this LU.

1.2.3. Geology and Landforms
Landform is defined as the morphology of the land surface resulting
from the interaction of physical processes (e.g. flowing water, wind, glacial
action, weathering) and crustal movements of the earth’s surface (Whittow,
1984). Parkland County contains several interesting landform and geologic
features that comprise a landscape characterized by moderately rolling, hilly
topography interspersed with flat, level terrain. Glaciers have left remnant
meltwater channels and a hummocky glaciolacustrine plain throughout much
of the County. Exposed bedrock lining major watercourses, pre-glacial river
valleys, and pitted deltas also characterize the landscape. Extensive coal veins,
hummocky stagnation moraines, ice-thrust moraines, sand dunes, sand and
gravel beds, and a regionally significant esker are located in Parkland County
(Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004). Notably, the diverse
topography is closely related to the perceived scenic quality of the region,
and should be considered carefully in the land use planning process. Map 9:
Landforms and Slopes illustrates the locations of key landforms identified, as well
as important subsurface geological features found througout Parkland County.
Some of the key surficial geological features, including steep slopes in Parkland
County, are shown on Map 9: Landforms and Steep Slopes, including the Devon
Dunes, the Carvel Pitted Delta, and the Wabamun Meltwater Channel.
The Devon Dunes are the results of post-glacial winds blowing delta sands
into parabolic, elongated dune shapes.
The Carvel Pitted Delta is an extensive hummocky, hilly area with numerous
small kettle lakes and wetlands. They resulted from deltaic sediments being
deposited on and around glacial ice. When the ice melted, the differential
settling resulted in the hummocky or “pitted” topography. The Carvel Pitted
Delta is a very unique geomorphological feature and is the only example in
central Alberta.
The Wabamun Meltwater Channel was formed by waters flowing from a
melting glacier, and runs through Wabamun Lake, Johnny’s Lake, as well as
the Kilini Creek corridor. Kilini Creek is in fact an “underfit” stream that
runs through this much wider river valley channel, meandering back and forth
between various nick points in the valley.
The Smithfield Esker is an additional minor glacial landform feature of
interest. Eskers are sinuous ridges of sand and gravel that were deposited as
sediments in a stream that flowed under a glacier.
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+
Undulating topography of the Carvel Pitted Delta
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1.2.4. Watersheds and Aquatic Resources
Parkland County spans two major watersheds in Alberta and contains a variety
of aquatic resources. The subsections below describe the main watersheds,
subwatersheds, and aquatic resource features of Parkland County.
1.2.4.1. North Saskatchewan River Watershed
The North Saskatchewan Watershed drains over 80,000 km2 of Alberta or
13% of Alberta’s land mass. The watershed’s headwaters are in Banff National
Park and the river flows over 1,000 km to the Saskatchewan border. As part of
the Nelson River Basin, water from the North Saskatchewan River eventually
empties into Hudson Bay (NSWA, 2005). The majority of Parkland County’s
land (95%; about 2,600 km2) occurs in the North Saskatchewan Watershed.
Parkland County occurs in the “middle reaches” of the watershed, where
several concerns have been identified due to agricultural, urban, and industrial
land uses.
The North Saskatchewan River forms the southern boundary of Parkland
County. The river channel averages about 120 m wide and 1.2 m deep in
the area. The channel is sinuous with islands and bars and a pool and riffle
sequence. It is partly entrenched and frequently confined in a valley. The North
Saskatchewan River’s flows are typical of a mountain headwater stream, with
a strong snowmelt signature and peak flows during the summer. Peak summer
follows have been reduced and minimum winter flows increased by water
releases from the Brazeau and Bighorn Dams upstream (NSWA, 2005).
Water quality has been identified as a primary concern in the North
Saskatchewan watershed (NSWA, 2012) (Goal 1 in the Integrated Watershed
Management Plan states: “Water quality …is maintained or improved.”) Water
quality for the North Saskatchewan River within Parkland County is best
represented by the Alberta River Water Quality Index monitoring records
at Devon. Water quality at this station is typically “good” to “excellent” (90100)1. In some years (e.g., 1998, 1999) nutrients have rated “fair”. Many small
tributaries to the North Saskatchewan River exhibit water quality issues. For
example, Tomahawk Creek has very high faecal coliform counts and high
particulate phosphorus, leading to “marginal” to “fair” water quality scores
(Donahue, 2001).

1 http://environment.alberta.ca/01275.html. In addition, sub-indices for metals (22 variables monitored),
nutrients (6 variables monitored), bacteria (2 variables monitored), and pesticides (17 variables monitored) are
generally all “excellent” for the North Saskatchewan River at Devon.
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Figure 3. Map of the North Saskatchewan River Watershed
Source: North Saskatchewan Watershed Alliance (2012)

Figure 4. Map of the Sturgeon River Subwatershed
Source: City of St. Albert (2012)
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1.2.4.2. Sturgeon River Subwatershed
The Sturgeon Subwatershed encompasses over 3,300 km2 in total, and is shared
between four counties, several urban municipalities and First Nations reserves
(Figure 1). The Sturgeon River is a 259 km long river that meanders through the
prairie. The river is named after the dinosaur-like fish that historically used to
migrate through the river to feed, although it has vanished from the river now.
The Cree knew the Sturgeon as mi-koo-oo-pow or “Red Willow River” (Ma,
2013).
About 30% of Parkland County’s land area (816 km2) falls within the Sturgeon
subwatershed (Map 3). The Sturgeon River’s headwaters begin near Hoople
Lake in Parkland County between Highway 22 and the Jack Pine Provincial
Grazing Reserve. The river flows northeast, passing through Isle Lake and
entering Lac St. Anne County. Atim Creek and Kilini Creek are key tributaries
to the Sturgeon River in the northern and eastern portions of Parkland County.
Atim Creek flows into Big Lake, where it joins the main stem of the Sturgeon
River. Kilini Creek joins the Sturgeon River near the Town of Onoway.
The health of the Sturgeon watershed has been assessed as “Fair” based on
land use, water quantity, water quality, and biological indicators (City of St.
Albert, 2012). No long-term water quality monitoring exists for the Sturgeon
River; however, nitrogen and phosphorus have at times exceeded guidelines, and
a subtle increase in nutrients and peaks in coliforms and nutrients have been
observed near St. Albert.
1.2.4.3. Pembina River Watershed
A small portion on the west side of Parkland County is located in the Pembina
River Subwatershed of the Athabasca Watershed. This area constitutes 144
km2 within the county, or approximately 5% of the county’s land mass. The
Athabasca River drains into the Peace-Athabasca Delta and is part of the
Mackenzie River Basin, which drains into the Beaufort Sea in the Arctic.
1.2.4.4. Subwatersheds
The Water Survey of Canada’s “fundamental drainage areas” delineates five
subwatersheds at an intermediate scale within the county, including:
• Upper North Saskatchewan – Wabamun (05DE)
• Upper North Saskatchewan – Strawberry (05DF)
• Sturgeon (O5EA)
• Central Pembina (07BB) (very small area within the County)
• Upper Pembina (07BA) (very small area within the County)
The large areas grouped under the Sturgeon and Upper North Saskatchewan
drainage basins were of insufficient resolution to enable different areas to
be compared with one another across the county with regards to hydrologic
processes. Therefore, subwatersheds were further subdivided for this study
using the Water Survey of Canada drainage basins, PFRA non-contributing
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area12 boundaries, topography and hydrography, using a combination of
ArcHydro drainage basin delineation and hand delineation of optimal drainage
system boundaries by a Professional Engineer (member of APEGGA)
specializing in water resources engineering. These boundaries were used as
layers in some of the ESA modelling processed further described in this report.
1.2.4.5. Other Creek Systems

+
Mishow Creek

Wabamun Creek provides an outlet for Wabamun Lake and tends to flow
intermittently towards the North Saskatchewan River. Jackpine Creek, Shoal
Lake Creek, and Mishow Creek are other small creeks that flow into the North
Saskatchewan River. Many smaller ephemeral creeks flow only during spring
snowmelt or during major rain events in the summer. Numerous small creeks,
riparian areas, wetlands, and beaver ponds along creeks are also present in the
County.
1.2.4.6. Lakes
Lakes of varying sizes and shapes occur in the County, particularly in the
Central Lakes / Dry Mixedwood Landscape Unit. More information on
available lake physical characteristics, water quality, fish and wildlife occurrences,
and key management issues identified for key lakes in the County are
summarized in the individual ESA fact sheets for each lake system.

+
Dussault Lake

+
Deer Lake Area wetlands

1.2.4.7. Wetlands
Wetlands of various sizes and types occur throughout Parkland County. Many
“prairie pothole” type wetlands (Stewart & Kantrud, 1971) occur in hummocky
landscapes of the central and southeastern portions of the county. These
include permanent, semi-permanent, and ephemeral lakes, ponds, marshes, and
wet meadows characterized primarily by sedges (Carex spp.), bulrushes (Scirpus
spp.) and cattails (Typha spp.). Wetlands adjacent to lakes, rivers, and streams
(including oxbow wetlands and lacustrine wetlands) often contain willow (Salix
spp.). Peatlands, including bogs and fens, occur in many locations throughout the
county although they are concentrated in the western portions of the County in
the Boreal Natural Subregions. Wetlands provide essential ecosystem services
including water quality improvements, flood protection, groundwater recharge,
carbon sequestration and climate regulation, while also supporting regional
biodiversity. APPENDIX B presents a more in-depth look at the key functions
and ecosystem services provided by wetlands.
1.2.4.8. Riparian Areas
Parkland County is characterized by many riparian areas flanking the edges of
its rivers, streams, lakes, springs, ponds, and seeps. Like wetlands, riparian areas
are hotspots for biodiversity, but also provide ecosystem services such as bank
stability and erosion control, water quality improvement, flood mitigation, and
aquifer recharge. As linear features in the landscape, riparian areas function as
important movement corridors for wildlife. They also provide critical habitat for
1 Under normal circumstances (1:2 year events), non-contributing areas contribute no surface flow
downstream (PFRA, 2008)
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fish, and serve as significant recreational environments for people. APPENDIX
B presents a more in-depth look at the key functions and ecosystem services
provided by riparian areas.

1.2.5. Groundwater Resources
Groundwater is a significant water supply for most of the rural acreages and
farmsteads in Parkland County. Groundwater occupies the saturated zones of
underground soil and rock formations, where void spaces between soil grains
or fractures are completely filled with water. Although groundwater is very
common in most rock formations, some parts of the saturated zone contain
more water than others. Intervals that can hold and convey large volumes of
water are commonly referred to as aquifers. Generally, there are three different
types of aquifers that can occur in Parkland County, including:
• Near surface sand and gravel deposits (sometimes referred to as
“alluvial aquifers”)
• Buried valley aquifers and/or inter-till sands and gravels
• Bedrock aquifers (sandstone, siltstone and/or fractured bedrock)
Map 10: Groundwater Resources highlights the locations of important surficial
groundwater resource issues in Parkland County, including surficial sand and
gravel aquifers and buried valley aquifers3. Sand and gravel aquifers are found in
many parts of the County, but dominate the Devon Dunes area in the southeast
of Parkland County in particular.
The Beverly Buried Valley occupies close to 374 km2 in the county. This
pre-glacial river valley was carved into the bedrock surface by erosion, and
subsequently filled with glacial till, sands and gravels of the Empress Formation,
and glacial Lake Edmonton deposits (Von Hauff, 2004). The valley runs from
southwest to northwest across the county and underlies a large portion of
the Town of Stony Plain and City of Spruce Grove. The valley ranges from
approximately 6 to 9 km in width4 and usually is less than 60 m deep, and
on the surface generally corresponds with the topographic low visible on the
surface extending from north of Stony Plain to Big Lake (Von Hauff, 2004).
The Onoway Buried Valley system occupies approximately 105 km2 in the
county. This buried bedrock valley is in the northwestern part of Parkland
County, southeast of the Town of Entwistle. The buried valley is approximately
4 km wide with local relief less than 40 m. Sand and gravel deposits in the valley
are expected to be less than 30 m thick.

3 Hotspots of groundwater use intensity as well available provincial and municipal models of the risk of
groundwater contamination from activities at the surface are also incorporated on this map which represents
the inherent risk that land use activities at the surface will affect groundwater resources.
4 Some hydrogeologists have expressed knowledge that the actual boundary of this formation is narrower
than that mapped by HCL (1998); however Von Hauff (2004) is consistent with this information and future
investigations would be necessary.
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+
Atim Creek
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Ecosystem Services
Ecosystems provide many conditions, functions, and processes
that help sustain and fulfill human life (Bolund & Hunhammar,
1999; Daily, 1997; de Groot, et al., 2002; Tzoulas, et al., 2007; MEA,
2003). This recognition has given rise to the concept of Ecosystem
Services (ES). ES include all of the direct and indirect benefits that
people obtain from nature and natural processes. Some examples of
ecosystem services include:
•
•
•
•
•

Water storage and flood control
Provision of water supplies
Provision of genetic resources, raw materials, and food
Pollination of crops and native vegetation
Fulfilment of people’s cultural, spiritual, recreational, and
educational needs
An ecosystem services framework provides a way to communicate
to a wide range of stakeholders that conservation is not just a matter
of maintaining species and ecosystems for their inherent value,
but is also a prudent strategy for sustaining many valuable services
that support both the economy and human welfare. In contrast, a
recent review of biodiversity monitoring programs noted that “many
proposed and existing indicators do not connect clearly with human
welfare and are unlikely to engage the interest of governments,
businesses, and the public until they do so” (Balmford, et al., 2005).
An ES framework recognizes the role of ecosystems in providing
inputs for the production of economic goods, maintaining lifesupport systems over the long-term, and providing essential “green
infrastruclture” that supports human activities in diverse ways (Heal,
2000).
The ECMP was crafted with an ES framework as its foundation.
This document serves to foster a stonger, healthier, and more holistic
relationship between Parkland County residents and their natural
environment through analysis and recommendations designed to
support the long-term viability of ecosystems and communities.
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+
Black spruce and Larch trees at Wagner Natural Area
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1.2.6. Vegetation
The unique location of Parkland County, at the intersection of two natural
regions and three natural subregions, provides the potential for a wide diversity
of habitat types and species. However, much of the vegetation in the region has
been impacted by industrial, urban and agricultural development. This section
describes the major native vegetation communities, as well as rare or unique
plant species, that characterize Parkland County.
1.2.6.1. Forested Lands
There is a variety of forest communities within Parkland County whose
presence depends on variations in slope, aspect, moisture regime, nutrients and
soil type.
Deciduous and mixed-woods forests:
This forest type includes aspen and balsam poplar, with a varying abundance of
white spruce.
• Aspen dominated stands occur on relatively flat and mesic sites with
moderate nutrient regimes. They are considered the “pioneer” species
and are often replaced by coniferous species like white spruce as
these forests undergo succession. The understory is well-developed
and diverse with many shrub and herbaceous species (Beckingham &
Archibald, 1996).
• Balsam poplar becomes more prevalent in subhygric depressions or
hygric riparian areas with rich nutrient regimes. These forests can be codominant with aspen and white spruce, and also have diverse shrub and
herbaceous strata (Beckingham & Archibald, 1996).
Coniferous forests:
This forest type is dominated by jack pine, white spruce or black spruce; or a
combination of each depending on the site conditions.
• Jack pine generally occurs on acidic, dry and nutrient poor sites with
course soil. The presence of aspen, black spruce and white spruce may
increase as moisture level across the site increases. Jack pine dominated
forests are also characterized by a sparse shrub and lichen dominated
understory that is characterized by bearberry, blueberry and reindeer
lichen (Beckingham & Archibald, 1996).
• White spruce dominant stands are generally uncommon in Parkland
County. This species generally occurs in co-dominant mixed-wood
stands with diverse understories, or with jack pine as described above.
Pure stands represent late successional stages of these communities and
are rare in this region (Beckingham & Archibald, 1996).
• Black spruce tends to dominate poorly drained, nutrient-poor hygric
sites, and jack pine will occur with black spruce in slightly drier sites.
The sparse forest understory is characterized by Labrador tea and
sphagnum mosses (Beckingham & Archibald, 1996).
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1.2.6.2. Grassland
Native grassland communities are sparsely distributed throughout the county,
but occur mostly on very dry, steep escarpments in river valleys that are not
suitable habitat for trees. Grasslands are classified as such, if they have less
than 20 to 30% shrub cover, have not been cleared or broken, and do not have
an over story tree canopy (ASRD, 2013). Some native grassland may occur as
unbroken pasture in various states of rangeland health. The communities of
native grassland that may be remnant throughout the area may include species
such as sand grass, needle and thread grass and June grass in drier areas; plains
rough fescue and western wheatgrass in modal sites, and; fowl bluegrass
and reed canary grass in wetter sites (ASRD, 2013). In general, the types of
grassland depend on the moisture and nutrient regime (ASRD, 2012).
1.2.6.3. Shrubland
Shrubland communities occur throughout Parkland County and are also
dependent on site moisture conditions. Willow and red-osier dogwood are
common to riparian zones and areas of higher moisture regime. Species
associated with drier, more exposed sites may include wild rose, snowberry,
buckbrush, saskatoon, pincherry, and chokecherry (Westworth Associates
Environmental Ltd., 2004). Shrublands may also be classified as such in areas of
regenerating forests in cutblocks or seismic lines.
1.2.6.4. Wetlands
There is a diversity of wetlands types that occur in Parkland County that
range from peat accumulating forested wetlands to mineral based, open water
marsh wetlands. All are characterized by saturated hydric soils (Beckingham &
Archibald, 1996).
Bogs and fens are the main categories of peatlands (saturated moss-derived
organic soils) that occur in the region. Bogs tend to be more acidic and nutrient
poor due to the lack of flowing groundwater. Fens receive nutrients from
water sources flowing through and have a higher pH. Treed bogs and fens are
commonly dominated by black spruce, with tamarack as a minor component.
Shrubby bogs and fens have no trees and can be dominated by Labrador
tea and other ericaceous shrubs. Bogs and fens can also occur as sedgedominated peatlands with solely herbaceous plant cover (Westworth Associates
Environmental Ltd., 2004).
Marshes develop on saturated mineral soils that are influenced by nutrient rich,
standing or slow moving water. Reed grasses, cattails, rushes, sedges or aquatic
grasses characterize these areas. Marshes in the province are generally classed
by the Stewart and Kantrud system (1971), which defines marshes by water
permanence, depth, and chemistry, and by land use. Any variations between
wetland classes are reflected in differences in life form, cover interspersion,
species composition, and species dominance (Stewart & Kantrud, 1971).
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1.2.6.5. Rare Plants

+

Campylium radical

Credit: Red Deer River Naturalists

Eighty-five species of rare plants have been recorded in Parkland County
(ACIMS 2013). These include 26 species and two communities ranked in
the S1 range, fifty-five species in the S2 range, seven of the S3’s and two
ranked SU (status unknown). The S-ranks, as established by the Alberta
Biodiversity Monitoring Institute (ABMI), are a measure of rarity describing
the conservation status for species in Alberta (Alberta Biodiversity Monitoring
Institute, 2007). This database is only representative of those that have been
recorded and does not preclude others from occurring in Parkland County.
Table 5 of APPENDIX A outlines the species ranked either S1 or S2 that
were used to determine areas of high environmental significance. There are
a few vascular plants, but the majority are mosses, lichens, and liverworts.
Many of the recorded rare species are found in peatlands, and other wetlands.
The observations are mainly associated with Wagner Natural Area, North
Saskatchewan River Valley, Wabamun Lake, Sturgeon River Headwaters,
Devonian Botanical Gardens, and Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary. The
current distribution of rare species in part reflects the degree of sampling at
various locations, sometimes in association with industrial developments as part
of pre-disturbance biophysical assessments. The earliest records are from the
1920’s and the current status of these individuals or populations is not known.

+

Amerorcis rotundivolia var. linnaeta
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+
Flocks of Canada Geese at Canada Geese ESA
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1.2.7. Fish and Wildlife Resources
The unique location of Parkland County provides the potential for a wide
diversity of habitat types and species; however, ecosystems in the region have
been altered by industrial, urban and agricultural development. This section
describes the major wildlife, and rare species, that have been observed in
Parkland County.
1.2.7.1. Fish
Rivers and lakes in Parkland County provide habitat for many species of
fish and minnows, providing excellent fisheries and recreation resources
throughout the County (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004). The
North Saskatchewan and Pembina Rivers, and Wabamun Lake are important
fish bearing water bodies in Parkland County, providing unique habitat for a
wide range of fish species. Tributaries of both the North Saskatchewan and
Pembina Rivers are important for spawning habitat, maintaining stream flow
and maintaining water quality and quantity downstream (Westworth Associates
Environmental Ltd., 2004).
The portion of the North Saskatchewan located in Parkland County is a
transitional cold water to cool water habitat for fish, therefore, fish inhabiting
this section of the river are a mix of cool and cold water species (i.e., northern
pike, walleye, sauger, sturgeon, burbot, and suckers, goldeye). (Westworth
Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
The Pembina River also contains a diversity of fish species (i.e., northern pike,
walleye, rainbow trout, and goldeye) along with the southern-most populations
of arctic grayling. Since arctic grayling populations have declined in Alberta over
the past 20 to 30 years, the Pembina River is highly significant habitat conditions
(Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
Steady populations of common sport fish species can be found in Wabamun
Lake, Mink and Mayatan Lakes, Hasse, Mink, Muir, Spring, and East Pit Lakes
(Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004). Northern pike, yellow perch,
walleye, burbot, and white sucker are all found in Isle Lake, however the lake is
subject to winterkill (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
The County’s close proximity to the City of Edmonton has resulted in
overfishing and declines in most sport fish populations. A number of other
non-sport fish have also experienced declines as a result of draining, improperly
installed culverts, erosion, and stream modifications. Non-native fish may also
be out-competing native fish for habitat and resources, resulting in a decline of
populations (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
Thirty-five species of fish have been recorded in Parkland County and
observations were queried from the FWMIS 2013 database. This database is
only representative of those that have been recorded and does not preclude
others from occurring in Parkland County. According to the Status of Wildlife
in Alberta, these include three exotic species, twenty-one secure species, one
At Risk, one that May Be At Risk, two sensitive species and six whose status
is undetermined (Table 1). The two sensitive species (i.e., sauger and redbelly
dace) are particularly vulnerable to habitat degradation due to human activity.
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Only the Lake Sturgeon is federally listed as endangered in Alberta, however,
the Threespine stickleback is endangered in BC and was illegally introduced into
Alberta. It has been observed at Eden and Hasse Lakes.
The bull trout is a coldwater species with relatively narrow biotic and abiotic
tolerances (Rieman & McIntyre, 1995). Abundance and distribution of
bull trout have declined over the last century – due to habitat degradation,
competition with exotic trout and interbreeding with brook trout – and were
not observed in the FWMIS database for Parkland County. Please see Table 6
of APPENDIX A for a full list of fish species observed in Parkland County.
Some populations in Alberta have increased since the introduction of protective
legislation in 1995 and the bull trout management and recovery plan (Westworth
Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
1.2.7.2. Wildlife
A wide variety of ungulates, carnivores, fur-bearers, small mammals, waterfowl,
shorebirds, songbirds, raptors, game birds, and a smaller number of amphibians
and reptiles can be found in Parkland County. White-tailed deer are common
throughout due to the interspersion of open and wooded habitats, while
moose are abundant in areas of contiguous forest interspersed with wetlands.
Mule deer and elk are less abundant (Westworth Associates Environmental
Ltd., 2004). The coyote is the most abundant carnivore, followed by fewer
populations of black bear, cougar, lynx and fox. Smaller carnivores include a
variety of weasels, mink and marten that occur in a wide range of habitats.
Beaver and muskrat are ubiquitous throughout the region, occurring where
forage exists close to wetlands that don’t freeze through in the winter. Showshoe
hare and red squirrel are abundant where forage and cover exist. Other
small mammals include striped skunk, northern flying squirrel, porcupine,
woodchuck, voles, mice, shrews, ground squirrel, gopher and American badger.
A variety of bats have been observed where suitable habitat exists, including
little and big brown bats, silver-haired bat, hoary bat, long-legged bat and
northern long-eared bat (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
Over 200 species of birds are known to inhabit Parkland County, including
approximately twenty-five water bird species. High waterfowl breeding densities
occur in the eastern portion of the county on the Stony Plain Moraine that
is characterized by small lakes and knob and kettle terrain. The larger lakes
are important staging areas for waterfowl, and colonial birds, as are the
major rivers. There are also water birds that occupy more specific habitat
like wet shrublands/grasslands, mudflats or peatlands (Westworth Associates
Environmental Ltd., 2004).
Over 120 species of terrestrial birds occupy a variety of upland habitats
depending on ecosite type. Forests, grasslands and wetlands are home to many
sparrows, warblers and woodpeckers, as well as approximately twenty-two
species of raptors. Game birds such as grouse, partridge and pheasant occupy
woodlands, shrublands, grasslands and even agricultural areas (Westworth
Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
Amphibians such as frogs, toads and salamanders occupy various wet habitats
associated with woodlands, wetlands and riparian areas. The red-sided and plains
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garter snakes are the only reptiles observed in Parkland County, and depend
on the availability of suitable hibernacula in close proximity to ponds, lakes,
marshes and dugouts (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
A number of species of special concern are known to occur or could potentially
inhabit the County. A number of species are listed as Sensitive or At Risk
in Alberta. SARA species observed or that have the potential to occur in
Parkland County are summarized in Table 2. Specifically, there are many listed
birds associated with peatlands and wetlands such as Horned grebe, Common
nighthawk, Olive-sided flycatcher, Yellow rail, Rusty blackbird, and the Canada
warbler. The status of the Short-eared owl is due to the dwindling number
of native grasslands. There have been no recent observations of Northern
leopard frog populations even though the previous species range covered a part
of Parkland County. One observation of Grizzly bear was recorded in 2002
at Mumm Creek by Fish and Wildlife enforcement. The Peregrine falcon has
been observed several times throughout the county, mostly nesting along the
Pembina and North Saskatchewan Rivers (Westworth Associates Environmental
Ltd., 2004).

Table 1. Species at Risk Act (SARA) species observed or potential to occur in Parkland County
Scientific Name

Common Name

Status

Habitat

Natural Subregion

Lithobates pipiens

Northern Leopard Frog

Special Concern

wetlands and fish free streams

DM

Danaus plexippus

Monarch butterfly

Special Concern

milkweed meadows

CM, CP, DM

Asio flammeus

Short-eared Owl

Special Concern

native grasslands, prairie, fields

CM, CP, DM

Chordeiles minor

Common nighthawk

Threatened

open areas (clearings, bogs, lakeshores,
disturbances)

CM, CP, DM

Contopus cooperi

Olive-sided flycatcher

Threatened

coniferous forested edges of wetlands and
bogs

CM, CP, DM

Coturnicops
noveboracensis

Yellow Rail

Special Concern

sedge dominated wetlands and peatlands

CM, CP, DM

Euphagus carolinus

Rusty Blackbird

Special Concern

boreal wooded peatlands

CM, CP, DM

Falco peregrinus anatum/
tundrius

Peregrine Falcon

Special Concern

cliffs, open areas, forested, urban

DM

Podiceps auritus
Wilsonia canadensis
Ursus Arctos (prairie
population)
Ursus Arctos (prairie
population)

Horned Grebe
Canada warbler
Grizzly bear

Special Concern
Threatened
Extirpated

wetlands, lakeshores
boreal
n/a

CM, CP, DM
CP, DM
CM, CP, DM

Grizzly bear

Extirpated

n/a

CM, CP, DM

DM – Dry Mixedwood; CM – Central Mixedwood; CP – Central Parkland
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1.2.8. Protected Areas
Protected areas in Parkland County are largely associated with significant
lakes, wetland areas, river systems, and natural areas within urban areas. They
are owned and managed by the Province, the County, Municipalities, or
Conservation organizations. Parkland County is home to several Provincial
Parks, Natural Areas and Crown Lands, as well as the Jack Pine Provincial
Grazing Reserve. Provincial Parks are distributed regularly across the County.
Lois Hole Centennial Provincial Park, one of Alberta’s newest Provincial
Parks, is located in the northeast corner of the County, adjacent to Big Lake.
Wabamun Lake Provincial Park is situated next to the Village of Wabamun,
just south of Highway 16. The Pembina River Provincial Park is located at
the western edge of the county along the steep slopes of the Pembina River
Valley Gorge. Conservation organizations, including the Alberta Conservation
Association, Alberta Fish and Game Association, Ducks Unlimited, the
Edmonton and Area Land Trust, and the Nature Conservancy maintain a
strong presence in the County; managing environmentally significant areas such
as Glory Hills and the Clifford E. Lee Natural Sanctuary. Map 12: Protected/
Conservation Areas illustrates the diversity and distribution of conservation areas,
and areas of important ongoing ecological research, that exist throughout the
County.

1.2.9. Cultural and Historic Features
Several areas within Parkland County have been recognized as containing
potentially significant historic, archaeological, and paleontological resources.
Each land parcel in the Alberta Listing of Historic Resources has been assigned
an HRV ranging from 1 to 55. The highest level of protection (HRV 1) is
afforded to lands that have been designated under the Albert Historic Resources
Act as Provincial Historic Resources. There are two historic resources in the
County with designated values of 1. One is the Stony Plain School, which is
significant due to its unique 1920s period architecture and its prominence in
the development of Alberta’s educational systems in the early part of the 20th
century6. The second HRV 1 site in Parkland County is St. Aidan and St Hilda
Angilcan Church located north of Wabamun Lake along Highway 16. This site
is significant due to its unique architectural features and because it is a good
example of early rural pioneer churches in Alberta7 (The Alberta Register of
Historic Places, 2013).
Thirty of the 296 archaeological sites identified in the County have been
designated as HRV 4 sites, indicating the presence of an historic resource that
may require avoidance (Alberta Historical Resources Act, 2013). HRV 4 sites
in Parkland County are a combination of pre-contact campsites and stone tool
artifacts, a Native animal kill site, settlement period homesteads, and an historic
ferry crossing.
5 HRV1: Provincial Historic Resources, World Heritage Sites, and lands owned by Alberta Culture for historic
resource protection and promotion purposes; HRV 2: designated under the Act as a Municipal or Registered
Historic Resource; HRV 3: contains a significant historic resource that will likely require avoidance; HRV 4:
contains a historic resource that may require avoidance; HRV 5: believed to contain a historic resource
6 Source: The Alberta Register of Historic Places https://hermis.alberta.ca/ARHP/Details.
aspx?DeptID=1&ObjectID=4665-0572
7 Source: The Alberta Register of Historic Places https://hermis.alberta.ca/ARHP/Details.
aspx?DeptID=1&ObjectID=4665-0046
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The majority of potentially historic resources in the County have been severely
disturbed by cultivation or other development activities over the past several
decades. Intact sites are most likely found in areas where there is little to no
agricultural activity, or where soil deposition processes have buried sites beneath
typical cultivation zone depths (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd.,
2004). These conditions occur on large river flats prone to flooding, which
explain the density of significant historic artifacts and remains discovered along
the banks of the North Saskatchewan River. Some of these buried soils zones
in the Edmonton Area have produced artifacts dating back to 7,000 years ago
(Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).

+
Wabamun Lake Provincial Park
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1.2.10.

Development Pressures

There are a variety of existing and future development pressures facing
Parkland County. Population within the County proper is approximately 30,600
people, and has been growing steadily, with a 4.6% growth rate observed
between 2006 and 2011 (Statistics Canada, 2011). According to recent
population numbers approved by the Capital Region Board (2013), the County
is projected to grow to 42,700 residents (low case scenario) to upwards of
50,000 (high case scenario) by 2044 (Capital Region Board, 2013).
In addition, urban municipalities embedded within Parkland County are
experiencing extremely high growth rates, with population increases of 22%
in the Town of Stony Plain and 34% in the City of Spruce Grove over 20062011. Population growth drives development pressures tied to the balance of
land uses within the County. Map 4: Development Pressures highlights specific
areas of the County targeted for certain key development pressures. The key
development pressures identified within Parkland County include:
• The Acheson Industrial Area
• Country residential and lakeshore developments
• Sand and Gravel extraction
• Peat harvesting
• Coal mines and power plants (outside the jurisdiction of Parkland
County)
• Oil and gas developments
• Large livestock operations
While many industry-specific management practices are touched upon in this
section, Section 4 of this report provides a more in-depth discussion of best
management practices for balancing conservation and development.
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1.2.10.1.

The Acheson Industrial Area

The Acheson Industrial Area is Parkland County’s major commercial/industrial
hub. The Area Structure Plan (ASP) area occupies 16 square miles (4,145
hectares or 10,240 acres) of land at the eastern edge of the County bordering
the City of Edmonton. Its centre is the intersection of Highways 16A and
60. Substantial growth has occurred in recent years within the ASP area,
especially north of the Canadian National Rail (CNR) line on both the east and
west sides of Highway 60. The Northview Business Park on the west side of
Highway 60 has a number of major industries occupying large parcels, including
SMS Equipment, Suncor, Altalink, and Navistar (Parkland County, 2012).
The majority of lands in the ASP area are districted for future industrial and
commercial development. The availability of developable land, low industrial tax
rates, and the Industrial Area’s position within a major transportation network
are among the advantages driving growth in Acheson.
While the majority of development in the Acheson Industrial Area has occurred
north of Highway 16A in existing industrial parks, development phasing has
now begun to move south of Highway16A. This expansion poses several
potential conflicts with adjacent residential developments and environmentally
significant areas.
The residential subdivision of Osborne Acres accounts for approximately
71.8 hectares (177.4 acres) of land in the ASP area. Osborne Acres consists
of approximately 41 independently serviced country residential homes on lots
ranging in size from 3.7 to 5 acres. Two Municipal Reserve parcels also exist
within the subdivision. While a 200 m wide agricultural zone on the north, east,
and south sides of Osborne Acres acts as a buffer between existing residential
development and future industrial uses, pedestrian and traffic safety concerns
may increase in the Osborne Acres area with increasing industrial development
(Parkland County, 2012).
Also of concern relating to the expansion of the Acheson Industrial Area
is the preservation of the Wagner Natural Area, located in the northwest
corner of the ASP area (Parkland County, 2012). The Wagner Natural Area
is a provincially significant ESA identified in this and previous reports, and
constitutes a regionally and provincially significant natural area.
Expanding industrial land uses in the ASP area may compromise the ecological
integrity and viability of the Wagner Natural Area if appropriate planning
measures are not in place. Due to the natural area’s extreme sensitivity to
changes in water level, increased surface runoff resulting from industrial
development south of Wagner has the potential to disrupt delicate hydrological
regimes and sensitive plant communities within the natural area. Increasing the
total volume of surface runoff should be avoided as much as possible, and
any future developments located within the groundwater recharge zone or the
natural surface drainage basin for the Wagner Natural Area must be diligent in
maintaining historic surface and groundwater conditions (AECOM, 2011).
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Figure 5. Acheson Industrial Area Structure Plan Boundary
(Acheson Area Structure Plan, 1997)
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The Acheson/Big Lake Area Master Drainage Plan
In 2011 Parkland County completed the Acheson/Big Lake Area Master
Drainage Plan. The purpose of this Master Drainage Plan was to consider the
cumulative effects of individual industrial and residential developments on the
Area’s stormwater management systems for prior to completion of this Master
drainage Plan, individual developments were required to submit stormwater
management studies that did not consider the cumulative effects they would
have on the stormwater management systems. The Master Drainage Plan also
created an overall stormwater management system for future developable lands
in the area. As part of the Master Drainage Plan, a wetland inventory and
classification study was completed for the entire Acheson/Big Lake Area.
Following completion of the Master drainage Plan, Parkland County applied
to Alberta Environment Sustainable Resource Development (AESRD) for a
Fenceline Approval under the Water Act for management of stormwater in
the entire Acheson/Big Lake Area. On December 21, 2011 Parkland County
received this Fenceline Approval. The Fenceline Approval requires developers
to follow the criteria outlined in the Master Drainage Plan (such as discharge
rates, quality requirements, isolation valve requirements, outfall and receiving
body locations, etc.) and assists in ensuring construction of stormwater
management facilities or improvements to the stormwater system are completed
in a coordinated and organized fashion. The Fenceline Approval also outlines
what wetland mitigation, operation and maintenance requirements are to be
followed in the area. If developers propose any stormwater management
systems that are in contravention with the Fenceline Approval, the developer
is required to obtain support from Parkland County as well as an amendment
Fenceline Approval from AESRD.
Existing documents such as the Water Act Fenceline Approval, the Acheson/
Big Lake Area Master Drainage Plan, and the accompanying Acheson/Big Lake
Area Wetland Inventory and Classification (AECOM, 2011), help to ensure that
the area’s stormwater is properly managed. These guiding documents attempt
to minimize any impacts to the area’s water systems, including the recharge zone
underlying the Wagner Natural area, surrounding wetlands, and receiving water
bodies.
1.2.10.2.

Country Residential and Lakeshore Developments

Most of Parkland County’s population lives in traditional country residential
subdivisions concentrated in the northeast and southeast portions of the
County near the City of Edmonton, Spruce Grove, and Stony Plain (Parkland
County, 2010). Country residential developments are subdivisions of rural
lands that create multiple residential lots. These lots are typically serviced with
wells or cisterns and septic systems or by connection to communal water and
sanitary services. Typically, country residential subdivisions have an average net
residential density of less than 200 units per quarter section (CRB, 2009).
Demand for this type of residential subdivision, as a lifestyle, is expected to
remain stable over the coming decade. However, the rising number of large lots
with private onsite services is becoming increasingly unsustainable, particularly
in regard to water supply, susceptibility to groundwater contamination from
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private sewage systems, and long-term road maintenance. While certain areas
of the County may be able to support an increase in country residential
development, smart growth principles resulting in more compact, serviced
subdivisions should be explored in the interest of balancing growth, demand,
and environmental integrity.
1.2.10.3.

Sand and Gravel Extraction

Glacial deposits underlying much of Parkland County make it rich in aggregate
resources. Owing the resource’s importance in supporting the local and regional
economy, aggregate extraction operations are widespread in Parkland County
(Parkland County, 2010). Next to oil sands and coal, aggregate is the next largest
extraction industry in Alberta. The expansion of roads and residential growth
within the county will ensure the further development of aggregates required as
construction material.

+
Rare Plant 1

Current operations exist along the north boundary of the county and some
parcels along the North Saskatchewan River. Even though their land use is
temporary, sand and gravel extraction sites in Parkland County should be
strategically located away from sensitive adjoining land uses and environmentally
significant areas. Future reclamation should also be carried out progressively,
according to approved plans and regulatory requirements.
Any proposed pit larger than 5 ha is regulated by the Code of Practice for
Pits under the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act (EPEA), and
Conservation and Reclamation Regulation (on private land), or by the Public
Lands Act. If a pit is developed on public land, it is subject to the Water Act
regulation as well as EPEA. The County was recently given the authority by the
Alberta government to distribute and manage the permitting of pits.
1.2.10.4.

+
Gravel Pit

Peat Harvesting

Peat harvesting occurs in a fairly localized area in the southwestern portion
of the county. Peat harvesting is limited to areas where peatlands exist
and compared to the other types of development pressures, may not be as
concerning to environmentally significant areas. Current efforts should aim
to maintain the integrity of existing sensitive areas and carefully consider the
impacts of peat harvesting on adjacent lands. Applications for exploration
and extraction of peat are reviewed under the Public Lands Administration
Regulation (PLAR) and administered as a Surface Material Lease.
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1.2.10.5.

Coal Mines and Power Plants

The Transalta Wabamun power plant at the Whitewood coal mine was fully
retired on March 31, 2010, whereby the mine ceased coal processing. Figure
5 shows forest loss related to coal mining at the Whitewood mine prior
to decommissioning between 2000 and 20128. Reclamation has advanced
progressively since 1962 and more than 95 per cent of the lease area has been
reclaimed to a state equivalent or better than its original land use. The reclaimed
land can support agriculture, woodlands, wildlife habitat and recreation but
most of the land has been reclaimed for agricultural purposes or wildlife
habitat.
Although portions of the mine have been progressively reclaimed, the
reclaimed areas will not be released to the crown until they are accessible, safe,
no longer required for mine operations and certified as reclaimed by Alberta
Environment. Currently, there are no known applications for further coal
development in the county and pressures from this industry in the future are
not expected.
1.2.10.6.

+
TransAlta Wabamun Power Plant

Oil and Gas Development

The majority of oil and gas well site development is concentrated in the eastern
portion, and dispersed throughout the remainder of the county. Compounded
with the eastern oil and gas extraction, are country-residential expansions and
the Acheson Industrial complex. This industry is expected to expand in the
future; however, oil and gas development in Parkland County is conducted in
association with an established consultation process. The safety and security of
County residents, along with environmental impacts are elements of concern
with each application for development.
8 Source: University of Maryland Global Forest Change analysis (Hansen, et al., 2013)
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Figure 6. Coal mining related forest loss from 2000-2012 south of Wabamun Lake
1.2.10.7.

Agriculture

Since some of the most productive agricultural land in the prairies occurs in
the Central Parkland Subregion, much of this area in Parkland County remains
under intense cultivation (Map 5). The dark Chernozem soils are highly suitable
for cultivated crop production. The dominant land use in the Dry-Mixedwood
Subregion is also agriculture due to the suitable soil types. The former Lake
Edmonton basin is responsible for developing the best agricultural soils in the
area. Areas that are dominated by wetlands or peatlands are less suitable for
agricultural activities, but it is common for land owners to drain and cultivate
through prairie pothole wetlands if they occur in a highly productive parcel of
land.
Conflicts with ESAs may occur where highly productive agricultural land is
adjacent to or coincides with wetlands and riparian areas. For example, Whale
Lake wetlands complex is a broad expanse of wetland/marsh habitat with some
willow and upland forest habitat flanking its edges. The wetland is surrounded
on all sides by agricultural land and the wetland edges have been affected by
haying in several locations. Many of the ESAs associated with lakes or water
ways are surrounded by intense agriculture, including Hubbles Lake, Isle Lake,
Jackfish Lake, Wabamun Creek, and the North Saskatchewan River Valley.
Productive soils are often adjacent to and associated with frequently inundated
areas (i.e., wetlands and riparian areas), which constantly incurs development
pressures on these valued ecosystem components.
Parkland County Environmental Conservation Master Plan - Phase 1
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1.3. Applicable Federal and Provincial Legislation
All jurisdictions, including Federal, Provincial, and Municipal entities, have
some degree of authority over environmental resources in the County. Table
2 outlines legislation applicable environmental conservation and management
concerns in Parkland County.

Table 2. Provincial and Federal Legislation Applicable to Environmental Management in Parkland County
Legislation/Policy

Description

Federal Fisheries Act - Fisheries and Oceans
Canada(FOC) R.S.C. 1985 cF-14

Regulates and enforces policy to prevent harmful alteration, disruption, and/or destruction of fish habitat

Canada Water Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.C-11

Used to enable and regulate joint flood control and agricultural water use

Migratory Birds Convention Act 1994, 1994,
c.22

Regulates activities that could harm migratory birds or thier nests, and prohibits dumping of certain
materials that threatens to contaminate or destroy important migratory bird habitat

Federal Navigable Waters Protection Act - FOC
R.S.C. 1985 c.N-22

Protects the public’s right to navigation of Canadian waters by prohibiting construction on or across
any navigable water without the authorization of the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans Canada

The Species at Risk Act, S.C. 2002, c.29

Prohibits harming or killing endangered species, as defined in the Act. Prohibts the destruction of
critical habitat for species at risk.

Provincial Water Act, R.S.A. 2000, c.W-3

Governs the diversion, allocation, and use of water. Regulates and enforces actions that affect water use
management, the aquatic environment, fish habitat, in-stream construction, and stormwater management

Provincial Environmental Protection and
Stipulates management of contaminated sites, storage tanks, landfill management practices, hazardous
Enhancement Act (EPEA) R.S.A. 2000, c. E-12 waste management practices, wastewater management, and enforcement
Provincial Alberta Land Stewardship Act, S.A
2009, c.A

Supports the implementation of the Land use Framework by designating seven land use regions.
Establishes the Land Use Secretariat and gives authority to regional plans through the creation of
Regional Advisory Councils that address cumulative effects of human and other activity.

Provincial Municipal Government Act R.S.A.
2000, c.M-26

Provides municipalities with authority to regulate and manage land use activities that may adversely impact
the local environment

Provincial Public Lands Act, R.S.A. 2000,
c.P-40

Regulates and enforces activities that affect Crown-owned beds and shores of water bodies and some
Crown-owned uplands that may affect nearby water bodies

Wildlife Act, R.S.A. 2000 c.W-10

Regulates and enforces the protection of wildlife and endangered species, including plants

Provincial Parks Act & Wilderness Areas,
Ecological Reserve and Natural Areas Act ASRD and Community Development
Provincial Wetlands Policy
Municipal Development Plans

Both acts are used to minimize the potentially harmful effects of land use activities on
environmental resources in and adjacent to parks and other protected areas

Area Structure Plans (Municipal)
Land Use Bylaws (Municipal)

Establishes a “No Net Loss” policy to protect wetlands and mitigate losses
Plan adopted by Council as guiding vision and framework for future development; pursuant
to the Municipal Government Act
Plans adopted by Council as a bylaw pursuant to the Municipal Government Act, that provide
a framework for future subdivisions, development, and other land use practices within a
specific area characterized by a certain land use or environmental feature, such as a lake
Divides the municipality into land use districts and established procedures for processing
development applications. Sets forth rules dictating how land parcels can be used and
developed, including zoning
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This section outlines the methodology used to identify Environmentally
Significant Areas (ESAs) in Parkland County. ESAs are the priority areas for
conservation as identified by the output of multiple ecological criteria analyzed
in GIS models. Section 2.1.2 outlines the key criteria that went into these
models to delineate ESAs at the county-wide scale. Sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6
provide explanations of how final ESAs were ranked and prioritized within a
hierarchy of environmental sensitivity and significance.

2.1. Landscape Ecology Principles
Over the past decade, ecological understanding of the `big picture’ has
emerged based on a foundation of general patterns and principles in landscape
ecology. This big picture approach is founded on the idea that there are certain
“indispensable patterns” in the landscape that, if protected, will conserve the
majority of important ecological functions (Forman, 1995). These functions,
in turn, strongly influence water quality, biodiversity, and other valued
environmental components. While all or specific attributes of an ecosystem
may not be protected by these measures, the most important assets will retain
their integrity if the essential general patterns are maintained. This is the critical
rationale behind identifying and prioritizing ESAs in Parkland County as a
central component of the County’s Environmental Conservation Master Plan.
It is also the central concept driving analysis methods for ESA characterization
and modelling.
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Landscape ecologist Richard Forman of Harvard University (Forman, 1995) has
demonstrated that the following Indispensable Landscape Patterns, if properly
conserved, can ensure an ecologically viable landscape:
• Large patches of natural vegetation that provide the benefits of
species richness, habitat for interior species, and natural hydrological
processes that maintain water quantity, timing, and quality downstream.
• Connectivity between large patches in the form of wide corridors or
clusters of smaller patches of natural vegetation. At least some of these
corridors or clusters of patches should be large enough to provide
interior habitat. Many of the “micro-site” ESAs in addition to the
larger ESAs provide connectivity through the landscape.
• Vegetated corridors along major streams and rivers to provide for
species movement, erosion control, water quality maintenance, and
protection of fish habitat. In addition, headwater seepage areas and first
order streams should receive protection in the form of near contiguous
vegetative cover.
• Stepping stones of small natural vegetation patches through altered
landscapes to provide for benefits such as habitat for rare species and
species movement through the matrix. Many small micro-site ESAs
(e.g., wetlands or forest patches) play this role in the landscape.

1= a few large patches of natural vegetation, 2= major stream or river corridor,
3= connectivity with corridors and stepping stones, 4=heterogeneous remnants of
natural cover within the surrounding non-natural cover (Forman, 1995)
Figure 7. Indispensible Landscape Patterns
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2.2. ESA Identification Process
Criteria for ESA identification and prioritization centre on the foundational
patterns and principles of landscape ecology, and are bolstered by scale
appropriate conservation targets and thresholds identified in peer-reviewed
literature, technical reports, and other relevant publications. As such,
systematically identifying ESAs based on ecological principles, recognized
conservation values, and local expertise provides a high level of scientific
rigor and objectivity in justifying their selection (Margules & Pressey, 2000).
Drawing on this diverse knowledge base, well-defined criteria were established
as quantifiable metrics of environmental significance aimed at meeting specified
conservation objectives for Parkland County.
Advances in GIS technology have greatly improved the accuracy of quantifying
and prioritizing environmental values across landscapes. ESA criteria, along
with defined metrics of environmental sensitivity, were weighted according to
relative importance and systematically overlain in a multi-criteria model aimed
at identifying and classifying ESAs within Parkland County. By understanding
where a particular landscape feature sits in this hierarchy of significance and
vulnerability, more informed decisions can be made regarding the management
of land uses in and around the ESA.

Figure 8. ESA Criteria Modelling Diagram
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The following steps were taken in the process of identifying, classifying, and
deciding how to manage ESAs:
• Define ESA objectives
• Build criteria that meet specified objectives
• Acquire data that best represent established criteria
• Systematically weight and score criteria
• Conduct spatial modelling to determine the location, classification, and
relative significance of ESAs
• Develop best management practices for ESA management

2.2.1. Objectives
Conservation objectives were defined to encompass the full spectrum of
significant features and elements that constitute an environmentally and
culturally vibrant landscape specific to Parkland County. The foundation of
this report is built upon the goal of identifying and protecting the following
resources and landscape patterns:
• Areas housing species of conservation concern
• Rare or unique landforms
• Large intact patches of natural vegetation
• Nature corridors and connecting areas
• Riparian areas and lake shorelines
• Major river valley systems
• Wetlands
• Areas important for maintaining groundwater quality and quantity
• Areas important for maintaining surface water quality and quantity
• Areas of significant ecological research
• Areas of significant cultural, historic, or scenic value
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Devon Dunes

Table 3. ESA Criteria and Associated Landscape Values*
ESA Criteria Theme

GIS Layers
Rare plant species

Species and habitats of
conservation concern

Landscape Ecology
Measures

Landforms and Steep
Slopes
Wetlands

Landscape Values
Biodiversity

Connectivity

Important fish habitat

x

Important wildlife habitat

x

x

Important bird habitat

x

x

Riparian habitat

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Circuit connectivity

x

x

x

Major rivers valleys systems

x

Rare or unique landforms

x

Steep slopes

x

x

x

x

Wetland ecosystems

x

x

x

x

Peatland ecosystems

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lake and river water quality

x

x

Water erosion potential

x

x

Rivers, lakes, and streams

x

x

Lakeshore environments

x

x

Water wells per unit area

x

x

x

x

Groundwater recharge areas

x

x

Natural springs

x

x

Buried valley aquifers

x

x

Surficial sand and gravel aquifers

x

x

Risk of groundwater contamination

x

x

x

x

Surface water licenses volume per
unit area

Licensed groundwater volume per
unit area

Provincial protected areas
Protected Areas and
Research Areas

x

Patch size

(water yield)

Groundwater resources

Water Quantity

Patch complexes

Amount of water flowing into rivers

Surface water
resources

Water Quality

x

x

x

Municipal conservation areas

x

x

x

NGO owned and managed areas

x

x

x

x

Areas of significant on-going
ecological research

x

x

x

*Please see Tables 7 and 8 of APPENDIX A for a complete listing of ESA criteria, associated data sources, as well as weights and scoring
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2.2.2.1. Species and habitats of conservation concern1
Species
Species of conservation concern on an international, national, and provincial
level require special management to ensure their long-term persistence in
Parkland County and beyond. This criterion encompasses the following tracked
occurrences of conservation concern for Parkland County:
• Species of International conservation concern: imperilled species and
plant communities which have a global rank of G1 or G2 (Stein, et al.,
2000), however none currently exist in Parkland County
• Species of National conservation concern: species listed or proposed
for listing as “Endangered” or “Threatened” by the Committee on the
Status for Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) and/or the
Species At Risk Act (SARA) (COSEWIC, 2001)
• Species of Provincial conservation concern: species designated
or proposed as “At Risk” under The General Status of Alberta
Wild Species 2005 (Alberta Fish and Wildlife Division 2005), or
as “Endangered” or “Threatened” under the Alberta Wildlife Act
(Wildlife Act 2000)
• Species assigned a provincial rank of S1 or S2 by the Alberta
Conservation Information Management System (ACIMS) (Alberta
Tourism, Parks, and Recreation, 2013)
• Vegetation communities identified and tracked by ACIMS, regardless of
their conservation rank
Following the method used by Fiera Biological Consulting (2009), only
records from the ACIMS database that had precision values of “S” (elements
known to occur within about 250 m of the given geographic coordinates) or
“M” (elements known to occur within about 2.5 km of the given geographic
coordinates) were retained. Over 30 wildlife species of concern occur
within Parkland County, however only two are listed as “At Risk” in Alberta,
therefore meriting designation as elements of Provincial conservation concern:
the peregrine falcon and the trumpeter swan. The peregrine falcon is also
considered threatened on the national level (COSEWIC, 2001), therefore
constituting an element of national conservation concern. In addition, fiftyeight species of rare plants have also been recorded in Parkland County, several
of which are tracked by ACIMS. The majority of these species exist in bogs
and fens, lakes, ponds, and riparian areas and have been recorded in the Wagner
Natural Area, North Saskatchewan River Valley, Wabamun Lake area, the
Devonian Botanical Garden, the Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary, and along
the Pembina River (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
This criterion also supports the protection of focal species—small groups of
species whose distributions, abundances and habitat requirements encompass
the needs of many other species (Noss, 1999). By managing for the habitat
requirements of these umbrella species, it is assumed that the requirements of
1 Among other sources, point occurrence data from the Alberta Fish and Wildlife Management Information
System (FWMIS) were used to map areas of important wildlife habitat. This data represents location-specific
observations of wildlife within Parkland County. Therefore, observation points interpreted as important
wildlife habitat may be confounded with areas of exceptional wildlife viewing. However, for the purposes of
ESA identification, both are considered justification for environmental significance.
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other species will also be met. Focal species in Parkland County include sensitive
bird species such as the peregrine falcon, as well as sensitive fish species
such as bull trout, sauger, and northern redbelly dace (Westworth Associates
Environmental Ltd., 2004).
Habitats
Protecting important fish and wildlife habitat is central to conserving species
of conservation concern and maintaining biodiversity. Areas that constitute
important wildlife habitat or provide resources, often localized and ephemeral,
that are essential to meeting the life requirements of certain species at specific
times of the year, merit special conservation measures (Fiera Biological
Consulting, 2009). The availability of critical habitats is a determining factor for
the survival and reproduction of many species that depend on them. Examples
of important wildlife habitat in Parkland County include wetlands, lakes,
and riparian areas, as well large patches of natural habitat, migratory staging
areas and corridors, and hibernacula (Westworth Associates Environmental
Ltd., 2004; Fiera Biological Consulting, 2009). In particular, the Wagner
Natural Area in Parkland County contains approximately one third of all of
Alberta’s plant species, including 300 species of flowering plants, and therefore
merits designation as an ESA under this criterion (Westworth Associates
Environmental Ltd., 2004).
This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Biodiversity
2.2.2.2. Landforms and Steep Slopes
Landforms contribute to the diversity, function, and the aesthetic value of
a regional landscape. Unique landforms in Parkland County include buried
bedrock valleys, glacial landforms such as the Devon Dunes, the Carvel Pitted
Delta, and the Smithfield Esker, as well as rare or unique ponds, lakes, and
wetland types such as bogs and fens (Westworth Associates Environmental
Ltd., 2004). Landforms included under this criterion are those considered
rare in the province (e.g. Carvel Pitted Delta), or those considered to be an
outstanding example of a given landform. Certain landforms, owing to their
unique geomorphology, also have an inherently close relationship to water
quality. Areas where groundwater aquifers are close to the surface and surface
soils are permeable are susceptible to contamination. The Devon sand dune
field in Parkland County is one such area prone to groundwater contamination
(Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004). Unique landforms are often
considered significant because they contain ecologically important habitat. For
example, in Parkland County the Carvel Pitted Delta provides important wildlife
habitat and is the only example of this type of glacial landform in central
Alberta (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
Steep slopes were also included in the criterion due to their ecological sensitivity
and vulnerability to erosion.This criterion encompasses the following landscape
values:
• Biodiversity
• Water Quality
Parkland County Environmental Conservation Master Plan - Phase 1
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2.2.2.3. Landscape Ecology Measures
This criterion is grounded in the central principles of landscape ecology,
particularly Forman’s “indispensable patterns” (Forman, 1995). These are
critical patterns of habitat that, if protected, will conserve the majority of
important ecological functions in a given landscape (Forman, 1995). For this
study, patch size, patch complexes, and circuit connectivity among patches were
analyzed and mapped in order to translate Forman’s concept into quantifiable
metrics of environmental significance.
Patch Size
Large patches of natural vegetation provide ecological services that cannot be
duplicated by other elements (Dramstad & Olson, 1996). Large patches support
higher biodiversity by providing microhabitat diversity, higher population sizes,
a buffer against extinctions, and core habitat for animals with large home ranges
(MacArthur & Wilson, 1967; Freemark & Merriam, 1986; Forman, 1995). In
turn, biodiversity supports long-term ecosystem stability (Tilman, et al., 2006).
Because large patches of natural vegetation are the only structures in a
landscape that protect a wide area of interconnected stream networks, patch
size is also an important indicator of water quality (Trust for Public Land,
2004; Booth & Jackson, 1997). The size of a given patch is also connected to
the carrying capacity of a landscape in terms of species diversity. Large patches
can support focal species with more expansive home ranges, or area-sensitive
birds with specific core area habitat and resource requirements (Crooks &
Soule, 1999). For these reasons, the presence of intact natural habitat patches in
Parkland County serves as an important criterion for ESA identification.
In this study, target patch sizes for environmental significance were informed
by relevant findings from a review of recent peer-reviewed publications in
landscape ecology. It is important to acknowledge that the amount of habitat
necessary to maintain healthy wildlife populations varies according to many
factors, such as taxonomic group, body size, resource requirements, and species
dispersal patterns (Kennedy et al. 2003)2. Furthermore, little is known about
threshold amounts of patch area required to maintain essential ecosystem
functions, such as primary productivity, nutrient and hydrological cycling, or
disturbance regimes (Forman, 1995).
However, trends in the literature point to certain thresholds for patch size
that support key groups of focal species and ecosystem processes. One metaanalysis concluded that habitat patches of 55 ha (137.5 acres) appear to capture
75% of all species requirements surveyed in the review (Kennedy, et al., 2003).
Likewise, minimum patch sizes required by mammals range from 1to10 ha for
small mammals (Soulé, et al., 1992; Barbour & Litvaitis, 1993) and up to 220,000
ha for large bodied predators and wide-ranging mammals such as bears and
cougars (Soulé, 1991; Mattson, 1990; Mace, et al., 1996; Beier, 1993). Patches
>900 ha provide suitable habitat for large mammals such as bears (Mace et al.,
1996; Mattson, 1990) and a wide range of area-sensitive bird species (Trine,
1998) Other studies have shown that wide-ranging predators, bull trout, and
area- sensitive bird species require habitat patches greater than 500 ha for
2 Habitat patch size thresholds vary widely, even within the same taxonomic group and for the same species.
This disparity demonstrates the vast range of habitat needs exhibited by different species across different
ecosystems and that species response to habitat fragmentation is very complex (Kennedy, et al., 2003).
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survival (Rieman & McIntyre, 1995; Trine, 1998). Patch sizes >500 ha were also
used by Fiera (2009) in their provincial inventory of ESAs.
Accordingly, patches >500 ha were considered most significant in this study,
owing to their ability to support wide-ranging focal species (Rieman &
McIntyre, 1995; Trine, 1998), and were therefore assigned a score of 1. Patch
sizes between 200 and 500 ha were assigned a score of 0.75. Patches ranging
from 50 to 200 ha were afforded a mid-range of significance (score of 0.5) due
to the large range of habitat requirements covered by this interval (Herkert,
1994; Trine, 1998; Fitzgerald, et al., 1999). Patches smaller than 50 ha were
considered less significant; and were therefore assigned lower scores. Table 3
outlines scores assigned to each patch size interval, and the rationale used to
justify each score class.
Patch size, as a quantifiable indicator of environmental significance, was derived
from the compiled land cover data for Parkland County. Natural land cover
was dissolved together, and the area of each patch calculated, and binned into
discrete classes based on the finding from the literature cited above. Table 3
outlines the patch size intervals, scores, and rationale attributed to each interval
used in the model
Table 4. Patch Size Scoring: Assumptions and Rationale
Patch Size

Score Assigned (0-1)

Rationale

>500 ha

1

Wide-ranging predators, bull trout, and area- sensitive bird species require habitat patches greater
than 500 hectares for survival (Rieman and McIntyre, 1995; Trine, 1998). Patch sizes >500
hectares were also used by Fiera (2009) in their provincial inventory of ESAs. A few patches >500
ha do occur in the county.

200-500 ha

0.75

Contiguous blocks of >200 ha provide the greatest habitat potential for most grassland bird
species and small mammals (USDA,1999)

50-200 ha

0.50

Many area-sensitive bird and mammal species require patches of suitable habitat of at least 55-150
ha (Herkert, 1994; Fitzgerald et al., 1999). Protecting habitat patches of >55 hectares captures the
majority of species requirements (Kennedy, et al., 2003).

5-50 ha

0.25

Forest patches >40 ha and >5.5 ha are required to conserve >90% and >50% of insect-eating
birds, respectively (Forman, et al., 1976).Several grassland bird species require minimum habitat
patches of 10-50 ha (Fitzgerald et al., 1999).

2-5 ha

.10

Butterflies, seed-eating birds, and most invertebrate species require minimum patch areas of 2-5 ha
(MacArthur & Wilson, 1967; Forman, et al., 1976)

This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Biodiversity
• Connectivity
• Water Quality and Quantity
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Patch Complexes
Natural patches may be in close proximity, but not directly touching one
another. While they may be disconnected, they function as a single patch
complex from the perspective of many ecological processes. By identifying
the local patch complex that a particular polygon falls within, the relative value
of that natural patch (as a portion of a larger complex) can be more readily
determined.
The analysis begins with the creation of a ‘friction raster’ derived from the land
cover shapefile.
• Natural cover types are assigned a 1, indicating that travel through these
cover types is unrestricted
• Disturbed cover types are assigned a 3, indicating that travel through
these cover types is impeded
• Developed cover types are assigned a 10, indicating that travel through
these cover types is greatly restricted (but still possible)
All natural cover type polygons are then used as the ‘source’ for a cost-distance
model. This model spreads outward from each source polygon, using the
friction raster to calculate the accumulated ‘cost’ of movement away from the
natural areas. A cost threshold of 50 cost-units is used to create a buffer around
each polygon (aligned with the effective dispersal distance of many small birds
and mammals), and any polygons with overlapping buffers are merged into the
same patch complex. The total area of all natural patches within the identified
complexes is calculated, scaled within 0 and 1, and assigned to each polygon in
the complex.
This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Biodiversity
• Connectivity
Circuit Connectivity
As an indicator of environmental significance, connectivity is strongly related
to habitat fragmentation in a landscape. Together, natural habitat fragmentation
and connectivity refer to the degree to which vegetation communities are
broken apart into smaller isolated sections within a landscape. Connectivity
amongst large patches of natural habitat ensures that wildlife and essential
ecological processes can move freely across the landscape, thereby contributing
to the overall health and functionality of the entire landscape (Lindenmayer &
Fischer, 2006). Maintaining connectivity for broad-scale ecological processes
like dispersal and gene flow is essential for conserving endangered species in
fragmented landscapes. However, determining which habitats should be set
aside to promote connectivity has been difficult because existing models cannot
incorporate effects of multiple pathways linking populations (McRae & Beier,
2007). Many ways of predicting connectivity using landscape data have been
developed (Tischendorf, 2000); (Tischendorf & Fahrig, 2000); (Moilanen &
Nieminen, 2002); (Calabrese & Fagan, 2004). Common approaches range from
the derivation of broad landscape pattern indices to individual-based movement
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simulations and analytic measures of network connectivity, such as graph theory
and least-cost path models (Adriaensen, 2003).
Connectivity, as a quantifiable indicator of environmental significance, was
derived from a circuit connectivity analysis of land cover data for Parkland
County. This model identifies common ‘pinch points’ in the landscape that are
likely to be required for movement between existing large patches of natural
cover. Traditional connectivity analysis has focused on the ‘least cost path’
approach to identify expected animal movement pathways. The landscape is
assessed with respect to the ‘cost’ of movement, and the least costly pathway
between two specified points is identified. However, this technique makes a
number of problematic assumptions, principally that the modeled animal has a
set starting point and destination, and complete knowledge of the landscape it
will cross along its path.
However, the irregular shape of many natural patches, and the extensive
impacts of fragmenting human footprints weaken the predictive power of
standard isolation-by-distance models. Recently, the circuit-resistance model has
been introduced to the field of ecological connectivity modelling. This approach
is commonly used in other disciplines to model the random flow of particles
within a circuit with varying resistance to movement. This circuit-resistance
approach is both more theoretically justified and more robust to spatial
heterogeneity than Euclidean or least cost path-based distance measures (McRae
& Beier, 2007).
Landscape connectivity may be described within this framework using a raster
grid of modeled friction or resistance surfaces (defined using habitat suitability
or occupancy modelling) which reflect the relative difficulty in crossing the
landscape. This offers distinct advantages, evaluating the total contribution
of all possible movement pathways through the landscape while making no
assumptions about the intent or destination of animal movement.
Instead of identifying an ‘optimal’ pathway between two points, model results
highlight the likelihood that any particular point on the landscape will be
included in a path, over all possible pathways. This identifies areas which act
as ‘pinch points’ to animal movement. These pinch points contain the greatest
‘current flow’ and are included in a large proportion of all possible pathways
through the landscape. These areas deserve special consideration to ensure that
access to and travel through these areas is maintained.
The analysis uses the same friction surface as used in the patch complex
delineation, and assesses the frequency of travel through each 10 m pixel, using
natural cover type patches as the target. Each natural cover polygon is selected
in turn, and the least-cost path between it and all other natural patches in the
area is calculated. The cumulative overlap of all these paths is a good indicator
of the relative value of each pixel towards maintaining connectivity between
existing natural patches. Each polygon is assigned the average value of the
underlying connectivity raster, and then all values are scaled between 0 and 1.
This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Biodiversity
• Connectivity
• Water Quality
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Major River Valley Systems
In keeping with the principles underlying Forman’s Indispensible Landscape
Patterns (Forman, 1995), major river valley systems in Parkland County
were included in the ESA model. Owning to their importance in providing
connectivity across the landscape, erosion control, water quality maintenance,
critical fish habitat, these areas are among the most important ecological
features in any landscape system. In Parkland County, the Pembina and North
Saskatchewan Rivers were mapped under this criterion.
This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Biodiversity
• Connectivity
• Water Quality
• Water Quantity
Riparian Areas3
The Alberta Riparian Habitat Management Society (Cows and Fish) defines
riparian areas as: “the portions of the landscape strongly influenced by water,
and are recognized by hydrophytic (water-loving) vegetation along rivers,
streams, lakes, springs, ponds and seeps” (Cows and Fish, 2002).
The importance of riparian areas far exceeds their relatively small area. Some of
the most important functions provided by healthy, well vegetated riparian areas
include bank stability and erosion control, water quality improvement, flood
mitigation, fish habitat support, forage production, recreational opportunities,
aquifer recharge, and aesthetic amenities. They also provide critical wildlife
habitat and act as corridors facilitating landscape connectivity between large
patches of natural habitat.
Many species of conservation concern in Parkland County thrive in these
areas, including, for example, the great blue heron, golden eagle, and osprey,
among other sensitive riparian species (Westworth Associates Environmental
Ltd., 2004). Riparian areas along the North Saskatchewan River also provide
important habitat for migrating waterfowl and other water birds. Therefore,
riparian areas are an important criterion for ESA identification on a number
of overlapping fronts. Riparian areas also provide important water quality
improvements to the river system by removing nitrogen and other contaminants
before they enter the aquatic system (Mayer, et al., 2007; Schlosser & Karr,
1981; Castelle, et al., 1994).
This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Biodiversity
• Water Quality
• Water Quantity

3 Riparian areas are included in both Landscape Ecology and Surface Water Resources criteria
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2.2.2.4. Wetlands
Wetlands are transitional environments between aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems. They consist of areas temporarily, seasonally or permanently
covered by shallow water. Wetlands have characteristic wetland soils and are
dominated by hydrophytic (“water-loving”) vegetation (Stewart & Kantrud,
1971). Wetlands can be defined as: “ Land that is saturated with water long
enough to promote wetland or aquatic processes as indicated by poorly drained
soils, hydrophytic vegetation and various kinds of biological activity which are
adapted to a wet environment” (National Wetlands Working Group, 1988).
Wetlands of various sizes and types occur throughout Parkland County. Many
“prairie pothole” type wetlands (Stewart & Kantrud, 1971) occur in hummocky
landscapes of the central and southeastern portions of the county. These
include permanent, semi-permanent, and ephemeral lakes, ponds, marshes, and
wet meadows characterized primarily by sedges (Carex spp.), bulrushes (Scirpus
spp.) and cattails (Typha spp.). Wetlands adjacent to lakes, rivers, and streams
(including oxbow wetlands and lacustrine wetlands) often contain willow (Salix
spp.). Peatlands, including bogs and fens, occur in many locations throughout
the county although they are concentrated in the western portions of the in the
Boreal Natural Subregion.
Many wetlands worldwide have been lost to drainage resulting from a multitude
of human land uses. Remaining wetlands are therefore increasingly critical for
maintaining biodiversity and providing essential ecosystem services such as
flood reduction, groundwater recharge, climate regulation, and water quality.
Wetlands also provide important scenic and recreational values.
In light of these critical attributes, potential4 wetland cover is considered an
important criterion for identifying and prioritizing ESAs.
This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Biodiversity
• Water Quality
• Water Quantity

4 Due to inconsistencies in the available data, this criterion only reflects the “potential” for wetland cover. At
this time, all areas mapped as potentially containing wetlands have not been ground-truthed for accuracy.
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2.2.2.5. Surface Water Resources
The condition of surface water resources, including quantity and quality,
typically reflects upland conditions in contributing watersheds. Therefore, key
landscape ecology patterns such as large patches, riparian areas, and wetlands
also represent the relative value of different parts of the landscape with respect
to surface water resources. Factors such as water yield (as an indicator of the
amount of water flowing into rivers), the number of surface water licenses
within spatial hydrographic units (as a measure of ecosystem services to
water users), erosion potential of the landscape, and readily available lake and
river water quality data were also considered to determine the environmental
significance of surface water bodies in Parkland County.
This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Water Quality
• Water Quantity
2.2.2.6. Groundwater Resources
Safe and abundant groundwater resources are important considerations that
should factor critically into determinations of environmental significance.
Although groundwater is a complex, highly technical topic often fraught with
uncertainty, activities on the surface can affect processes that contribute to
high quality groundwater supplies over a range of time scales. Therefore,
to adequately consider groundwater resources in this study, the locations of
natural springs, buried valley aquifers, and surficial sand and gravel aquifers
were assessed in conjunction with data on regional groundwater recharge
rates, and available models on the susceptibility of groundwater resources to
contamination from activities on the surface. In addition, as a measure of the
importance of groundwater for human use (e.g., ecosystem services), water well
drilling records, and the density of licensed groundwater volumes per unit area
were also used to determine areas of high priority for groundwater resource
protection.
This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Water Quality
• Water Quantity
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2.2.2.7. Protected Areas
This criterion reflects areas protected at either the Provincial level as Provincial
Parks and Natural Areas, or at the Municipal level as conservation areas. At the
Municipal level, data from Parkland County, as well as the City of Spruce Grove
and Town of Stony Plain were aggregated together. Lands protected under
conservation easements or otherwise owned and managed by local and regional
land trusts such as the Edmonton and Area Land Trust (EALT) and the Alberta
Conservation Association (ACA)5 were also included under this criterion.
This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Biodiversity
• Connectivity
• Water Quality
• Water Quantity
Areas of significant on-going research
Areas supporting significant on-going environmental research contribute to
understanding and knowledge of ecological systems and processes. These areas
may merit a higher priority for ESA designation so that research and related
knowledge can continue to accumulate over time.
The Wagner Natural Area, the Devonian Gardens, and Wabamun Lake are
among the key areas within the County where extensive scientific research has
been conducted that is contributing to a body of ecological research within
the county. The data and research generated through these research sites help
to inform future ESA mapping and land use planning in Parkland County.
Technical stakeholder consultations did not identify any additional areas of core
scientific research that would merit consideration under this criterion6.
This criterion encompasses the following landscape values:
• Water Quality
• Water Quantity
• Biodiversity

5 The following quarter sections were formerly owned and managed by the Alberta Conservation Association
(ACA), but are currently owned and managed by Parkland County as Buck for Wildlife conservation
properties: NE 19-53-03-W5, SE17-51-06-W5, NW 26-51-06-W5, SE 16-54-06-W5, NW 16-54-06-W5, NW
28-53-07-W5, SE 13-54-07-W5, SW 13-54-07-W5, NE 13-54-07-W5, NE 30-53-02-W5, SE 30-53-02-W5,
NW 33-51-04-W5, and NE 16-51-05-W5 (Government of Alberta Fish and Wildlife Division, 1991).
6 Locations of site-specific monitoring activities (e.g., Government of Alberta GOWN monitoring wells,
water quality monitoring locations) were not considered important enough in terms of providing pure applied
or experimental research to be included in this category.
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2.2.3. Mapping the Results
ESA criteria were weighted according to relative importance and systematically
overlain in a multi-criteria model aimed at identifying and classifying ESAs
within Parkland County. This section outlines the data acquisition and spatial
modelling methods used to analyze ESA criteria.
2.2.3.1. Land Cover Compilation
As a single reliable and comprehensive land cover dataset does not exist for
the county, O2 assembled one using the best possible datasets where available
(excluding land cover classes with known inconsistencies), filling in gaps using
lower quality data where necessary. The land cover is a function of the following
datasets, in descending order of priority (where available, higher priority data
takes precedence over lower priority data): the Alberta Biodiversity Monitoring
Institute Human Footprint layer (ABMI_footprint), the Primary Land and
Vegetation Inventory (PLVI), the Central Parkland Vegetation Inventory
(with Anthropogenic features removed; CPVI) and the Alberta Biodiversity
Monitoring Institute Land Cover layer (ABMI_landcover). Following the
compilation of these datasets, the various land cover classes were crosswalked
to a consistent set of land cover classes, used for subsequent analyses (Table
9 of APPENDIX A). High resolution aerial imagery was used to identify and
resolve inconsistencies where the suggested land cover class obviously did not
capture what was present on the ground (for example where human disturbance
footprints had transformed areas which had been categorized as natural).
2.2.3.2. Hexagon Grid
To calculate a range of landscape criteria (i.e., fragmentation, the proportion of
natural cover, and the summary of point and linear feature) a hexagonal grid
schema was created which seamlessly covers the entire County.
2.2.3.3. Spatial Modelling
This section presents the approach applied in conducting a GIS-based analysis
to identify and prioritize Environmentally Significant Areas within Parkland
County. The analysis used a polygon overlay approach based on existing
available data inputs representing criteria for significance. The focus of the
analysis was to rank the overlaid data layers according to their respective
strength as indicators of environmental significance and importance to County
residents in order to assign each criterion an objective function score. Ecological
targets and thresholds derived from peer-reviewed literature, as well as the
results from the first public survey and open house, factored heavily into
scoring determinations for the ESA criteria. The overall accuracy and scale
appropriateness of data source were also considered by the GIS specialist, when
assembling spatial data to represent ESA criteria (see Table 7 of APPENDIX A
for a complete listing of all data sources).
By raising the score of an ESA criteria and environmental sensitivity layer, that
criteria will contribute more towards the overall environmental significance
score for a given area. By reducing a criteria weighting, more highly-weighted
layers will tend to dominate. Higher weights make criteria more prominent,
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whereas lower weights lessen the priority given to certain criteria. Please see
Tables 7 and 8 of APPENDIX A for a summarized list of ecological criteria,
associated data, and scoring (Table 7) as well as the crieteria weightings (Table
8), used in ESA modelling.
Ecological target and thresholds used to derive upward ranges for ESA criteria
tend to be highly specific to individual species and ecological processes and vary
significantly according to spatial scale. In light of these limitations, threshold
values and ranges presented below must be interpreted carefully. These range
values have been tailored to the unique species, processes, and geographic
settings of Parkland County to the greatest extent possible, however they are
intended to serve as guidelines for conservation than idealized targets.
Theme Maps
Once the GIS data collection and processing were complete, the results for
individual themes (e.g., Landscape Ecology, Surface Water Resources, etc.) were
represented and mapped visually from low to high. Maps 6-12 below illustrate
the results for each theme at the County-wide scale. Weightings were then
applied to criteria themes to roll up results into an overall single county-wide
map of environmental significance values, shown on Map 13.
Selected weightings were based on the results of a public survey of perceptions
of landscape environmental conservation priorities for Parkland County
residents, combined with a technical/scientific review of individual GIS layers
within criteria themes. Analysts considered the effects of data gaps, data format,
and the resulting effects on model outcomes when selecting the weights to
apply against individual criteria themes.
Environmentally Significant Areas of Parkland County
Once the overall map of environmental significance values was completed, a
GIS analyst with landscape ecology expertise reviewed the data at the countywide scale, as well as at a scale of approximately 1:20,000. Polygons representing
contiguous areas of environmental significance distinctly visible at the countywide scale were then digitized by hand by the analyst. Once digitized, these
polygons were then classified as either internationally, nationally, regionally, or
locally significant, based on the criteria identified in Table 5 and Figure 9. This
hierarchy of ESAs was constructed to be consistent with the criteria established
by the provincial ESA study completed by Fiera Biological Consulting (2009),
while accommodating for new criteria appropriate to the scale of Parkland
County and adaptable to be capable of incorporating new scientific information
and data sources.
Designated ESAs were summarized by the Criteria Theme scores, in order to
describe the nature of the valued elements that they contain. ESA boundaries
were intersected with the individual theme layers, and an area-weighted average
theme score was calculated for each ESA. These weighted-averages were then
used to create a bar plot, showing the relative fraction of each theme found
within each ESA.
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2.2.4. Determining Significance
Once modelling was completed, ESA boundaries were delineated and a rating
of environmental sensitivity was established for each identified ESA. ESAs
were then classified within a hierarchy of significance. It is important to note
that all lands in Parkland County have signficance, regardless of whether
or not they fall within the boundaries of an ESA (see Perspectives on Hierarcy
and Significance, pg. 78). Map 13 illustrates the gradient of significance across
the County, with all areas exhibiting some degree of environmental value.
However, for the purposes of prioritization in the planning process, ESAs were
systematically evaluated for significance on a local, regional, provincial, national,
and international level. Typically, sites of provincial, national, or international
significance have clear criteria to facilitate their categorization (Figure 8).
Table 5. Definitions of Levels of Significance for ESAs
Adapted from Golder (2011) and Fiera Biological Consulting (2009)7
Rating

Definition

International

Elements that are unique in the world
or are of universal significance and
value

Criteria / Examples
• Globally Important Bird Areas (as designated by BirdLife International)
• Elements ranked as globally rare (G1 or G2)*
• RAMSAR Wetlands*
• UNESCO World Heritage Sites*
• Internationally recognized landforms*

National

Elements with limited distribution at
the national level or which are the best
or only representatives in Canada

• Occurrences of species / elements ranked as “endangered” or “threatened” by
the Species at Risk Act (SARA) or the Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC)
• Nationally recognized landforms*
• Designated Canadian Heritage Rivers*
• National Parks*

Provincial

Elements which are limited in
distribution at the provincial level
that are the best examples of a given
element or feature in Alberta

• Elements assigned a provincial rank of S1 or S2 by the Alberta Conservation
Information Management System (ACIMS)
• Large (e.g. >500ha), undisturbed patches of native habitat that have been
disturbed in most other parts of the province.
• Rare landforms or geological features which remain in a natural state and have
been identified as provincially significant by ATPR

Regional

Elements of limited distribution at
the regional level that are the best
examples of an element or feature in
the surrounding region

• Large undisturbed patches of natural vegetation
• Production and staging areas for waterfowl and shorebirds
• Habitats which support substantial populations of rare or uncommon plants and/
or animals in the county
• Landforms, landscapes or geological features which are uncommon or rare in the
county
• Areas which likely perform a significant function in maintaining regional
hydrological functions (e.g., aquifer recharge, water quality, etc.)

Local

Microsite

All ESA polygons identified in the
county that do not meet the criteria in
the above categories are designated as
sites of local significance

• Elements valued for local environmental functions

Small-scale features which play a key role
in upholding ecological integrity at larger
landscape scales (not identified by this
study)

• These are not identified at the scale of this study and require site-specific
investigations including field work to confirm their location and function

• Examples include small lakes or landforms such as glacial melt water channels that
may not be readily visible from the ground but are important to maintaining local
hydrological functions (e.g., aquifer recharge, water quality, etc.)

• Examples include small wetlands, lower order streams, small forest patches, etc.

*These elements do not occur in Parkland County
7 International, national, and provincial significance ratings for ESAs followed the definitions, standards and framework used by Fiera Biological Consulting in their
2009 ESA inventory for the Province of Alberta (Fiera Biological Consulting, 2009), as well as those used by Golder Associates in their 2011 ESA inventory of Red
Deer County (Golder, 2011). Regional and local significance ratings were applied to new ESAs based in part on the criteria established by Westworth Associates
Environmental Ltd. (2004) for Parkland County, but also on new criteria rooted in landscape ecology principles as indicators of environmental significance.
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However, others have noted that it is often more difficult to make consistent
distinctions between local and regional levels of significance (Westworth
Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
In general terms, sites that stand out in the range of environmental features
found in a region are considered to be of regional or greater significance.
However, it has often been a challenge to define clear, consistent, and objective
criteria that can help distinguish between areas of local versus regional
significance. For the purpose of this study, ESAs have been systematically
classified within a hierarchy of significance from International to microsite
significance8. These classifications are based on the following definitions (Table
4) and framework (Figure 8) that incorporate National and Provincial criteria, as
well as key ecological targets as indicators of significance.
The following framework, or decision tree model, was formulated as a visual
tool to aid in systematically classifying delineated ESAs into a significance
hierarchy. This hierarchy will help to provide information upon which land use
planners can base land use decisions.

Figure 9. Levels of Significance Decision Tree
8 The boundaries of micro-site ESAs will need to be identified and mapped during more detailed planning
activities (e.g., Area Structure Plan, Outline Plan, subdivision application, etc.). The identification and mapping
of micro-site ESAs should make use of provincial inventory information (e.g., wetlands, riparian areas, land
cover, FWMIS, etc.), as well as site-specific field work, and should be reported and mapped by qualified
practitioners within a Biophysical Impact Assessment. Developers/landowners will be required to conduct
these activities in advance of a development application, and, as far as possible, all ESAs, including micro-site
ESAs, should be avoided by land development and resource extraction activities.
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Perspectives on Hierarchy and
Significance
A continuous map of environmental significance values clearly
convey the message that all parts of the landscape play a role
in maintaining environmental quality, despite the fact that
some areas contain more environmental values than others. This
message is highly consistent with our current understanding of
landscape ecology, biology, and watershed science. The alternative
of not displaying any significance values across wide swaths of the
landscape implies that most areas do not play any role in meeting
the definition of an ESA (e.g., places that are vital to the long-term
maintenance of biological diversity, soil, water, or other natural
processes at multiple scales). This is clearly not supported by science.
Essentially, the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.
For example, a farmer’s field can play a key role in wildlife
connectivity across the landscape, despite the fact that it is not a
natural area and may have low overall environmental significance
in comparison to large patches of native forest. As another
example, riparian areas along individual lower order streams are
not as significant as the North Saskatchewan River Valley, but the
cumulative effects of losing many small riparian areas are substantial
and will considerably affect environmental quality including wildlife
connectivity and water quality (Forman, 1995; Peterson, 2001; Dodds
& Oakes, 2008). These issues of scale and significance also relate to
the provincial definition of ESAs as “places that are vital to the longterm maintenance of biological diversity, soil, water, or other natural
processes at multiple scales.”
Clearly, although a hierarchy of significance can be a useful land use
planning tool; all areas have the potential to maintain and enhance
environmental values to varying degrees.
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2.3. Environmental Sensitivity versus Significance
Environmental sensitivity refers to the susceptibility of a site to surface
disturbance and its inherent resiliency or ability to be restored back to
functioning pre-disturbance ecological condition. This is in contrast to
significance, which refers to the overall importance of an area regardless of
sensitivity/resilience. Areas considered to have “Very High” environmental
sensitivity are often associated with landform-soil-vegetation units that are
highly erodible, steep, permeable, or have unstable slopes and poor soil quality.
Certain highly permeable formations that are susceptible to groundwater
contamination from the surface can be highly sensitive as it is difficult to
remediate groundwater once it has been polluted. Wetlands and riparian areas
are also considered to be sensitive and highly valued due to relative difficulties in
restoring them back to natural conditions once disturbed. Although significance
and sensitivity are often correlated, this is not necessarily the case.
Ecological resilience can be broadly described as the capacity of an ecosystem
to resist and recover from a perturbation or disturbance (Holling, 1973).
Landscapes that have low ecological resiliency are typically sensitive systems
characterized by a unique combination of vegetation, soils and hydrology.
For example, peatlands have very high environmental sensitivity owing to
their distinctive hydrology, organic soils and vegetation communities and the
resulting difficulty in reclamation following anthropogenic activities. Current
technological advances in peatland restoration have been moderately successful.
However, little success has been demonstrated when the original peatland
hydrology is altered, and full reclamation is required. Therefore, disturbances
that significantly alter original topography, such as mining or borrow pits,
require detailed reclamation planning that usually results in functioning, selfsustaining upland ecosystems and open water bodies. Ecological resilience can
be achieved in reclaimed landscapes when reclamation involves high species
diversity, a quality rooting zone and minimal sulfur and nitrogen deposition
(Welham, 2013).
Metrics of vegetation, soil type, geology, slope, vulnerability to mining
disturbance, and proximity to wetlands and riparian zones were analyzed to
determine ratings of environmental sensitivity as secondary criteria for ESA
identification. Threshold slope values for erosion potential were derived from
a study of water erosion potential values for Alberta using the Water Erosion
Prediction Project (WEPP) model (Jedrych & Martin, 2006).
1.

Very High:

• Slopes >20% (included in WEPP model)
• Poor soil quality and/or sparse vegetation
• Underlain by highly permeable aquifers and groundwater recharge
zones
• Large wetlands and riparian zones
• Very low resiliency to disturbance
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2.

High:

• Slopes 15-20% (included in WEPP model)
• Poor soil quality and/or sparse vegetation cover
• Underlain by permeable aquifers and groundwater recharge zones
• Wetlands and riparian zones
• Low resiliency to disturbance
3.

Moderate:

• Slopes 10-15% (included in WEPP model)
• Moderate soil quality and/or moderate vegetation cover
• Moderate resiliency to disturbance
4.

Low:

• Slopes 5-10% (included in WEPP model)
• Sites on relatively stable soils with vegetation cover

2.4. Public Consultation
Input from Parkland County staff members, technical stakeholders, and the
public were a key component in the development of the ECMP. Consultation
and communication activities were specifically designed to build support and
understanding for the project, and to receive input to help identify ESAs.
Consultation Objectives
Four consultation objectives were identified for the development of the ECMP:
• Work with technical stakeholders to identify most recent data sources
for ESA modelling and analysis
• Work with the public to identify environmental priorities and
management issues within Parkland County
• Present and gather feedback on ESA analysis, mapping and priority
areas of conservation concern
• Work with all participants to identify a preliminary list of best
management practices for the conservation and protection of
environmental areas
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Phase One Consultation Activities
Five major consultation activities allowed stakeholders and residents
to participate in the project to date, as summarized below. Newspaper
advertisements, a project postcard, emails to the project mailing list and
information posted to the website were used to notify residents of consultation
events. Please see APPENDIX C, “What We Heard” summary, for a detailed
record of public consultation, including information gleaned from participants.
• Phone Interviews. Phone interviews were conducted in September
2013 with over forty individual technical experts to ensure that the
initial development of ESA modelling criteria was well informed
and the best available data sources were being used. A standardized
interview guide was used to conduct the interviews and record
responses.
• Public Online Survey. An online survey was conducted through
September and October 2013 to gain an understanding of the
environmental priorities and environmental management issues of
interest to the general public in Parkland County. Survey responses
were used to inform the overall weights for ESA modelling criteria,
and provided the project team with an understanding of environmental
priorities for Parkland County residents.
• Stakeholder Workshop. A stakeholder workshop was held on
December 4, 2013 to present and discuss the draft ESA inventory
with project stakeholders. Over 50 stakeholders attended the event.
Stakeholders were given the opportunity to review ESA analysis, and
were asked for feedback on the draft modelling and mapping results as
well as on industry-specific beneficial management practices (BMPs)
for each theme of environmental significance. Input was directly
incorporated into the ECMP, and will inform the development of
municipal policies and tools in subsequent phases of the project.
• Public Open House. Public open houses were held on December
4, 2013 and December 5, 2013 to present and discuss the draft ESA
inventory with County residents. Over 30 people attended the event.
Residents were given the opportunity to review ESA analysis, speak
with project team members, and provide feedback on the draft
modelling and mapping results. Input was directly incorporated into
the ECMP, and will inform the development of municipal policies and
tools in subsequent phases of the project.
• Web Mapping Tool. An interactive web mapping tool was developed
to allow stakeholders and residents the opportunity to virtually review
ESA analyses, as well as to leave spatially referenced comments. This
tool ensured that individuals who may not have been able to attend
the workshop or the open house were still afforded an opportunity
to participate in the project. Input was directly incorporated into the
ECMP, and will inform the development of municipal policies and
tools in subsequent phases of the project.
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2.5. Field Reconnaissance
Results from the ESA modelling process were examined and ground-truthed
for accuracy. Areas identified in the modelling process as hotspots of
environmental significance were visited and documented to confirm the model
results. On the ground, the results of the ESA model proved accurate and
reliable. Each potential ESA was checked using a combination of recent aerial
photos, driving public access roads, helicopter aerial surveys and other available
information including local interpretive signage and posted advisories.
Field work was conducted from October 7th, 2013, to October 11th, 2013,
and October 31st, 2013. In total, 20 additional ESAs were confirmed and
added to the list of ESAs identified in the 2004 ESA inventory of Parkland
County (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004). In many cases, the
boundaries of the 2004 ESAs were modified and expanded to encompass small
but critical tributaries extending from the area, or to connect nearby adjacent
patches. In this respect, the updated ESAs function more as interconnected
networks of indispensible landscape patterns.
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Large wetland within Smithfield/Amisk Acres ESA
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3. Environmentally
Significant Areas (ESA)
Inventory
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Summary
This section presents a detailed portrait of each Environmentally Significant Area
identified in this study. ESA summaries have been classified by landscape unit in an
effort categorize areas not only in terms of significant ecological features, but also by
dominant landscape character. In the following pages, each ESA summary includes an
overall description, level of significance, environmental sensitivity ratings, as well as
recommended planning strategies to guide balanced development and conservation
efforts.

3.1. ESAs Categorized by Landscape Unit (LU)
The following pages outline in detail, the findings of environmental significance specific
to each ESA identified in the multi-criteria model. To enhance usability for planning
purposes and simplify cross-referencing, ESAs have been grouped together Landscape
Units (LUs) that make up distinct areas of Parkland County. The County contains
dozens of environmentally significant areas, ranging in significance from microsite
stream tributaries to a Globally Important Bird Area—Big Lake (BirdLife International,
2012). Map 14 shows the distribution and hierarchy of the 61 identified ESAs in
Parkland County. The table below summarizes these ESAs by landscape unit.
Landscape Unit
Edmonton Plain Central Parkland
Central Lakes/Dry Mixedwood

Pages
89-121
123-247

Devon Dunes
North Saskatchewan River Valley
Tomahawk Uplands Mixedwood
MAP 2: LANDSCAPE UNITS

249-272
274-287
289-349

Central Lakes
pg 123-247

Devon Dunes
pg 249-272

Tomahawk Upland Mixedwood
pg. 289-349

County Boundary Landscape Unit
Central Lakes / Dry Mixedwood
Devon Dunes
Edmonton Plain Central Parkland
North Saskatchewan River Valley
Tomahawk Uplands Mixedwood

Edmonton Plain
Central Parkland
pg. 89-121

North Saskatchewan River Valley
pg. 274-287

Figure 10. ESAs Categorized by Landscape Unit
Date Saved: 28/11/2013
Document Path: N:\Projects\130708 Parkland County - Environmental Conservation Master Plan + Policy Updates\05- Data\MXDs\Theme_Maps\Version3\landscape_units.mxd
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This section contains information on ESAs specific to each Landscape Unit (LU)
in Parkland County, which can be found on the following pages of this document.
All ESAs are summariazed by a map and a fact sheet, which includes the following
components:
• ESA Name: Short name that identifies the site
• Site Location: Short general description of the site’s location in Parkland County
• Area: Total size of the ESA in hectares (ha), rounded to the nearest hectare
• Land Status: Existing land status e.g., private, crown provincial lands, provincial
park, county land, etc.
• Description: General biophysical description of the ESA, including geography,
vegetation, flora/fauna, water resources, land use, etc.
• Significance Level: Level of significance (local, regional, provincial, national, or
international) and justification for classification within that level of significance
• Thematic Bar Graphs: A colour bar graph represents average scores within the
ESA for the 7 different environmental themes; the relative length of each
colour represents the average score for that theme
• Environmental Sensitivity: Level of environmental sensitivity (low, moderate,
high, or very high), which represents susceptibility to surface disturbance and
the inherent resiliency of the site
• Key Features: Bullet point summaries of the most important environmental
resources in the ESA
• Recommended Planning Strategies: Description of potential impacts of current,
proposed or potential land uses and suggested strategies that may be
considered to assist in maintaining or improving existing environmental
features of the site
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Edmonton Plain Central
Parkland ESAs
The Edmonton Plain Central Parkland LU contains 7 identified ESAs, one of which
is of international significance (Big Lake/Lois Hole ESA) due to its recognition as a
Globally Important Bird Area (BirdLife International, 2012). This LU also contains one
provincially significant ESA—the Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Forest ESA—
owing to the provincially rare plant species that occur there.
The Acheson Industrial Area is contained within the Edmonton Plain Central Parkland
LU, and a portion of the western border is flanked by the City of Edmonton. These
areas of intensive land use must be carefully considered when determining appropriate
management approaches for ESAs.
This section presents a detailed portrait of each ESA in the Edmonton Plain Central
Parkland LU, including a summary of recommended planning strategies specific to each
ESA. For more information on best management practices for ESAs, please see Section
4: Beneficial Management Practices.

Environmentally Significant Area (ESA)

Significance

Sensitivity

Big Lake/Lois Hole ESA
Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Forest ESA
Atim Creek ESA
Big Lake Surrounding Area ESA
Longhurst Lake ESA
Mallard Park Wetlands ESA
Whale Lake Wetlands ESA

International
Provincial
Regional
Regional
Local
Local
Local

High
Moderate
Very High
Moderate
High
Very High
Very High
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Page
no.
90
94
102
106
110
114
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Big Lake/Lois Hole ESA
Site Location: Big Lake is located at the northeastern edge of Parkland County
within the Sturgeon River basin.
Area: The ESA, including the lake and some surrounding area, encompasses 1,118 ha.

Description:
Big Lake is a large water body in the northeastern corner of the County that provides critical habitat for a diverse range of waterfowl
and other wildlife. The ESA is comprised of the lake, as well as a 100 meter precautionary planning buffer around the lake—a measure
designed to promote careful planning and management of fragile riparian areas1.
Big Lake and the surrounding wetlands that comprise the Lois Hole Provincial Park collectively function as an important waterfowl
moulting and staging site; with up to 26,000 staging waterfowl colonizing the site annually. As such, colonies of Franklin’s gull, eared
grebe, and black tern nest on the lake. The lake also supports large concentrations of great blue herons, gulls and terns in the nonbreeding season.
The lake sits on the sands and gravels of the Empress Formation, an aquifer 30 m below its surface that was laid down by retreating
glacial meltwaters. Big Lake is part of the 260 km long Sturgeon River that begins at Hoople Lake and flows east to the North
Saskatchewan River. Atim Creek flows into Big Lake from the west and Carrot Creek from the north. At the delta, the lake narrows
to 100 m. This is one of the three birdsfoot deltas that are found in Alberta. The lake is shallow, with depths varying between 0.3 to
4.1 m. Banks along the southern shore are steep, directing the lake’s flood waters towards the west, north and east to feed surrounding
marshlands during high water years.
Old stands of white spruce grow on the northeast shore of the lake. A deciduous forest on the south shore contains highly diverse
vegetation with unusual and rare plant species that include orchids and ferns. Archaeologists believe nomadic peoples used Big Lake as
far back as 9,000 years. Specific archaeological sites have been recorded dating back 5,000 years. Stone tools and weapons found on the
south and east sides of the lake attest to the importance of the lake to prehistoric people.
Big Lake is a dynamic wetland that provides critical habitat for waterfowl, and supports a diverse community of wildlife. The lake is
relatively shallow, and contains wide expanses of emergent vegetation. The west end of Big Lake is characterized by an extensive lowlying area of grasses and sedges. Overall, over 200 bird species have been recorded in the vicinity of Big Lake. Stands of mature aspen,
birch, and white spruce along the south shore of Big Lake are important for wildlife, including songbirds, woodpeckers, ungulates,
furbearers, and canids. The surrounding area provides habitat for a number of wildlife species of concern, as well as rare plant species.
Big Lake has been designated as a “Conservation Natural Area” under the Province of Alberta’s Special Places 2000 program, a
“Globally Significant Bird Area” by Birdlife International, and recognized as a Wetland for Tomorrow by Ducks Unlimited. Big Lake
acts as a natural reservoir, providing flood control for the City of St. Albert.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a
precautionary planning zone in which development must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Big Lake/Lois Hole ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Presence of sensitive riparian areas
.
Land Status:
• This area is designated as an Internationally Significant Bird Area
• A large proportion of the land component of the ESA is a provincial park
• Some county-owned lands and private lands also occur here
Key features:
• Recognized as one of the most important waterfowl habitat areas in Alberta
• Provides significant recreational, educational, and research opportunities due
to its proximity to a major urban area (City of Edmonton)
• Provides habitat for a number of wildlife species of concern as well as rare
plant species
• Hydrologically significant in its ability to maintain base flows in the Sturgeon
River and provide flood protection for the City of St. Albert
• Functions as an important node for ecological connectivity- recognized as a
Globally Significant Bird Area by Birdlife International

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintaining an adequate buffer around the lake is important for upholding the
hydrological integrity of the aquatic ecosystem.
• Agriculture, residential and industrial developments within Big Lake’s
watershed should be carefully managed to minimize the flow of contaminants
and excessive nutrients into the lake
.
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Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Forest ESA
Site Location: Approximately 6.5 km west of Edmonton, and directly south of
Highway 16 east of Atim Road (Range Road 270). The ESA includes Wagner Natural
Area, as well as some surrounding adjacent areas that are not protected by the province.

This ESA functions as an important
stepping stone and core habitat. It
is one of the few remaining natural
habitat areas between Edmonton and
Stony Plain

Area: 392 ha

Description:
Located between Edmonton and Spruce Grove, the Wagner Natural Area represents a microcosm of boreal forest in the midst
of agricultural fields and the nearby Acheson Industrial Area. The ESA includes the Wagner Provincial Natural Area, as well as
surrounding forest areas just north of the neighborhood of Osborne Acres (the Fath Group property) and between the Natural Area
and Spruce Grove.
The Wagner Natural Area is a diverse ecosystem consisting of calcareous fens and marl ponds, willow swamps, drier coniferous and
deciduous forests and creeks. Distinct marl ponds exist with the Natural Area proper, while the surrounding forest areas to the SW
and SE of the Wagner Natural Area also contain similar calcareous marl (Rostron, 2013). These varied habitat types account for a rich
diversity of flora and fauna, including several provincially rare orchid species, carnivorous plants, and mosses. Rare plants that occur
in the area include the following species: Campylium radical, Desmatodon cernuus, Lecanora caesiorubella ssp. Saximontana, Lecanora hybocarpa,
Eupatorium maculatum, Amblyodon dealbatus, Brachythecium acuminatum, Rhynchospora capillacea, Doellingeria umbellata var. pubens, Riccardia
latifrons, Drepanocladus crassicostatus, and Malaxis paludosa (ACIMS). Two newly discovered orchid species in Alberta (Amerorcis rotundivolia
var. linnaeta and Amerorcis rotundivolia var. immaculata) also exist in the Natural Area (Rostron, 2013).
Insects, amphibians, and birds, as well as larger mammals such as white-tailed deer and moose also inhabit the area. Residents
have reported numerous wildlife observations in the Wagner Natural Area and the adjacent areas, including the Osborne Acres
neighbourhood. White tail deer and moose have been observed in particularly high numbers in the forested lands east and southeast
of the Natural Area, along riparian areas in the fields located south of the Natural Area and Osborne Acres, and west of the Nature
Conservancy property along Atim Road and Highway 16. Possible locally important wildlife corridors have also been reported along
Spruce Valley Road north of Osborne Drive, Along Morgan Creek, and along the north and south boundaries of the Osborne Acres
neighbourhood.
A Biological Resource Assessment conducted for the Fath Group property (SE 8-53-26-4) north of Osborne Acres cited numerous
occurrences of sensitive wildlife and rare plant species. These include the bared owl and the pileated woodpecker, as well as several of
the same provincially ranked S1 and S2 rare plant species recorded in the Wagner Provincial Natural Area. Similar to conditions found
in the Natural Area proper, the diverse vegetation communities on the Fath Group property provide unique microhabitat conditions
that support a high diversity of rare plants, including a number of rare plants, lichens, and mosses. Rare lichens were concentrated
in the old-growth mixed-wood forest where species diversity was high, particularly for tree dwelling lichens. In addition, a significant
population of an uncommon vascular plant species, Viola selkirkii, were found in the area (Fiera Biological Consulting, 2008).
The Wagner Natural Area is distinct in part due to the mineral springs that flow year round at a relatively constant temperature,
creating a microclimate which support a rich diversity of flora and fauna that are unique to the area. These springs are fed by the
Beverly Buried Valley aquifer underlying the Wagner Natural Area and surrounding lands to the northeast and southwest. The Natural
Area is one of approximately ten peatlands found in Alberta in which boreal spring fens and the marl ponds are characteristic features
(Parkland County, 2012).
The Wagner Natural Area Society has leased the Natural Area from the Province since 1983, serving as a volunteer steward and
manager of the area (Wagner Natural Area, 2013). Since 1997, over 253 acres (102 ha) have been added to the originally designated
Natural Area. The Nature Conservancy of Canada has been involved with these land acquisitions, and retains approximately 80 acres
of land in SW 7-53-26-4.
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Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Forest ESA
Wagner Natural Area Groundwater Recharge Zone:
The Wagner Natural Area groundwater recharge zone is located near the western edge of the Carvel Pitted Delta southeast of the
Wagner Natural Area. The recharge zone occupies a linear area trending from the northwest of 24-052-27-W4 to the west half of 05053-26-W4, and includes a portion in the southeast of the Natural Area. Groundwater discharge occurs along the flanks and bottom
of the topographic low that reflects the location of the Beverly Buried Valley aquifer. Areas of groundwater discharge coincide with
the locations of significant surface water features and mapped groundwater discharge areas, including Big Lake to the north, and Atim
Creek.
The Wagner Natural Area ecosystem is dependent on a stable supply of high quality groundwater. Development in the Acheson
Industrial area, which falls within the recharge area, is likely the greatest threat to the Natural Area, having the potential to affect
the Wagner Natural Area groundwater flow system by introducing contaminants or changing recharge rates. Reduced recharge rates
resulting from development in the groundwater recharge zone may lower groundwater levels in the Wagner Natural Area, and thereby
affect the springs, which are known to be important to the ecosystem (Von Hauff, 2004). Most of the land area occupied by the
recharge area is districted under the County’s Land Use Bylaw as Agricultural General District. This zoning does not allow for intensive
development, and therefore development in this area, as it is presently districted, should not have a significant impact on recharge rates
(Von Hauff, 2004).
Existing documents such as the Water Act Fenceline Approval, the Acheson/Big Lake Area Master Drainage Plan, and the
accompanying Acheson/Big Lake Area Wetland Inventory and Classification (AECOM, 2011); ensure that the area’s stormwater is
properly managed. The Fenceline Approval requires developers to follow the criteria outlined in the Master Drainage Plan (such as
discharge rates, quality requirements, isolation valve requirements, outfall and receiving body locations, etc.) and assists in ensuring
construction of stormwater management facilities or improvements to the stormwater system are completed in a coordinated and
organized fashion. The Fenceline Approval also outlines what wetland mitigation, operation and maintenance requirements are to be
followed in the Area. These guiding documents attempt to minimize any impacts to the area’s water systems, including the recharge
zone underlying the Wagner Natural area, surrounding wetlands, and receiving water bodies.
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Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Forest ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Located in an important groundwater recharge area, with a high water table
• Presence of fens and rare plant species sensitive to changes in environmental
conditions
• Site ecology is vulnerable to changes in groundwater and surface water
conditions; e.g reductions in groundwater recharge and/or surface water
diversion or runoff resulting from nearby development
• Rare plant species sensitive to changes in environmental conditions
• Potential for groundwater and surface water pollution as a result of nearby
development
Land Status:
• Wagner Natural Area is a designated Provincial Natural Area (crown land)
• Surrounding forest lands are held by either the Nature Conservancy of Canada
or by private landowners (i.e. private land holdings)
Key features:
• Wagner Natural Area is a key stepping stone habitat area, functioning as
one of the few remaining, predominantly intact natural habitat patches of
significant size (core habitat area) between Stony Plain and Edmonton
• Significant ongoing use as an environmental research site
• Rare plant species and plant communities, including newly discovered orchid
species in Alberta (Amerorcis rotundivolia var. linnaeta and Amerorcis rotundivolia var.
immaculata) exist in the Natural Area (Ben Rostron, personal communication)
• Unique marl ponds (calcium rich) groundwater discharge environments have
very limited distribution provincially
• The marl ponds are considered to be a provincially significant landform
feature by the Alberta Geological Survey (AGS) and Alberta Tourism, Parks
and Recreation (ATPR) (Proudfoot, 2013).
• The Natural Area’s proximity to urban areas allows for high accessibility and
opportunities for public use and appreciation.
• Provides habitat for a number of COSEWIC listed wildlife “species of
concern”, “sensitive” species, and species that “may be at risk”
• Functions as a significant habitat area for ungulate species (e.g. white tailed
deer and moose)
• As part of the Big Lake drainage basin, the area contributes to maintaining a
balanced hydrological and nutrient regime in Big Lake
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Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Forest ESA
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Surrounding lands that are linked to the Natural Area and exhibit similar
habitat types, as well as surrounding lands underlain by the recharge zone are
not protected by the Provincial Natural Area. Nevertheless, these surrounding
lands should be managed in concert with the protected Natural Area to ensure
that the area is conserved as a dynamic system.
• To preserve the Wagner Natural Area over the long-term, the recharge
area must be protected against further intensive industrial and residential
development
• Certain portions of the recharge zone are less sensitive to changes than others.
These areas include sections 24, 25 (TP 52, R27, W4), 31 (TP 52, R26, W4),
and section 6 (TP 53, R 26, W4) (Von Hauff, 2004)
• Adjacent fen areas not protected by the province should be considered for
acquisition by conservation organizations, the County, or the Province
• In the adjacent groundwater recharge zone, Parkland County will require
that any development in this area apply Low Impact Development
stormwater management techniques that mimic predevelopment hydrology.
These techniques would strive to appropriately regulate infiltration,
evapotranspiration, and runoff rates to prevent detrimental impacts to the fen.
Such impacts can be described as reduced groundwater recharge, increased
surface runoff, increased variability in water levels and water flow, and reduced
water quality. To achieve this outcome, the following principles should be
applied:
• Infiltration of stormwater should be promoted within the ESA’s linked
recharge zone if/when additional development occurs through the use of best
practices and green technologies (AECOM, 2011)
• Soil investigations including the services of a professional hydrogeologist
should be undertaken to determine infiltration capability of a proposed
development site in the ESA’s linked recharge zone (AECOM, 2011)
• Retention of existing wetlands – including very small temporary or ephemeral
pothole wetlands in the groundwater recharge zone – is critical for ensuring
groundwater inputs to the Wagner wetlands over the long term (it is estimated
that over 98% of existing groundwater recharge in this area originates from
wetlands). Therefore, existing wetlands will be retained as far as possible and
stormwater management facilities will be designed to manage water quality
sustainably while also enabling groundwater recharge to continue to occur in
this area (AECOM, 2011).
• Onsite containment systems shall be used by all developments to minimize
seepage of oil, gas and other materials into the groundwater. Containment
systems shall allow for water infiltration, yet block oil, gas and other hazardous
products from filtering into the groundwater system (Parkland County, 2012).
• Any future development in the Wagner Natural Area Recharge Zone shall
not, during construction, operation or reclamation, remove water from the
subsurface drainage system, or alter subsurface water drainage channels
(Parkland County, 2012).
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Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Forest ESA
• Any future development in the Wagner Natural Area Recharge Zone shall
be designed to reduce surface runoff and promote infiltration of clean
groundwater. Developments in these areas shall consider maximizing
landscaping, using permeable surface and paving materials, and other green
technologies where applicable (Parkland County, 2012).
• Natural areas may be protected through Municipal Reserve or Environmental
Reserve designation at the time of subdivision development. Existing
municipal and environmental reserve parcels shall be maintained and
continued to be used as separation buffers between incompatible land uses
(Parkland County, 2012).
• Additional information on stormwater management considerations in the
groundwater recharge zone for Wagner can be found in the Acheson/Big Lake
Area Master Drainage Plan (Parkland County, 2012)
• All types of industrial, commercial and residential development shall be
prohibited within the Wagner Natural Area (Parkland County, 2012)
• Consider the long-term conservation of an ecological buffer zone around
Wagner Natural Area and its surrounding forest lands that accomodates
appropriate land uses while protecting the ESA from the impacts of nearby
development
• Existing habitat connectivity and linkages into and out of the Wagner Natural
Area should, where possible, be protected and enhanced. Special care should
be taken to protect and enhance linkages to nearby ESAs (e.g. Atim Creek
ESA, Canada Geese ESA).
• Repair degraded riparian areas to restore connectivity between habitat patches
• Environmentally significant areas (Wagner Natural Area), kettle depressions,
drainage courses, wetlands and recharge zones shall be identified at the Outline
Plan stage for all future subdivision applications. Developers shall identify how
the natural habitat, vegetation, soil and water (quantity and quality) of these
areas will be protected and negative impacts minimized. Existing wetlands shall
be identified and classified by a qualified aquatic biologist (Parkland County,
2012).
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Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Forest ESA
• The County shall investigate the potential to establish conservation easements
to protect areas deemed to have environmental significance (Parkland County,
2012).
• Results of this Environmental Master Plan study does not preclude the
potential for a more specific study focused on areas immediately south and
west of the Wagner Natural Area, as noted in this fact sheet
• Trails and recreational use within the Natural Area should be managed through
appropriate design (boardwalks, etc.) in order to maximize public appreciation
while minimizing damage to the ecosystem
• Recreational uses (including trail corridors) may be considered as appropriate
land use for areas connecting this ESA to Spruce Grove
• Where wetalnds with the recharge zone may need to be removed, developers
should implement constructed wetlands as a means of capturing and filtering
stormwater runoff. Constructed wetlands shall become a part of the overall
stormwater discharge system.
• Parkland County should undertake additional science-based research to
identifiy ecological/conservation buffers for the Wagner Natural Area as
required by the Capital Region Board Growth Plan
• Parkland County, in partnership with Wagner Natural Area Society, the City of
Spruce Grove, and other stakeholders, should continue to develop appropriate
conservation and protection practices for the Natural Area
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Atim Creek ESA
Site Location:
The headwaters of Atim Creek are located in NW 27 and section 34-51-W5M. The
creek flows northeast into Big Lake.
Area: 204 ha
Description:
As part of one of the more significant drainage systems in Parkland County, Atim
Creek drains 315 km2 of land in the northeast portion of the County. The creek
headwaters originate at Longhurst Lake, flow through portions of Stony Plain and
Spruce Grove, and are joined by several tributaries downstream before eventually
flowing into Big Lake. Atim Creek provides essential stormwater outlets for the
communities of Stony Plain and Spruce Grove and is one of the main water sources
feeding Big Lake.
Springs occur in many locations along the Atim Creek drainage which help to maintain
winter flow along some sections of the creek. While stream flows vary widely from year
to year, they are typically strongest in spring and early summer, becoming low to nonexistent in the winter months.
Habitat along Atim Creek is variable in extent and cover, ranging from upland aspen/
balsam poplar and white spruce forests in the headwaters to expansive marshlands of
cattails, sedges, grasses, and willow at the confluence with Big Lake. Willow/grassland
communities, mixedwood stands, and black spruce/bog habitats occur at other
locations along the creek. Riparian habitat and adjacent woodlands along the creek and
tributaries provide important habitat for wildlife and linkages between habitat blocks
along the creek corridor. The creek is known to support populations of white suckers,
brook stickleback, pearl dace, finescale dace, Iowa darter, fathead minnows, and possibly
northern pike (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004).
Atim Creek is connected to a Buck for Wildlife property that is characterized by
grassland habitat interspersed with trees. While a relatively large area of forested and
shrubby habitats occur along the creek just west of Stony Plain, portions of the creek
are grazed. Where the creek enters and exits Longhurst Lake, the riparian zone and
adjacent upland habitat are in robust condition, however some sections of Atim Creek
have been extensively channelized and the riparian zone has been altered by vegetation
clearing.
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ATIM CREEK ESA
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Atim Creek ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Moderate susceptibility to groundwater contamination
• Susceptible to drainage alteration, loss of riparian vegetation, erosion, and
diminished water quality
• Relatively low water quality in the vicinity of Spruce Grove, continuing
downstream
Land Status:
• Atim Creek crosses through both private and Crown lands

Key features:
• Important drainage system within Parkland County which is spring fed in
some locations
• Important source of inflow into Big Lake
• Provides habitat for a variety of fish and wildlife
• Serves as an important movement corridor for wildlife, providing linkages
between habitat patches along the creek eventually leading to Big Lake

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintain riparian vegetation and enhance riparian buffers
• Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take advantage of
County best management practice programs such as ALUS (Alternative Land
Use Services) to enhance riparian vegetation and protect creeks
• Cultivated areas around the upper reaches of the creek should adopt practices
which minimize the impact to the creek
• Creek bed must be maintained to ensure spawning grounds remain intact.
Access to riparian areas should be limited in order to minimize disturbances.
• Barriers to wildlife movement should be minimized
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Big Lake Surrounding Area ESA
Site Location: The marshlands comprising the Big Lake Surrounding Area ESA flank
the southwestern edge of Big Lake
Area: 76 ha
Description:
The marshlands surrounding Big Lake’s southern shoreline are an important
component of the broader ecosystem, providing critical nesting habitat for birds and
other wildlife.
Along the southern shore, the banks are steep, directing the lake’s flood waters towards
the west, north, and east to feed the surrounding marshlands during high water years.
Old stands of white spruce grow on the northeast shore of the lake and a deciduous
forest on the southern edge contains diverse vegetation with several rare plant species
including orchids and ferns (BLESS 2013).
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Big Lake Surrounding Area ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Proximity to Big Lake

Land Status:
• Provincial Park and private land
Key features:
• Provides habitat for a number of wildlife species of concern, especially
migratory birds
• Functions as riparian buffer for Big Lake, helping to maintain lake water
quality

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintaining riparian vegetation is important for upholding the hydrological
integrity of the aquatic ecosystem
• Agricultural and industrial activities adjacent to the lake and its marshlands
should be carefully monitored to avoid the flow of nutrients and contaminants
into the lake
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Longhurst Lake ESA
Site Location: Longhurst Lake is located west of the Highway 627 and 779 junctions,
approximately 2.5 km south of Stony Plain
Area: 413 ha

Description:
Longhurst Lake is a shallow wetland located near the headwaters of Atim Creek. The
ESA boundary includes the lake, several surrounding drainages and wetlands, and a 100
meter precautionary planning buffer around the lake—a measure designed to promote
careful planning and management of fragile riparian areas1.
Longhurst Lake and the upper portions of Atim Creek developed in a series of glacial
meltwater channels, which comprise a regional groundwater discharge area that help to
stabilize the lake’s water levels.
The vegetation communities adjacent to the lake are diverse. Cattail marshes, sedge
fens, forested swamps, willows, shrubby fens, black spruce and larch forests, upland
mixedwood forest and birch forests interspersed with white spruce comprise the
primary vegetation communities surrounding the lake. Notably, the sedge fen
communities include a number of marl ponds along the western edge of the lake.
These features represent potentially important areas of groundwater discharge.
Owing to the diverse vegetation characterizing the lake environment, Longhurst Lake
supports habitat for a wide range of aquatic and terrestrial birds. The lake is a local
staging area for ducks, geese, and swans, and provides critical habitat for waterfowl
production. In 1991, Ducks Unlimited installed a weir to control water levels and the
lake was lowered to enhance waterfowl habitat on the lake. A colony of black terns
has been recorded at the north end of the lake, as well as other sensitive bird species,
including the American bittern and horned grebe (Westworth Associates Environmental
Ltd., 2004). Shoreline habitats also function as important feeding and calving areas for
moose and deer.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Longhurst Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• High susceptibility to groundwater contamination
Land Status:
• Private Lands
Key features:
• The meltwater channels in which Longhurst Lake is situated is a potentially
important groundwater discharge area
• The black spruce-tamarack peatland that borders the north side of the lake is
near the southern limit for this vegetation type in Alberta
• Longhurst Lake is located in a transition zone between the Boreal Mixedwood
and Aspen Parkland natural subregions. As such, it supports a relatively high
degree of biodiversity, including habitat for waterfowl and ungulates.

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Highway development and adjacent land uses have adversely affected riparian
habitat and lake water quality. Conserving shoreline and riparian vegetation,
including those along Atim Creek are necessary to preserve the integrity of the
lake.
• Fluctuating water levels have likely impacted vegetation communities that
characterize the lake. Culverts passing under Highways 627 and 779 should
be inspected regularly for obstructions, thereby ensuring that water level in all
parts of the lake have the opportunity to equalize.
• Public access to the lake could be improved, allowing for enhanced
recreational and educational opportunities
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Mallard Park Wetlands ESA
Site Location: The Mallard Park Wetlands are located approximately 3 km south of
Spruce Grove along Range Road 214 south of Highway 627.
Area: 480 ha
Description:
The Mallard Park Wetlands is comprised of several shallow wetlands situated along
a series of glacial meltwater channels. An emergent vegetation zone dominated by
cattails characterizes the main lake, with willow shrubland interspersed in many sections.
While the surrounding upland habitat is limited, aspen-balsam poplar communities and
conifers are present in the area. Marshlands are located on the eastern side of the lake,
and are characterized by cattails surrounding open water. A smaller lake, drainage, and
shallow ponds are located to the west.
Agricultural lands surround most of the area, and grazing occurs along the eastern edge
of the main lake. A rural subdivision is located along the southern portion of the lake
marshlands. In the midst of these surrounding land uses, the Mallard Park Wetlands
complex supports waterfowl production and staging, and provides habitat for a wide
range of other wetland species.
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Mallard Park Wetlands ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• High susceptibility to groundwater contamination
• Water bodies may be sensitive to drainage or adjacent land use activities
Land Status:
• A combination of Crown lands, private land, and county owned land surround
the main lake and drainage
• Private land surrounds the west Lake and drainage
Key features:
• Marshland habitat surrounding the lake and wetlands support waterfowl
production and staging
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintain and enhance shoreline buffers to conserve waterfowl habitat and
safeguard groundwater quality
• Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take advantage of
County best management practice programs such as ALUS (Alternative Land
Use Services) to enhance riparian vegetation and protect water bodies
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Whale Lake Wetlands ESA
Site Location: The Whale Lake wetlands are located a few kilometers north of the
North Saskatchewan River, just west of Highway 779.
Area: 287 ha

Description:
The Whale Lake wetlands complex is a broad expanse of wetland/marsh habitat with
some willow and upland forest habitat flanking its edges. The wetland is surrounded
on all sides by agricultural land and the wetland edges have been affected by haying
in several locations. As an ephemeral lake/wetland, the area provides moderately
productive habitat for waterfowl and other wetland/marsh species, especially given its
location as an island of habitat surrounded by agriculture land use.
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Whale Lake Wetlands ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• High susceptibility to groundwater contamination from surrounding land uses
• Observations of rare plants
• Sensitive water bodies present

Land Status:
• Private Lands
Key features:
• Provides habitat for waterfowl and other wetland/marsh species in an area of
intensive agriculture
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• This lake is a Ducks Unlimited project that includes a water control structure
• Retain smaller wetlands in the area – including very small temporary or
ephemeral pothole wetlands –to maintain hydrology of the lake’s watershed
• Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take advantage of
County best management practice programs such as ALUS (Alternative Land
Use Services) to enhance riparian vegetation and protect water bodies
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Central Lakes/Dry Mixedwood ESAs
As the largest landscape unit in the County, the Central Lakes/Dry Mixedwood LU contains 30 identified ESAs. This LU contains one
provincially significant ESA – the Kilini Creek ESA – owing to the provincially rare plant species that occur along the creek corridor.
The majority of the recreational lakes in Parkland County occur in the Central Lakes/Dry Mixedwood LU. What is often referred
to as the “lake country” in the County is underlain by the Carvel Pitted Delta – a broad glacial landform characterized by hills and
kettle depressions in which the lakes formed. Country residential and lakeshore residential development in the lake country represent
a significant development pressure in this LU. Gravel pits and coal mines, including the largest coal mine in Canada, are also operated
within the LU, representing additional development pressures to surrounding ESAs.
This section presents a detailed portrait of each ESA in the Central Lakes/Dry Mixedwood LU, including a summary of management
considerations specific to each ESA. For more information on best management practices for ESAs, please see Section 4: Best
Management Practices.
Environmentally Significant Area (ESA)

Significance

Sensitivity

Cottage Lake ESA
Kilini Creek ESA
Bunkerhill/Dussault Lake ESA
Chickakoo Lake Complex ESA
Glory Hills ESA
Hubbles Lake ESA
Isle Lake ESA
Jackfish Lake/Star Lake ESA
Johnny’s Lake/Mink Lake ESA
Mayatan Lake Complex
Wabamun Lake ESA
Brightbank ESA
Brookside ESA
Canada Geese ESA
East Pit Lake ESA
Fallis Slopes ESA
Gladu Lake ESA
Hasse Lake ESA
Isle Lake Natural Area ESA
Isle Lake Surrounding Area ESA
Manly Corner ESA
Muir Lake ESA
Seba Beach/Junior Forest Ranger ESA
Smithfield/Amisk Acres ESA
Soldan/Eden Lakes ESA
Spring Lake ESA
Unnamed Lake ESA
Wabamun Creek
Westland Park ESA
Wildlife Point ESA

Provincial
Provincial
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local

Very High
Very High
Moderate
Very High
Very High
Very High
High
High
High
High
Low
Very High
High
Moderate
High
Very High
Moderate
High
High
Moderate
Low
Low
Very High
Low
Very High
Very High
Moderate
Very High
Very High
Very High
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Cottage Lake ESA
Site Location: Cottage Lakes are approximately 11 km west of Stony Plain
Area: 81 ha
Description:
The Cottage Lake ESA includes the lake, as well as a 100 meter precautionary
planning buffer around the lake—a measure designed to promote careful planning and
management of fragile riparian areas1. Cottage Lake and Spring Lake share the same
surficial drainage basin, and also display close relationships to local shallow groundwater
systems. However, Cottage Lake has been ranked as provincially significant owing to
the S1S2 provincially rare plant species that occur around the lake. This ranking is
consistent with previous studies (Fiera Biological Consulting, 2009).
Cottage Lake is a small lake near Sundown Road, southwest of the Wild Rose Park
subdivision. The lake contains a north and south basins connected by a narrow channel.
A shallow emergent vegetation zone fringes the lakes and lacustrine fringe wetlands
are found along the lakeshores. Public access to the lake remains very difficult. The
lake contains slender naiad (Najas flexilis) on the lake bottom, which is an S2 ranked
provincially rare species, as well as linear-leaved pondweed (Potamogeton strictifolius) within
the lake. Healthy mature forests dominated by trembling aspen and balsam poplar
surround the lake, including a heavily forested steep slope along the southwest corner
of the lake between the lake and Range Road 21. The area provides habitat for a variety
of mammals, birds, and amphibians including Canadian toad that has been observed in
some of the wetlands between the north and south basins. There are three docks along
the south shore of the lake that have been built by private landowners.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Cottage Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Rare plant species are present
• Lakeshore environments
• Regional groundwater models indicate high sensitivity to contamination
Land Status:
• Cottage Lake is surrounded primarily by privately owned lands, but Countyowned lands occur along the northwest corner
• The large wetlands in between Spring Lake and Cottage Lake are surrounded
by private lands
• The bed and shore of lakes and permanent wetlands in Alberta are provincial
Crown lands
Key features:
• Two rare plant species are present
• Lake system is fed by groundwater

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Property owners should follow good shoreline protection by maintaining/
restoring a dense vegetated buffer around the lakes
• Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take advantage of
County best management practice programs such as ALUS (Alternative Land
Use Services) to enhance riparian vegetation and protect water bodies
• Protecting the water balance and water quality of these lakes over the long
term will require sustainable land use patterns and land management practices
in surrounding areas of the County that do not affect the quality or quantity
of surface water or groundwater
• The potential for landscape management practices and/or wetland loss in
surrounding subdivisions within the watershed on the lake systems should
be studied further and best practices for those acreage owners implemented.
Subdivisions that may affect the watershed for these lakes include but are not
necessarily limited to: Royal Park, Cottage Lake Heights, Arrowhead Estates,
Wild Rose Park, Hillview Estates, Excelsior Park, Heatherlea, Lincolnshire
Downs, Sundown Estates, Viewpoint Estates, Blueberry Hill Estates, and
Spring Hills.
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Kilini Creek ESA
Site Location: Kilini Creek originates at Johnny’s Lake and flows northeast approximately 8 km before reaching the Kilini Creek Natural Area northwest of Eden Lake.
Area: 1,242 ha

Description:
As part of the headwaters for the Sturgeon River, Kilini Creek flows northeast to its
confluence with the Sturgeon River in Sturgeon County. The creek is situated in the
Wabamun Meltwater Channel and runs through a variety of habitats including black
spruce bog areas and aspen and white spruce uplands before it reaches the Kilini Creek
Natural Area. A wide buffer of relatively undisturbed habitat flanks much of the west
side of the creek, making it inaccessible in many areas.
The Kilini Creek Natural Area is comprised of diverse upland and lowland habitats.
Upland areas contain aspen, balsam poplar, birch, and some white spruce and pine,
while the lowland areas are characterized by peatlands, several small lakes, numerous
ponds, marshes, and marl ponds. The peatland areas contain black spruce, pine, willow,
and tamarack. The calciferous marl ponds found along the creek corridor date back
thousands of years, and provide habitat for many provincially rare orchids, carnivorous
plants, and a diversity of other rare plants species. Many of the plant species found
at Kilini Natural Area, including rare species, are not found anywhere else except the
Wagner Natural Area. Provincially rare plants confirmed to occur in the ESA include
meesia moss, slender beak-rush, and a rare liverwort (Riccardia latifrons)1.
Moose, deer, coyote, porcupine, muskrat, beaver, numerous bird species, as well as the
occasional bear, lynx, and cougar have been observed in the area. The creek provides
linkage between habitats along its course and functions as an important wildlife
movement corridor. The creek may represent critical habitat for garter snakes, which
move down into the creek area in the summertime. Leopard frogs, a COSEWIC listed
species of concern, have also historically been found in the area.

1 Others have also reported other rare plants such as Cyperus-like sedge and White adder’s mouth within the
area (Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd., 2004), although these species were not confirmed in the 2013
data request to the ACIMS database by O2.
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Kilini Creek ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Rare plants, peatlands, riparian areas
Land Status:
• Natural Area: provincial; private lands
Key features:
• Part of the headwaters for the Sturgeon River
• Leopard frog (COSEWIC listed species) and provincially rare plant species in
the area
• Characterized by diverse upland and lowland habitats, including aspen/white
spruce forests, peatlands, marshes, and marl ponds
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintain extensive buffer area flanking the creek in order to minimize access
and disturbance
• Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take advantage of
County best management practice programs such as ALUS (Alternative Land
Use Services) to enhance riparian vegetation and protect creeks
• Cultivated areas surrounding the creek should adopt practices which minimize
the impact to the creek
• Creek bed must be maintained to ensure spawning grounds remain intact.
Access to riparian areas should be limited in order to minimize disturbances
• Barriers to wildlife movement should be minimized
• Limit development in surrounding areas in order to prevent surface and
groundwater contamination while conserving important wildlife corridors in
and out of the ESA
• Ecotourism and environmental education opportunities are available
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Bunkerhill / Dussault Lake ESA
Site Location: This ESA is located in most northwest corner of the County, north of
Highway 16 and along Highway 757
Area: 2,210 ha

Description:
This area is characterized by diverse and relatively undisturbed native vegetation and is
located on an extensive stagnation moraine and hummocky glacial-lacustrine deposit.
Upland areas are dominated by a variety of forest types with a mixture of age classes
including aspen, mixedwood and white spruce. The forest understory is diverse and
contains species such as hazelnut, saskatoon, rose, and buffaloberry, along with a variety
of forbs and grasses. Some jack pine can be found in drier areas.
Wetlands and riparian habitats can be found throughout this ESA in low-lying areas and
where surface water has created drainage channels. Some wetland habitat has also been
created through the construction of beaver dams. These lowland areas support large
balsam polar, birch, red osier dogwood and lowbush cranberry. Peatlands can also be
found in this area, and are dominated with willow, black spruce, and graminoid species.
Bunkerhill is important wildlife habitat because of its large patch size and diverse
vegetation communities. Moose and elk are abundant in Bunkerhill, as well as many
species of songbirds and birds of prey.
Dussault Lake Natural Area is located in the southern portion of Bunkerhill and
includes Dussault Lake and the surrounding vegetation communities. Forested
peatlands and sedge dominated wetlands are the principal communities around the lake,
although some uplands of aspen-balsam poplar forest are also present. Dussault Lake
provides habitat for a variety of water birds.
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Bunkerhill / Dussault Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• This area is wet, with areas of organic soil, along with other areas of thin,
highly erodible soils that make this area sensitive to disturbance.
Land Status:
• Several parcels of land are either unoccupied Crown or leased Crown lands
• Some parcels are privately owned
Key features:
• This area represents a large patch of highly diverse, relatively undisturbed
habitat
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Most of the area is classified as poor agricultural lands because of a
combination of thin soil, knob and kettle topography, poorly drained peat soil,
wetlands, and stones. The area is highly sensitive and has poor reclamation/
restoration capacity.
• Bunkerhill/Dussault Lake represents one of the last large, contiguous blocks
of native habitat remaining within the County. The size of this parcel and its
proximity to the Pembina River Valley and other natural areas to the east and
southeast provide opportunity to support viable populations of most of the
boreal wildlife species that currently exist in Parkland County. Conservation
of some large, interconnected blocks of habitat is essential for biodiversity
conservation in fragmented landscapes.
• Limit future access, and minimize the potential for future recreational vehicle
use to ensure large patches remain relatively undisturbed
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Chickakoo Lake Complex ESA
Site Location: This ESA is located north of Stony Plain off Highway 779, and is
accessible by Township Road 534 or 540.
Area: 1,511 ha
Description:
The Chickakoo Lake Complex ESA is made up of a series of small lakes and ponds interspersed with undisturbed upland forest
habitat. The ESA boundary includes a 100 m buffer1 around all lakes in the complex, thereby capturing the important riparian areas
that contribute to the ecological integrity of the ESA .
The lake complex is located within the Carvel Pitted Delta, with undulating to rolling topography similar to the Glory Hills ESA
located nearby. Emergent wetland vegetation occupies the lake fringes, grading to willow and aspen/balsam poplar forest from the
shore to the surrounding uplands. Pockets of birch and white spruce are also present. Some of the lakes are connected by intermittent
or seasonal drainages.
Lakes in the area are typically situated in depressional areas without permanent inlets or outlets (i.e., lacking an integrated drainage
system) and receive inflow from surrounding surface runoff and groundwater. Shallower depressions (wetlands) provide important
waterfowl production habitat, and habitat for other water birds such as loons, grebes, terns, gulls, and shorebirds. Upland forests
provide habitat for a diversity of bird species including woodpeckers, songbirds, forest owls, and hawks. Mammals such as ungulates,
canids, furbearers and snowshoe hare occupy the uplands, while beaver and muskrat can be found inhabiting wetlands.
The Chickakoo Lake Recreational Area (CLRA) is a popular park within Parkland County. This area provides developed trails for
walking, horseback riding, and cross-country skiing, as well as a local put-and-take trout fishery.
Some of the main lakes in this complex are described below:
Chickakoo Lake: This lake is approximately 26 ha with an average depth 4.7 m. Its drainage basin consists primarily of undisturbed
forest. The lake is annually stocked with both rainbow and brook trout. This lake was evaluated in 1995 and determined to be
eutrophic, with an average Secchi depth of 3 m.
Kettle Lake: This lake is approximately 18 ha with an average depth 6.1 m. Most of the area surrounding the lake is undisturbed
forest.
Little Mere Lake: This lake is approximately 11 ha with an average depth 4.7 m. The majority of the shoreline is comprised of
undisturbed forest.
Windy Lake: This lake is approximately 6 ha with an average depth 5.1 m. The western shoreline consists of undisturbed forest, and
the remainder of the lake is surrounded by agricultural lands.
1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone
in which development must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Chickakoo Lake Complex ESA
North Lake: This lake is approximately 19 ha with an average depth 4.2 m. It is joined to Kettle and Little Mere Lakes by intermittent
drainage channels. Much of the south shoreline has been cleared for agricultural uses and the southwest corner is contained within the
CLRA.
Sauer Lake: This lake is approximately 10 ha with an average depth 4.2 m. It has a volume of 0.35 million m3. The top layer of
water remains clear due to the nature of the thermocline. Organic nutrients have been measured and this lake is considered to be
mesotrophic, whereby phosphorus peaks in May after the spring turnover. Its drainage basin is about 49 ha, with no inlets or outlets,
and is comprised mainly of undisturbed forest. All the land surrounding the lake is privately owned and includes a rural subdivision at
the south end. Rainbow trout, brook stickleback, and redbelly dace naturally occur in Sauer Lake.
Cameron Lake: This lake is approximately 52 ha with some undisturbed shoreline surrounding it. The land to the north of the lake
is relatively flat and the area to the south has more undulating topography.
Glory Lake: This lake has 3 basins with varying water depths and is inhabited by fish species such as Brook stickleback. The largest
basin is approximately 9 ha. The land adjacent to the shoreline consists of undeveloped forest, with surrounding lands under private
ownership (e.g., Glory Lake subdivision to the west).
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• High groundwater sensitivity and areas of sensitive soils
Land Status:
• Part of this ESA is a designated recreational park owned and maintained by Parkland County
• Many land parcels within the lake complex and surrounding habitats are privately owned

Key features:
• A highly diverse lake and wetland complex
• Intact patches of forested areas
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Minimize clearing and fragmentation associated with rural residential and
agricultural development to preserve the extent, connectivity, and quality of
remaining habitat for wildlife
• Maintaining an appropriate setback around lakes and wetlands is essential to
protecting aquatic resources
• Restrict recreational OHV use surrounding sensitive lakeshore environments
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use within the ESA boundary. Increase education
and (where necessary) enforcement for non-compliance.
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines for
waste and stormwater management to eliminate direct runoff into the water
basin. Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act.
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Glory Hills ESA
Site Location: The Glory Hills ESA is located northeast of the Chickakoo Lake
Complex, just west of Highway 779
Area: 238 ha
Description:
The Glory Hills ESA, part of which is owned and managed by the Edmonton and
Area Land Trust (EALT), is situated at the transition zone between the Boreal Forest
and Aspen Parkland natural subregions. Due to its unique location between natural
subregions, the area supports a diverse range of flora and fauna. The Glory Hills area
is characterized by dense aspen forests, open grasslands, wetlands, and a lake. Moose,
beaver, coyote, deer, ruffed grouse, and breeding loons, are known to inhabit the area. A
great blue heron rookery was also recorded in the area. Wetlands within the Glory Hills
are part of a chain of wetlands that help filter and protect the local water supply (EALT,
2010).
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Glory Hills ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Moderate susceptibility to erosion
• High susceptibility for groundwater contamination
Land Status:
• EALT conservation lands and private lands
Key features:
• Large patch of relatively undisturbed natural vegetation
• Located at the transition zone between Boreal Forest and Aspen Parkland
natural subregions
• Diverse habitat supports a wide range of plant and animal species
• A great blue heron rookery has been recorded in the area

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintain vegetation cover on steep slopes to minimize erosion potential and
maintain lake water quality
• Maintain riparian buffers to safeguard the integrity of lake and wetland
habitats and enhance water quality
• Adjacent areas that are not conserved by the EALT should be considered for
acquisition by the NGO, the County, or the Province
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Hubbles Lake ESA
Site Location: Hubbles Lake is located just south of Highway 16 between Range
Roads 13 and 14, a few kilometres west of Stony Plain.

Area: This ESA encompasses an area of approximately 88 ha. Hubbles Lake itself has
a surface area of 37 ha, an average depth 7 m, with a maximum depth of over 30 m.

Description:
The Hubbles Lake ESA is comprised of the lake and a 100 meter precautionary
planning buffer around the lake—a measure designed to promote careful planning and
management of fragile riparian areas1. Hubbles Lake is a deep, clear, small lake situated
in the Carvel pitted delta, with a volume of approximately 4.0 million m3. The terrain is
rolling to hilly in nature, and the lake is thus very sheltered by topography. There is no
defined inlet or outlet, therefore ground water inflow likely contributes the most volume
to the lake. The lake bottom is irregularly shaped with four deep holes, two holes being
over 30 m deep. Emergent wetland vegetation surrounds much of the shoreline, while
upland forest around the lake is primarily aspen and balsam poplar. The effective
drainage basin is approximately 136 ha and a peatland is present at the southeast
end of the lake. Permanent residences are located along 40% of the shoreline and
commercially operated resorts are located in surrounding areas.
Due to the size and shape of the lake, it rarely mixes (turns over), resulting in unusual
water quality characteristics and few algae. Hubbles Lake has been identified as
mesotrophic, and the water tends to be very clear with Secchi depths of 5 m in midsummer.
Although the lake supports a local sport fishery, it frequently winterkills, however;
Northern pike and yellow perch are present. The clear water and depth make Hubbles
Lake a popular destination for scuba divers. In an attempt to improve or create fish
habitat, 2,000 old tires were chained together and sunk in the lake in 1967. The success
of this venture has not yet been evaluated.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Hubbles Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Long residence time of water and low oxygen levels make the lake and
associated groundwater highly sensitive
Land Status:
• The majority of the land surrounding the lake is privately owned
• The County owns a small piece of land at the southwest corner of the lake

Key features:
• This ESA represents a unique landscape feature containing a deep, spring-fed
kettle lake
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Much of the drainage basin has been cleared for agriculture and contains
residential acreages. The areas adjacent to the shoreline have been developed
for permanent residences and recreational resorts. Agricultural runoff
and contaminant input from adjacent resorts/residences could eventually
deteriorate the water in the lake, since the residence time for water is estimated
to be about 100 years. For these reasons, further land clearing and residential
development should be restricted in the area.
• Cabin owners need to follow good shoreline protection practices by
maintaining a dense vegetated buffer around the lake
• Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take advantage of
County best management practice programs such as ALUS (Alternative Land
Use Services) to enhance riparian vegetation and protect water bodies
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use in the ESA boundary area. Increase education
and (where necessary) enforcement for non-compliance
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines
for waste and stormwater management to eliminate direct runoff into the
lake. Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act
• Undertake completion of a State of the Watershed Report and Lake
Management Plan for Hubbles Lake
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Isle Lake ESA
Site Location: Isle Lake is located approximately 45 km west of Stony Plain, north
of Highway 16. Parkland County shares this lake with Lac. St. Anne County.
Area: 2,644 ha

This ESA suffers from severe blue-green
algal blooms and winter fish kill. “Land
use is both the problem and solution”.
-Dr. Michael Sullivan
Alberta Fish and Wildlife

Description:
The Isle Lake ESA includes the lake and adjacent habitat flanking the southwest edge of the lake, as well as a 100 meter precautionary
planning buffer around the lake—a measure designed to promote careful planning and management of fragile riparian areas1. Isle
Lake is a narrow water body that is part of the Sturgeon River drainage system within the North Saskatchewan River Basin. The
Sturgeon River headwaters drain a large portion of the area west of the lake. Isle Lake is approximately 2,300 ha with a volume of 95
million m3 . With a relatively shallow mean depth of 4.1 m, Isle Lake is particularly vulnerabie to contamination. A detailed description
of the regional hydrology and water quality issues affecting Isle Lake can be found in the following pages of this fact sheet.
The area around Isle Lake exhibits undulating topography (knob and kettle terrain) and diverse vegetation communities. Upland
forests are predominantly aspen and balsam poplar, with pockets of white spruce. There are wetlands near the lakeshore, and
peatlands and shrubby swamps interspersed throughout the upland areas. In particular, there is a graminoid fen located near the inlet
of the Sturgeon River. This diversity of habitats is important for ungulates, furbearers, songbirds, and raptors. The lake supports two
colonies of western grebes and a large population of eared grebes. Isle Lake is an important staging and breeding area for waterfowl
(i.e., bufflehead, goldeneye, lesser scaup, mallards), and other waterbirds like the Great Blue Heron. Osprey and bald eagle nests have
been observed in the surrounding area. The characteristics of Isle Lake make it highly suitable for warmwater sportfish production,
however the lake commonly experiences algal blooms and low oxygen levels sometimes cause fish kills (see Nutrient Loading and Bluegreen Algae on the following pages).
The County maintains the Gainford Park Day Use Area and the Kokomoko Recreation Area. Cottage developments are prevalent in
areas where stands of aspen/balsam poplar forest remain. The northwestern shore has mainly been cleared for agriculture, as well as
large areas one mile south of the lake. Several exisitng and proposed large scale recreation and recreational vehicle areas in Parkland
and Lac Ste. Anne County occupy areas adjecent to the Lake.
1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be interpreted as a development
restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian
environments.
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Isle Lake ESA
Regional Hydrology and Water Quality
As part of the Sturgeon River drainage system, Isle Lake receives inflow from six
intermittent tributaries that discharge primarily in the spring or following precipitation
events, and receives waters from an area of approximately 24,600 ha. Despite this high
contributing area, groundwater provides an important contribution to the lake volume
due to the unique geology underlying the area (Mitchell and Prepas, 1990).
Isle Lake is situated on top of a buried glacial valley, or thalweg, known as the Onoway
Channel. The thalweg consists of permeable sand and gravel, making the area highly
vulnerable to sub-surface groundwater contamination which can affect local aquifers
and surface water bodies, such as Isle Lake. The Onoway Channel is inter-connected
with Wabamun Lake by way of a glacial meltwater channel that underlies both the
southern portion of Isle Lake, and the entirety of Wabamun Lake. HCL (1995) has
assessed the southern shores of Isel Lake as having high potential for groundwater
contamination.
The potential for groundwater contamination on the southern shores of Isle Lake has
been assessed as high (HCL, 1998). Water enters Isle Lake from the Sturgeon River at
the southwest. The mean residence time is approximately 9.5 years. Water from Isle
Lake then flows back into the Sturgeon River from the northeast corner. From there,
it travels northeast toward Lac. Ste. Anne. Therefore, water from Isle Lake has direct
impacts on the receiving water quality of Lac. Ste. Anne. Given the interconnected
nature of the underlying and surficial hydrology, the cumulative impacts of increasing
residential and recreational development on Isle Lake can have cascading impacts on the
entire regional ecosystem.

Figure 11. Isle Lake - Lac Ste Anne Basin (source: Mitchell, 1999)
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Isle Lake ESA
Nutrient Loading and Blue-green Algae
Isle Lake, and many other shallow lakes in Alberta, are naturally high in nutrients.
Even before Europeans settled the area, Isle Lake naturally supported blue-green algae
blooms (otherwise known as cyanobacteria). However, recent nutrient concentrations
(TP 165.4 mg/L) indicate that the lake has become hypereutrophic (AENV, 2014).
Anthropogenic eutrophication from land use has made Isle Lake particularly susceptible
to more frequent toxic blue-green algae blooms over the past several decades (Mitchell
and Prepas, 1990).
+
Winter fish kill on Isle Lake
(photo credit: Bruce Edwards, Edmonton Journal)

The cumulative impacts of increasing residential and recreational development, and to a
lesser extent agricultural and livestock activities, plus the removal of natural vegetation
along shorelines have contributed to high nutrient loading and water quality degradation
on Isle Lake. Excess nutrients fertilize the growth of algae blooms, which decompose
and deplete dissolved oxygen levels in the lake. Low oxygen levels typically occur in the
winter when the lake is covered with ice and cause fish to suffocate, resulting in massive
fish-kills which have drastically reduced the overall fish population and species diversity
in the lake over the past decade (Edmonton Journal, 2014). Low oxygen levels also
result in unpleasant odours, thereby reducing the recreational appeal of the Lake.
Blue-green algae can also produce liver or nerve toxins that are dangerous to humans
and animals who drink or swim in the water. The most common group of toxins
produced and released by blue-green algae are called microcystins. These liver toxins
can cause nausea, stomach cramps, vomiting, diarrhea, fever, headache, pains in muscles
and joints, weakness and liver damage (AHS, 2012). Lakes with algal blooms are tested
regularly for toxins and advisories are posted through AHS if the algae are found to
be harmful to human health (AHS, 2012). For two consecutive years, AHS has posted
a blue-green algae advisory for Isle Lake, which resulted in a new permanent sign with
information about blue-green algae in 2013. If such an advisory is posted, it is critical
that people, domestic animals, and livestock avoid exposure to lake waters.
Excess nutrients contributing to blue-green algae blooms also come from internal
loading (amount of phosphorus released annually by lake bottom sediments). There is
evidence in Alberta lakes that there is a correlation between internal phosphorus loading
and the external phosphorus supply (Mitchell and Prepas, 1990). The internal supply is
governed in part by the external supply from past years. It stands to reason then, that
if the external supply can be reduced, internal loading would eventually decline. As the
internal supply declines, the amount of algae produced declines, which in turn enhances
the amount of oxygen at the bottom of the lake and depresses internal loading
(Mitchell, 1999).
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Land use, therefore, is ultimately both the problem and the solution. The phenomenon
has been ongoing for decades, dating back to the 1920s. However, the problem
has worsened over the last 15 years as residential and recreational development has
intensified and agriculture has become more industrialized (ABMI, 2014). “Land use in
the Isle Lake watershed (image source: ABMI, 2014)” illustrates the land use make-up
within the 273 square kilometre watershed draining into Isle Lake. The majority of this
region has been converted to rural residential areas and agriculture, with 52% of the
land base currently covered by some form of human footprint (ABMI, 2014).
The phosphorous levels in the lake (both internal and external supplies) will continue
to have a significant impact on lake water quality and human health unless serious
consideration is given to beneficial management practices for recreational/residential
and agricultural land uses. For example, more wetlands and riparian vegetation are
needed to filter runoff entering the Lake, and education and enforcement are needed to
increase public awareness of the relationship between individual actions and cumulative
effects. In additon, efforts should be made to determine the sources and amounts of
nutrients entering the Lake via inflow streams that drain from the watershed. Internal
nutrient supply from lake bottom sediments should also be estimated in conjunction
with determining a measured nutrient budget and annual loading limits for the Lake.
These measures can be determined using emerging water quality modelling techniques
(Trew, personal communication, 2014).
Please refer to the management considerations for this ESA, as well as the Benefical
Management Practices specific to Lakeshore and Lakefront development (chapter 4 of
this report) for more information on potential solutions.

Figure 12. Land use in the Isle Lake watershed (image source: ABMI, 2014)
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Isle Lake ESA
Land Status:
• Both Private and Crown land parcels surround the lake within this ESA
Key features:
• The lake provides habitat and nesting for sensitive waterfowl species
• It is an important drainage area in the Sturgeon River system
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Due to shallow depth of lake and nutrient runoff from surrounding land uses,
it is vulnerable to nutrient loading, blue-green algal blooms with associated
toxins, and fish kills
• Due to interconnectivity of regional hydrology network and high groundwater
sensitivity (permeability of thalweg soils overlaying the aquifer, making it
vulnerable to contamination)
• Due to a few rare plant occurences
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Identify the nutrient sources and quantify the nutrients entering the Lake via
inflow streams that drain from the watershed using water quality modelling
techniques
• Estimate internal nutrient supply from lake bottom sediments
• Determine a measured nutrient budget and annual loading limits for the Lake
using water quality modelling
• Monitor the trophic state of the Lake bi-annually
• Agricultural operations in the vicinity of Isle Lake, in conjunction with the
Sturgeon River Headwaters ESA, needs to focus on reducing fertilizer use to
reduce nutrient runoff to Isle Lake
• Encourage agricultural operators to use best management practices such as
ALUS (Alternative Land Use Services) program to protect creeks and rivers
entering into Isle Lake
• Where possible, relocate livestock wintering and feeding areas in close
proximity or upstream of Isle Lake and tributaries
• Encourage home owners through education and incentives to install pumpouts
and holding tanks in order to reduce pollution impacts from private sewage
systems
• Upgrade sewage treatment to minimize pollution impacts from wastewater
systems
• Protect and enhance wetlands and riparian areas surrounding the lake to buffer
and enhance fitration of nutrient laden runoff from nearby source areas
• Protect the fen near the Isle Lake inlet from further disturbance
• Consider a hypolimnetic aeration system to optimize withdrawl of nutrientrich water from lake bottom
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• Provide educational materials to the public to increase awareness of the
relationship between lake water quality and land use
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use in the ESA boundary area. Increase education
and (where necessary) enforcement for non-compliance.
• Native habitat in areas surrounding the lake (on both north and south shores)
is being lost to developmental pressures. Increasing development also alters
the drainage patterns and contributing areas to the lake. Further development
could be limited or prevented in these areas.
• Shoreline habitat is being lost or altered, which reduces the ability of the
lake to function ecologically. Prevent or minimize development within the
shoreline areas to restore habitats.
• Western and eared grebe nesting colonies are vulnerable to human disturbance.
Adequate buffering of the lakeshore environment from future developments
would be beneficial to the integrity of the lake.
• Encourage cabin owners to follow good shoreline protection practices by
maintaining and restoring a vegetated buffer along the lake
• Human disturbances (i.e., personal watercraft, large boats) and surrounding
developments contribute contaminants to the water body and disrupt the
aquatic life. Boat speed limits fall under the purview of Transport Canada with
the Federal Government responsible for enforcement.
• Require additional environmental assessments (i.e. use of Riparian Setback
Matrix model, environmental assessment studies) for proposed developments
within 100 meters of the lake. Negative environmental assessments would
require significant development alterations or would be disallowed from future
development.
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines
for waste and stormwater management to eliminate direct runoff into the
lake. Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act.
• In an effort to address net cumulative effects around the lake, a new Intermunicipal Plan, as described in section 631 of the Municipal Government Act,
should be drafted to coordinate strategic development around the entire Lake
and it’s drainage basins.
• Undertake completion of a State of the Watershed Report and Lake
Management Plan for Isle Lake
• Encourage stakeholders to participate in the watershed stewardship group
and the development of a watershed management plan (e.g. Alberta Lake
Management Society, 2013).
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Jackfish Lake/Star Lake Complex ESA
Site Location: This ESA is a complex of lakes situated east of the Wabamun Indian
Reserve and can be accessed south of Highway 16 off of Highway 770.
Area: 868.32 ha

Description:
The Jackfish/Star Lake Complex ESA is comprised of several small lakes and wetlands,
as well as connecting habitat areas and a 100 meter precautionary planning buffer
around the lakes—a measure designed to promote careful planning and management
of fragile riparian areas1. Some water bodies are surrounded by natural stands of aspen,
poplar, and small pockets of spruce. Agriculture is the dominant surrounding land use.
Jackfish Lake: This 239 ha lake is situated in a depression typical of pitted delta and
has an irregular shoreline with islands throughout. The water level is regulated by a
fixed-crest weir, but on average has an 8.2 million m3 capacity with a mean depth of
3.4 m. The contributing drainage basin is about 1,260 ha; however, groundwater inputs
are still very important. Water quality analyses have determined that this lake is in good
mesotrophic condition, but macrophyte growth still tends to be a concern. Residents
have noted the uniquely high water quality of the lake complex. Protecting area water
quality is of utmost concern to residents.
Small hills and hillocks occur near the lake, and several small intermittent lakes are
found on the east and west sides. The south and west sides of the lake are partially
forested and diverse wetlands are present at the southwest end. The lake is a staging/
breeding area for waterfowl, and uplands are good for hiking and wildlife viewing
(ungulates, songbirds). Islands within the lakes are noted to be significant habitat areas
for geese and other bird species. A great blue heron colony occupies one of these
islands in the northern portion of Jackfish Lake.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Jackfish Lake/Star Lake Complex ESA
Many permanent residences and some cabins occur near the lake edge and on the
island, but this lake is largely undeveloped compared to other lakes in the area. An
area structure plan was presented to County council in November 2001 to ensure the
sustainability of environmental and recreational resources around Jackfish Lake. The
plan was amended and passed in April 2002 (Parkland County, 2013). The previous
walleye fishery has collapsed in recent years.
Significant concerns facing the lake include continued pressures from residential and
recreational development on the ESA, as well as increasing motorized boat use on the
lake. Residential development and recreation pressures stress the lake environment,
having the potential to significantly compromise the ecological integrity and hydrological
function of the area if carrying capacities are exceeded.
Star Lake: Star Lake is approximately 15 ha and is a popular fishing spot for anglers.
The lake is stocked with rainbow trout but there are burbot, whitefish pike and yellow
perch that occur naturally. County supported facilities for fishermen are at the east end
of the lake, with access off Township Road 524 and Range Road 25. The southwest side
of the drainage basin has rural residential development, and the remainder of the area is
a mosaic of agriculture and patches of upland forest.
Unnamed Wetlands: Part of this ESA complex is comprised of a variety of wetlands.
Heavily forested, undulating topography limits development around these wetlands.
Upland forests are mainly comprised of aspen and white spruce.

Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Due to high groundwater sensitivity
• Due to high surface water quality
• Due to the unique shape of the lake making it susceptible to water quality
degradation

Land Status:
• The parcels around the lakes are mostly privately owned, with some parcels
owned by Parkland County
Key features:
• The lake provides habitat and nesting for sensitive waterfowl species
• It is an important drainage area in the Sturgeon River system
• The lake complex has exceptionally high surface and groundwater quality
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Jackfish Lake/Star Lake Complex ESA
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Development applications within the ASP boundary should include a detailed
biophysical inventory and environmental assessment
• Limit and enforce OHV (Off Highway Vehicle) use in and around the ESA in
order to minimize erosion and sediment loading into the lake
• The Jackfish Lake ASP limits the boat launch facility to 23 parking stalls,
overall limiting boat launch and use on the lake. Parkland County will continue
to enforce the use of the boat launch area.
• Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take advantage of
County best management practice programs such as ALUS (Alternative Land
Use Services) to enhance riparian vegetation and protect creeks and water
bodies
• Fisheries restrictions are in place for Jackfish Lake through Fish and Wildlife
division of AESRD; all walleye must be released and any northern pike /
jackfish under 63 cm must be released to sustain the lake’s breeding population
• The County-owned parking lot for the day-use area may be an excellent
location for a Low Impact Development stormwater management initiative
to filter runoff eminating from the parking lot. This effort would improve
water quality while setting an example for good watershed stewardship for the
community and visitors
• Limits to future subdivision development adjacent to the lakes should be
considered to minimize impacts to surface and groundwater resources
• Boat speed limits fall under the purview of Transport Canada with the Federal
Government responsible for enforcement.
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use in the ESA boundary area. Increase education
and (where necessary) enforcement for non-compliance.
• Reduce pollution impacts from private sewage / wastewater systems through
enforcement
• Prohibit clearing and sand dumping of riparian and shoreline areas in all lake
ESA
• Require additional environmental assessments (i.e. use of Riparian Setback
Matrix model, environmental assessment studies) for proposed developments
within 100 meters of the lake. Negative environmental assessments would
require significant development alterations or would be disallowed from future
development.
• Continue to enforce all policies in the Jackfish Lake Area Structure Plan
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• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines
for waste and stormwater management to eliminate direct runoff into the
lakes. Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act.
• Undertake completion of a State of the Watershed Report and Lake
Management Plan for Jackfish Lake
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Johnny’s Lake/Mink Lake Complex ESA
Site Location: A complex of water bodies situated just east of the Wabamun Indian
Reserve and Wabamun Lake; can be accessed south of Highway 16 on Highway 770 and
from Range Road 25/Township Road 524a.
Area: 469 ha
Description:
The Johnny’s Lake/Mink Lake Complex ESA is comprised of the two lakes plus a 100
meter precautionary planning buffer around the lakes—a measure designed to promote
careful planning and management of fragile riparian areas1. This pair of lakes and
associated wetlands is surrounded by natural stands of aspen, poplar, and small pockets
of spruce. Agriculture is the dominant land use in the contributing areas. Several
intermittent lakes are found in the south and northeast.
Johnny’s Lake: This 207 ha lake is situated within a wide, flat glacial meltwater
channel. Topography surrounding the lake is undulating to gently rolling, with a mosaic
of wetlands and peatlands that make it unsuitable for residential development. Northern
pike occasionally enter the lake from Mink Creek. However, the lake is subject to
winterkill due to shallow water depths and is not suitable for stocking. The south and
east side of the lake has subdivision developments of permanent residences.
Mink Lake: Mink Lake (approximately 50 ha) does not exhibit outflow or inflow
drainages, and several small surrounding water bodies (sloughs) may become connected
during high precipitation periods. Main surrounding land use is agriculture (cereal
crops); although a commercial campground and associated facilities are situated on
the south side of the lake. The area is heavily impacted with little surrounding natural
habitat, although a wetland northeast of the lake is still intact. Northern pike and yellow
perch are the only two sport fish species present, along with brook stickleback and Iowa
darter.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Johnny’s Lake/Mink Lake Complex ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Due to moderately high groundwater sensitivity and lakeshore environments
Land Status:
• The parcels around the lakes are mostly privately owned, with some parcels
owned by Parkland County
Key features:
• Water body complex of lakes and associated wetlands
• Important waterfowl habitat

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Lands surrounding these lakes and wetlands have been extensively modified by
agricultural development. Measures aimed at preserving remaining shoreline
habitat and controlling agricultural runoff (e.g., vegetated buffers) would help
to maintain ecological functions and recreational values.
• Limits to future subdivision development adjacent to the lakes should be
considered to minimize impacts to surface and groundwater resources
• Boat speed limits fall under the purview of Transport Canada with the Federal
Government responsible for enforcement.
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use in the ESA boundary area. Increase education
and (where necessary) enforcement for non-compliance.
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines
for waste and stormwater management to eliminate direct runoff into the
lakes. Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act.
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Mayatan Lake Complex ESA
Site Location: Approximately 68 km west of Edmonton and 3 km east of Wabamun
Reserve No. 133
Area: 768 ha
Description:
The Mayatan Lake Complex ESA is comprised of Mayatan Lake, several surrounding smaller lakes and wetlands including lacustrine
fringe wetlands, and the surrounding forested uplands. The ESA boundary also includes a 100 meter precautionary planning buffer
around the lakes—a measure designed to promote careful planning and management of fragile riparian areas1.
Located within the Carvel Pitted Delta, the Mayatan Lake Complex ESA is characterized by hummocky terrain with kettle lakes
and wetlands occupying low-lying areas. The area is relatively undeveloped and has a fairly intact riparian area, which is uncommon
in Parkland County. Owing to its relative intactness, the lake complex displays moderately high connectivity and landscape ecology
values illustrating its importance as part of a corridor and stepping stone for wildlife movement across the County. A collection of
smaller lakes and wetlands function as important stepping stones, supporting the flow of ecological processes and elements across the
landscape. Many of these features fall within the Mayatan Lake watershed outside of the ESA boundary. These features, while outside
of the designated ESA boundary, play a key role in upholding the ecological integrity of the ESA at larger landscape scales.
Mayatan Lake has a combined surface area of about 138 ha (1.38 km2), and contains an eastern and western basin joined by a narrow
channel. The western basin measures 27 metres deep. The depth of this basin is unusual among lakes in Parkland County, and
contributes to the overall high water quality that characterizes the lake. In contrast, the eastern basin measures only 6.1 metres deep,
and is therefore more sensitive to contaminants, temperature fluctuations, and nutrient loading. The lake has no outlet and falls in a
non-contributing area2 of the North Saskatchewan watershed. Water quality testing has been conducted over the past 3 years, as of
the writing of this document. Testing indicates that Mayatan Lake is in relatively good condition, with nutrients and algae within the
mesotrophic range (NSWA, 2012).The Lake is currently being studied by paleolimnologists to evaluate historical changes in water
quality and chemistry in the lake over the past 150 years. As such, Mayatan Lake represents an important site for on-going ecological
research and monitoring in the County.
The upland forests surrounding Mayatan Lake are dominated by trembling aspen, balsam poplar, white spruce, and several other
species characteristic of the Dry Mixedwood Natural Subregion of the province. Emergent macrophytes in Mayatan Lake include
greater bulrush, arrowhead, stonewort, northern watermilfoil, large-sheath pondweed and sago pondweed (NSWA, 2012).
Residents reported sightings of bear, cougars, osprey, great horned owl, and sora rail, as well as trumpeter swans using the lake. Great
Blue Heron, common loon, hummingbird, ruffed grouse, evening grosbeaks, bald eagles, swans, and white pelicans have also been
observed on and around the lake (NSWA, 2012). Fish species found within the lake include northern pike/jackfish, brook stickleback,
and perch. In 2011, horsehair worms were found during the LakeWatch sampling program.
1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a
precautionary planning zone in which development must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
2 Non-contributing areas do not contribute surface flow to creeks and streams for a median (1:2) annual runoff, but can become contributing areas by fill and spill
processes during extremely wet periods
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Mayatan Lake Complex ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• The ESA is located in a groundwater recharge area, and vulnerability of groundwater to contamination from the surface is
considered moderate to high (HCL, 1998)
• Lakeshore environments and wetlands are sensitive to disturbance
• Intact natural character of the lake/forest habitat complex compared to other lakes in central Alberta
Land Status:
• Mostly private land. Some crown provincial lands along southeastern shores
• A quarter section (SW 24-52-3 W5M) of the ESA is part of the Wabamun First Nations Reserve
Key features:
• Lake/forest habitat complex retaining a natural character which is relatively rare in this part of Alberta
• Provides important ecological connectivity within the habitat complex and the surrounding region
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Agricultural activities in the surrounding contributing watershed can generate excess nutrients and bacteria from manure,
crop fertilizers and pesticides that, in turn, lead to degraded water quality. Reduce additional nutrient loading into the lake
from surrounding land uses in the watershed to prevent water quality deterioration (NSWA, 2012)
• Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take advantage of County best management practice programs
such as ALUS (Alternative Land Use Services) to enhance riparian vegetation that filters runoff before it reaches the lake
• Enhance naturalized shoreline management and septic maintenance in surrounding rural acreages
• AltaLink transmission line right of way from Wabamun Lake to Jackfish Lake crosses Mayatan Lake. The new 908L
Transmission Line was completed in 2013.
• Oil and gas well activity in the surrounding contributing watershed are potential risks of contamination
• Any future possible developments around the lake would need to consider how land use impacts local water quality and
groundwater. Efforts should be made to prevent contaminants originating from surrounding developments from reaching
the lake.
• Boat speed limits fall under the purview of Transport Canada with the Federal Government responsible for enforcement.
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use in the ESA boundary area. Increase education and (where necessary) enforcement for noncompliance.
• Require additional environmental assessments (i.e. use of Riparian Setback Matrix model, environmental assessment studies)
for proposed developments within a 100 metre lake ESA zone. Negative environmental assessments would require significant
development alterations or would be disallowed from future development.
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines for waste and stormwater management to eliminate
direct runoff into the lakes. Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act.
• Refer to the Mayatan Lake State of the Watershed Report (2011)
• Support the Mayatan Lake Management Association in their completion of the Mayatan Lake Management Plan
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Wabamun Lake ESA
Site Location: Wabamun Lake is situated south of Highway 16, east of Highway 31, and west of Highway 770. There are multiple
access points including the town of Wabamun, Seba Beach, and Wabamun Lake Provincial Park.
Area: 8,905 ha
Description:
The Wabamun Lake ESA is comprised of the lake, several surrounding wetlands associated with the lake, and a 100 meter
precautionary planning buffer around the lakes—a measure designed to promote careful planning and management of fragile riparian
areas1. Wabamun Lake, listed as White Lake on Palliser’s map of 1865, is a large shallow lake, with a surface area of about 8,200 ha and
a capacity of 513 million m3. Despite the large drainage basin, groundwater is also an important source of water. The lake is situated
in a wide glacial meltwater channel with a catchment area of 25,900 ha. Its long fetch along the prevailing wind, along with shallow
depths results in periodic heavy wave action. The average depth is 6.3 m, reaching 11 m at the deepest western end, and has a mean
residence time of over 100 years. Outflows are periodic through Wabamun Creek in times of high water. Natural beaches are present
along much of the shoreline, but emergent vegetation restricts their use. The littoral zone (<5 m depth) includes 31% of lake bottom.
Sandy areas are found at depths less than 2 m with soft clay or organic sediments over most of the lake bottom.
The water quality is moderate to good, and has been determined to be mesotrophic to mildly eutrophic. The lake experiences periodic
blue-green algae blooms and has low dissolved oxygen in the winter. Lower water quality has been measured in Moonlight Bay.
Main types of woody vegetation surrounding the lake include trembling aspen, balsam poplar, willow, white spruce, and paper birch.
Wetlands containing sedges and cattails are also present along the lake fringe. Several gravel pit operations and coal mining also occurs
near the lakeshore within the watershed. A combination of rolling moraine, parkland, mixedwood forest, bog and sandy pine areas
adjacent to the lake supports many ungulates and birds. Bird species include common ravens, gray jays, great gray owls and barred
owls, which are normally expected further to the north and west. Migrating, breeding and moulting water birds are common and
include gulls, terns, rails, herons, loons, kingfishers, sandpipers, and even American white pelicans.
Large colonies of red-necked and western grebes nest on the lake and nesting of western grebes has also been observed west of the
Village of Wabamun. The cooling ponds associated with the power plants at Wabamun, Sundance and Keephills provide year-round
open water for hooded mergansers, bald eagles, and several thousand mallards. Ospreys nest on man-made structures (raptor platforms
and power structures) in the area, and peregrine falcons nest at the three power plants. A significant number of Canadian toad records
occur in the vicinity of Wabamun Lake, as do a selection of rare plant species. Common fish species found in Wabamun Lake are:
lake whitefish, northern pike, yellow perch, white sucker, stickleback, spottail shiner, Iowa darter, and burbot. The lake is economically
important for lake whitefish and northern pike fisheries.
1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a
precautionary planning zone in which development must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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WABAMUN LAKE ESA

Wabamun Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Due to some groundwater sensitivity, with few occurrences of rare plants
Land Status:
• Crown Land surrounds small portions of the lake. The Village of Wabamun is located on the north side and the Summer
Village of Seba Beach is on the west end. The Wabamun Indian Reserve borders the east side of the lake, while TransAlta
Utilities Company owns most of the land along the south shore, and Coal Point has a YWCA camp. Most of the north side
has privately owned lakeside lots, including permanent residences and seasonal cabins.
Key features:
• Large lake system with significant wildlife and fish habitat, and recreational values
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Concerns have been expressed that operation of coal-fired power plants adjacent to the lake and discharge of cooling water
have significantly altered the ecology of Wabamun Lake. Negotiate with TransAlta to develop mitigation practices.
• A western grebe nesting colony along the north shore of lake is vulnerable to human disturbance. Adequate development set-backs
from the lakeshore environment would be beneficial to the ecological integrity of the lake.
• Peregrine falcon nesting sites are also vulnerable to disturbance. Development set-backs should be considered in these areas
as well.
• Historical overfishing on the lake is a concern. As of fall 2013, all fishing in Lake Wabamun was catch and release only;
management of recreational and commercial fisheries is the responsibility of the Fish and Wildlife Division, Alberta
Environment and Sustainable Resource Development. A walleye reintroduction program has been recommended with
complete restriction to breeding and rearing areas (Schindler, 2004).
• Encourage cabin owners to follow good shoreline protection practices by maintaining a vegetated buffer along the lake.
Residents should be aware of the effects and consequences of modifying shorelines and pulling weedbeds (Schindler, 2004)
and how to manage nuisance plants.
• Land uses around the lake should be managed from an ecological perspective
• It has been recommended to allow water levels in the lake to naturally fluctuate and not artificially alter them using the weir
(Schindler, 2004).
• The industrial lands in the contributing watershed should be reclaimed to locally common habitats as soon as they are no
longer required for operations (Schindler, 2004)
• Concern has been expressed about degrading water quality in the lake due to surrounding cottage development, agriculture, the
2005 CN Rail oil spill and adjacent industrial development. CN Rail train derailed on the shores of Wabamun Lake on August
3, 2005, spilling more than 700,000 L of a variety of fuel oils and pole treating oils into the lake. It has been recommended to
provide more stringent guidelines for fertilizer use, development, thermal pollution and waste disposal to improve water quality,
and develop a monitoring program to evaluate water nutrients and other contaminants (i.e., metals and coliforms) (Schindler,
2004).
• Boat speed limits fall under the purview of Transport Canada with the Federal Government responsible for enforcement.
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use in the ESA boundary area. Increase education and (where necessary) enforcement for noncompliance.
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines for waste and stormwater management to eliminate
direct runoff into the lake. Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act.
• Refer to the Wabamun Lake State of the Watershed report (2013)
• Undertake completion of a Lake Management Plan for Wabamun Lake
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Brightbank ESA
Site Location: Brightbank ESA is a chain of wetlands located east of Highway 770,
crossing over Highway 627.
Area: 363 ha

Description:
Located near the community of Brightbank, the Brightbank ESA is a complex of Class
5 (permanent) wetlands and asociated open water zones. The surrounding landscape
consists of aspen and white spruce forest interspersed with agricultural lands. As a
complex of wetlands, the area as a whole functions as a patch complex, providing
habitat connectivity across the broader landscape. The Brightbank wetlands also
provide important habitat for ducks and other waterfowl, as well as a diversity of other
wetland species.
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Brightbank ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• High susceptibility to groundwater contamination from surrounding land uses
Land Status:
• Private land
Key features:
• Contains several Class 5 (permanent) wetlands
• Provides connectivity among natural habitat patches
• Provides habitat for ducks and other wildlife

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintain riparian buffers around all wetlands to safeguard water quality and
enhance wildlife habitat
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Brookside ESA
Site Location: Brookside ESA is located at the northern edge of the County north
of the Village of Wabamun.
Area: 85 ha

Description:
The Brookside ESA is a large wetland located adjacent to the Brookside Estates
subdivision. The wetland is part of a broad swath of relatively undisturbed forest
habitat extending to the east and north of the subdivision. As such, the wetland and
surrounding area provide important wildlife habitat and landscape connectivity, while
also contributing to maintaining local water quality.
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Brookside ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Low
• Some potential for groundwater contamination
Land Status:
• County land
Key features:
• Represents a large patch of relatively undisturbed forest
• Provides continuous habitat for wetland species and other wildlife
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintain contiguous forest patch surrounding the wetland
• Continue to restrict encroachment from adjacent subdivision on wetland and
surrounding riparian areas
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Canada Geese ESA
Site Location: The Canada Geese ESA is located at the northern edge of the County,
north of the Fallis slopes, and just west of Highway 765
Area: 151 ha

Description:
Canada Geese ESA is a large wetland surrounded by relatively extensive forest habitat,
making the wetland inaccessible in many areas. The ESA represents an important patch
of natural habitat within the area.
Many Canada Geese were observed at the wetland, indicating the area’s importance for
birds and other wetland species.
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Canada Geese ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• High erosion risk
• High risk of groundwater contamination
Land Status:
• Private land
Key features:
• Large wetland surrounded by extensive forest habitat
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintain the natural character of the area
• Ensure connectivity with neighbouring natural patches
• Ensure disturbances occur away from erodible areas
• Prevent groundwater contamination
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East Pit Lake ESA
Site Location: Reclaimed mine land and adjacent habitat 1.6 km north of the Wabamun overpass on Highway 16, west of the Lac Ste. Anne Trail
Area: 279 ha
Description:
East Pit Lake is 1.2 km long and 0.2 km wide, and approximately 9 m deep. TransAlta
reclaimed approximately 130 ha around the lake, which was a former open-pit coal
mine. As is typical of pit lakes, the lake is quite deep and cold, and the shoreline is
relatively steep with little emergent vegetation. The lake is stocked with trout and
supports recreational fishing. Grasses and native species, including thousands of tree
seedlings, were planted around the lake as part of the reclamation process to control
erosion and re-establish locally common vegetation communities. Revegetation has
continued through additional plantings in recent years. An abundance of wildlife
including white-tailed deer, mule deer, moose, elk, ruffed grouse, ducks, geese,
woodpeckers, and songbirds inhabit the reclaimed area. Public access is available for
recreational activities such as fishing, nature observation, hiking, and cross-country
skiing.
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East Pit Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• High groundwater sensitivity
• Observations of rare plants
• Peatlands present in the ESA
• Riparian areas present
Land Status:
• This ESA is located on Crown Land parcels managed by the Alberta Fish and
Game Association
Key features:
• Reclaimed waterbody and surrounding uplands that support a variety of
wildlife and recreational uses
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Limiting fragmentation by restricting linear feature development and
maintaining large patches of native vegetation are important for conserving
wildlife corridors and ungulate wintering habitat
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Fallis Slopes ESA
Site Location:
North of Wabamun Lake, between the lake and Highway 1 / Yellowhead Highway

Area: 495 ha

Description:
Steep (>15%) south-facing forested slopes occur throughout most of the area,
with several steep slopes >20% present throughout. A large portion of the area is
characterized by high potential for erosion.
The ESA is mostly forested and dominated by trembling aspen. Balsam poplar, paper
birch, white spruce, and various shrubs and forbs occur as well. The area provides high
ecological connectivity and wildlife habitat for a range of large mammals (deer, moose,
black bear) and forest birds. Several intact forested riparian areas also occur throughout
the ESA. High intact forest cover along the riparian areas and throughout the entire
ESA helps protect the Wabamun Lake watershed.
In many parts of this ESA, high groundwater contamination risks are present due to
the highly permeable surficial sediments.
Although few wetlands are found in the ESA, rare plant species have been observed
in wetlands in the vicinity. Therefore, the small wetlands present within the ESA
potentially provide rare plant habitat.
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Fallis Slopes ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Steep slopes >15% occur in many locations throughout; steep slopes >20%
occur in several locations
• High potential for erosion as well as high groundwater contamination risks for
coarse sediments
Land Status:
• Private land
Key features:
• Steep slopes, large connected forest patch in close proximity to Wabamun Lake
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• There are concerns over allowing future gravel pits in the ESA
• If future gravel pits are approved, these should apply appropriate erosion
and sediment control practices, best practices, progressive reclamation, and
landscape ecology principles in their plans and designs
• Prohibit clear cutting on slopes to minimize risk of erosion and sediment
loading in Wabamun Lake
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Gladu Lake Uplands ESA
Site Location: Nine km north of Spruce Grove along Range Road 273; the majority
of the lake is located to the west within Sturgeon County
Area: 113 ha
Description:
The Gladu Lake Uplands ESA includes Gladu Lake, surrounding forested habitat areas,
and a 100 meter precautionary planning buffer around the lakes—a measure designed
to promote careful planning and management of fragile riparian areas1. Gladu Lake
and its surrounding wetlands and forests are located in a relict glacial meltwater channel
within the Buried Beverly Valley. The area is capped by Saskatchewan Sands and
Gravels that were deposited by glacial thrusting from the vicinity of Villeneuve. This
site represents one of a very few morainal uplands in the region, and the gravel cap
makes the area unique.
The southwest portion of the lake is surrounded by trembling aspen-balsam poplar
dominant forest, which is contiguous with a large expanse of forest land adjacent to the
east side of the lake within Sturgeon County. The lake provides waterfowl production
and staging habitat. Resident observations have indicated that the lake is situated
along an important migratory path for these waterfowl, including swans. Surrounding
forests provide important habitat for deer and moose, as well as songbirds and smaller
mammals. The lake is extremely shallow with essentially no fisheries potential.
Resident observations indicate that groundwater within the ESA, along with overall
water levels in Gladu lake, are extremely susceptible to variation. Residents have
expressed concern over the downward trend in water loss resulting from conditions
beyond normal drought patterns. Any proposed future development within the area will
need to carefully assess existing drainage patterns, surface water levels, and hydrologic
trends in the ESA’s watershed.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Gladu Lake Uplands ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Moderate to high groundwater sensitivity due to surficial sands/gravels
Land Status:
• Private ownership of lands surrounding the lake; bed and shore of lake is
publicly owned
Key features:
• Morainal uplands with a unique gravel cap
• Lakeshore and forests surrounding Gladu Lake
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Lakeshore environment should be adequately buffered from future
development
• Lake water balance, drainage patterns, and hydrologic function of the
lake system are susceptible to fluctuations resulting from various types of
development, as well as natural drought conditions. Any new development
should consider the cumulative impacts of development and drought
conditions on the sensitive groundwater and surface water systems that
characterize this ESA.
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Hasse Lake ESA
Site Location: 12 km southwest of Stony Plain along Township Rd. 524.
Area: 391 ha total; Hasse Lake is 81 ha

Description:
The Hasse Lake ESA includes that lake and a 100 meter precautionary planning buffer
around the lakes—a measure designed to promote careful planning and management of
fragile riparian areas1. Hasse Lake is situated in the Carvel Pitted Delta, characterized by
hummocky terrain with kettle lakes and wetlands in low-lying areas. Several large wetlands,
lakes, and forest patches have been included within the mapped ESA boundaries, including a
complex of forests, lakes and wetlands extending over 3 km to the west of Hasse Lake.
Hasse Lake has a mean depth of 3.5 m, and a volume of 3.3 million m3. While the lake
receives significant inputs from groundwater, water levels have slowly decreased over
the years. Historically, Hasse Lake has been characterized by clear water relatively low in
nutrients (Mitchell & Prepas, 1990).
The lake is situated above the Beverly Buried Valley Aquifer, and there is some indication
that there is high sensitivity to groundwater contamination from the surface in the area.
Upland forests are dominated by trembling aspen mixed with balsam poplar, with some
interspersions of white spruce. Within Hasse Lake Park, some very old trembling aspen and
balsam poplar trees are present.
Hasse Lake is an important staging area for waterfowl. Pelicans and great blue herons have
been seen at the lake. Loons have been known to nest on the lake, and shorebirds use
the lake in the fall. The smaller wetlands and lakes in the ESA also provide habitat for a
variety of water birds. The forests in close proximity to water also provide good habitat for
ungulates, furbearers (e.g., beaver), songbirds, woodpeckers, owls and hawks.
Native fish species in Hasse Lake include brook stickleback and fathead minnow. Three
spine stickleback (a non-native species) has been introduced to the lake from British
Columbia and a population survives in the lake, although they may compete with native
species. Winter fish kills can occur in the lake due to freezing.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development must
be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Hasse Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• High sensitivity to groundwater contamination from activities at the surface
• Lakeshore and wetland environments

Land Status:
• Majority of lands are privately owned
• Parkland County owns 69 ha of land on the NW side of the lake within the
Hasse Lake Recreation Area
• The bed and shore of all lakes and permanent water bodies are considered
crown provincial lands

Key features:
• Contains several Class 5 wetlands
• Provides connectivity among natural habitat patches
• Provides habitat for ducks and other wildlife

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Boating speeds fall under the purview of Transport Canada with the Federal
Government responsible for enforcement.
• An ALUS-driven wetland restoration project has been successfully completed
in agricultural lands just east of Hasse Lake. Similar projects should be
undertaken in the area to promote connectivity for wildlife and support overall
hydrologic function
• Treed buffer strips on the east and south edges of Hasse Lake and along some
of the other wetlands and small lakes on the west side of the ESA are narrow
and should targeted for future riparian restoration programs
• Monitoring of invasive species to ensure competition with native species is
kept at bay
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use in the ESA boundary area. Increase education
and (where necessary) enforcement for non-compliance.
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines
for waste and stormwater management to eliminate direct runoff into the
lake. Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act.
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Isle Lake Natural Area ESA
Site Location: This natural area associated with Isle Lake is located on the southeast
shore of Isle Lake, approximately 45 km northwest of Stony Plain.
Area: 225 ha
Description:
Isle Lake Natural Area and surrounding lands exhibit rolling topography (knob and
kettle terrain) that slope toward the shore of Isle Lake. Several small drainage courses
are cut throughout the forested areas. Poorly drained vegetation communities include
mineral wetlands, peatlands, wet shrublands, and black spruce-tamarack forests. Mesic
upland forests include aspen, balsam poplar, and white spruce. Most of the uplands
have been impacted by forest fire and are in the early seral stages of succession.
Contiguous forested areas are important for a diversity of wildlife including ungulates,
furbearers, songbirds, and raptors.
Over the past several decades, nutrient laden runoff from surrounding agricultural land
use has caused outbreaks of blue-green algae blooms in Isle Lake, leading to massive
fish kills in the winter. Due to the Natural Area’s proximity to Isle Lake, it’s wetlands
and riparian area play an important role in buffering the lake from surrounding land use
by filtering runoff before it reaches the lake.
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Due to high groundwater sensitivity, with some sensitive soils and few
occurrences of rare plants
• Due to proximity to Isle Lake, which suffers from nutrient loading
Land Status:
• Part of this ESA is Crown land designated as a Provincial Natural Area for
recreation
• Some of the surrounding parcels are owned privately
Key features:
• Contiguous patch of diverse forest communities
• Valuable for wildlife and local environmental functions
• Plays a key role in buffering the Lake from surrounding land uses
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Isle Lake Natural Area ESA
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• This ESA is surrounded by forest habitat, resulting in a relatively large,
contiguous habitat block for wildlife. Maintaining this large patch of habitat
will assist in preserving the ecological value of this ESA.
• Agricultural operations in the vicinity of Lake Isle, in conjunction with the
Sturgeon River Headwaters ESA, needs to focus on reducing the overall use
on fertilizers to reduce phosphates levels travelling into Isle Lake
• Protect and enhance wetlands and riparian areas in and around the ESA to
enhance fitration of nutrient laden runoff from nearby source areas
• Agricultural operators are encouraged to use best management practices such
as ALUS (Alternative Land Use Services) program to protect creeks and rivers
entering into Isle Lake
• Education programs to education recreational / residential land owners on Isle
Lake to minimize the use of lawn fertilizers entering into the lake.
• Native habitat in areas surrounding the lake (on both north and south shores)
is being lost to developmental pressures. Increasing development also alters
the drainage patterns and contributing areas to the lake. Further development
could be limited or prevented in these areas.
• Shoreline habitat is being lost or altered, which reduces the ability of the lake
to function ecologically. Development within the shoreline areas could be
prevented and habitats could be restored.
• Human disturbances (i.e., personal watercraft, large boats) and surrounding
developments contribute contaminants to the water body and disrupt the
aquatic life.
• Western and eared grebe nesting colonies are vulnerable to human disturbance.
Adequate buffering of the lakeshore environment from future developments
would be beneficial to the integrity of the lake.
• Cabin owners need to follow good shoreline protection practices by
maintaining and restoring a vegetated buffer along the lake
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use in the ESA boundary area. Increase education
and (where necessary) enforcement for non-compliance.
• Reduce pollution impacts to Isle Lake from private sewage / wastewater
systems through enforcement.
• Require additional environmental assessments (i.e. use of Riparian Setback
Matrix model, environmental assessment studies) for proposed developments
within 100 meters of Isle Lake. Negative environmental assessments would
require significant development alterations or would be disallowed from future
development.
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines
for waste and stormwater management to eliminate direct runoff into Isle
Lake Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act.
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Isle Lake Surrounding Area ESA
Site Location: This ESA is located north of Hwy 16 and west of Range Road 60 at
the southernmost and eastern shore of Isle Lake.
Area: 293 ha
Description:
Similar to the Isle Lake Natural Area, this ESA and surrounding lands exhibit rolling
topography with intermittent drainages. This area was designated as an ESA due to
the relatively undisturbed patch of contiguous forest types that vary from poorly
drained vegetation communities to mesic upland forests. Contiguous forested areas
are important for a diversity of wildlife including ungulates, furbearers, songbirds, and
raptors.
Over the past several decades, nutrient laden runoff from surrounding agricultural land
use has caused outbreaks of blue-green algae blooms in Isle Lake, leading to massive
fish kills in the winter. Like the Isle Lake Natural Area, this ESA’s proximity to Isle
Lake also plays an important role in buffering the lake from surrounding land use by
filtering runoff before it reaches the lake. Wetlands and riparian areas in the Isle Lake
Surrounding Area should be protected and enhanced in order to support ecological
function of the entire lake ecosystem.

Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Due to moderate levels of groundwater sensitivity
• Due to proximity to Isle Lake, which suffers from nutrient loading
Land Status:
• Most of the parcels in this ESA are privately owned, and one parcel next to
the Isle Cove development is County owned
Key features:
• Contiguous patch of diverse forest communities
• Valuable for wildlife and local environmental functions
• Plays a key role in buffering the Lake from surrounding land uses
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Isle Lake Surrounding Area ESA
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• This ESA is surrounded by forest habitat, resulting in a relatively large,
contiguous habitat block for wildlife. Maintaining this large patch of habitat
will assist in preserving the ecological value of this ESA.
• Agricultural operations in the vicinity of Lake Isle, in conjunction with the
Sturgeon River Headwaters ESA, needs to focus on reducing the overall use
on fertilizers to reduce phosphates levels travelling into Isle Lake
• Protect and enhance wetlands and riparian areas in and around the ESA to
enhance fitration of nutrient laden runoff from nearby source areas
• Agricultural operators are encouraged to use best management practices such
as ALUS (Alternative Land Use Services) program to protect creeks and rivers
entering into Isle Lake
• Education programs to education recreational / residential land owners on Isle
Lake to minimize the use of lawn fertilizers entering into the lake.
• Native habitat in areas surrounding the lake (on both north and south shores)
is being lost to developmental pressures. Increasing development also alters
the drainage patterns and contributing areas to the lake. Further development
could be limited or prevented in these areas.
• Shoreline habitat is being lost or altered, which reduces the ability of the lake
to function ecologically. Development within the shoreline areas could be
prevented and habitats could be restored.
• Human disturbances (i.e., personal watercraft, large boats) and surrounding
developments contribute contaminants to the water body and disrupt the
aquatic life
• Western and eared grebe nesting colonies are vulnerable to human disturbance.
Adequate buffering of the lakeshore environment from future developments
would be beneficial to the integrity of the lake.
• Cabin owners need to follow good shoreline protection practices by
maintaining and restoring a vegetated buffer along the lake
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use in the ESA boundary area. Increase education
and (where necessary) enforcement for non-compliance.
• Reduce pollution impacts to Isle Lake from private sewage / wastewater
systems through enforcement.
• Require additional environmental assessments (i.e. use of Riparian Setback
Matrix model, environmental assessment studies) for proposed developments
within 100 meters of Isle Lake. Negative environmental assessments would
require significant development alterations or would be disallowed from future
development.
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines
for waste and stormwater management to eliminate direct runoff into Isle
Lake Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act.
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Manly Corner ESA
Site Location: This ESA is located north of Highway 16 between Range Road 24 and
25, at the north boundary of Parkland County.
Area: 271 ha

Description:
Manly Corner is located on a stagnation moraine with knob and kettle topography and
contains diverse vegetation and wildlife. Upland habitats include mature aspen, aspenbalsam poplar, and white spruce forests. Poorly drained landscapes are characterized
by shrubby swamps, and black spruce forests. A variety of ponds and marshes can be
found in pothole depressions. The array of wildlife is typical of mature forests and
includes moose, deer, beaver, coyote, snowshoe hare, red squirrel, and a variety of
songbirds.
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Manly Corner ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Low
• Some environmental sensitivity is due to groundwater resources and erodible
soils
Land Status:
• The area is a combination of Crown Land and County Land

Key features:
• Diverse terrain and a mosaic of natural habitats
• A large contiguous patch of forested area

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Manly Corner is an island of natural habitat in an area of high disturbance.
Designation of the County owned lands to a Provincial Natural Area are
recommended to afford more protection from surrounding development
pressures.
• Protecting the connectivity between the Crown lands and County lands is
important for surrounding wildlife and the maintenance of natural habitats
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Muir Lake ESA
Site Location: Eight km NW of Spruce Grove, in the vicinity of Township Road 540
and Range Road 275
Area: 101 ha; lake area is approximately 32 ha
Description:
The Muir Lake ESA includes the lake, a 100 meter precautionary planning buffer
around the lake—a measure designed to promote careful planning and management of
fragile riparian areas1. surrounding forests and wetlands, as well as two smaller lake/
wetland complexes located both east and west of Muir Lake.
A shallow emergent vegetation zone (cattails, rushes, and sedges) fringes most of the
lakes/wetlands, and willows are common along the shorelines. Forests are characterized
by mature balsam poplar and aspen poplar.
The lake/wetlands provide habitat for waterfowl, and forested uplands provide habitat
for many birds and mammals. A trout fishery has been re-established at Muir Lake by
several fishing clubs through the Muir Lake Project. The purpose of this project was to
help people understand how a healthy trout fishery relies on a healthy habitat, and to
encourage people to act as stewards of the environment. The lake is currently aerated
by the Alberta Conservation Association in partnership with Parkland County during
the winter months to prevent winter fish kills due to low dissolved oxygen. Parkland
County maintains a day use area and nature trail along the eastern shore of the lake.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Muir Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Sensitive lakeshore environments
• Surrounding land uses, such as agriculture and residential development, pose
potential risk of contamination to groundwater resources in the watershed

Land Status:
• County-owned land on the east side; private lands on the south, west, and
north shores
Key features:
• Trout fishery
• Lake is aerated during the winter
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintain a healthy, well vegetated buffer around the lake
• Continue aerating the lake to maintain trout populations and recreational
fishing opportunities
• Work in partnership with conservation and fish clubs to continue to provide
stewardship in the area
• Prevent potential changes to lake hydrology due to increased development in
surrounding watershed
• Boating speeds fall under the purview of Transport Canada with the Federal
Government responsible for enforcement.
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use within the ESA boundary. Increase education
and (where necessary) enforcement for non-compliance.
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines
for waste and stormwater management to eliminate direct runoff into the
lake. Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act.
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Seba Beach / Junior Forest Wardens ESA
Site Location: Immediately west and northwest of the summer Village of Seba
Beach.
Area: 214 ha
Description:
This area contains a large pond in the northwest corner, and a riparian/wetland corridor
that trends southwest towards the Summer Village of Seba Beach. The forests are
primarily a mixture of white spruce, tamarack, trembling aspen, and balsam poplar, with
some limited black spruce and peatlands in wet areas. The area provides a movement
corridor and a large patch of habitat. There is strong evidence of beaver activity along
the riparian corridor and good habitat for ungulates such as deer and moose is present.
The county-owned property was reforested by the Junior Forest Wardens, in
conjunction with Parkland County and Weldwood Canada Ltd., who conducted forestry
operations in this area in the past.
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Seba Beach / Junior Forest Wardens ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• High groundwater sensitivity
• Many observations of rare plants
• Riparian areas present
Land Status:
• One quarter section is owned by Parkland County. The rest is privately owned.

Key features:
• Movement corridor connecting surrounding areas
• Good habitat for ungulates

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Recreational activities including hunting and OHV use appear to be popular
in the area. Minimize access point into the area in order to minimize land
disturbance by OHV use
• A mobile home park is located directly east of the area. Prevent potential for
expansion west into the ESA
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Smithfield/Amisk Acres ESA
Site Location: This ESA is located 27 km west of Stony Plain on Highway 16 to the
Kapasiwin overpass, then 2.4 km north.
Area: 508 ha

Description:
The Smithfield Area is comprised mainly of poorly drained lowlands and contains
diverse wetland communities. Key features of the area include a small lake surrounded
by fen, a wet meadow, shrublands, peatlands, aspen forest and stands of tamarack.
The Amisk Acres Buck for Wildlife area is a combination of a peatland (60%) and
upland forest (40%) located in the west and southeast portions of the quarter. The
upland forest is an open mixedwood stand of mature trembling aspen, balsam poplar
and white spruce. Typical of a mature forest, the shrub layer is well-developed and
dominated by rose, aspen saplings and white spruce seedlings. This peatland area
consists of both a shrubby bog and treed bog containing black spruce and tamarack.
An additional 12 ha peatland is located on the northeast side of the ESA.
This area has good overall wildlife habitat potential due to the diversity of wetlands,
which are also important surface water reservoirs and groundwater recharge areas.
Smithfield/Amisk areas are connected by a forested quarter section to the northeast.
This connection, in combination with other adjacent natural habitat to the south and
east, creates a large patch of natural habitat. Important surrounding habitats include
two small lakes, a drainage channel, upland forests and peatlands.
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Smithfield/Amisk Acres ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Low
• Some environmental sensitivity is due to groundwater conditions and the
presence of bogs and wetlands.
Land Status:
• There is a combination of Crown Land, County land, and some privately
owned parcels

Key features:
• A mosaic of different types of wetlands - including treed peatlands – and
upland forests

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Restricting development in surrounding natural habitats would increase the
ecological value of the candidate Natural Area/Buck for Wildlife properties
• Future planning should serve to maintain connectivity between the designated
Natural Area and Buck for Wildlife properties
• Bogs and wetlands are sensitive to changes in drainage patterns of surrounding
lands, as well as direct disturbance. Care should be taken maintain drainage
patterns in surrounding areas.
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Soldan/Eden Lakes ESA
Site Location: 11 km NW of Stony Plain, in vicinity of Lake Eden Road and Township Rd. 534, immediately east of the Kilini Creek ESA
Area: 143 ha
Description:
This ESA includes two separate areas: Soldan Lake occurs east of Lake Eden Road, and Lake Eden is located west of the road. Each
area includes the respective lake and associated water bodies, as well as a 100 meter precautionary planning buffer around the lakes—a
measure designed to promote careful planning and management of fragile riparian areas1. Rolling topography characteristic of the
Carvel Pitted Delta is present throughout the area and all lakes and wetlands in the ESA occupy kettle pothole landscape positions.
Soldan Lake and several smaller surrounding lakes and wetlands occur within the Chateau Heights and Bridgewater subdivisions
east of Lake Eden Road. Riparian lakeshore areas are mostly intact and include willow, various shrubs, balsam poplar, and trembling
aspen. In some locations, roads bisect the riparian areas and several country residential acreage properties occur close to the lakeshore.
Various mammals and bird species inhabit the area, and landscape connectivity for species movement to surrounding areas is
considered to be moderate. Brook stickleback and Yellow perch are common fish species in Soldan Lake and surrounding lakes.
Lake Eden and surrounding riparian areas and forests occur west of Lake Eden Road. Lake Eden has a mean depth of 7 m and a very
small drainage basin of 1.5 km2. With no inlets or outlets, groundwater inputs are suspected to be a very important part of the water
balance. Lake Eden has clear water and a mesotrophic nutrient status, and has very low salt content that is unusually low for the region.
Sometimes fall algal blooms can occur in the lake, and winter dissolved oxygen can become depleted (Mitchell and Prepas 1990).
Three spine stickleback are a common fish species in the lake, and historically the lake was stocked with rainbow trout to maintain a
sport fishery. Several steep slopes occur surrounding the lake, particularly on the west side of Lake Eden, and on the southwest side
of the lake where the former Lake Eden ski resort operated from the 1970s to the early 1990s. Public access to Lake Eden currently
remains restricted. A mixture of abandoned summer homes, cabins, and other debris are strewn about the area. Clean up efforts have
been undertaken by the landowner.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a
precautionary planning zone in which development must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Soldan/Eden Lakes ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Lakeshore environments
• Many observations of rare plants
• Some erodible soils present
• Regional groundwater models indicate high sensitivity to contamination

Land Status:
• Lands surrounding Eden Lake are entirely privately owned
• Lands surrounding Soldan Lake are a mixture of County-owned lands and
private lands

Key features:
• Groundwater inputs an important component of the water balance
• Developed shorelines

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Property owners should follow good shoreline protection by maintaining/
restoring a dense vegetated buffer around the lakes and minimizing the use of
turf landscaping, fertilizers and pesticides
• Lands currently surrounding Lake Eden are districted as “Direct Control”.
The landowner is currently in the process of developing an area structure plan
for Lake Eden.
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Spring Lake ESA
Site Location: Spring Lake is 9 km west of Stony Plain, while Cottage Lakes are
approximately 11 km west of Stony Plain.

Area: 136 ha

Description:
The Spring Lake ESA includes that lake, as well as a 100 meter precautionary planning
buffer around the lake—a measure designed to promote careful planning and
management of fragile riparian areas1. Spring Lake and Cottage Lake share the same
surficial drainage basin, and also display close relationships to local shallow groundwater
systems.
Spring Lake is surrounded by the Village of Spring Lake and is outside the jurisdiction
of Parkland County; however it can be influenced by land use activities in the County
within the contributing surface watershed or by groundwater contamination in
surrounding areas which are linked to this spring-fed lake. Key characteristics of Spring
Lake include a surface area of 80 ha, a volume of 1.6 million m3, a mean depth of 1.9 m
(but with five holes greater than 6 m), a surrounding local watershed of approximately
12.5 km2 (which includes the Cottage Lake basin), and no defined inlets or outlets.
Its namesake reflects the fact that groundwater inputs are important to the lake’s
water balance. The water is usually clear and the lake is classified as mesotrophic with
moderate levels of nutrients and algae overall. The lake is vulnerable to winter fish kills,
and provides a limited sport fishery for perch and rainbow trout (Mitchell and Prepas
1990). Brook stickleback also are common in the lake, and northern pike have been
observed. Beaver are common in the area, and the surrounding forests and wetlands
provide habitat for a variety of mammals and birds. The Edmonton Beach Resort is
located on the east side of the lake within the Village of Spring Lake.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Spring Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Lakeshore environments
• Regional groundwater models indicate high sensitivity to contamination

Land Status:
• Spring Lake is surrounded by the Village of Spring Lake
• The large wetlands in between Spring Lake and Cottage Lake are surrounded
by private lands
• The bed and shore of lakes and permanent wetlands in Alberta are provincial
Crown lands

Key features:
• Lake system is fed by groundwater

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Property owners should follow good shoreline protection by maintaining/
restoring a dense vegetated buffer around the lakes
• Protecting the water balance and water quality of these lakes over the long
term will require sustainable land use patterns and land management practices
in surrounding areas of the County that do not affect the quality or quantity
of surface water or groundwater
• The potential for landscape management practices and/or wetland loss in
surrounding subdivisions within the watershed on the lake systems should
be studied further and best practices for those acreage owners implemented.
Subdivisions that may affect the watershed for these lakes include but are not
necessarily limited to: Royal Park, Cottage Lake Heights, Arrowhead Estates,
Wild Rose Park, Hillview Estates, Excelsior Park, Heatherlea, Lincolnshire
Downs, Sundown Estates, Viewpoint Estates, Blueberry Hill Estates, and
Spring Hills
• Boat speed limits fall under the purview of Transport Canada with the Federal
Government responsible for enforcement
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Unnamed Lake ESA
Site Location: Located south of Highway 627 approximately 3 km west of Stony Plain

Area: 163 ha

Description:
The Unnamed Lake ESA includes the lake and a 100 meter precautionary planning
buffer around the lake—a measure designed to promote careful planning and
management of fragile riparian areas1. Unnamed Lake is a small, elongated lake
surrounded by a fringe of upland deciduous forest. The edge is characterized by a welldeveloped emergent zone, as well as sedges and willow. The lake supports one or two
eared grebe colonies totaling 120 adults, and likely provides habitat for a variety of other
water-associated birds.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Unnamed Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Risk of groundwater contamination
Land Status:
• Surrounded by Private Land

Key features:
• Breeding colonies of birds

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintain remaining treed buffer around the lake, and buffer the lake from
future developments
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Wabamun Creek ESA
Site Location: Situated south of Highway 16, the creek flows out of the east side of
Wabamun Lake, through the Wabamun Indian Reserve, along Range Road 33, across
Highway 627, and enters the North Saskatchewan River at Section 25 52-3-W5M

Area: 399 ha

Description:
Wabamun Creek flows from Wabamun Lake, following a meltwater channel into the
North Saskatchewan River. Wabamun Creek is fairly intact over major portions of the
drainage into the North Saskatchewan River, and parts of the creek run through very
steep ravines which protect the habitat from development. Vegetation communities
along the creek include riparian shrubs, aspen/balsam forest, white spruce, and
mixedwood. In the vicinity of the community of Keephills, fairly contiguous adjacent
forest blocks are present and white spruce and jack pine dominate much of this area.
Just east of Keephills, Wabamun Creek runs through a deep valley, and has some older
stands of spruce and aspen/poplar, providing habitat for a diversity of birds. Lands east
of the creek are used primarily for intensive agriculture; however, some large stands of
spruce remain.
The area has barred owl, northern goshawk, and pileated woodpecker (“Sensitive”
species) records; species typically found in larger older-aged forests. There are also a
significant number of records of Canadian toads (“May Be At Risk”) around the creek.
The creek provides linkage between the North Saskatchewan River valley and Wabamun
Lake, and likely functions as a movement corridor for wildlife. Wabamun Creek is an
important spawning area for lake sturgeon from North Saskatchewan River. It also
provides habitat for suckers and forage fish, and possibly yellow perch and northern
pike.
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Wabamun Creek ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• High erosion risk
• High risk of groundwater contamination
• Sensitive riparian areas

Land Status:
• Almost half the length of the creek is contained in the Wabamun Lake Indian
Reserve. The remaining section is private land, except for a portion entering
the North Saskatchewan River Valley.

Key features:
• Intact riparian areas
• Important spawning area for lake sturgeon
• Important wildlife corridor

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Agricultural activities must be managed to avoid impacts to remaining sensitive
riparian areas
• Gravel pits should be either avoided or carefully managed at the junction of
Wabamun Creek and the North Saskatchewan River in order to protect critical
habitat areas
• Creek bed must be maintained to ensure spawning grounds remain intact.
Access to riparian areas should be limited in order to minimize disturbances
• Wildlife movement corridors between Wabamun Lake and the North
Saskatchewan River valley
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Westland Park ESA
Site Location: North of Highway 16, West of Range Rd 32, East of Meso Rd.
Area: 358 ha

Description:
The Westland Park is an area identified for the presence of a very large wetland, as
well as its contribution to regional connectivity, providing an important stepping stone
across the northern extent of the county. It neighbours the Manly Corner ESA, and
contains considerable wetland habitats, as well as forested areas, shrubs, disturbed areas,
and exurban development. Its placement northeast of Lake Wabamun makes it an
important refuge for wildlife during movement north and eastward. Groundwater risk
models suggest this area is sensitive to groundwater contamination.
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Westland Park ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Risk of groundwater contamination
• Sensitive riparian areas
• Potential for rare plant occurrences
Land Status:
• Private land
Key features:
• Important stepping stone for wildlife movement north and eastward
• Sensitive to groundwater contamination
• Encroaching development to the southeast

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Development to the southeast should be carefully planned to ensure it does
not disrupt wildlife movement patterns or impact groundwater
• Riparian areas should be maintained as refuge for rare plants and as corridors
for wildlife movement
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Wildlife Point ESA
Site Location: South of Lake Shore Rd on the northern shore of Lake Wabamun
Area: 47 ha

Description:
Also known as “Coal Point”, this important jut of land reaches into Lake Wabamun
from the north, nestled between the Lake Wabamun and Fallis Slopes ESAs. The
area is known for its rich biodiversity, despite its location near extensive lake shore
development. Mixedwood forest predominates, interspersed with wet areas. Its location
makes it an important stop for wildlife crossing the lake from the south, as well as those
travelling east-west along the northern shoreline.
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Wildlife Point ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Very high erosion risk
• Risk of groundwater contamination
• Presence of rare plants
Land Status:
• Private and Crown Land
Key features:
• Natural area, surrounded by lake shore development

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Management of this area will require collaboration with property owners along
the lake shore, to ensure that wildlife movement along the northern shore is
maintained. Access from the northeast and northwest into the Fallis Slopes
ESA should be maintained.
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Devon Dunes ESAs
The Devon Dunes LU contains 6 identified ESAs, two of which are regionally
significant: the Clifford E. Lee Natural Area ESA and the Devonian Gardens ESA.
This LU is characterized sandy soils originating from glacial activity, as well as many
small lakes and wetlands. Several of the lakes and wetlands in the area, especially those
in the Deer Lake Area ESA, have been drained in recent years to reduce the impact of
flooding on residential areas (Clarke, 2013). Drainage in the area has led to concerns
over the potential impact to nearby sensitive wetland areas, such as the Clifford E. Lee
Nature Sanctuary.
This section presents a detailed portrait of each ESA in the Devon Dunes LU,
including a summary of recommended planning strategies specific to each ESA. For
more information on best management practices for ESAs, please see Section 4 : Best
Management Practices.
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Clifford E. Lee Natural Area ESA
Site Location: This site is located southwest of Edmonton, with access from Highway 60, Woodbend Road and south onto Range Road 264.
Area: This ESA is comprised of the Nature Sanctuary, Natural Area, Municipal Park
Reserve and surrounding wetlands and uplands. These areas combined equal 315 ha.

Description:
This ESA is comprised of the Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary, Natural Area,
Municipal Park Reserve and wetlands and uplands that are in the neighbouring areas.
The ESA is situated on a large sandy lake bed, which was a result of a retreating glacier
approximately 10,000 years ago. The sanctuary and surrounding area is a complex of
mineral wetlands located in a meltwater channel, jack pine forests, open meadows,
pothole wetlands skirted by willows, and some pockets of boreal forest and aspen
parkland. Underground springs found within the sanctuary are an important local
source of water.
The diverse landscape within this area provides key habitat for over 100 bird species,
over 100 flowering plant species, and several mammals. Deer, moose, coyotes, beavers,
muskrats, northern flying squirrel, snowshoe hare and black bears are among the
mammals observed here. Wildflowers are also abundant, and include species like wild
lily-of-the- valley, wintergreen, yellow lady’s slipper, fringed gentians, and evening
primrose.
The sanctuary was designated in the Special Places program in 1995. Lee Nature
Sanctuary Society manages Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary on behalf of Ducks
Unlimited Canada. This area is visited by approximately 5,000 nature enthusiasts
and school children per year. The boardwalk and established trail system make it a
fascinating area for wildlife viewing.
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Clifford E. Lee Natural Area ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Due to heightened groundwater sensitivity
Land Status:
• This area has parcels with a variety of land statuses, including Sanctuary,
Natural Area, Municipal Park Reserve – Conservation, and some are under
private ownership.
Key features:
• Diverse complex of natural ecosystems including uplands and wetlands
• Highly visited due to its Special Places designation and wildlife viewing
opportunities

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Alteration of drainage in surrounding areas will impact the hydrology in this
ESA. The outlet channel for the wetlands should be protected.
• There are risks of introducing agricultural runoff into wetlands from
surrounding areas. An adequate upland buffer should be maintained around
the wetlands to mitigate these risks.
• It will be important to protect the local ground water aquifer by maintaining
native plant cover and limiting drainage from shallow ground water sources on
the surrounding landscape
• Ensuring the water quality and quantity of the upstream water sources (Deer
Park and Woodland Park) is important in sustaining the integrity of the
wetlands in this natural area
• Eradication and/or aggressive control of weed species such as purple
loosestrife are essential for the long-term viability of the sanctuary’s wetlands
and natural habitats
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Devonian Botanical Garden ESA
Site Location: The Devonian Botanical Garden is located 5 km north of Devon on
Highway 60.
Area: 77 ha

Description:
The Devonian Botanical Garden is located within the Devon Dunes that represent the
former shore of glacial Lake Edmonton. Sandy soils and a high water table characterize
this area, as well as a highly sensitive aquifer.
Native flora and fauna can be observed in the complex of manmade gardens and
natural areas. The botanical garden is a regional educational centre for horticultural and
environmental collections of living plants and fungi. It provides a live herbarium for
native Alberta species and specimens of botanical, horticultural, historical, medicinal,
and worldwide geographic significance. Multidisciplinary research is conducted for
wetland ecology, biology of microfungi and mycorrhizas, horticulture and phenology.
Native plant communities in the area include treed, shrubby and graminoid fens;
willow thickets; and balsam poplar and jack pine forests. The tamarack fen is found
within a peatland and contains a unique species-rich understory. The balsam poplar
community is in a moist area and is rich in herbaceous and woody plants, such as wild
rose, low-bush cranberry, and bracted honeysuckle. The jack pine community occurs
on well-drained, sandy ridges, and is characterized by jackpine with some white spruce
regeneration in the understory. A series of trails in natural areas provides the public with
opportunities to examine the sand dune ecology of the Garden. Natural areas of the
Garden support high faunal diversity including numerous insects, mammals, and birds.
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Devonian Botanical Garden ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Due to a high incidence of rare plant occurrences and groundwater sensitivity
Land Status:
• Operated by the University of Alberta

Key features:
• Unique complex of manmade gardens and natural upland and wetland areas
• Educational facility that supports academic research
• Features collections of Alberta plant specimens

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• The ecological integrity and biodiversity of the site may be more susceptible
to impacts due to its relatively small size and the intensity of surrounding
residential development
• Maintaining connectivity with adjacent natural habitats may be beneficial in
preserving ecological integrity and biodiversity
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Deer Lake Area ESA
Site Location: This site is in the vicinity of Deer Lake Estates and other country residential subdivisions. It is also south and east of the Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary.
Area: 738 ha

Description:
The Deer Lake Area ESA includes a series of shallow lakes and wetlands surrounded
by a 100 meter precautionary planning buffer around the lake—a measure designed
to promote careful planning and management of fragile riparian areas1 This large area
features lakes and wetland areas with emergent shoreline vegetation, interspersed with
upland forests such as pine, aspen, balsam, white spruce, and birch. These unique
landscape features make it a productive area for a wide variety of flora and fauna, and
functions as an important groundwater recharge area.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Deer Lake Area ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Due to high groundwater sensitivity

Land Status:
• Private land

Key features:
• Unique complex of lakes and wetlands interspersed with upland forests

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Development pressures that result in the drainage or alteration of drainage
patterns, and drought conditions have reduced the extent of wetland habitats.
Also, the development of rural subdivisions has resulted in fragmentation of
the surrounding upland habitat
• It would be beneficial to limit further rural development around lakes and
maintain setbacks around existing water bodies
• Further development should aim to maintain or restore natural drainage
patterns in the Deer Park drainage system (between Mallard Park wetlands and
Deer Lakes wetlands) as it supplies surface water to the Deer Lakes system
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Devon Dunes/Parkland Syndicate ESA
Site Location: The Devon Dunes lie in the southeast corner of the county, directly
east of Devonian Gardens.
Area: 335 ha

Description:
During the latter part of the last glaciation, ice melted in rivers from the glaciers that
covered the west part of the county. The meltwater created channels, deltas, and lakes
on the east side of the county, draining into glacial Lake Edmonton. Fine and coarse
materials were deposited from Carvel to Stony Plain and north of Devon. The former
lake basin is responsible for developing the best agricultural soils in the area. Devon
Dunes represent a field of sand dunes that were formed from the coarse deltaic
sediments.
Post glacial winds blew these delta sands into unique landscape features, including
parabolic and elongated dune shapes. Additional examples of these types of dunes can
be found near Redwater and south of Peers, Alberta.
The groundwater aquifer is close to the surface in this location. The combination of
this feature, and the highly permeable sandy soils, make the aquifer highly susceptible to
contamination. This highly sensitive area of Parkland County is also subject to intensive
development pressures and requires careful management.
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Devon Dunes/Parkland Syndicate ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Highly sensitive groundwater aquifer in the sand dune area
• The aquifer is shallow and the overlying sands are very permeable

Land Status:
• The majority of lands in this area are privately owned

Key features:
• Unique landscape and plant community features due to sand dune formations
• Sensitive and permeable soils make this area highly sensitive to intensive
development
• Underlying aquifer is highly sensitive to contamination due to permeable soils

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Due to the high soil permeability and close proximity to the aquifer, waste
disposal, storm water run-off and grey water from country residential
subdivisions should be carefully managed
• Spills of industrial or agricultural waste that could enter the aquifer are
a significant concern in this area and specific mitigations for soluble
contaminants should be considered
• Intensive residential development, which accesses groundwater resources for
potable water, needs to be minimized. If not, alternative means to provide
“hauled-in” water must be considered.
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Spanish Oakes ESA
Site Location: This ESA can be found east of Highway 60 at Township Road 514.
Area: 46 ha

Description:
This ESA is a complex of permanent marsh wetlands found between a series of
subdivision developments. Permanent wetlands within residential areas are important
landscape features and provide valuable ecological goods and services. The functions
and benefits these wetlands provide relate to water storage, nutrient removal, wildlife
habitat, and public recognition.
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Spanish Oakes ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Very high groundwater sensitivity
• Some lakeshore present (pond areas)

Land Status:
• The parcels in this ESA include a combination of privately owned land and
County owned land
• It also includes portions of the Woodbend and Woodridge subdivisions

Key features:
• Class V permanent wetlands, responsible for recharging local groundwater supplies
• Habitat for waterfowl and other wildlife

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• These wetlands are under development pressure from surrounding subdivision
developments. It will be important to ensure setbacks are established to
preserve the ecological functions of these wetlands.
• Local residents should be aware of the effects and consequences of fertilizer
and pesticide runoff on local wetlands
• Groundwater disturbances resulting from residential development should
be minimized. These disturbances include private individual well drilling and
potential contamination from onsite sanitary systems.
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Woodland Park Wetlands Complex ESA
Site Location: 10 km northwest of the Town of Devon, west of Highway 60 and
north of Township Rd. 514
Area: 363 ha

Description:
The Woodland Park Wetlands Complex ESA is comprised of several shallow lakes and
wetlands buffered by a 100 meter precautionary planning buffer around the lake—a
measure designed to promote careful planning and management of fragile riparian
areas1 . This large wetland complex is bounded by the Woodland Park subdivision. It is
an area formerly established and maintained by the Buck For Wildlife program, with the
cooperation and participation of the Devon Fish and Game Association and Parkland
County.
The wetlands contain expansive emergent vegetation zones with cattails, rushes and
sedges. Forests surrounding the wetlands include several large balsam poplar and
trembling aspen stands. A large number and variety of duck species make use of the
area for habitat.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Woodland Park Wetlands Complex ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• High groundwater vulnerability identified in the area due to sandy soils
• Riparian and lakeshore habitats present

Land Status:
• Large amount of County-owned land for central wetland portions, many
private lands along the edges of the wetland complex

Key features:
• Large wetland complex
• High groundwater vulnerability in area

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintain a healthy, well vegetated buffer around the wetland complex
• OHV use appears to be common in the area and requires improved
stewardship
• Potential groundwater contamination from properties within and adjacent to
the wetlands
• Disturbances to the groundwater system, including residential development
which utilizes private individual well drilling and onsite sewage systems, may
result in groundwater contamination. These disturbances should be minimized.
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North Saskatchewan River Valley ESAs
The North Saskatchewan River Valley has been classified into three separate ESAs by reach: the Burtonsville Island Reach (from the
southwestern County boundary to south of Keephills), the central Sturgeon Hole Reach from south of Keephills to Highway 770,
and the eastern reach from Highway 770 to the County’s boundary with Edmonton. The North Saskatchewan is one of Canada’s
outstanding heritage rivers. This extensive river corridor provided a major east-west link across Canada, facilitating exploration, trade,
and settlement for more than 100 years from the time explorers and fur traders first travelled through the area in 1807. The descriptive
name is taken from the Cree term, kis-is-ska-tche-wan, meaning swift current.
The North Saskatchewan River valley supports a high diversity of plant communities, reflecting local variation in aspect, moisture
regime, and slope position. Grassland-shrub and deciduous communities tend to characterize drier, warmer south-facing slopes.
White spruce and conifer-dominated mixedwoods are typically associated with cool, moist north-facing slopes and adjacent ravines.
Deciduous and mixedwood stands occur along much of the top of the bank.
The river valley is one of the most productive white-tail and mule deer corridors in Alberta. Within Parkland County, the valley is also
important habitat for moose and elk. Larger carnivores including black bear, cougar, coyote, and marten use the river as a protected
movement corridor. Many of the bluffs along the steep riverbanks are significant historic nesting and observation sites for the
peregrine falcon and bald eagle. Songbird diversity is high in the river valley corridor due to the range of habitat types. Older-aged
forested stands provide habitat to wood warblers, forest hawks, and owls. The river is also used as a staging area in spring and fall
migration for waterfowl. The North Saskatchewan River provides significant wintering, spawning, and rearing habitat for a multitude
of fish species, including: mountain whitefish, longnose dace, flathead chub, lake chub, fathead minnow, emerald shiner, longnose
sucker, mountain sucker, trout-perch, Iowa darter, sauger, walleye, and spoonhead sculpin.
The eastern half of the North Saskatchewan River Valley was incised entirely during the postglacial period, whereas the western half
from Tomahawk to Keephills follows the Beverly Buried Valley. The morphology of the valley is relatively narrow (less than 1.6 km
wide), with steeply inclined walls approaching 60 m in height. Exposed geological sections provide opportunities to view or study the
province’s geological history (e.g., bedrock formations or interesting geological features such as palaeosols and buried volcanic ash
layers).
Through the evaluation process, it has been determined that the Sturgeon Hole Reach is of National significance, while the other
reaches are of Provincial significance. Riparian areas of major rivers and their contributing tributaries are very highly sensitive and
valuable habitats. The major features of each ESA in the North Saskatchewan River Valley are presented in Table 9 and described in
detail below.
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North Saskatchewan River Valley Sturgeon Hole Reach ESA
Site Location: This ESA is around the confluence of Wabamun Creek and the North
Saskatchewan River, and downstream to approximately the Highway 770 river crossing.
The south side of the river channel is within Leduc County.
Area: 1,622 ha
Description:
The ESA incorporates the river valley system south of the Hamlet of Keephills as
well as adjacent ravine systems that extend outwards from the river valley. This area
provides the only sturgeon hole that occurs along the North Saskatchewan River within
Parkland County, and is considered a “Class A” water body for fish by the province
due to presence of the sturgeon spawning habitat . Backwaters in the area provide low
flow velocities and depositional areas suitable for rearing of a number of fish species,
including COSEWIC listed endangered lake sturgeon.
The section of river in this particular ESA is located in a transitional area whereby
upstream, the channel is unconfined, meandering, with multiple side channels, oxbows,
islands, and bars. Downstream, the river is confined and sinuous, with a narrow flood
plain. The varied landscape features include deep scour pools, deep runs, side channels,
shoals, and bars. Notable wildlife seen in this area include sawhet owls, red sided
garter snakes, blue herons, pileated woodpeckers and a wide variety of plant species.
Landscape connectivity across the areas is considered to be high. Other potential
species observed in the area include merlins, kestrels, ladyslipper flowers, and both
tundra and trumpeter swans.
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North Saskatchewan River Valley Sturgeon Hole Reach ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Moderately erodible soils
• High groundwater sensitivity
• Observations of rare plants
• Presence of sensitive riparian areas

Land Status:
• All areas surrounding major rivers are owned by the Crown, and several
parcels in the central portion of the ESA are provincial Crown lands
• However, large portions of the river valley area away from the river as well as
adjacent ravine systems are privately owned

Key features:
• Highly diverse section of the river valley that is suitable for lake sturgeon
spawning and rearing

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Caution should be exercised with approving gravel operations, livestock
grazing, and use of ATVs and dirt bikes. Maintaining buffer zones of natural
vegetation would help to prevent erosion, and sustain the river valley as a
wildlife corridor.
• There is a high concentration of existing gravel pits immediately upstream
from the area. Gravel pit operators should be made aware of the status of
this ESA and best management practices should be implemented by new and
existing operators to address the assets and vulnerabilities of this ESA
• Maintaining buffer zones around historical peregrine falcon nest sites may be
important for future recovery of this threatened species
• No in-stream activities or developments should be permitted in this area
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North Saskatchewan River Valley Burtonsville Island Reach ESA
Site Location: This ESA is located in the North Saskatchewan River Valley near
Burtonsville Road.
Area: 6,388 ha
Description:
The Burtonsville Island Natural Area encompasses a large island and several smaller
islands in the North Saskatchewan River. The Island and adjacent areas contain
a mosaic of riverine and upland vegetation communities. These include riparian
shrubland, deciduous riparian forest, and mature white spruce forest. The Island has
been used since 1958 by the University of Alberta and the Edmonton Public School
system to conduct educational programs.
Many species of birds inhabit this area due to the diversity of community types. Older
forest dependent species like the pileated woodpecker, yellow-bellied sapsucker, and
Tennessee warbler, as well as secondary cavity nesters like the house wren and blackcapped and boreal chickadees, are found in the mature forests. Songbirds such as the
cedar waxwing, white-breasted nuthatch, least flycatcher, northern oriole, and song
sparrow are common, and birds of prey (red-tailed hawk and bald eagle) have been
observed. The river banks provide habitat for spotted and solitary sandpipers, and
belted kingfishers nest in the steep banks. Three species of amphibians (boreal chorus
frog, wood frog, and western toad) have also been observed in this ESA. Waterfowl
(e.g., mallard, bufflehead, common goldeneye) can be observed on the river edge and
within associated ponds. The river valley is a key wildlife corridor and is important for
black bear, coyote, cougar, elk, moose, and deer. Muskrat, beaver, snowshoe hare, and
red squirrel can also be found inhabiting this ESA.
Homesteads were established in the late 1800s when loggers moved upstream in search
of timber. The D.R. Fraser Lumber Company was founded at the Goose Encampment
located in the Burtonsville district. The Grand Trunk Railway was established through
Duffield in 1910, and a Post Office was erected in Burtonsville in 1912. The island
was designated a natural area with the Wildlife 1987 centenary in the 1950s. There are
anecdotal reports that trumpeter swan could potentially use this area.
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North Saskatchewan River Valley Burtonsville Island Reach ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Some erodible soils along the river valley escarpments
• High groundwater sensitivity
• Observations of rare plants
• Presence of riparian areas

Land Status:
• All areas surrounding major rivers are owned by the Crown
• The Burtonsville Island Natural Area and the Modeste Saskatchewan Natural
Area occur in the ESA

Key features:
• Highly diverse area of the North Saskatchewan River Valley that is valued for
hydrological function and wildlife habitat

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Activities currently having an adverse effect on the significant ecological
and historical features associated with the North Saskatchewan River valley
include gravel extraction, livestock grazing, and use of OHVs and dirt bikes.
Maintaining buffer zones of natural vegetation would help to prevent erosion,
and sustain the river valley as a wildlife corridor.
• Maintaining buffer zones around historical peregrine falcon nest sites may be
important for future recovery of this threatened species
• The island has received minimal impact, other than some logging in the 1940’s
and 50’s. However, the area is a well-known outdoor education destination,
and disturbance mitigation is required. The Island would benefit from the
development of a management plan.
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North Saskatchewan River Valley Highway 770 to Edmonton Reach ESA
Site Location: This portion of the North Saskatchewan River Valley is located between Highway 770 and eastward to Edmonton. Leduc County and the Town of Devon
are located on the south side of the river channel.
Area: 3,244 ha
Description:
This reach of the North Saskatchewan River has fewer contributing tributaries along
the channel length and was encised entirely during the postglacial period. Several ravine
systems are included within the ESA. Grassland-shrub and deciduous communities tend
to characterize drier, warmer south-facing slopes. White spruce and conifer-dominated
mixedwoods are typically associated with cool, moist north-facing slopes and adjacent
ravines. Deciduous and mixedwood stands occur along much of the top of the bank.
This variety of habitats makes it particularly valuable for raptors, songbirds, smaller
mammals and large ungulates. The lands adjacent to this reach are very suitable for
agriculture and residential development and are perhaps under more development
pressure than its western counterparts.
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North Saskatchewan River Valley Highway 770 to Edmonton Reach ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Erodible soils present
• High groundwater sensitivity
• Rare plant observations
• Riparian areas present

Land Status:
• All areas surrounding major rivers are owned by the Crown

Key features:
• Highly diverse area of the North Saskatchewan River Valley that is valued for
hydrological function and wildlife habitat

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• This reach of the North Saskatchewan River contains the water intake for the
Town of Devon
• Activities currently having an adverse effect on the significant ecological and
historical features associated with the North Saskatchewan River valley include
gravel extraction, agriculture, and use of ATVs and dirt bikes. Maintaining
buffer zones of natural vegetation would help to prevent erosion, and sustain
the river valley as a wildlife corridor
• Maintaining buffer zones around historical peregrine falcon nest sites may be
important for future recovery of this threatened species
• No in stream activities or developments should be permitted in this sensitive
area
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Tomahawk Uplands
Mixedwood ESAs
The Tomahawk Uplands Mixedwood LU contains a variety of land cover, ranging from
bogs, fens and peatlands, to mixedwood forests, wetlands and important riparian areas
surrounding streams, lakes and rivers. Agriculture, grazing and peatland harvesting
activities occur throughout the area, which have resulted in changes to drainage patterns
and have the potential to reduce or impede wildlife movement throughout the region.
The diversity of land ownership requires collaborative management activities to balance
economic development with environmental stewardship. A thorough inventory of the
area for rare plants and habitats may better inform management of this area, as there
are many locations which have the potential to contain rare features, but the extensive
disturbances to drainage patterns and natural cover make the actual presence of these
features uncertain.
Environmentally Significant Area (ESA)
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Pembina River Valley ESA
Site Location: The Pembina River flows along the west boundary of the County.
Pembina Provincial Park can be accessed 2 km northwest of Entwistle on Highway 16A
or 3 km northeast of Evansburg.
Area: 3048 ha
Description:
The Pembina River Valley flows through Central and Dry Mixedwood Forest
ecoregions and enters the Athabasca River 130 km north of Edmonton. The Pembina
River enters the Onoway Buried Valley in Township 51, where no notable banks are
present along the river. North of Township 51, it runs through a post-glacial valley
with a deeply incised gorge. The cliffs of the Pembina River Gorge are as high as
60 m, created by meltwater from the last glacial epoch. The Pembina River within
the provincial park has cut through the brown sandstone bedrock of the Paskapoo
Formation, providing important scenic views of these geological formations.
The river valley contains a variety of habitats, including meadows, old channels,
lodgepole pine, white spruce, aspen, pine-black spruce woodlands, willow-dwarf birch
shrubs, beaver ponds, and springs. These habitats provide some critical wildlife zones
for moose, deer, furbearers, songbirds, marshbirds, and waterfowl. Mature forest stands
provide nesting sites for Cooper’s hawk, northern goshawk, osprey, and bald eagle. The
valley is a travel corridor for ungulates and furbearing animals. Bluffs along the river are
historical nesting sites for peregrine falcons which have been observed nesting in the
area.
The river is an important sport fishery site, with a diversity of fish species (northern
pike, walleye, rainbow trout, and goldeye). The river supports the most southerly stocks
of Arctic grayling, as well as coarse fish including white sucker.
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Pembina River Valley ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Very High erosion potential
• High potential for groundwater contamination
• Presence of rare plants
Land Status:
• Crown Land, Provincial Park, mostly surrounded by private land; Buck for
Wildlife Property owned by Parkland County
Key features:
• Steep river gorge
• Key wildlife corridor
• Peregrine falcon nesting sites
• Sport fisheries

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• The river valley corridor serves as an important wildlife corridor, and
recreational activities along the river must be managed to maintain its natural
functioning while minimizing human impact
• Disturbances to the land should avoid steep slopes and known nesting
locations
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Matthews Crossing ESA
Site Location: Located in the northwest corner of Parkland County, west of Highway
757 and adjacent to the Pembina River.
Area: 704 ha

Description:
The Matthews Crossing Area is characterized by older forests of white spruce, balsam
poplar, and trembling aspen that occur along the lower section towards the river. The
terrain is rolling and there are steep banks down to the Pembina River. Wetlands are
present in some of the depressions, and open aspen forests are associated with upland
areas. Wildlife is abundant and the area is known for its high bird diversity, particularly
in the older white spruce stands. It is an important part of the Pembina River corridor
for ungulates and carnivores. Matthews Crossing is used for hunting, hiking, camping,
and dirt biking. Matthew’s Crossing also has historical value, as settlers forded the
Pembina River here in the 1800’s.
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Matthews Crossing ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Some erosion risk
• Riparian areas
• Potential for groundwater contamination
• Potential presence of rare plants

Land Status:
• Provincial Natural Area: Recreation
Key features:
• Steep banks
• Wildlife corridor for ungulates and carnivores
• Recreational use
Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Maintaining recreational opportunities while preventing degradation of
important wildlife connectivity through the region is of utmost concern
• Identify and conserve nearby patches of natural habitat, wildlife corridors, and
other “microsite” ESAs outside of the ESA boundary in order to enhance the
overall connectivity and ecological integrity of the broader area
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Sturgeon River Headwaters ESA
Site Location:
Northwest of Jack Pine Grazing Reserve, watercourses drain northeast to Isle Lake.
Area: 2,417 ha
Description:
The upper headwaters of the Sturgeon River drain a large area southwest and west
of Isle Lake, before entering the lake. The headwaters are comprised of a network of
wetland and riparian areas that may be important to the maintaining flows within the
Sturgeon River. Bogs (treed and open), riparian and upland areas occur along portions
of the drainage. A wetland marsh characterizes the confluence of drainages with Isle
Lake. Much of the surrounding landscape is heavily fragmented by agriculture, although
drainages are intact within portions of the headwaters area.
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Sturgeon River Headwaters ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Presence of rare plants
• Potential for erosion risk
• Potential for groundwater contamination
Land Status:
• Predominantly private land, with some Crown land parcels
Key features:
• Headwaters of the Sturgeon River
• Sensitive wet areas
• Intact drainages threatened by agricultural practices

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Agricultural operators encouraged to use best management practices such as
ALUS (Alternative Land Use Services) program to protect creeks and rivers
entering into Isle Lake
• Agricultural operations in the vicinity of Isle Lake, in conjunction with the
Sturgeon River Headwaters ESA, needs to focus on reducing the overall use
on fertilizers to reduce phosphates levels travelling into Isle Lake
• Agricultural activities on private lands should be encouraged to adopt low
impact activities
• Further development of the area should avoid highly erodible steep slopes and
wet areas that would require further drainage or land cover conversion
• Limit vehicular access to ESA, which has historically led to habitat destruction
in certain areas
• Resource extraction activities should be limited and given special consideration
in order to safeguard ecological integrity
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Upper Tomahawk/Hoot Owl Peatlands ESA
Site Location: The peat bogs located south of Jackpine Grazing Reserve are accessible west off of Highway 31 on Township Road 522 or Township Road 514 or Highway
624.
Area: 1,202 ha

Description:
Bog areas are characterized by a mixture of treed and open peatlands and forested
uplands. Treed peatlands support a mix of black spruce, tamarack and/or jack pine.
Willow, bog birch, cotton grass, cloudberry, Labrador tea, sedge, moss and lichens are
common in the area. Open peatland areas are predominantly sedge with bog birch and
willow around the edges. Upland areas support aspen, balsam poplar, white spruce
and occasionally jack pine, as well as grasses with scattered shrubs and forbs at some
locations. The Upper Tomahawk Creek Peatland is home to a variety of diverse habitats
and landscape features.
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Upper Tomahawk/Hoot Owl Peatlands ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Presence of rare plants
• Presence of sensitive riparian areas
Land Status:
• Private and crown land

Key features:
• Bog and open peatlands
• Upland areas
• Biodiverse peatland

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Peat harvest will reduce the extent of natural peatland areas
• Clearing and draining of peatland areas are required to harvest the peat;
drainage lowers the water table and may affect surrounding ecosystems
• Peatland regeneration will not likely replace the pre-harvest habitat types/
ecosystems
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Jack Pine Grazing Reserve ESA
Site Location: The Jack Pine Provincial Grazing Reserve is located 4.5 km south of
Highway 16 at Gainford
Area: 5,509 ha

Description:
The reserve is located within the moist Mixedwood subregion with luvisolic soils
being the dominant soil type on the upland areas. Forest cover consists of aspen with
scattered balsam poplar, white spruce, and jack pine, as well as willow in select areas.
Forest habitat is highly fragmented, as over 50% of the reserve has been developed into
tame pasture and considerable oil and gas development has occurred within the reserve.
Peatlands are also present on the reserve and several creeks drain the area. A relatively
undisturbed drainage and surrounding upland habitat are located on the northeast side
of the reserve and are included as part of the overall area. Wet areas surrounding the
reserve are unfenced and ungrazed. Peat moss harvesting operations are located around
the periphery of the reserve.
Although forested habitat within the grazing reserve has been heavily fragmented by
conversion to improved pasture, the reserve continues to provide habitat for a wide
diversity of forest and open country species. A sharp-tailed grouse lek was reported
in the reserve in the past (BSOD 1988). A variety of recreational activities including
hunting, camping, and snowmobiling are allowed on the reserve with permission.
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Jack Pine Grazing Reserve ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Potential erosion risks
• Potential for groundwater contamination

Land Status:
• Provincial – Grazing Reserve administered by the Public Lands Alberta
Sustainable Resource Development; Private – adjacent lands
Key features:
• Large grazing area provides connection through the central axis of the county
• The reserve provides habitat to a wide variety of species
• Relatively undisturbed drainage and surrounding upland habitat are located on
the northeast side of the reserve

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Forested areas are highly fragmented, and movement between these patches
should be ensured
• Heavy grazing has impacted the wildlife value of the open space in the reserve
• Current and future oil and gas developments
• Recreational uses (off-highway vehicles) should be managed appropriately
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Larch Bog ESA
Site Location: This site is adjacent to Tomahawk Creek and southwest of the junction of Highways 759 and 627
Area: 572 ha
Description:
This area represents a peatland complex with a mosaic of peatland types. It has
remained largely undisturbed due to the unsuitability of the soils for agriculture and
rural residential development. This area is relatively flat, with graminoid, shrubby and
treed fens. Fens are peat accumulating wetlands that are fed by flowing groundwater.
They tend to be higher in nutrients and less acidic than bogs, which receive water only
from precipitation. Fens tend to have a high incidence of rare species observations,
and are sensitive to contamination and disruption of water flow. Rare birds such as the
olive-sided flycatcher, rusty blackbird and the yellow rail are known to inhabit these
types of peatlands. Fens require a particular water chemistry to maintain healthy and
functioning. This ESA has surface drainages in the vicinity (Tomahawk Creek and
tributaries), and is surrounded primarily by agricultural development. There may be a
high risk of water impoundment due to the adjacent roads and contamination due to
the surrounding agriculture.
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Larch Bog ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• High potential for groundwater contamination
• Presence of rare plants
• Presence of sensitive riparian areas

Land Status:
• Private land

Key features:
• An undisturbed patch of different fen types
• Habitat potential for several types of rare species

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Further road development in this area should be carefully considered or be
constructed to maintain water flow within this ESA
• Land owners in the adjacent areas should be aware of the effects of
agricultural run-off on sensitive peatlands, and consider limiting the use of
pesticides and fertilizers
• The County should consider limiting further development within this ESA
• There has been some seismic development within this ESA. Further
development should consider low impact seismic techniques
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Mishow Creek ESA
Site Location: Mishow Creek is located in the southwest corner of Parkland County;
accessed along Range Road 71 and Township Road 514

Area: 348 ha
Description:
Mishow Creek flows into the North Saskatchewan River at the southwest corner of
the County. The creek flows through some largely cultivated areas, but the lower reach
is relatively undisturbed, flowing through a fairly steep ravine that is well-buffered with
adjacent forest. The ravine is characterized by white spruce and mixedwoods on northfacing slopes and mature balsam poplar on terraces. Small bogs also occur in the area.
Mishow Creek is important for ungulates (deer and moose), woodpeckers, songbirds,
and smaller mammals, including marten.
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Mishow Creek ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• High erosion risk
• Presence of sensitive riparian areas
Land Status:
• Mostly Private, some Crown

Key features:
• Forested ravine with easily eroded slopes
• Important wildlife corridor

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Cultivated areas around the upper reaches of the creek should adopt practices
which minimize impacts to the creek
(e.g., riparian buffers of natural perennial vegetation, cattle fencing)
• Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take advantage of
County best management practice programs such as ALUS (Alternative Land
Use Services) to enhance riparian vegetation and protect creeks
• Barriers to wildlife movement should be minimized
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Peatbog 52 ESA
Site Location:
Located east of Highway 759, approximately 8.5 km north of Tomahawk.
Area: 678 ha
Description:
This area is characterized by a relatively extensive and undisturbed peatland within a
landscape heavily fragmented by agricultural activity. The bog area is characterized by
a mix of treed and open peatland. Treed peatland typically supports a mix of black
spruce and tamarack/larch. Willow, bog birch, cotton grass, cloudberry, Labrador tea,
sedge, mosses and lichens are other species common in treed bog areas. Open peatlands
are generally sedge dominated with bog birch and willow around the edges. Drainage
within the bog has not been notably disturbed/altered. Some treed upland is present in
the area, and supports aspen, balsam poplar, and white spruce.
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Peatbog 52 ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Very High
• Presence of rare plants
• Presence of sensitive peatlands
• Presence of sensitive riparian areas
• Potential for groundwater contamination
Land Status:
• Private land

Key features:
• Undisturbed peatland
• Agricultural matrix surrounding remaining natural areas

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Undisturbed peatland should be maintained and the drainage of the area left
unmodified
• Agricultural practices in the surrounding areas should be guided by principles
which minimize impact to the natural areas they surround
• Barriers to wildlife movement should be minimized
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Peatland Fragments ESA
Site Location: Located east of Range Rd 70, north of Township Rd 510, approximately 3.5 km west of Tomahawk
Area: 862 ha

Description:
This ESA is a fragmented assortment of upland areas and peatlands, where
predominantly treed fens are interspersed with mineral soils. Peatland harvesting
activities have left regular patterning across much of the area. The ESA is ordered by
creeks to the north and west, the area serves as a stepping stone to wildlife movement
northwards from the North Saskatchewan River valley.
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Peatland Fragments ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Presence of rare plants
• Presence of sensitive peatlands

Land Status:
• Private land

Key features:
• Remnant peat bogs shaped by peatland harvesting patterns
• Rare plants

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Remaining undisturbed treed fens in the area should be maintained and further
changes to the drainage of the area minimized
• Agricultural practices in the surrounding areas should be guided by principles
which minimize impact to the remaining natural areas
• Further harvesting should attempt to mimic natural patterning
• Unrestricted wildlife movement through these areas should be encouraged
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Round Lake ESA
Site Location: Located west of Isle Lake, Southeast of Matthew’s Crossing

Area: 252 ha

Description:
The Round Lake ESA includes the lake itself as well as a 100 meter precautionary
planning buffer around the lake—a measure designed to promote careful planning
and management of fragile riparian areas1. Round Lake lies in a circular natural area
and is surrounded by marsh where fairly steep slopes rise from all sides. Other small
marshes are nearby. The willow pockets along the water’s edge provide good habitat for
yellow warbler, common yellowthroat, and both clay-colored and song sparrows. The
surrounding forested areas of aspen, white spruce, black spruce, and tamarack provide
habitat for a variety of wildlife. There is good waterfowl breeding habitat present, and
deer and moose frequent the area.
No residential development is evident on the lake shore; however the community of
Magnolia and farmsteads occur nearby. Some land around the lake has been cleared for
agriculture; although there appears to be an adequate buffer around most of the lake,
likely due to the flood potential of the low-lying lands.

1 All lake ESAs in the County include a 100 m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is not to be
interpreted as a development restriction zone, but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which development
must be met with extreme care for the conservation of riparian environments.
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Round Lake ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Low
• Some riparian areas
• Some potential for groundwater contamination
Land Status:
• Private land
Key features:
• Lake shore is free of development
• Stepping stone for movement north and westward

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Natural buffers around Round Lake should be maintained
• Shoreline habitat and water quality of Round Lake may be adversely affected
by livestock grazing
• Nesting opportunities for common goldeneye and bufflehead could be
enhanced by erecting nesting boxes
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Shoal Uplands Habitat ESA
Site Location: Along the east border of historic Shoal Lake
Area: 1,052 ha

Description:
The Shoal Uplands provide a connecting region of relatively undisturbed habitat
between the North Saskatchewan River valley and Lake Wabamun. Characteristic
vegetation includes aspen, aspen-balsam poplar, aspen-shrub, and deciduous shrub
communities. Several drainages pass through the site. The area likely supports a variety
of wildlife, although grazing practices impact habitat value over portions of the
site. Shoal Upland has several examples of ice-thrust blocks and stagnation moraine
landforms.
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Shoal Uplands Habitat ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: Moderate
• Erosion risk
• Some potential for groundwater contamination

Land Status:
• Private land

Key features:
• Connecting habitat between the North Saskatchewan River valley and Lake
Wabamun
• Ice-thrust blocks and moraine landforms

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Grazing practices should be designed to maintain wildlife connectivity between
the river valley and the lakes to the north
• Drainages should remain undisturbed wherever possible
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Southwest of Tower Acres ESA
Site Location: This ESA is located to the west of the junction of Highways 759 and
627 and to the east of Tomahawk Creek, SW of the “Tower Acres” subdivision
Area: 870 ha
Description:
This area contains a complex of peat accumulating wetlands and upland habitats. The
uplands are fairly undisturbed with a few residences and some deforested areas. The
peatlands are largely undisturbed due to the unsuitability of the soils for agriculture
and rural residential development. Linear disturbances are present due to seismic
exploration / land surveys. This area is relatively flat, with graminoid, shrubby and treed
fens, and treed bogs. Fens are peat accumulating wetlands that are fed mostly by flowing
groundwater. They tend to be higher in nutrients and less acidic than bogs, which
receive water only from precipitation. Fens and bogs have a high potential for rare
species observations, and are sensitive to the impacts of contamination and disruption
of water flow. Rare birds such as the olive-sided flycatcher, rusty blackbird and the
yellow rail are known to inhabit these types of peatlands.
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Southwest of Tower Acres ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• High potential for groundwater contamination
• Potential presence of rare plants
Land Status:
• Mostly Crown lands, one county-owned quater section, some private lands

Key features:
• An undisturbed patch of different fen types
• Habitat potential for several types of rare species

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Further road and linear development in this area should be carefully
considered or be constructed to maintain water flow within this ESA. There
has been some seismic development within this ESA. Further development
should consider low impact seismic techniques.
• Land owners in the adjacent areas should be aware of the effects of
agricultural run-off on sensitive peatlands, and consider limiting the use of
pesticides and fertilizers
• The County should consider limiting further development within this ESA
and maintaining contiguous habitats in adjacent areas. Reclaiming the peat
harvesting operation to the west of this ESA would serve to broaden this
patch of native vegetation and create additional habitat for boreal species.
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Sundance Natural Area and Surrounding Areas ESA
Site Location: Sundance Natural Area is located 1.6 km north of Highway 627 and
0.8 km west of Range Rd. 52
Area: 487 ha

Description:
This area features rolling terrain, with a creek running through the north and east sides.
The area is mainly open, with fire-related successional aspen forest containing scattered
balsam poplar, white spruce, and pine. The understory is dense with shrubs and herbs.
A balsam poplar forest with dense willow and alder understory is present along with a
drainage slough. Riparian areas along the creek channels are characterized by balsam
poplar, birch, and white spruce. The area has abundant wildlife and is used for hunting
and snowmobiling.
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Sundance Natural Area and Surrounding Areas ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Erosion risk
• Some potential for groundwater contamination
• Riparian areas

Land Status:
• Provincial Natural Area – Recreation, and several surrounding lands owned by
AltaLink and other landowners
Key features:
• Channeled creek with erodible banks
• Abundant wildlife
• Snowmobile trails

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• The area serves as an important stepping stone connection between the
southwest with similar areas to the south east. The areas immediately north
west of the Sundance Natural Area are highly disturbed by open-pit mining,
and travel through these areas is heavily restricted. For this reason, maintaining
stepping stones of habitat between the ESA and larger patches of natural
habitat in the southern portion of the County is critical to conserving overall
landscape connectivity and regional biodiversity.
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Tomahawk Creek ESA
Site Location: Situated south of Highway 16, in the vicinity of the Hamlet of Tomahawk, the creek flows southeast into the North Saskatchewan River
Area: 1,231 ha

Description:
The Tomahawk Creek drains the Sun Gro sphagnum peat operation and enters the
North Saskatchewan River just west of Burtonsville Island Natural Area. Upper parts
of the creek have been channelized to facilitate peatland draining, and portions have
been impacted by livestock grazing. The lower creek is natural and is deeply incised and
heavily wooded. White spruce is present on the northeast slopes with aspen/balsam
poplar being present on adjacent uplands. The creek serves as an important connecting
corridor between the North Saskatchewan River and the natural areas in the northwest
of the County.
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Tomahawk Creek ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Potential for groundwater contamination
• Presence of sensitive riparian areas
• Some erosion risk

Land Status:
• Private land

Key features:
• Peat harvest activities
• Lower creek remains natural

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Peat harvest activities should be managed to ensure that draining and
channelization do not impact the natural functioning of the riparian areas
• Landowners to maintain an adequate buffer from the creek to protect sensitive
riparian areas
• Tomahawk lagoon discharge requires monitoring of potential impacts
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Upper Shoal Lake Creek ESA
Site Location: South of Township Rd 520, West of Range Rd 52 and East of Range
Rd 54
Area: 451 ha
Description:
This mixedwood area around the headwaters of Shoal Lake Creek forms an important
stepping stone between Tomahawk Creek and the Shoal Uplands to the east. The ESA
is valued for its contribution to regional biodiversity, connectivity and watershed values.
Agricultural land use dominates the surrounding areas bordering the ESA. To the east,
forest cover becomes scarce, making this an important shelter for wildlife movement.
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Upper Shoal Lake Creek ESA
Environmental Sensitivity: High
• Presence of sensitive riparian areas
• Some erosion risk
• Potential for groundwater contamination

Land Status:
• Primarily private lands, one quarter section of municipal lands

Key features:
• Stepping stone for wildlife movement
• Local connection between neighbouring natural areas

Recommended Planning Strategies:
• Coordination between various land-owners will ensure that wildlife movement
in and out of this area is unimpeded
• Impacts to water resources can be reduced by ensuring healthy riparian
buffers of native perennial vegetation along permanent and non-permanent
watercourses
• Retention and/or restoration of forest cover will help to encourage usage of
the area by wildlife
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3.2.6 Microsite ESAs
It is worth noting that there are many more micro-scale environmentally significant
areas in the County beyond the ones presented in the previous sections. These
include any small-scale environmental features that play a role in upholding ecological
integrity at broader landscape scales. Identifying these areas would require site-specific
investigations including field work completed by a qualified biologist, environmental
specialist, or hydrologist, to confirm their location and function. It is recommended that
this analysis be part of a biophysical assessment procedure undertaken as part of future
development application procedures.
Some examples of micro-site ESAs could include:
• Smaller wetlands not flagged as an ESA by the preceding analysis
• Lower order streams and associated riparian areas (e.g., Dog Creek that runs
through Spruce Grove)
• Small forest patches (e.g., within the Westbrook Crescents subdivision)
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3.2. Connectivity Discussion
While the county contains extensive existing developments, the landscape still allows for
movement between the remaining natural cover. The circuit connectivity analysis for the
County reveals that much of the area has the potential for wildlife movement, with 17%
of the landscape showing a high expected likelihood of wildlife movement (connectivity
values in the upper half of the range exhibited in the County). ESAs defined in this
study contain 45% of these areas, with the remaining areas of high connectivity value
falling outside the identified ESAs. Maintaining connectivity in Parkland County will
therefore require a twofold approach, managing both the condition and functioning of
the designated ESAs, while bolstering and retaining the permeability of the landscape
between ESAs.
It is important to stress that the model results are simply an estimate of the permeability
of the landscape, and not directly tied to wildlife movement observations within the
county. Actual wildlife may well be observed in ‘low connectivity’ areas, this analysis
should be seen as a rough assessment at the county scale, and may well benefit from
more refined local analysis. In particular, movement between designated ESAs is
expected to be commonplace, as ESAs are identified only for those areas which have a
wide variety of valued landscape elements. Areas of high connectivity which lack other
elements may not be identified as an ‘ESA’ per se, but still play an important role in
maintaining the environmental functioning of the broader landscape. Best management
practices should be adopted across the entire county, to ensure that connectivity is
maintained and improved where ever possible. This may involve removing barriers
to movement across agricultural fields, minimizing noise and light pollution around
developed areas, and placing crossing structures across new road developments.
In fact, one such crossing structure is currently slated for construction just outside of
the County. The Hawk Ridge 215 Street Wildlife Passage is set to be constructed across
Winterburn Road NW to two large natural habitat areas existing on either side of the
road.

Big Lake

N

Hawk Ridge 215 Street
Wildlife Passage
Parkland County
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4. Beneficial Management
Practices
Beneficial Management Practices are common-sense operating principles that
are simple and economical to implement. During consultations over the course
of project delivery, stakeholders also strongly felt that BMPs should also be
about creating a vision and policy intent to address future issues, which is
reflected in the content below.
Resources are rarely adequate to deliver education and technical assistance to
“everyone.” Therefore, defining target audiences who most need to adopt BMPs
is an approach to make the best use of these limited resources.
The following document contains a list of BMPs for each theme of
environmental significance in Parkland County. General BMPs have been
identified, along with specific categories for the following industries:
• Agriculture
• Oil and Gas
• Industrial Development (e.g., Acheson area)
• Coal Mining
• Aggregate Mining
• Peat Harvesting
• Country Residential Development
• Recreation
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4.1. Species, Habitats and Landscape Ecology
Key Objectives
• Maintain “indispensable landscape patterns” including large patches of
native vegetation, regional corridors, well-vegetated riparian areas, and
connectivity through the landscape (Forman, 1995)
• Avoid areas containing sensitive wildlife or plant species and wetlands
• Protect critical wildlife habitat
• Provide incentives and education and outreach to landowners
• Conduct field inventories of significant habitats, listed species’ presence
and sign, snake hibernacula, rare plants, etc. prior to development

4.1.1. General BMPs
Habitat Management (Terrestrial and Aquatic)
• Include habitat and species protection in the guiding principles of the
new Municipal Development Plan
• Undertake pre-project planning and consultation with County staff to
avoid environmentally sensitive areas
• Consider cumulative effects and timing in development and operations
• Maintain connectivity of habitat where possible
• Replace or restore lost habitat
• Restore connectivity by reclaiming disturbances
• Provide conservation offsets to reduce impacts to sensitive landscapes
• Retain a qualified environmental specialist to analyze, inspect, and
monitor relevant pre-development, construction, operation, and
reclamation activities
Vegetation Management
• Conduct pre-disturbance and biophysical impact assessments
• Engage in pre-project planning to identify specific risks and mitigation
measures
• Weed inspections and control (consult Invasive Species Council of
Alberta)
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4.1.2. Selected Industry Specific BMPs
Industry

BMP

Agriculture

On Cropped Land

(From Beneficial
Management Practices
Environmental Manual for
Crop Producers in Alberta)

Convert marginally productive lands for annual crops to longterm forage production
Provide incentives for non-cropped areas
Add perennial or annual forages to crop rotations, and manage
perennial forage stands for longer life
Use a flushing bar when haying
Delay haying near wetlands until at least July 1, and whenever
possible delay until mid-July
Plant fall-seeded crops Reduce or eliminate tillage and/or try to
eliminate fall tillage to provide cover and food during winter
Use strip cropping rather than conventional fallow
Use integrated pest management
On Non-Cropped Land
Retain existing natural areas
Enhance the habitat values of treed areas by adding productive
trees and leaving dead trees
Avoid over-grazing of pasture land and delay spring grazing
near wet areas
Enhance habitat value in idle areas by planting a variety of
grasses, legumes and shrubs, and adding nesting boxes
Maintain the edges between habitat types Store reject bales
carefully to avoid deer eating crops in corridors

Oil and Gas

Develop site designs which avoid impacting intact native
vegetation communities and wetlands (i.e. use existing ROWs,
access roads and disturbances)
Implement Low Impact Seismic (LIS) techniques for cut lines
Use low impact installation methods for pipelines to minimize
disturbance
Progressively reclaim wellsites by revegetating areas that are not
in use following construction
Use low impact techniques for constructing temporary access
roads and block access to recreational users
Consider leveraging the Orphan Wells Program for
contaminated sites and low production wells

Industrial Lot Development

If possible, redevelop brownfield (old underused industrial
areas) and greyfield (old underused commercial areas) rather
than expanding development into natural areas and/or
farmland
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Coal Mining / Aggregate
Mining

Consider establishing an “upper limit” to industrial
development around Wabamun Lake
Implement progressive reclamation concurrent to ongoing
development to reestablish functioning ecosystems as fast as
possible
Mine reclamation should include ponds, natural wetlands, and
upland forests
Implement water management strategies by treating stormwater
on-site prior to release to the surrounding environment
Salvage and stockpile topsoil (and subsoil) for replacement on
reclaimed areas
The Area Structure Plan near the Highvale Mine site near Lake
Wabamun should be redone and more progressive reclamation
of this mine site is needed

Peat Harvesting

Restore areas with native species after harvesting
Prioritize previously degraded peatlands for harvesting
Avoid deforestation when identifying harvest areas
Use extraction techniques that will enable rehabilitation
(maintaining hydrological regime and establishing a functioning
acrotelm)
Implement rehabilitation to a functioning ecosystem
immediately after peat extraction, and implement mitigation
techniques during operations:
minimize impact to surrounding areas (water/dust
management)
minimize the spilling of fuel or other wastes
stockpile peat to minimize decomposition

Country Residential
Development

Design the site to retain trees and green space
Use buffers and corridors to link and protect sensitive habitats
Maintain natural/native vegetation that contributes to wildlife
corridors
Use natural landscaping techniques Salvage at least 20 cm of
topsoil
Stockpile natural soils
Reduce soil compaction Use local native plants, trees and shrub
Redevelop brownfield and greyfield sites rather than expanding
into natural areas
Create narrow roads with infiltration swales
Cluster development in areas close to existing infrastructure
Create a County regional development cluster, considering that
much of the public feels that the balance of development does
not necessarily have to mean much smaller acreages

Lakeshore/Lakefront
Development

Prohibit clearing and sand dumping in riparian and shoreline
areas in all lake ESA.in order to maintain critical nesting and
wildlife habitat
Prohibit the removal of riparian lakeshore vegetation with
improved enforcement on environmental and municipal reserve
lots. This measure will ensure that critical habitat areas are
maintained and enhanced
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Recreation

Avoid creating disturbances (e.g. snowmobile access) to
wintering ungulate populations
Use established trails/linear disturbances for off-roading
Continue to restrict and enforce OHV use in environmental
reserve lots and other conservation lands

4.2. Wetlands
Key Objectives:
• Sustain and conserve wetlands
• Provide wetland compensation when impacts are unavoidable
• Restore wetlands

The bed and shore of permanent
wetlands are Crown lands, even if
surrounded by private lands

4.2.1. General BMPs (All Industries)
Wetland Protection and Conservation Tools
• All industries including the agricultural sector and governments should
aim to avoid impacting wetlands
• Maintain and restore wetland riparian buffers as large as possible and
ensure they contain healthy, natural vegetation
• Ensure that land use practices adjacent to wetlands minimize runoff of
nutrients, pesticides, sediment, pathogens, and other contaminants
Compensation Considerations
• Where impacts on wetlands are unavoidable, ensure mitigation or
compensation occurs
• Locate compensation wetlands as close to the original wetland as
possible, and within the same sub-watershed or landscape unit
• Create new wetlands that provide comparable functions to the original
wetland (consider size, shape, riparian buffer, function assessments,
etc.)
• Create a wetland mitigation bank and market to enhance the availability
of wetland offset credits
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Wetland Restoration
• All drained wetlands and drained lakes should be managed for wetland
values and ideally restored towards its pre-disturbance condition (e.g.,
Low Water Lake)
• Targeted wetland restoration should occur above and beyond those
wetlands being constructed for compensation for recent impacts in
light of the historical losses over the last 150 years
Education
• Develop education strategies targeting loss/drainage of wetlands in
agricultural and urban contexts
• Educate all audiences on economic and social benefits of wetlands,
including how wetlands can enhance development, as opposed to being
at their expense
• Identify, involve, document, and mobilize support for wetland
conservation among multiple sectors of society — waterfowl hunters,
conservationists, landowners, recreationists, etc.
• Address potential recreational impacts on wetlands in areas of intensive
recreational activity with indirect measures (signage, education,
diversion of OHV users to areas with no wetlands) and direct measures
(e.g., access control, boardwalk siting, design, facilities, surveillance)
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4.2.2. Selected Industry Specific BMPs for Wetlands
Industry

BMP

Agriculture

Review the ALUS program for stewardship projects related
to wetlands such as exclusion fencing
Share costs of exclusion fencing to lessen burden on
producers

Oil and Gas

Ensure appropriate setbacks (e.g., ideally 100 m) of facilities
from wetlands

Industrial Lot Development

Turn liabilities into assets (e.g., stormwater ponds and
constructed engineered wetlands as amenities)

Coal Mining / Aggregate
Mining

Reclaim Elmdale/Whitewood Mine

Peat Mining

Conduct groundwater and hydrology surveys prior to peat
harvesting

Mine reclamation should include as many naturalized
wetlands as possible as part of the end land uses to emulate
pre-disturbance habitats

Use only wood structures for roads through wetlands
(corduroy)
Country Residential
Development

Establish minimum setbacks from all wetlands

Lakeshore/Lakefront
Development

Require additional environmental assessments (i.e. use
of Riparian Setback Matrix model, biophysical impact
assessments, etc.) for proposed developments within 100
metres of lakes and wetlands. Negative environmental
assessments would require significant development
alterations or would be disallowed from future development.

Parkland County to develop a Riparian Setback Matrix model
to establish a scientific basis to tailor minimum setbacks to
specific conditions

Protect and enhance wetlands and riparian areas surrounding
lakes to enhance fitration of runoff from nearby source areas

Recreation

Use boardwalks to prevent trampling of sensitive wetland
vegetation
Continue to restrict and enforce OHV use in environmental
reserve lots and other sensitive conservation lands, such as
wetlands
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4.3. Landforms and Steep Slopes
Key objectives:
• Minimize land and soil disturbances
• Avoid development on steep slopes
• Conserve significant landforms

4.3.1. General BMPs (All Industries)
Steep Slopes and Significant Landforms
• Avoid locating infrastructure on or adjacent to steep slopes or
significant landform features
• Erosion and sediment control plans should be prepared and
implemented by professionals if traversing steep slopes is unavoidable
• Develop municipal bylaws according to slope degree (typically >15%)
• Maintain vegetation cover on slopes
• Establish setbacks for steep slopes
Soil Conservation
• Coordinate pre-project planning regarding the selection of sites and site
designs
• Employ two- and three-lift techniques for soil stockpiling during
construction
• Use wood fibre as a driving surface for roads
• Ensure that a qualified soil specialist provides monitoring and
inspection of construction, operation and reclamation activities
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4.3.2. Selected Industry-Specific BMPs
Industry

BMP

Agriculture

Manage livestock access to areas with steep erosion- prone slopes
with a variety of tools, including temporary or permanent fencing
and alternative livestock watering systems (e.g., solar, cattle nose
pump, etc.)

(From Beneficial
Management Practices
Environmental Manual for
Crop Producers in Alberta)

Oil and Gas

Minimize land and soil disturbances with innovative pipeline
construction equipment and techniques where possible

Recreation

Address recreational impacts on steep slopes with indirect
measures (signage, education) and direct measures (e.g., access
control, boardwalk siting, design, facilities, surveillance)
Continue to restrict and enforce OHV use in environmental
reserve lots and areas with steep sloes that are vulnerable to
erosion.

4.4. Groundwater and Surface Water Resources
Key Objectives
• Conserve water
• Protect against water contamination
• Manage all lands with watershed values in mind
• Examine a suite of initiatives including incentives, payments for
ecosystem services, innovative tax shifting, leveraging easements,
regulation, etc.
• Create consistent, science-based policy beyond case-by-case basis

4.4.1. General BMPs
Surface Water Protection
• Avoid developing areas of ecological infrastructure providing important
watershed functions (floodplains, wetlands, riparian areas, alluvial
aquifers, steep slopes, identified Environmentally Significant Areas
[ESAs], etc.)
• All industries, including agriculture, and governments should aim to
avoid development or resource extraction in or directly adjacent to local
variable-width riparian areas and associated steep slopes
• Reconnect severed linkages in the riparian network where possible
• Where riparian impacts are completely unavoidable, investigate
potential compensation elsewhere in the same sub-watershed
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• Collaborate with other landowners and surrounding jurisdictions to
address shared issues
• Maintain and restore riparian buffers as large as possible that contain
healthy natural vegetation
• Reduce the occurrence of invasive plants and weeds in riparian areas
• Limit loss of riparian areas due to hard engineering infrastructure
(rip rap, gabions) and channelization by avoiding placement of
infrastructure in vulnerable areas and using “soft” bioengineering
techniques as an alternative
• Refer to the County’s Riparian Setback Matrix model tool1 to reduce
the potential impact to lakes, rivers, and streams in the process of
development
Groundwater Protection
• Municipal overlay zones for sensitive groundwater areas are required
and tools to deny applications for development in those areas should be
developed
• Completions of water wells across multiple discrete aquifer intervals
is not to occur in order to eliminate the risk of induced connections
between otherwise isolated intervals (AESRD)
• Spills of harmful or toxic substances must be contained and cleaned up
as quickly as possible, and contaminated soil removed from the area, to
protect shallow groundwater resources.
• Storage of fuels and chemicals should be done in dedicated and secured
areas to ensure isolation of the substances from the groundwater
environment and containment of any spills. Secondary containment
should be employed for particularly toxic or harmful substances.
• Adequate wellhead protection areas should be established using a riskbased approach for water wells situated in developed areas to ensure
that groundwater quality is sufficiently protected. Monitoring of water
quality should be conducted regularly for constituents that may be
related to nearby activities (e.g., volatile hydrocarbons for gas stations or
fuel storage areas).
• Areas identified as being at higher-risk based on vulnerability and
sensitivity mapping should have some form of groundwater monitoring
established (either new wells or existing wells) to assess groundwater
conditions (quality and/or quantity).
• Certain development activities (e.g., waste storage or management
areas) should be restricted from key recharge areas, particularly those
readily connected to nearby waterbodies. Adequate buffer zones should
be established otherwise using a risk-based approach.
• Well owners should be made aware that management of private
wells is their responsibility (AESRD Working Well program (http://
environment.alberta.ca/01317.html).
1 To be developed by Parkland County as part of Phase 3 of the ECMP
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• The public should be informed as to the potential impacts of human
activities on groundwater resources such as through the AESRD
Working Well program (e.g., http://environment.alberta.ca/01317.html;
http://fracfocus.ca, etc.)
• In sensitive/higher risk areas where developments are proposed,
industrial and/or municipal insurance bonds or other financial
instruments should be examined to create more awareness of
the potential for groundwater contamination as well as to ensure
appropriate financing and responsibility for remediation if damage is
caused
Education
• Develop an education strategy specifically to target riparian areas in
agricultural areas, using lessons learned from surveys on producer
knowledge of riparian areas and functions (Cows and Fish, 2002)
• Educate all audiences on the economic and social benefits of
conserving riparian areas, including how riparian areas can enhance
development, as opposed to being at the expense of development
• Educate, inform and engage the community and users of these areas to
assist in improving riparian health and developing riparian management
strategies
• Promote community action events that tackle riparian issues and give
the public the opportunity to directly improve riparian health (e.g.,
weed pulls, clean-up days, etc.)
• Develop community monitoring programs that involve local user
groups and residents (Cows and Fish, 2012)
• Provide appropriate training for municipal staff to understand wetland
and riparian goals during application review processes
• Communicate with all stakeholders during the development of
planning documents and seek early and regular input into the process
• Ongoing targeted education of public officials, civil servants, the
development community, and the public is required to ensure proper
understanding, support, and technical knowledge
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4.4.2. Industry-Specific BMPs for Water Resources
Industry

BMP

Agriculture

Manure Management Practices:
Adequate risk-based buffer distances should be established and maintained between manure management systems and nearby
water wells
Routine soil testing should be conducted to ensure that over-fertilizing of soils used for crop development is not occurring
(i.e., N and P)
Proper setback distances from water bodies should be established to ensure against unintended impacts (i.e., eutrophication)
Other Farming Practices:
Conserve and restore wetlands and riparian areas, including incentives for landowners who may be forgoing some income
in order to achieve this Application of pesticides or manure on the land surface should be minimized/optimized to protect
shallow groundwater resources.
Monitoring of groundwater quality around large livestock operations near aquatic or human receptors should include
assessment of key pharmaceuticals, and key pathogens (e.g., E. coli O157:H7)
Apply conservation tillage (no till and reduced till) to conserve soil organic matter and moisture, leading to better management
of “green water” and reduced need for irrigation (Shotyk 2012)
Plan small-scale water storage (e.g., dugouts) to capture extra water during wet seasons or wet years, for use during dry
seasons or years Feedlots, dairy producers, and other stock-intensive industries should refer to best practices related to water
conservation and efficiency in the Environmental Manual for Dairy Producers in Alberta (AM + AARD, 2003) and the
Environmental Manual for Feedlot Producers in Alberta (ACFA + AARD, 2002)
Agricultural producers and rural landowners should strive to participate in Parkland County’s Alternative Land Use Services
(ALUS) project to help sustain agriculture, wildlife, and natural spaces while supporting the local economy
Carefully manage livestock access to riparian areas with a variety of tools, including rotational grazing, time controlled grazing
(avoid moist conditions), appropriate stocking rates, temporary or permanent fencing, and alternative livestock watering
systems (e.g., solar, cattle nose pump)
Restore riparian areas to native cover; if this is unfeasible, convert crops to perennial hay cover or agroforestry operations as
appropriate which are preferable to annual crops
If cropping in riparian areas does occur, ensure annual crop stubble is left near or in the riparian zone during fall, winter and
spring, or that fall cereals are used as an alternative
Consider wetland retention ponds for farmland with tile drainage systems, because riparian buffers will be ineffective for
nutrient retention, particularly if pipes bypass the riparian zone and discharge directly into streams
Management and cultivation of croplands should be done in a manner to encourage groundwater recharge and reduce or
eliminate soil salinization issues.
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Oil and Gas

Minimize land and soil disturbances with innovative pipeline construction equipment and techniques where possible
Apply technologies and processes for improving water conservation, efficiency, and productivity (e.g., water reuse and
recycling, improved process efficiency, reduced water losses, etc.)
Avoid using surface water and potable groundwater for industrial uses, particularly in areas vulnerable to local water scarcity
Use saline groundwater for pressure maintenance purposes where available in sufficient quantities, with appropriate subsurface
re-injection back to the source once it has been used
Reuse municipal wastewater for industrial applications where feasible and beneficial Treat and reuse produced water that
would otherwise be disposed of by injection
Provide for increased monitoring and sampling of local surface water and groundwater in areas that may be impacted by
industrial activity to identify concerns
Groundwater risk assessments should be conducted on major fields and/or development areas employing hydraulic fracturing
technology or recovering oil and gas via conventional means
This includes the risk of gas migration and production fluid releases to groundwater intervals above the Base of Groundwater
Protection or BGP (AER)
Risk assessments should be conducted in advance of any hydraulic fracturing (HF) operations near existing or abandoned
production wells open across the same interval (and within the radius of pressure influence), as well as any other interval that
may be affected by HF operations
Each risk assessment should conclusively demonstrate that the HF operations will not create a risk to groundwater above the
BGP (AER). Sound wellbore construction practices, sourcing alternatives to fresh water where appropriate (e.g., avoiding
potable water sources), and recycling water for reuse should be employed as much as practical to safeguard the quality and
quantity of surface and groundwater resources (CAPP)
A proper communication strategy should be developed to inform area residents of activities and monitoring efforts to ensure
protection of groundwater above the BGP (AER)
This communication strategy should include the disclosure of fracture fluid additives and the use of fluids with the least
environmental risks (CAPP)
Pipeline routing should be done to avoid sensitive groundwater areas such as near-surface sand and gravel deposits, near
surface buried channels, and large outwash deposits either connected to waterbodies or used by local residents as a water
supply.
If unavoidable, proper setback distances from receptors should be established to protect against adverse impacts in the event
of a pipeline rupture.
Hydrocarbon storage and processing facilities should not be developed in sensitive recharge areas.

Industrial
Development

Convert riparian areas that are developed as industrial or commercial uses to open spaces if and when such opportunities arise
during redevelopment and/or brownfields remediation
Utilize Low Impact Development stormwater management technologies that aim to emulate pre-development hydrology
including infiltration, etc. using a combination of planning and design techniques including:
Minimize impervious areas and maximize open spaces Provide bioswales and grassed swales
Provide rain gardens and infiltration trenches
Green roofs
Pervious pavement
Stormwater ponds as well as constructed wetlands and engineered natural wetlands
Re-use stored stormwater for irrigation from stormwater ponds

Coal Mining

Use retention ponds to minimize water quality concerns from mine runoff or industrial process water
Reduce water usage at facilities through improved process efficiencies
Address the significant water quality issues related to dewatering using new technologies, processes, and land management
practices
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Aggregate
Mining

Advocate/ encourage improved water recycling in aggregate washing
Better define regulations and enforcement for Class II (<5 ha) sand/gravel pits within County jurisdiction (Class I are >5 ha)
Avoid the development of new sand and gravel mines in extremely vulnerable or sensitive areas (e.g., hyporheic exchange areas
adjacent to rivers)
Avoid wet gravel extraction/dewatering processes as far as possible
In cases where dry pit extraction is not possible, detailed hydraulic and hydrological studies will be required by the proponents
in extracting gravel from areas that are not dry pits
For maintaining groundwater levels in vicinity of aggregate mines, a recharge pond may be constructed so groundwater is not
drawn down affecting downstream areas
Accelerate appropriate reclamation of existing sand and gravel mines
Develop and implement detailed sediment control measures, spill handling procedures, and equipment maintenance regimes
for existing sand and gravel mines
Adequate risk-based setback distances and mitigation measures should be established for aggregate mines located in deposits
connected to waterbodies, to ensure against negative impacts to baseflow contributions and water quality
Completed mines should be properly reclaimed to re-establish groundwater flow and quality conditions that existed prior to
development
Completed mine pits should be assessed for their usefulness as future artificial recharge areas or water storage areas

Peat Harvesting

Restore to a functional wetland over time after harvesting
Re-wet the land slowly
Apply optimal seed cover ratio for seed bed during reclamation
Do not mine below the HC3 soil horizon (~0.9 m)

Regional Water
/ Wastewater
Systems
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Detect and correct potential sewage leaks/spills from regional wastewater pipeline transfer to Edmonton
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Country
Residential
Development

Water Conservation
Restrict outdoor watering during dry seasons or years, increasing the use of bylaws and enforcement if necessary
Use native, xeric, low-maintenance plants for landscaping to help reduce outdoor watering requirements (use incentives, Land
Use Bylaw revisions, etc.)
Conserve topsoil (e.g., minimum 300 mm of topsoil for all landscaped areas)
Install low flow water fixtures and toilets
Consider small-scale rainwater harvesting
Consider stormwater reuse
Consider grey water reuse and water recycling
Conduct water-use audits
Reduce leaks from aging infrastructure and replace / fix leaky water mains
Watershed Management, Stormwater Management, and Flooding
Develop setbacks for shoreline development
Improved erosion and sediment control planning and design
Reduce salt from water softeners sent out in septic tanks around lakes
Encourage shoreline residents to respect shoreline habitats to protect water quality and habitat (e.g., see resources provided
by Nature Alberta Living By Water program including On the Living Edge: Your Guide to Waterfront Living http://
naturealberta.ca/programs/living-by-water/)
Reduce road salting (e.g., Big Lake residential communities)
Do not develop in flood-prone areas (note that “flood prone areas” may be much greater than the 1:100 year design flood
identified in older provincial floodplain maps and should be based on the best available data)
Construct stormwater management systems that mimic predevelopment hydrology
Follow Low Impact Development (LID) design standards and construction procedures. In addition to stormwater ponds to
minimize peak flow discharge rates, LID includes decentralized networks of source control stormwater management facilities
(e.g., rain gardens, bioswales, green roofs, pervious pavement, etc.)
Consider minimum densities for greenfield development, and identify priority areas for redevelopment and rezoning
Development layouts should reduce large lot acreages in favour of smaller lots and larger areas for Environmental Reserve and
green spaces
New residential areas should be developed with stormwater management systems that encourage recharge (e.g., leaky
stormwater collection ponds or established flood areas)
Permeable hard surfaces should be used where possible to facilitate infiltration to the subsurface and reduce issues with
stormwater runoff Strongly discourage use of residential fertilizers or pesticides
Residences established in areas where groundwater discharges to nearby water bodies should refrain from using pesticides on
their lawns and gardens to mitigate risks of water body contamination
Groundwater
Residences located in areas with highly permeable sediments (e.g., river gravels) should not establish septic leach field systems.
A secured system or communal process of waste management should be deployed.
Residences located in areas with high groundwater tables should not include basement developments, and/or should complete
extensive mitigation measures to ensure proper drainage
The working well program should continue to be promoted/extended to additional landowners
Where development relies on groundwater for supplies, aquifers should have specific indicators and targets developed for both
water quantity and quality
Restrict ground-sourced heat pumps to closed loop systems in areas with high scores for groundwater resources
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Lakeshore/
Lakefront
Development

Prohibit residential fertilizer use within the ESA boundary of all lake ESAs. Increase education and (where necessary)
enforcement for non-compliance.
Reduce pollution impacts on river and lake ESAs from private sewage / wastewater systems through enforcement
Prohibit clearing and sand dumping in riparian and shoreline areas of all lake ESAs
Prohibit the removal of riparian lakeshore vegetation with improved enforcement on environmental and municipal reserve lots
Parkland County to develop a Riparian Setback Matrix model to establish a scientific basis for determining future
Environmental Reserve (ER) lands
Require additional environmental assessments (i.e. use of Riparian Setback Matrix model, biophysical impact assessments)
for proposed developments within 100 metres of lakes and lake ESAs. Negative environmental assessments would require
significant development alterations or would be disallowed from future development
Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take advantage of County best management practice programs such
as ALUS (Alternative Land Use Services) to enhance riparian vegetation that protects lakes and other water bodies
Prepare lake use plans for several County lakes including Wabamun, Isle Lake, Mayatan, Jackfish Lake, and Hubbles Lake. Lake
use plans to identify appropriate land uses along all lake areas, and guide future Area Structure Plan development
Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource guidelines for waste and stormwater management to eliminate
direct runoff into the water basin. Examples include The Water Act, and The Environmental Protection and Enhancement
Act
Protect and enhance wetlands and riparian areas surrounding lakes to enhance fitration of runoff from nearby source areas

Recreation

Address summer and winter recreational impacts on riparian areas with both indirect measures (signage, education) and direct
measures (e.g., access control, trail siting and design, facilities, bylaws, surveillance)
Siting of latrines in campgrounds and other established recreational areas should avoid highly permeable sediments, particularly
those that might be connected to nearby surface waterbodies
Toilet facilities at recreation sites should ideally be 100 m away from any stream or body of water and must be maintained
according to best practices
Vulnerable and sensitive areas where OHV activity may adversely impact groundwater recharge and quality conditions should
be identified, communicated to the public, and managed accordingly (including the establishment of no-access areas)
Campground water wells should have a sufficient depth of installation, well completion process, and wellhead protection area
to safeguard against any impacts
Continue to restrict and enforce OHV use in environmental reserve lots and other sensitive conservation lands prone to
erosion
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4.5. Protected Areas / Conservation Areas
Key Objectives
• Ensure high value, representative ecosystem types are included within
protected area systems
• Meet evolving and diverse visitor experience needs within parks and
protected areas
• Ensure provincial, municipal, and non-government initiatives for parks
and conservation areas complement one another
• Integrate parks with surrounding public lands, communities, and
watersheds

4.5.1. General BMPs
• Establish new parks/conservation areas in locations of high
environmental value as suitable opportunities arise through planning
processes at multiple scales
• Consider partnering with land conservation organizations to fund
land acquisitions and coordinate connected landscapes for parks/
conservation areas
• Involve community partners in developing, maintaining, and sustaining
parks
• Develop and deliver interpretive parks programs in partnership with
Aboriginal communities
• Develop comprehensive zoning strategies within parks to minimize
environmental impacts and maximize a diversity of recreational
opportunity typologies in suitable areas
• Leave adequate natural vegetated buffers between protected areas and
proposed developments
• Retain natural vegetation along boundaries adjacent to protected areas,
and replace lost vegetation with appropriate native plant species
• Avoid or minimize lighting adjacent to protected areas
• Install interpretive signage between developments and protected areas
• Continue to restrict and enforce OHV use in environmental reserve
lots and other sensitive protected areas and conservation lands
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4.6. Recreation
Key Objectives:
• Meet evolving and diverse visitor experience needs for recreation and
tourism across a wide range of landscapes within the County, while
ensuring that recreational uses do not adversely affect the local and
regional environment

4.6.1. General BMPs
• Provide an appropriate mix of recreational facilities that meet current
and future needs for recreational opportunities while minimizing risks
to environmental values
• Prohibit motorized recreation in incompatible areas to minimize
environmental impacts and impacts on nature-based recreation
experiences
• Divert higher-risk activities (e.g., ATV use) away from environmentally
sensitive locations by designating and promoting specific nodes at more
resilient locations which still contain suitable features for high quality
user experiences
• Use indirect recreation management strategies to influence visitor
behavior in recreation areas, including signage, education, media
releases, bottom-up stewardship initiatives, etc.
• Restore areas damaged by recreational usage (e.g., ATVs, horse trails,
etc.)
• Install and/or upgrade bridges and other water crossing structures on
recreational trails to minimize bank erosion and riparian damage
• Use direct recreation management strategies to influence visitor
behavior in recreation areas, including:
• Implement control strategies to limit access to environmentally
sensitive areas (e.g., cross ditches, earthen berms, felled timber, gates,
etc.)
• Trail design criteria to avoid higher risk areas (e.g., steep grades, wet
soils, soils with high clay or silt, riparian areas, etc.)
• Install or upgrade bridges, boardwalks, and water crossings on
designated trails to cross streams, riparian areas, and wetlands
• Limit the total number of people permitted to camp overnight at
specific locations
• Construct and maintain boat launch facilities properly in a manner that
provides access while reducing bank erosion and disturbance
• Develop recreation activity bylaws to control inappropriate recreational
uses in environmentally sensitive areas
• Ensure sufficient resources for surveillance and enforcement
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4.7. Lakeshore and Lakefront Development
Key Objectives:
• Ensure that the ecological integrity of the County’s lake environments,
and the ecosystem services they provide, are conserved for current and
future generations
• Ensure that lakeshore and lakefront development is planned and
managed from a cumulative effects perspective, with awareness of
sensitive environmental features, resources, and processes
• Ensure that the ecological carrying capacities of the County’s lakes are
not exceeded

4.7.1. General BMPs
• Determine the sources and amounts of nutrients entering lakes via
inflow streams that drain from the watershed using water quality
modelling techniques
• Estimate internal nutrient supply from lake bottom sediments
• Determine a measured nutrient budget and annual loading limits for
lakes using water quality modelling
• Sample and monitor the trophic state of lakes annually
• Provide educational materials to the public to increase awareness of the
relationship between lake water quality and land use
• Prohibit residential fertilizer use in the ESA boundary area of all lake
ESAs. Increase education and (where necessary) enforcement for noncompliance.
• Reduce pollution impacts from private sewage / wastewater systems
through enforcement
• Provide grants to home owners to install pumpouts and holding tanks
• Upgrade sewage treatment in the vicinity of lakes
• Prohibit clearing and sand dumping in riparian and shoreline areas of
all lake ESAs
• Prohibit the removal of riparian lakeshore vegetation with improved
enforcement on environmental and municipal reserve lots
• Require additional environmental assessments (i.e. use of Riparian
Setback Matrix model, biophysical impact assessments, etc.) for
proposed developments within 100 metres of lakes and lake ESAs.
Negative environmental assessments would require significant
development alterations or would be disallowed from future
development.
• Parkland County to develop a Riparian Setback Matrix model to
establish a scientific basis for determining future Environmental
Reserve (ER) lands
• Prepare lake use plans for several County lakes including Wabamun,
Isle Lake, Mayatan, Jackfish Lake, and Hubbles Lake. Lake use plans to
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identify appropriate land uses along all lake areas, and guide future
Area Structure Plan development
• Implement all Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource
guidelines for waste and stormwater management to eliminate
direct runoff into the water basin. Examples include The Water Act,
and The Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act.
• Land owners and agricultural operators are encouraged to take
advantage of County best management practice programs such
as ALUS (Alternative Land Use Services) to enhance riparian
vegetation that protects lakes and other water bodies
• Maximum boating speeds (12 km/hr on most lakes in the
County— see individual fact sheets for details) should be enforced
to minimize disturbance to the lake environment and other
recreational users
• Protect and enhance wetlands and riparian areas surrounding lakes
to enhance fitration of runoff from nearby source areas
• Refer to existing State of the Watershed Reports for Wabamun
Lake (2013) and Mayatan Lake (2013) and undertake the
completion of these reports for other county lakes
• Undertake completion of Lake Management Plans for lakes with
Parkland County, with full understanding and incorporation of
Integrated Watershed Mangement

4.8. Overall BMPs for Land Use and
Environmentally Significant Areas
Key Objectives:
• Avoid developing areas of ecological infrastructure (areas with
wetlands, riparian areas, alluvial aquifers, steep slopes, floodplains,
native vegetation, ESAs, etc.)
• Apply integrated land management (ILM) principles. ILM is
a way of thinking that reduces the footprint of human land
use and associated natural resources. It encompasses sharing
footprints across industries, reclaiming or re-using footprints, and
coordinating developments to minimize new footprints2. Although
focused on public lands the approach can also be used on private
lands.
• Manage land with respect for the past, and as an investment in the
future
• Encourage all landowners and land users to cultivate an ethic of
“ownership”
• Education and outreach of residents, property owners, and specific
industry groups is critical
2 http://www.srd.alberta.ca/LandsForests/IntegratedLandManagement/ILMToolbox.aspx
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• Consider price values of ecosystem services
• Conduct Biophysical Impact Assessments to explore areas surrounding
ESAs subject to development pressure for a complete inventory of
microsite ESAs at a finer resolution. These specific areas should in turn
be addressed through planning tools such as an Area Structure Plan.

4.8.1. General BMPs
Education
• Emphasize social, economic and environmental benefits of responsible
land management
• Conduct education and outreach before disturbances occur, this will
allow landowners and developers to feel like they are part of the
process, rather than create confrontation
• Educate County residents about requirements for designated
Environmental Reserve, especially around lakeshores
• Education is required around the meaning of policies and bylaws
• Conduct open houses or public meetings in cooperation with Lake
Management Associations
• Provide environmental education about issues in Parkland County
through the schools
• Improved signage of environmentally significant lands
• Fact sheets and presentations for targeted user groups (e.g., lakeshore
residents, OHV users)
• Searchable databases or interactive mapping platforms
• Collaborative data gathering programs
• Use language and level of detail that is easy for people to understand
• Conduct education and outreach before disturbances occur
Development Approvals / Cumulative Effects Management
• Evaluate development through a triple bottom line3 framework
• Emphasize the economic benefits of ESAs
• Coordinate area-wide reviews of key environmental systems
• Identify and map priority areas for more specific cumulative targets
• Require restoration, reclamation, or enhanced mitigation for projects
• Develop conservation offset systems
• Focus other required restoration and reclamation efforts on areas with
the greatest positive cumulative impacts
• Develop municipal bylaws, plans and policies for ESAs
3 Triple Bottom Line is a framework that incorporates three dimensions of performance: social,
environmental and financial..
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• Develop and apply additional tools such as conservation easements, tax
benefits, market-based instruments under the Land Stewardship Act,
etc. to promote environmental conservation of key areas
• Develop restoration programs for private landowners including
financial incentives and grants, technical support, and advice
(e.g., Alternative Land Use Services program underway in the County,
also see the Government of Manitoba’s Wetland Restoration Incentive
Program as another example)
• Conduct data gathering to determine whether BMPs are working or not
Compliance and Enforcement
• Reward exemplary behavior, report on violations
• Include an environmental checklist as a condition of development
approval, and provide information about environmental rules, policies
and best practices at the time of approval
• Create tax incentives to encourage private stewardship
• Translate policies into bylaws to ensure enforceable consequences
• Target education and outreach materials in coordination with
compliance and enforcement activities (e.g. outline requirements and
penalties for non-compliance, distribute additional outreach materials
to offenders, etc.)
• Consider linking property tax evaluations to effective land management
practices to provide more financial incentives to landowners (e.g. reduce
property taxes if effective land stewardship has been implemented)
• Consider publishing the environmental track records of businesses to
reward those doing a good job
• Consider additional financial penalties (taxes) for non-compliant
residents and businesses
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Industry

BMP

Agriculture

Investigate Payments for Ecosystem Services Programs
in Key Areas. Some existing programs including the
County-led Alternative Land Use Services (ALUS) and
Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development (AARD) offer
grant programs to help with funding for fencing animals
out of riparian areas. Red Deer County’s “Off the Creek”
Program is another good example

Conservation tillage
No Till and Reduced Till practices conserve land and water
resources, soil organic matter and moisture. The result is not
only watershed benefits and less erosion, but in some cases
(depending on climate and soil type) it may also provide
improved yields and better nutrient management. Retention
of nitrogen and phosphorus, the two most relevant nutrients
as regards water quality, are promoted by conservation tillage,
via incorporation in humus and adsorption onto soil mineral
particles (Shotyk 2012)
Agricultural riparian buffers. Conserve as large a riparian area as
possible, and convert crops to perennial hay cover or agroforestry
operations within riparian areas as appropriate.
Manage Livestock Access to Riparian Areas (see previous
chapters)
Conserve/Restore wetlands (see previous chapters)
Integrated Pest Management to reduce reliance on pesticides
Beneficial Management Practices for all Producers: Inform and
educate stakeholders about BMPs to reduce agricultural runoff
and associated contaminants, with particular focus in priority
areas. Refer to provincial “Beneficial Management Practices”
reports, including:
Environmental Manual for Dairy Producers in Alberta (AM +
AARD, 2003)
Environmental Manual for Feedlot Producers in Alberta (ACFA
+ AARD, 2002)
Environmental Manual for Livestock Producers in Alberta
(AARD 2010)
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Oil and Gas

Implement adequate erosion and sediment control measures
Ensure sufficient emergency response training and equipment
available for mobilization (e.g., through Western Canada Spill
Services)
Conduct integrated study of older pipeline river crossings and
highlight areas at high risk requiring upgrades
Reclaim disturbances as soon as possible (minimize amount
of time with open trench during pipelining operations, rapid
reseeding of disturbed land around drilling, well and pipeline
construction sites, etc.)
Apply Integrated Land Management (ILM) principles (parallel
existing footprints and corridors, avoid all sensitive areas,
coordinate footprints with forestry cut blocks, consider
recreational access issues and controls, etc.)
Minimize stream crossings
Cross streams with Horizontal Directional Drills to minimize
riparian and in-stream disturbance
Restore riparian areas
Locate block valves strategically to minimize potential spill
volumes into water bodies
Comprehensive detection and correction of oil spill leaks
Conserve wetland hydrology
Adequate management of water intake and discharge locations
for hydrostatic testing
Minimize water use
Safely manage production of saline produced water
Continue to evolve approaches to adopt “cutting edge” research,
technologies, and methods
Review and implement all BMPs as described in documents
produced by the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers
(CAPP)

*Current country residential policies for Parkland County stipulate that parcel sizes must not exceed a
maximum of 4 hectares (10 acres), and that each parcel must be able to accommodate onsite sewage disposal
and water services. Conversely, maximum lot densities for cluster country residential subdivisions must not
exceed 1.85 lots per hectare (0.75 lots per acre), and the subdivisions must be serviced by piped municipal
water and sewer systems (Parkland County, 2010)
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Country Residential
Development

Clustered Country Residential Development
Rural lands that have been subdivided to create multiple
residential lots that are connected to communal services, and
designed to group or “cluster the residential uses together on
smaller lots in order to maximize the retention of open space”
(CRB, 2009)*.
Apply conservation easements
Retain connectivity through riparian areas and wetlands and use
easements as conditions of development to maintain landscape
connectivity
Encourage Use of Transfer of Development Credits
Further explore TDC programs that allow development potential
to be transferred from areas where a community would like more
conservation to areas where they would like more development.
A TDC program for Red Deer County has been previously
investigated (Miistakis Institute, 2006).
Encourage Land Stewardship and Green Acreages
Distribute and encourage green practices on acreages with the
“Green Acreages” guide
Septic Management and Sludge Management
An ongoing education and outreach program is required to
ensure country residential property owners are aware of issues
with sewage disposal in the watershed and proper maintenance
practices. Face to face meetings as well as mail-outs are
recommended if resources are available. A template for an
information brochure is available from the Regional District
of Nanaimo (http://www.rdn.bc.ca/cms/wpattachments/
wpID1866atID2664.pdf) but should be adapted to address the
unique characteristics of the watershed.
Other Tools
Develop and apply additional tools such as conservation
easements, tax benefits, market-based instruments under the
Land Stewardship Act, etc to promote conservation of key areas
of watershed ecological infrastructure
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Harvested Peatland

Riparian area in need of restoration, Sturgeon River
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4.9. Opportunties for Restoration and Reclamation
The ESAs identified in this report are meant to reflect existing conditions. As
such, they are an indication of “what is” today than of what “could be” in the
future. There are many opportunities for landscape restoration and reclamation
throughout Parkland County that could increase the areas of environmental
significance in the future, and enhance the ecosystem services provided by
natural areas. Restoring and reclaiming key areas within the County may also
increase the connectivity and size of natural patches of habitat. For example,
the East Pit Lake ESA used to be a coal strip mine but today is identified as
a locally significant ESA. It may be beneficial to use the ECMP to identify
potential restoration areas and plan future developments accordingly.
Developments that operate under Government of Alberta approvals, such
as coal mines, pits, well sites and harvested peatlands, are required to be
reclaimed to a land use similar to pre-development conditions once areas are
no longer needed for operations. Most operators adhere to BMPs with regards
to reclamation and these developments are expected to be reclaimed in the
future. It can take a several years to restore forests, wetlands and peatlands
back to pre-development conditions. For example, research has shown that
natural vegetation and function in harvested peatlands can be restored within
approximately 10 years if BMPs are followed. Reclaimed areas must meet the
conditions outlined in the operating approval or current guidelines to obtain
reclamation certification, and demonstrate they are on a trajectory towards a
natural state, baseline conditions or the agreed upon land use.
Many riparian areas in the County today have been impacted by agricultural or
residential development activities. It has been demonstrated that the cumulative
impacts of riparian degradation along temporary, ephemeral streams are far
greater than riparian degradation along major permanent streams and rivers.
Riparian areas in the County appear to vary greatly in intactness and function.
The western portion Tomahawk Creek and the upper headwaters of Atim
Creek are obvious targets for restoration. Restoration efforts will assist with
improving the ecological function of Atim Creek, along with Big Lake and
the Sturgeon River downstream. As riparian areas often serve as vectors to
ecological connectivity, it would be beneficial to restore functional riparian areas
throughout the County, to potentially improve the significance ratings and the
ecosystem services of existing natural areas.
Due to several key factors noted throughout this ECMP, wetlands are highly
significant landscape features. Restored wetlands will improve the ecological
function of the landscape and provide a multitude of ecological goods and
services. All impacted or drained wetlands are potential opportunities for
restoration, including: Low Lake/Shoal Lake, Deer Lake, Whale Lake, and
areas surrounding Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary. Similar to riparian areas,
wetlands have the potential to improve the connectivity and significance ratings
of existing areas.
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Table 5. Rare Vascular Plants/Plant Communities in Parkland County (ACIMS 2013)
/

A2

Latin Name

Common Name

Provincial
Rank

Plants
Carex hystericina

porcupine sedge

S1

Carex pedunculata

stalked sedge

S1

Cynoglossum virginianum var. boreale

wild comfrey

S1

Desmatodon cernuus

narrow-leafed chain-teeth moss

S1

Lecanora caesiorubella ssp. saximontana

frosted rim-lichen

S1

Leskea gracilescens

moss

S1

Lophozia badensis

liverwort

S1

Malaxis paludosa

bog adder's-mouth

S1

Mannia pilosa

liverwort

S1

Meesia longiseta

moss

S1

Panicum leibergii

Leiberg's millet

S1

Pohlia atropurpurea

moss

S1

Polytrichum longisetum

slender hairy-cap moss

S1

Rhynchospora capillacea

slender beak-rush

S1

Sphagnum balticum

peat moss

S1

Atrichum undulatum

undulated crane's bill moss

S1S2

Brachythecium acuminatum

moss

S1S2

Eupatorium maculatum

spotted Joe-pye weed

S1S2

Aloina brevirostris

short-beaked rigid screw moss

S2

Aloina rigida

aloe-like rigid screw moss

S2

Amblyodon dealbatus

moss

S2

Aongstroemia longipes

spring moss

S2

Brachythecium plumosum

moss

S2

Bryobrittonia longipes

moss

S2

Campylium radicale

campylium moss

S2

Carex vulpinoidea

fox sedge

S2

Cladonia stygia

reindeer lichen

S2

Conocephalum salebrosum

liverwort

S2

Danthonia spicata

poverty oat grass

S2

Didymodon fallax

fallacious screw moss

S2

Didymodon rigidulus

rigid screw moss

S2

Doellingeria umbellata var. pubens

flat-topped white aster

S2

Drepanocladus crassicostatus

brown moss

S2

Elodea bifoliata

two-leaved waterweed

S2

Entodon concinnus

moss

S2

Gratiola neglecta

clammy hedge-hyssop

S2

Lecanora hybocarpa

bumpy rim-lichen

S2

Muhlenbergia racemosa

marsh muhly

S2
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Latin Name

Common Name

Najas flexilis

slender naiad

Provincial
Rank
S2

Potamogeton strictifolius

linear-leaved pondweed

S2

Ramalina obtusata

hooded ramalina

S2

Riccardia latifrons

liverwort

S2

Riccia fluitans

liverwort

S2

Ricciocarpos natans

liverwort

S2

Sagittaria latifolia

broad-leaved arrowhead

S2

Sphagnum contortum

twisted bog moss

S2

Splachnum ampullaceum

flagon-fruited splachnum moss

S2

Wolffia columbiana

watermeal

S2

Communities
Larix laricina - Picea mariana / Cornus tamarack - black spruce / red-osier
S1S2
stolonifera - Rubus idaeus
dogwood - wild red raspberry
Picea mariana / Cornus stolonifera /
black spruce / red-osier dogwood / S1S2
feathermoss
feathermoss
*Provincial Rank:
S1 – Critically imperilled because of extreme rarity (5 or fewer known occurrences)
S2 – Imperilled because of rarity (6-20 known occurrences)
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Table 6. Fish species observed (FWMIS 2013) in Parkland County
Common Name

Alberta Status of Wildlife

COSEWIC

BROOK TROUT

Exotic

No status

BROWN TROUT

Exotic

No status

THREESPINE STICKLEBACK

Exotic

Endangered (BC)

BROOK STICKLEBACK

Secure

No status

BURBOT

Secure

No status

EMERALD SHINER

Secure

No status

FATHEAD MINNOW

Secure

No status

GOLDEYE

Secure

No status

IOWA DARTER

Secure

No status

LAKE CHUB

Secure

No status

LAKE WHITEFISH

Secure

No status

LONGNOSE DACE

Secure

No status

LONGNOSE SUCKER

Secure

No status

MOONEYE

Secure

No status

MOUNTAIN SUCKER

Secure

No status

MOUNTAIN WHITEFISH

Secure

No status

NORTHERN PIKE

Secure

No status

SHORTHEAD REDHORSE

Secure

No status

SLIMY SCULPIN

Secure

No status

SPOTTAIL SHINER

Secure

No status

TROUT-PERCH

Secure

No status

WALLEYE

Secure

No status

WHITE SUCKER

Secure

No status

YELLOW PERCH

Secure

No status

SPOONHEAD SCULPIN

May Be At Risk

No status

RAINBOW TROUT

At Risk

No status

SAUGER

Sensitive

No status

NORTHERN REDBELLY DACE

Sensitive

No status

FINESCALE DACE

Undetermined

No status

PEARL DACE

Undetermined

No status

QUILLBACK

Undetermined

No status

RIVER SHINER

Undetermined

No status

LAKE STURGEON

Undetermined

Endangered (AB)

SILVER REDHORSE

Undetermined

No status

MINNOW FAMILY

n/a

No status
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Table 7. Mapped Ecological Themes and ESA Criteria Analysis Scoring
Themes

ESA Criteria GIS Layers

Classes
Bogs and Fens
Provincial Natural Area
S1
S1/S2
S2/S3
S3
Class A watercourse
North Saskatchewan and Pembina Rivers
Class C watercourses (April 16-June 30)
Permanent Lakes
Other Streams
COSEWIC listed species
>100 observations
50-100 observations
20-50 observations
1-20 observations
Patches >500 ha
Patches 200-500 ha
Patches 50-200 ha
Patches 5-50 ha
Patches 2-5 ha
Patch complexes >10000 ha
Patch complexes 1000-10000 ha
Patch complexes 500-1000 ha
Patch complexes 200-500 ha
Patch complexes 50-200 ha
Important Bird Area
Endangered
Threatened
Species of Concern
Undisturbed Peatlands
Provincial Merged Wetlands*
Compiled Land Cover- Wetlands Class*
Duck breeding density 50-60
Duck breeding density 40-50
Duck breeding density 30-40
Duck breeding density 20-30
Lakes
Patches >500 ha
Patches 200-500 ha
Patches 50-200 ha
Patches 5-50 ha
Patches 2-5 ha
Patch complexes >10000 ha
Patch complexes 1000-10000 ha
Patch complexes 500-1000 ha
Patch complexes 200-500 ha
Patch complexes 50-200 ha
Effective Mesh Size Upper Quartile
Effective Mesh Size Second Quartile
Effective Mesh Size Third Quartile
Circuit Connectivity Upper Quartile
Circuit Connectivity Second Quartile
Circuit Connectivity Third Quartile
Major river valley
Riparian areas

Score
.50
.50
1
.75
.50
.25
1
.75
.50
.50
.25
1
1
.75
.50
.25
1
.75
.50
.25
.10
1
.75
.50
.20
.10
1
1
.75
.50
.33
.33
.33
1
.80
.60
.40
1
1
.75
.50
.25
.10
1
.75
.50
.20
.10
1
.50
.25
1
.50
.25
1
1

Human Influence Absent (0% of area)

1

Human Influence Low (1-10% of area)

.75

Human Influence Moderate (10-25% of area)

.50

Human Influence High (25-50% of area)

.25

Human Influence Absent (0% of area)

1

Rare Plant Species

Species and
Habitats

Important fish habitat

Important wildlife habitat

Bird habitat

Patch Sizes

Landscape
Ecology

Connectivity and
Fragmentation

Human Footprint In
Proximity to Area –
Unvegetated Human Land
Uses

Human Footprint In
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Proximity to Area –Vegetated
(e.g., crop, turf) Human Land
Uses

Wetlands
Potential

Landforms
and Steep
Slopes

Wetlands

Rare and unique landforms

Steep Slopes

Groundwater
resources

Surface Water
Resources

Human Influence Low (1-10% of area)

.75

Human Influence Moderate (10-25% of area)

.50

Human Influence High (25-50% of area)

.25

Provincial Merged Wetlands*
Compiled Land Cover- Wetlands Class*
Undisturbed Peatlands
Drained wetlands
Some evidence of drainage
Provincial significance
Regional significance
Local significance
Minor Local Significance
>20%
15-20%
10-15%
5-10%

.33
.33
.33
-1
-0.2
1
.50
.25
.10
1
.75
.50
.25

Natural springs
Major surficial aquifers
Very High groundwater contamination risk (PFRA model)46
High groundwater contamination risk
(PFRA model)
Moderate groundwater contamination risk (PFRA model)
Low groundwater contamination risk
(PFRA model)
Very High groundwater contamination risk (HEMS model)
High groundwater contamination risk
(HEMS model)
Moderate groundwater contamination risk (HEMS model)
Low groundwater contamination risk
(HEMS model)
Licensed groundwater volume >10000 m3/ha
Licensed groundwater volume 2000 – 10000 m3/ha
Licensed groundwater volume 1000-2000 m3/ha
Licensed groundwater volume 1-1000 m3/ha
>50 Groundwater wells per unit area
20-50 Groundwater wells per unit area
10-20 Groundwater wells per unit area
5-10 Groundwater wells per unit area
1-5 Groundwater wells per unit area
Very high groundwater recharge >100 mm/year
High groundwater recharge 70-100 mm/year
Moderate groundwater recharge 50-70 mm/year
Low groundwater recharge 30-50 mm/year
Water yield 60-100 mm/ha
Water yield 40-60 mm/ha
Water yield 30-40 mm/ha
Water yield 20-30 mm/ha
Water yield 5-20 mm/ha
Lake eutrophic status: Mesotrophic with high water clarity
Mesotrophic
Mildly Eutrophic
Eutrophic
Missing Data
Very high water erosion potential
High water erosion potential
Moderate water erosion potential
Low water erosion potential
Very low water erosion potential
Licensed surface water volumes >500 m3/ha
Licensed surface water volumes 300-500 m3/ha
Licensed surface water volumes 200-300/ha
Licensed surface water volumes 80-200m3/ha
Licensed surface water volumes 60-80m3/ha
Rivers and stream density: >2000m/unit area
Rivers and stream density: 1000-2000m/ unit area
Rivers and stream density: 500-1000m/ unit area

1
1
1
.75
.50
.25
1
.75
.50
.25
1
.50
.25
.10
1
.75
.50
.25
.10
1
.75
.50
.25
1
.75
.50
.25
.10
1
.75
.50
.25
.50
1
.75
.50
.25
.10
1
.75
.50
.20
.10
1
.75
.50

46 Two different datasets/models for groundwater contamination risk were used in the model to improve accuracy: 1) the PFRA Groundwater Contamination
Risk Model and 2) the Provincial HEMS Groundwater Contamination Risk Model
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Rivers and stream density: 1-500/ unit area
Lakes
Lakeshore environments: 0-30 m
Lakeshore environments: 30-50 m
Lakeshore environments: 50-100 m
Riparian areas in natural landcover
Riparian areas in agricultural landcover
Undisturbed Peatlands
Provincial Merged Wetlands*
Compiled Land Cover- Wetlands Class*
Patches >500 ha
Patches 200-500 ha
Patches 50-200 ha
Patches 5-50 ha
Patches 2-5 ha
Provincial Natural Areas
Provincial Parks
Provincial Jackpine Grazing Reserve
Other Crown Lands

.25
1
1
.75
.50
1
.50
.33
.33
.33
1
.75
.50
.25
.10
1
.75
.50
.25

Spruce Grove Municipal Natural Areas
Spruce Grove Municipal Parks and Rec
Stony Plain Environmental Reserve / Municipal Reserve
Parkland County Conservation Areas
NGO owned and managed lands

1
.50
1
1
1

Wagner Natural Area, Devonian Gardens
Clifford E. Lee Natural Area
Chickakoo Lakes Area

1
.50
.25

Provincial Crown Lands
Protected
areas and
Research
Areas

Municipally Conservation
Areas / Parks
Lands Owned / Managed by
Non-Government
Organizations
Areas of Intense Academic
Research

______________________________________________________

Two different datasets/models for groundwater contamination risk were used in the model to improve accuracy. 1) The PFRA Groundwater Contamination Risk Model and 2) the Provincial HEMS Groundwater Contamination Risk Model
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Table 8. ESA Criteria Weightings
g
g
Theme

# of Data
Layers

Overall Theme Weight
(0-1)

Primary Justification

1- Species and Habitats

7

0.5

Data gaps, public survey

2- Landscape Ecology

9

1

Inventory of landscape, public survey

0.5

Data gaps and errors, overlaps with several other
criteria

3- Wetlands Potential

3

4- Landforms

2

0.75

Public survey, steep slopes geotech and water quality
considerations

5- Groundwater Resources

7

1

Public survey, inventory of landscape

6- Surface Water Resources

14

1

Public survey, inventory of landscape

7- Protected Areas

2

0.5

Should not reconfirm existing land status – many
important areas will be unprotected

8- Research Areas

1

0.25

Public survey, data gaps, potential for future research
even if not currently studied

Overall ESA score = [(Theme 1 Scores x Weight) + (Theme 2 Scores x Weight), … etc] /8
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Table 9. Land cover crosswalk used to compile
land cover for Parkland yCounty
p
Final Land Cover Class

Initial Land Cover Class

Data Source

Disturbed_Unvegetated

33

ABMI landcover

34

ABMI landcover

Canals

ABMI_footprint

High Density Livestock Operation

ABMI_footprint

Industrial Site Rural

ABMI_footprint

Mine Site

ABMI_footprint

Municipal (Water and Sewage)

ABMI_footprint

Rail – Hard Surface

ABMI_footprint

Reservoirs

ABMI_footprint

Road – Hard Surface

ABMI_footprint

Urban

ABMI_footprint

120

ABMI landcover

Borrow-Pits/Dugouts/Sumps

ABMI_footprint

Cultivation (Crop/Pasture/Bare Ground)

ABMI_footprint

Other Disturbed Vegetation

ABMI_footprint

Peat Mine

ABMI_footprint

Pipeline

ABMI_footprint

Rail – Vegetated Verge

ABMI_footprint

Road – Vegetated Verge

ABMI_footprint

Road/Trail (Vegetated)

ABMI_footprint

Rural (Residential/Industrial)

ABMI_footprint

Transmission Line

ABMI_footprint

Well Site

ABMI_footprint

CP Tame Grassland

PLVI

210

ABMI landcover

220

ABMI landcover

230

ABMI landcover

B_Decid

CPVI

Coniferous

CPVI

Deciduous

CPVI

N_Conif

CPVI

N_Decid

CPVI

FT Forested

PLVI

110

ABMI landcover

Island - Grassland

CPVI

N_Grass

CPVI

CPR Rough Pasture

PLVI

HG Herbaceous Grass

PLVI

Disturbed_Vegetated

Forested

Grassland
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Shrubland

Water

Wetland

50

ABMI landcover

Cut Blocks

ABMI_footprint

Seismic line

ABMI_footprint

CS Closed Shrub

PLVI

OS Open Shrub

PLVI

20

ABMI landcover

Water

CPVI

NW Open Water

PLVI

GF Grass Fen

PLVI

SF Shrub Fen

PLVI

TF Treed Fen

PLVI

Wetland

CPVI
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Table 10. Environmental Sensitivity Analysis
y
yMethods
Environmental Sensitivity Criteria
Susceptibility to erosion

Sensitive vegetation

Susceptibility to groundwater
contamination

Susceptibility to mining disturbance

Ecological Resiliency

Range/Class
≥ 20%
≥15%
≥10%

Score
1
.75
.50

≤10%

.25

≤ 5%

0

High Sensitivity

1

Moderate Sensitivity

.50

Low Sensitivity

0

Very High
High
Moderate
Low
Very Low
Very High
High
Moderate
Low
Very Low

1
.75
.50
.25
0
1
.75
.50
.25
0

Low

0

Moderate

.50

High

1

Comments
Threshold slope values for erosion potential were
derived from a study using the Water Erosion
Prediction Project (WEPP) model (Jedrych &
Martin, 2006)
Values for sensitive vegetation were derived from
an analysis of rare plant species occurrences, land
cover classes found in the merged land cover
dataset for Parkland County (O2, 2013) and the
Peatland Inventory for Alberta data set (see
Appendix B for data listing and sources)
Values for groundwater contamination risk were
derived from an analysis of landform, soils and
geology, and water quality data (see Appendix B
for data listing and sources)
Values for susceptibility to human disturbance
were derived from the ABMI Human Footprint
data set classes (2010)

Values for ecological resiliency were derived from
the ABMI Human Footprint data set as well as a
review of pertinent ecological reclamation
literature47

______________________________________________________

Welham, C. 2013, Factors Affecting Ecological Resilience of Reclaimed Oil Sands Uplands. Oil Sands Research and Information Network, University of
Alberta, School of Energy and the Environment, Edmonton, AB. OSRIN Report No. TR-34. 44pp.
Holling, C.S. 1973. Resilience and Stability of ecological systems. Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics 4:1-23
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Appendix B:
WETLANDS AND RIPARIAN
AREAS SUPPLEMENT
Wetlands
Wetlands are transitional environments intermediate between aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems. They consist of areas temporarily, seasonally or permanently covered
by shallow water. Wetlands have characteristic wetland soils and are dominated by
hydrophytic (“water-loving”) vegetation (Stewart & Kantrud, 1971). Wetlands can
be defined as: “ Land that is saturated with water long enough to promote wetland
or aquatic processes as indicated by poorly drained soils, hydrophytic vegetation and
various kinds of biological activity which are adapted to a wet environment” (National
Wetlands Working Group, 1988).
Key functions and ecosystem services of wetlands include:
• Biodiversity: Wetlands are hotspots of biodiversity with high primary
production (Reddy & DeLaune, 2008). Wetland habitats support aquatic
invertebrates, amphibians and reptiles, waterfowl, songbirds, raptors, mammals,
pollinators, and native plants (Adamus, 2011; Mitsch & Gosselink, 2000). Many
floodplain and lacustrine fringe wetlands also provide nursery habitat for fish
(Graff & Middleton, 2002). Prairie pothole wetlands have been identified as
extremely important to breeding waterfowl in North America. Approximately
40-75% of North America’s duck population relies on prairie potholes as
breeding habitat (CPPIF, 2004). Vegetated riparian areas adjacent to wetlands
are also important habitat for many bird, mammal, and amphibian species
(Huel, 2000; CPPIF, 2004)
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• Water Quality Improvement: Wetlands often help maintain and improve
water quality by removing and storing sediment, phosphorus (P), nitrogen (N),
pathogens, pesticides, and other contaminants within watersheds (Johnston,
et al., 1990; Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007) . For example, nitrate retention by
wetlands can be up to 87%, whereas ammonium retention can be up to 76%
(Gabor, et al., 2004). In constructed wetlands with very high P concentrations,
reductions of 64-95% are possible (USEPA, 1993; Vymazal & Kropfelova,
2008; White & Bayley, 2001). P retention by natural wetlands is also important,
but varies widely (Mitsch, 1992).
• Flood Peak Reduction: Wetlands have a sponge-like effect, capturing runoff
and desynchronizing peak flows (Hey & Phillippi, 1995; Zedler & Kercher,
2005; Yang, et al., 2008; Pollen, et al., 2004)
• Drought Buffering: Wetlands can provide a valuable source of water during
drought conditions. In addition, many wetlands continue to supply aquifers
and small tributaries with water during drought events and dry seasons (Baker
& van Ejik, 2006; Pollock, et al., 2003; Westbrook, et al., 2006)
• Groundwater Recharge: Many wetlands recharge and maintain local and
regional groundwater supplies. Although net recharge is often small, there is
evidence that over long time periods, small pothole wetlands are a key source
of recharge to regional prairie aquifers (Hayashi, et al., 1998). Groundwater
recharge by wetlands is also related to drought buffering and improved
distribution of seasonal and inter-annual flows in streams and rivers (Gilbert,
et al., 2006).
• Carbon Sequestration / Climate Regulation: Wetlands, particularly
peatlands, store considerable carbon (Reddy & DeLaune, 2008). Although
many wetlands also produce methane (CH4), a greenhouse gas, current
knowledge indicates drainage or alteration of wetlands releases carbon to the
atmosphere. Therefore, wetland conservation and restoration can play a role
in slowing global climate change. Wetlands can also regulate local climate.
For example, in Florida it was shown that wetlands in the landscape reduced
frost damage by moderating low temperatures (Marshall, et al., 2003). Evapotranspiration from wetlands can also increase local air humidity.
• Recreational, Scenic, and Aesthetic Values: Wetlands can provide
numerous opportunities for tourism and recreation, including bird watching,
nature photography, hunting, fishing, walking, and other activities (Boyer &
Polasky, 2004). Related to this are aesthetic and scenic values. Property values
in proximity to wetlands are often used as a proxy for aesthetic values. For
example, Foley (2007) found that residents in Bridlewood Creek in Southwest
Calgary were willing to pay a premium to live close to the local community
wetland. The ecosystem services pilot east of Calgary found that house values
increased by up to $5,000 per house if they were located adjacent to a wetland
(AESRD, 2011).
• Other Services: Other ecosystem services provided by wetlands include
food production (e.g., wild rice, cranberries, fish), cultural and spiritual values,
scientific and educational values, fuelwood production, furs and pelts, peat
production , genetic resources , nutrient cycling, erosion control, avoidance
of reservoir sedimentation and dredging costs, potential biological control of
insect pest species, and passive bequest and existence values.
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Riparian Areas
The Alberta Riparian Habitat Management Society (Cows and Fish) defines riparian
areas as: “the portions of the landscape strongly influenced by water, and are recognized
by hydrophytic (water-loving) vegetation along rivers, streams, lakes, springs, ponds and
seeps.”

Functions and Services of Riparian Areas
The importance of riparian areas far exceeds their relatively small area. Some of the
most important functions provided by healthy, well vegetated riparian areas include bank
stability, water quality improvement, flood mitigation, provision of wildlife habitat and
movement corridors, fish habitat support, forage production, recreational opportunities,
aquifer recharge, and aesthetic amenities.
There are three main types of streams: perennial streams, which generally flow
throughout most of the year; intermittent streams, which have a distinct channel that
usually flow after rain or snowmelt and are dry for most of the year; and ephemeral
streams, which are typically unmapped, have little to no channel development, and flow
only during or immediately after rainfall or snowmelt. Riparian areas associated with all
of these are important, although the intermittent and ephemeral streams are not always
recognized as important and are often not mapped accurately.

Bank Stability and Erosion Control
Healthy riparian vegetation provides bank stability, slows floodwaters, traps sediment,
and prevents sediment mobilization into waterways (Griffin & Smith, 2004; Dunne &
Leopold, 1978; Waters, 1995). Dense woody riparian vegetation reduces flow velocities
and boundary shear stresses on floodplain surfaces during overbank flows. Where
woody vegetation is sparse and the bank slope sufficiently steep, the floodplain surface
is vulnerable to high rates of erosion during floods. One study has shown that dense
shrubs reduce the boundary shear stresses on floodplain surfaces by up to three orders
of magnitude (Griffin & Smith, 2004). By reducing the velocity of sediment-bearing
storm flows, sediments can also settle out of the water, and deposit on riparian lands
instead of being carried downstream (BRBC, 2012).
Not all riparian sites in the watershed support trees and shrubs. Deep-rooted grasses of
prairie riparian areas can also reduce bank erosion, particularly for lower order streams
with low banks and a gentle grade (Lyons, et al., 2000). Around lakes and ponds,
riparian areas also dissipate energy from wave action (AENV, 2008).
Therefore, bank stability provided by riparian areas is integral for water quality
improvement by controlling total suspended solid (TSS) concentrations and related
contaminants adhering to particles suspended in the water column, in addition to
maintaining stream channel shape and profile.
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Non-Point Source Pollution Filtration
Riparian areas improve water quality by filtering a wide range of non-point source
contaminants originating via overland and subsurface flow, including nitrogen,
phosphorus, many pesticides, heavy metals, and hydrocarbons (Mayer, 2006; Braumann
et al., 2007; Worrall et al., 2003). The effectiveness of riparian buffers at filtering water
depends on the contaminant, as well as the width and condition of the riparian area,
vegetation type, soils, proximity to groundwater, slope, and season (Lyons, et al., 2000).
The thickness and characteristics of the upper soil “duff ” layer of decaying leaves and
twigs is particularly important to slow terrestrial runoff and allow infiltration of water
and subsequent pollutant removal processes (France, 1997). Wooded riparian areas tend
to be better than grassy areas in assimilating nitrogen, whereas grassy riparian areas
are often better at assimilating phosphorus, although heavy inputs of phosphorus can
overwhelm and saturate the riparian zone over time (Lyons, et al., 2000).

Water Quality Improvement: Temperature
Shade and cover provided by riparian vegetation moderates water temperature
considerably, particularly in small (low order) streams. This can help to support cold and
cool water fish species populations. Even modest changes in temperature can affect fish
by altering insect production, egg incubation, fish rearing, migration, and susceptibility
to disease (MacDonald, et al., 2003).

Flood Mitigation
Riparian lands can reduce peak flows and flood damage. As floodwaters move through a
vegetated area, plants resist flow and dissipate energy (Griffin & Smith, 2004). Retaining
healthy natural riparian areas as open spaces also helps prevent developments from
locating in harm’s way, reducing property damage during floods.

Groundwater Recharge
Riparian areas can recharge shallow groundwater alluvial aquifers that help maintain
stream flow and water quality during low flow periods. Where water infiltrates
and recharges alluvial aquifers, this contributes to higher base flows and improved
distribution of seasonal and annual flows in streams and rivers (Gilbert, et al., 2006;
Spinello & Simmons, 1992).

Forage Production
Riparian areas can be a very important agricultural forage resource when managed
appropriately and sustainably (e.g., timing restrictions, appropriate stocking densities).
One study in central Alberta found that riparian production is as much as 77% greater
than native rangelands (deMaere, 2002). Forage production in riparian areas also tends
to be higher in healthy sites than in unhealthy sites (Desserud, et al., 2006).
B4
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Biodiversity
Well-vegetated riparian areas provide benefits to biodiversity in amounts
disproportionate to their surface area. Approximately 80% of Alberta’s species use
riparian areas as all or part of their life cycle requirements (AENV, 2008). Greater
moisture availability, proximity of microhabitats, adjacency of water and terrestrial
vegetation, presence of specialized species, and the provision of movement and
dispersal corridors are the key factors explaining this high biodiversity (Hilty, et al., 2006;
Forman, 1995; Bennett, 1999; O2, 2007).
In the eastern part of the watershed (Dry Grasslands landscape unit), tree and shrub
species such as poplar, spruce, birch, willow and river alder are unique to the riparian
valleys. In this area, cottonwoods that require flooding and silt deposition for seed
germination often thrive in riparian areas and provide a striking contrast to the dry
badlands on the slopes of the river valley system (CPPIF, 2004; O2, 2007; Samuelson &
Rood, 2004).

Figure 1. Diagrammatic Representation of a Riparian Area (Fitch & Ambrose, 2003)
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Riparian habitat in the watershed is important for many mammal, bird, fish, insect, and
plant species. Mammal species using riparian areas in the watershed include moose,
mule deer and white-tailed deer, as well as elk and grizzly bear in the headwaters.
Riparian-associated listed and at-risk bird species found in the watershed include piping
plover, ferruginous hawk, peregrine falcon, loggerhead shrike, and yellow rail (Aquality,
2009). Riparian areas support fish habitat by providing cover, shade, and microhabitats.
In wooded riparian areas, coarse woody debris and root wads are important. Undercut
banks, favoured by many species of fish including brown trout, are more likely in grassy
riparian areas (Lyons, et al., 2000). Healthy riparian areas are important for all fish, and
are particularly important in the Upper Headwaters where they support cold-water fish
species such as bull trout, which are concentrated in tributaries such as Pinto Creek
(Fitzsimmons, 2012).

Recreation and Aesthetics
Riparian areas are important sites for recreation and tourism activities, including
bird watching, nature photography, hunting, fishing, walking, and other activities. In
addition, the linear corridor-like nature of riparian areas makes them well suited to link
landscapes and communities together with adjacent trail systems. These trail systems can
promote active lifestyles as well as alternative modes of transportation that have a range
of economic, social, and environmental benefits (Driver, et al., 1991). Riparian “ribbons
of green” in the landscape provide important visual diversity and an aesthetically
pleasing landscape (O2, 2011b). The provision of aesthetically pleasing green space in
riparian areas increases adjacent property values (ARPA, 2007). However, recreation
can also impact riparian areas due to trail erosion, and the introduction of impervious
surfaces and manicured lawns.
The Alberta Water Council Riparian Land Conservation and Management Project
Team, Draft “Riparian Lands” Definition is slightly expanded as follows:
“Riparian areas are transitional areas between upland1 and aquatic ecosystems. They
have variable width and extent both above and below ground. These lands are
influenced by and/or exert an influence on associated water bodies2, which includes
alluvial aquifers3 and floodplains4, when present. Riparian lands usually have soil,
biological, and other physical characteristics that reflect the influence of water and/or
hydrological processes.”

1 For the purpose of this definition, “upland” is considered to be the land that is at a higher elevation than
the alluvial plain or stream terrace or similar areas next to still water bodies, which are considered to be
“lowlands”.
2 A water body is any location where water flows or is present, whether or not the flow or the presence of
water is continuous, intermittent or occurs only during a flood, and includes but is not limited to wetlands and
aquifers (generally excludes irrigation works) (Source: Water Act).
3 For the purpose of this definition, alluvial aquifers are defined as groundwater under the direct influence of
surface water (GUDI).
4 For the purpose of this definition, floodplain is synonymous with flood risk area. The flood risk area is
the area that would be affected by a 100-year flood. This event has a one percent chance of being equaled or
exceeded in any year.
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1. Introduction
Parkland County Council Policy C-AD17 “Public Consultation” outlines a framework for public consultation to
inform planning and development decision making. As per this policy, a Public Consultation Plan was developed
with County staff at the outset of the Environmental Conservation Master Plan (ECMP) and Policy Updates project.
The Plan ensures that the level of public involvement is appropriate to project decision-making, and that
consultation activities meaningfully engage all potentially affected participants.
This report describes public consultation undertaken for this project to this point, and provides a detailed account of
the information gathered through consultation activities. As a living document, this report will be updated as the
project progresses.

1.1 Approach to Public Consultation
Residents and stakeholders are being extensively consulted throughout the three-phase project. The participation
goals for the project include:
x

County-wide representation of a cross-section of residents

x

Level of involvement allows for participants to be adequately consulted throughout the process

x

Participants are aware of the project, and understand all project deliverables

1.2 Participants
Five distinct participant groups were identified for this project. Targeted engagement and communications strategies
were developed for each group.
1. Technical Stakeholders. Technical stakeholders include research organizations, provincial
government/agency staff, municipal government staff from adjacent municipalities, and representatives
from residents’ associations, environmental stewardship groups, the development industry, and the resource
industry. Phone interviews and workshops will be used to present and gather technical information from
this group.
2. General Public. The general public includes all Parkland County residents. A combination of in-person and
on-line engagement activities are planned to maximize participation. Notification about in-person events will
be provided through social media and print-based notification in the County newsletter, local newspapers,
and through project postcards.
3. First Nations. Two First Nations are located within the study area. In recognition of their status as a
separate level of Government, engagement with the Paul First Nation (Wabamun No. 133) and the Enoch
Cree Nation (Stony Plan No. 135) will be coordinated through the Office of the Mayor.
4. Parkland County Committees and Council. The Environmental Advisory Committee (EAC) advises
Council on environmental initiatives and programs. The EAC is comprised of one Parkland County Council
member and six public members. Parkland County Council is the ultimate decision-maker for this project.
Regular updates to the EAC and Council will be provided to keep these groups informed of project
progress, and members will be invited to participate in workshop and open house events.
5. Parkland County Staff. Staff will be invited to participate in workshop events and kept informed of project
progress through regular email updates. An implementation workshop will be developed for staff in Phase
Three to identify tools to help achieve department objectives as they relate to the environment.
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1.3 Evaluation Strategy
An on-going approach to consultation evaluation has been adopted for this project. Participation rates for on-line
and in-person events will be regularly monitored, and exit-surveys after workshops and open houses will be
administered.
Utilizing this evaluation strategy allows the team to adjust consultation activities throughout the project. The
following adjustments were made based on feedback and evaluation:

C6

x

The response window for the initial on-line survey was extended to maximize participation as interest in the
project expanded.

x

Recommendations for how to improve communication and consultation events will be incorporated into
planning for Phase 2 and Phase 3 consultation activities, and shared with County staff planning other
engagement activities. Recommendations included:
o

“Heads up” about existing social media networks that could be used for the project

o

A request to use meeting facilities with more break-out space for group discussions

o

Larger format display material
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2. Phase One
Phase One of the project updates the 2004 Environmental Conservation Master Plan, including an inventory of
Environmentally Significant Areas (ESAs) and the identification of “best practices” for conservation and protection.
Consultation for this phase was designed to build support and understanding for the project, and to receive input to
help identify ESAs.
Phase One Consultation Objectives
x Work with technical stakeholders to identify most recent data sources for ESA modelling and analysis
x

Work with the public to identify environmental priorities and management issues within Parkland County

x

Present and gather feedback on ESA analysis, mapping and priority areas of conservation concern

x

Work with all participants to identify a preliminary list of best management practices for the conservation
and protection of environmental areas

This section describes the consultation activities that were undertaken, analyzes consultation results, and presents
findings. Information gathered through Phase One consultation is being used to develop the final ECMP.

2.1 Technical Stakeholder Consultations
Over forty individual technical experts were contacted by O2 to ensure that the initial development of ESA
modelling criteria was well informed and that the best available data sources were being used. A standardized
interview guide was used to conduct the interviews and record responses. The following technical experts
participated in the interviews:
x

21 provincial government staff

x

7 university academics

x

12 non-government organizations

The technical interviews helped identify pertinent sources of information, including spatial data sets, regional
resource inventories, information and reports, and contextual knowledge and expertise. Information gathered during
the interviews were critical for understanding the County’s environmental resources and values, verifying the
appropriateness of spatial data sources, and identifying areas of conservation value, such as ecological research areas,
that had not been mapped in the past. The interviews were effective in translating local knowledge into ESA criteria
and spatial data. O2 staff received some technical feedback on data, reports, and contextual knowledge and
experience from 32 individuals or approximately 80% of all those contacted.
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2.2 Initial Public Online Survey
An online survey was conducted to gain an understanding of the environmental priorities and environmental
management issues of interest to the general public in Parkland County. Table 1 describes survey format and
administration.
Table 1. Phase One Survey Overview
Phase One Survey
Duration
September 4, 2013 – October 25, 2013
Likert-scale and multiple choice
Format
Two open-ended questions
Response Rate
186 responses
Newspaper Advertisements
Parkland County Communicator
Advertising
Project Website
Social Media
Word of Mouth
Questions asked Parkland County residents to prioritize environmental values and management issues in their
community for the following broad themes:
x

Biodiversity and habitat values

x

Water resources

x

Social and cultural elements

x

Development and environmental protection trends

2.2.1 Survey Findings
Survey responses informed the overall weights for ESA modelling criteria, and provided the project team with an
understanding of environmental priorities for Parkland County residents. Table 2 to Table 9 present survey findings.

2.2.1.1

Resident Representation

Baseline data on resident representation was gathered to provide a complete picture of survey participants.
Participants were asked to identify where they lived, the type of residence they occupied, and their age range.
As the survey was meant to gather feedback from Parkland County residents, participants who identified as residents
of Spruce Grove, Stony Plain or Edmonton were screened out of the survey after the first question.
Table 2. Area of Residence
1. Where do you live?
Answer Options
In Parkland County
In Spruce Grove
In Stony Plain
First Nation
Village or Summer Village
Other (please specify)
Answered question
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Response Percent
74%
8%
6%
1%
3%
9%

Response Count
137
14
11
1
6
17
186
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Table 3. Division of Residence
2. In which division in Parkland County do you live?
Answer Options
Response Percent Response Count
Division 1
15%
20
Division 2
18%
24
Division 3
7%
9
Division 4
5%
7
Division 5
27%
35
Division 6
5%
6
Don’t know
23%
30
Answered question
131
Table 4. Type of Residence
3. Please tell us which of residence or community in Parkland County
in which you live.
Answer Options
Response Percent Response Count
Working farm
9%
12
Acreage in a subdivision
69%
90
Acreage, not in a subdivision
17%
22
In a mobile home village or
3%
4
community
In a hamlet
2%
3
Other (please specify)
0%
0
Answered question
131
Figure 1. Age Distribution
30%
25%
20%
15%

Parkland County Age
Distribution (Percent)

10%

Stats Canada Age Distribution
(Percent)

5%

75 to 79

80 and older

70 to 74

65 to 69

60 to 64

55 to 59

50 to 54

45 to 49

40 to 44

35 to 39

30 to 34

25 to 29

20 to 24

15 to 19

less than 15

0%

The results suggest that a good cross-section of Parkland County residents participated in the survey. Most
respondents report living on an acreage, within a subdivision. Acreage development is the most prevalent built form
within the county, and is well-represented by respondents. Participation rates from working farmers and residents
living in hamlets is also consistent with built form trends.
In terms of geographic representation, there is slight under-representation from Divisions 3, 4 and 6. As was
highlighted in the survey, environmental features in the western portion of the County experience different types of
Parkland County Environmental Conservation Master Plan - Phase 1
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development pressure than those in the east. This is underscored by the frequency of open-ended responses that
identified concern for areas such as Osborne Acres, Wagner Natural Area and Lake Wabamun in the later part of the
survey.
With regard to age distribution, middle-age adults were over-represented and residents aged 30 and younger were
under-represented. The age distribution for this survey can be considered typical for this type of project.

2.2.1.2

Issues of Environmental Importance

Residents were asked to rate the importance of different concepts and indicators for each ESA criteria theme.
Results from this portion of the survey helped assign weights to the themes, which were then used in ESA modelling
and mapping. Table 5 compiles the results across all indicators, and ranks their relative level of importance to
Parkland County residents. Table 6 shows the weights assigned to each criterion, and how results from the survey
were utilized to assign the weight. By raising the score of an ESA criteria and environmental sensitivity layer, that
criteria will contribute more towards the overall environmental significance score for a given area. By reducing a
criteria weighting, more highly-weighted layers will tend to dominate. Higher weights make criteria more prominent,
whereas lower weights lessen the priority given to certain criteria.
In addition to helping weight the model, findings suggest that environmental issues related to groundwater and
surface water, as well as riparian areas, water quality and water quantity are most important to residents.
Table 5. Criteria Scores
Criteria
Bird Habitat
Wetlands
Wildlife Habitat
Provincial Parks
Riparian Areas and Lakeshore
Environments
Fish Habitat
Surface Water Resources
Groundwater Resources
Water Quantity
(flowing into rivers)
Major River Valley Systems
County Conservation Areas
Lake and River Water Quality
Nature Corridors and
Connecting Areas
Rare Plants
Research Areas
Scenic Quality
Landforms
Historic Resources
Recreation and Tourism
Values
Steep Slopes
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Average Survey
Scores (out of 5)
4.62
4.61
4.59
4.54
4.54
4.53
4.52
4.51
4.50

Standard
Deviation
0.87
0.78
0.83
0.70
0.74
0.66
0.87
0.83
0.75

4.50
4.49
4.41
4.41

0.75
0.78
0.91
0.91

4.29
4.07
4.05
3.98
3.86
3.55

1.10
1.02
1.19
1.35
1.20
1.62

3.54

1.96
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Table 6. ESA Criteria Weighting
Theme
# of Data
Layers
1- Species and Habitats
7
2- Landscape Ecology
9
3- Wetlands Potential
3

Overall Theme
Weight (0-1)*
0.5
1
0.5

4- Landforms

2

5- Groundwater Resources
6- Surface Water Resources
7- Protected Areas

7
14
2

1
1
0.5

8- Research Areas

1

0.25

0.75

Primary Justification
Data gaps, public survey
Inventory of landscape, public survey
Data gaps and errors, overlaps with several
other criteria
Public survey, steep slopes geotech and
water quality considerations
Public survey, inventory of landscape
Public survey, inventory of landscape
Should not reconfirm existing land status –
many important areas will be unprotected
Public survey, data gaps, potential for future
research even if not currently studied

*1 being most important
Overall ESA score = [(Theme 1 Scores x Weight) + (Theme 2 Scores x Weight), … etc] /8

2.2.1.3

Attitudes Toward Development and Environmental Protection

Residents were asked to identify the current balance between development and environmental protection in Parkland
County, as well as specific activities of environmental concern. Table 7 and Table 8 present the results.
Table 7. Balance Between Development and Environmental Protection
11. What is the balance between development and environmental protection in Parkland County? Select
the answer below that best represents your opinion.
Answer Options
Response Percent Response Count
Development and environmental protection are currently well balanced in
Parkland County.
Development and environmental protection are currently well balanced in
Parkland County, but I am concerned about future environmental impacts
due to development
There is too much development in Parkland County
There are too many environmental regulations and policies in Parkland
County

Answered question
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5%

6

54%

64

35%

42

6%

7
119
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Table 8. Level of Environmental Concern
12. How concerned are you about the environmental impacts of specific activities in Parkland County?
Please indicate your level of concern with each activity listed below.
Answer Options
Motorized recreation
(e.g., motorize offhighway vehicle use)
Lakefront/riverfront
development
Oil and gas (wells,
facilities and pipelines)
Industrial/business park
development
Highways and vehicle
traffic
Coal mining / power
plants / electricity
transmission
Gravel /sand pits
Peat harvesting/forestry
harvesting
Country residential and
acreage development
Agriculture – livestock
Agriculture – crops
Other (please specify)

Not at all
concerned

Slightly
concerned

Moderately
Concerned

Very
Concerned

Extremely
Concerned

Rating
Average

Response
Count

9

17

19

22

46

3.70

113

9

17

18

34

35

3.61

113

2

19

35

28

29

3.56

113

8

15

32

22

35

3.54

112

5

16

35

30

26

3.50

112

6

17

35

27

28

3.48

113

7

20

31

27

27

3.42

112

14

26

36

20

17

3.00

113

20

20

33

26

14

2.95

113

29
36

28
25

33
31

16
14

7
7

2.50
2.39

113
113
23

Note: Rating Averages that are a higher number are considered to be of greater concern to residents
The responses indicate that residents are concerned about future impacts to the environment resulting from
development. This would suggest that residents support the development and implementation of environmental
protection initiatives at the policy level. The project team will look to leverage this support during future consultation
events to develop best management practices for inclusion in the ECMP.
The responses are also helpful for identifying specific types of activities that are of concern to residents. Motorized
recreation, lakefront and riverfront development, oil and gas operations, and industrial / business park development
rank quite highly as activities of concern.
It is important to note that country residential and acreage development does not rank very highly as an issue of
concern to residents. However, this pattern of development does have a significant environmental impact in terms
groundwater resources, species and habitat and landscape ecology. Common best practices for limiting the impacts
of residential development include more compact development patterns and intensification targets. The survey
findings suggest that these best practices may not resonate with Parkland County residents as acreage development is
not identified as an environmental concern. This issue may need to be monitored as policy development progresses
through Phase Two and Three of the project.
The analysis of open-ended responses to the “Other (please specify)” options throughout the survey provides
further insight into respondent concerns about the environment. Issues and concerns, as well as opportunities and
policy area suggestions are summarized in Table 9.
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Table 9. Issues and Concerns
Issue / Concern
1. Impacts on groundwater and the Osborne Acres
neighbourhood from industrial development
2. Inappropriate or intense recreational use of natural
areas and lakes from boaters, snowmobiles and offhighway vehicles
3. Impacts to groundwater resources from sewage,
residential fertilizer and some farming activities
4. Impacts to surface water resources (lakes and rivers)
from lakefront development
5. Loss of wetlands
6. Noise and light pollution
7. Aerodrome/air park development

Table 10. Opportunities and Policy Suggestions
Opportunity / Policy Area Suggestion
1. Improved farmland protection
2. Improved access to recreation opportunities in
nature (boat launches, designated OHV areas)
3. Improved enforcement of environmental protection
legislation
4. Notification of environmental protection
requirements at the development permitting stage
5. Improved tree preservation requirements or
planting initiatives
6. Maintaining a connected landscape with natural
areas free from development
7. Improved management of resource extraction
activities
8. Protection of Wagner Natural Area

Parkland County Environmental Conservation Master Plan - Phase 1
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2.3 Stakeholder Workshop
One stakeholder workshop was held to present and discuss the draft inventory of Environmentally Significant Areas
(ESAs) with project stakeholders. Stakeholders were given the opportunity to review the proposed ESA boundaries,
as well as the results for each theme of environmental significance that contributed to the overall ESA score.
Recreation, scenic and cultural resources overlays were also presented, along with a map of potential development
pressures. Table 11 describes the workshop format.
Table 11. Workshop Overview
Phase One Stakeholder Workshop
December 4, 2013
9:30 am – 2:30 pm
Date, Time and
Location
Muir Lake Community Hall
53424 Highway 779
Rotating World Café
x Fosters open discussion among stakeholders
Format
x Allows for simultaneous discussion of multiple themes in small group settings
x Encourages cross-pollination of perspectives amongst participants
48 stakeholders, representing a diverse cross-section of interests in the project:

Attendance

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Parkland County staff
Provincial government / agency staff
Municipal government staff (neighbouring municipalities)
Research organizations
Residents’ associations
Environmental stewardship / conservation groups
Development industry
Resource industry (oil/gas/coal/gravel/peat)

Email invitation and follow-up reminders
Advertising

Agenda package
x Workshop agenda
x Draft mapping results
x Data sources/methodology table

The workshop objectives were as follows:
x

Present and gather feedback on ESA analysis (modelling/mapping results)

x

Receive feedback on beneficial management practices (BMPs), including industry-specific BMPs for each
theme of environmental significance

The workshop included six themed stations that corresponded to mapping prepared for the project. The stations
were:
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x

Station 1: Species, Habitats and Landscape Ecology

x

Station 2: Wetlands, Landforms and Steep Slopes

x

Station 3: Groundwater and Surface Water Resources

x

Station 4: Protected Areas and Development Pressure
Parkland County Environmental Conservation Master Plan - Phase 1

x

Station 5: Recreation, Scenic and Cultural Resources

x

Station 6: Environmentally Significant Areas (ESA) Inventory

2.3.1 Summary of Findings
Input was gathered at the workshop through one-on-one conversations with stakeholders, group discussions and
comment sheets. This input was documented, collated and analyzed.
The following section summarizes key findings from the workshop. Input received has been directly incorporated
into the ECMP, and will inform the development of municipal policies and tools in subsequent project phases.
A detailed record of findings is included at the end of this report, organized by station. Comments relating to BMPs
are presented, and questions/issues requiring follow-up are tracked in a table.

2.3.1.1

ESA Analysis

Three core themes emerged from stakeholder comments in relation to ESA analysis and identification. These themes
include:
1. Data sources and methodology. Stakeholders were very interested in understanding the data sources that were
used to generate ESA results. Group discussions and one-on-one interaction helped clarify answers to specific
questions about project methodology. Questions tended to focus on where data sets were obtained and the type
of information they contained, and on identifying specific species occurrences within a given geographic area.
Stakeholders wanted to confirm that specific species records were included in the analysis, and provided “heads
up” information about species observations.
There was also considerable discussion at the Recreation, Scenic and Cultural Resources station about more
clearly defining the criteria used to generate the scores for this overlay. In addition, several stakeholders indicated
that some areas highlighted in the scenic map (e.g., east side of Wabamun Lake) do not to fully represent the
experience of individual users in that environment.
x

How comments were addressed
A data sources table was used to answer questions, and the ECMP report will contain a section explaining
the project methodology in greater detail.

x

The intent of the project is to identify environmentally significant areas at the County level (a regional scale).
The data is therefore meant to identify species occurrences at a regional scale, rather than to provide an
exhaustive list of species by individual parcel. Species of conservation concern with observations available
from provincial data sets will be identified in individual ESA fact sheets.

x

For inclusion in the data sources used for this project, species occurrences must be reported and recorded in
provincial databases by a registered professional biologist.

x

Given the interest in reporting species occurrences, a potential tool to consider may be a County-wide
database for tracking species observations to which everyone can contribute, and that is verified by a
biologist on a bi-yearly basis.

x

The criteria used for Scenic Resources were based on a provincial modelling study which in turn is based on
a well developed system for mapping scenic quality developed by the United States Department of
Agriculture over many years. Criteria and methodology will be better explained and referenced in the report
to ensure clarity.

x

County-wide results should not be expected to be completely accurate throughout the county for all pieces
of the landscape. One option to address concerns about scores and values for the scenic map is to create a
simplified map calling out key scenic and cultural areas, without high/low scoring assigned to the entire
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county. This solution would address stakeholder feedback while still incorporating the broad regional scale
models as a guide. Alternatively, if a detailed county model is desired to optimally reflect the values of
Parkland County residents, this could potentially be explored as an additional project as part of the
Municipal Development Plan (MDP) update.
2. Modelling/mapping results. Stakeholders provided comments and observations about individual ESA
boundaries, individual theme scores, overall ESA scores and the classification scheme. The Wagner ESA and the
Lake Wabamun ESA were given considerable attention. Specifically, suggestions were made to review the
Wagner ESA to amend the boundary further east and southwest to include the additional marl ponds that occur
outside of the provincial Natural Area north of Osborne Acres and within Spruce Grove, respectively. In
addition, there were questions as to why the ESA boundary along Lake Wabamun’s south shore was so narrow
(some people thought it was not even present based on the map scale) whereas there appears to be a large ESA
along Lake Wabamun’s north shore (due to the location of the Fallis Slopes ESA). It was suggested that the
Lake Wabamun ESA boundary should be extended further south. It was also highlighted that the buried valley
aquifer may be narrower than is shown in the Groundwater Resources map. Comments associated with
boundary extensions were closely tied to concerns about policies, regulation and protection of ESA areas.
Several stakeholders also enquired about the application of the recreation, scenic and cultural resource use
overlays in relation to the overall project, and about how the classification of significance will inform policy
development, level of protection and jurisdiction. Additional detail about development pressures currently facing
ESAs was also gathered, including a suggestion to include future transportation infrastructure pressures on the
map.
x
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How comments were addressed
Overall scores for areas surrounding the Wagner ESA as well as the county orthophoto was reviewed at
high resolution. It was determined that there are obvious gaps in provincial data inputs and that there are
clearly wetlands that are likely spring-driven and most likely have the same characteristics as the marl ponds
within the Wagner Natural Area itself- these are found west of Atim Road. There are also some potentially
similar wetland formations within the forests located north of Osborne Acres, which, although not as visible
from the orthophoto, were confirmed a technical report. As a result, boundaries of the Wagner ESA were
extended outwards to include these areas.

x

The consultant investigated whether the overall score for Lake Wabamun and other lakes in the County do
take into consideration the riparian areas around the lake. All riparian areas around streams and lakes have
been given relatively high scores based on multiple riparian area data sets. The scale of the map is what
makes the boundary appear to be a thin line. In addition, in some specific cases where development around
lakes has taken place, specific areas may have low scores and in some cases may have been excluded from
initial draft ESA boundaries. In order to address these concerns, it was decided that all lakeshore-related
ESAs will include a minimum 100 m buffer area around the lakeshore. This conservative approach will be
noted and needs to be considered within policy development in future project phases.

x

The identification of ESAs will help inform policy and planning to better protect these areas. ESA results
present a comprehensive picture of where areas with significant environmental value are located, and will
help direct County resources and attention to enhance environmental protection. The intent of the study is
not to identify boundaries to the lot line, but to provide a regional picture of where areas of environmental
value are located. Other processes, such as Area Structure Plans (ASPs) and subdivision / development
applications will outline developer requirements to confirm boundaries of ESAs based on field surveys and
more detailed information collected for that specific area. These types of policies will be explored in Phase 2
and Phase 3 of the project.

x

The original intent for the Recreation, Scenic and Cultural Resources overlay is to enmesh environmental
conservation with recreation values to protect valued regional landscapes. However as this may be causing
confusion and a layer of complexity within the report future drafts may include this information under a
separate cover.
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3. Cartography. Stakeholders provided comments about how study findings are mapped. Several stakeholders
asked to review maps at a finer grain of detail. One suggestion was to provide a land ownership layer so that
people reviewing the data can comment in more detail to direct impacts to their property. Another suggestion
was to include a land use layer to provide a better understanding of environmental protection within the context
of broader County land uses.
x

x

How comments were addressed
The project team explored the feasibility of enabling the web mapping tool to “zoom in” to ESAs in greater
detail, either through higher resolution images or by including the property map as a layer in the tool. After
careful review, the team determined that these updates would not improve the functionality of the tool and
would result in extremely slow connections for most users due to large size of orthophoto imagery. Instead,
individual ESA fact sheets were made available for review upon request.
Individual fact sheets for ESAs will also provide parcel boundaries and residents will be able to locate
specific boundaries of their property in relation to ESAs.

2.3.2 Beneficial Management Practices (BMPs)
Stakeholders discussed beneficial management practices (BMPs) for each theme of environmental significance. In
addition to a list of industry-specific BMPs, three broad themes emerged from this discussion:
1. Education and outreach. Stakeholders clearly identified the need for better education of residents, property
owners and specific industry/user groups about environmental issues in Parkland County. Suggestions included:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Improved signage of environmentally significant lands
Fact sheets and presentations for targeted user groups (e.g. lakeshore residents, OHV users)
Searchable databases or an interactive mapping platform
Collaborative data gathering programs
Use language and level of detail that is easy for people to understand
Conduct education and outreach before disturbances occur

2. Compliance and enforcement. Stakeholders highlighted that a significant challenge to environmental
protection is poor compliance and enforcement of policies and regulation. The following suggestions were
identified for addressing compliance and enforcement issues:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Reward exemplary behaviour, report on violations
Include an environmental checklist as condition of development approval, and provide information about
environmental rules, policies and best practices at the time of approval
Create tax incentives to encourage private stewardship
Emphasize the social, economic and environmental benefits of responsible land management
Translate policies into bylaws to ensure enforceable consequences
Compliance and enforcement is closely linked to education and outreach

3. Support and Compensation. Stakeholders frequently cited the Alternative Land Use Services (ALUS) program
as an example of an approach that supports landowners implement responsible environmental land
management. While there was considerable support for this type of approach, the following concerns were also
identified:
x
x
x

Implementing BMPs can be costly for land owners without support (e.g. installing fences, forgoing development rights)
Environmental conservation should not occur at the expense of industry
Improved support and compensation for landowners is required
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2.4 Public Open House
Two open house events were held to present and discuss the draft inventory of Environmentally Significant Areas
(ESAs) with Parkland County residents. Open house attendees were invited to review display material, speak with
project team members, and leave comments using sticky notes. Comment sheets were also provided. Table 12
describes the open house events.
Table 12. Public Open House Overview
Blueberry Community Hall
December 4, 2013
9:30 am – 2:30 pm
Date, Time and
Location
Blueberry Community Hall

Format
Attendance

Advertising

Entwistle Community Hall
December 5, 2013
6:00 pm 9:30 pm
Entwistle Community Hall

4921-51 St Entwistle
53109 Range Road 15
Drop-In
Drop-In
26
8
x Project postcards delivered to over 7,000 homes by Canada Post Unaddressed Admail
x Newspaper advertisements
x Email invitation to project mailing list
x Promotion on the website
x Advertising in the Parkland County Communicator

2.4.1 Summary of Findings
Feedback from the open house events was gathered through one-on-one conversations with attendees and
comments provided by annotating maps and in comment sheets. This input was documented, collated and analyzed.
The following section summarizes key findings from the open house events. A detailed record of findings is included
at the end of this report.
1. Cartography. Attendees generally felt that the maps were complete and accurately represented areas of
significance. Several requests were made to provide maps that could be viewed at a finer scale to enable review at
a greater level of detail. Also, several requests were made to include more road labels on maps for ease of
interpretation. Specific comments about boundary adjustments for specific ESAs were discussed individually
with project team members. Minor editorial revisions to update legends were also made.
x

How comments were addressed
The intent of the project is to identify environmentally significant areas at the County-wide scale.

x

The project team explored the feasibility of enabling the web mapping tool to “zoom in” to ESAs in greater
detail, either through higher resolution images or by including the property map as a layer in the tool. After
careful review, the team determined that these updates would not improve the functionality of the tool and
would result in extremely slow connections for most users. Instead, individual ESA fact sheets are being
made available for review upon request and will be part of the report compilation.

x

Several more detailed maps as well as the Mayatan Lake ESA draft fact sheet were circulated to the Mayatan
Lake Management Association upon request.

2. “Heads up” observations. Attendees reported species occurrences in specific ESAs and highlighted areas
heavily used for recreation. There were also detailed discussions with representatives from Mayatan Lake and
Wagner Natural Area about the inclusion of additional data in the analysis.
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x
x

How comments were addressed
The Mayatan Lake Management Association and Wagner Natural Area were invited to provide additional
data and local inventories for the project team to review.
More detailed planning processes such as the Area Structure Plan (ASP) and subdivision application stage
will allow for additional environmental review and study at the local scale.

3. Recommendations. Attendees provided input on policy direction and conservation priorities. Lakes, wetlands
and watersheds were frequently cited as needing priority protection. Several attendees recommended the need
for improved signage of environmental reserve lands. Attendees also recommended that the study and future
policies emphasize the importance of habitat connectivity. A common theme arising from comments was the
idea that once something is lost, it can’t be replaced and that protection should focus on the most sensitive and
threatened areas first.
x

How comments were addressed
Input will inform the development of municipal policies and tools in subsequent phases of the project

2.5 Interactive Web-Mapping
An interactive web mapping tool was developed to allow stakeholders and residents the opportunity to virtually
review ESA analysis and to leave spatially referenced comments. This tool ensured that individuals who may not
have been able to attend the workshop or the open house were still afforded an opportunity to participate in the
project. Table 13 describes the web mapping tool format and administration.
Table 13. Web Mapping Tool Overview
Web Mapping Tool
Duration
November 21, 2013 – February 5th, 2014
Interactive mapping tool that allows users to zoom in and out and pan around the
County
Format
Spatially-referenced, push-pin annotation
User-controlled layers that can be toggled on or off
Total Number of
32 comments total left by 18 separate individual users
Comments Left
x Project postcards delivered to over 7,000 homes by Canada Post Unaddressed Admail
x Newspaper advertisements
Advertising
x Email invitation to project mailing list
x Promotion on the website
x Word of mouth
x Advertising in the Parkland County Communicator

2.5.1 Summary of Findings
The web mapping tool gathered feedback from stakeholders and the public by allowing users to annotate an
interactive map with comments. Input provided through the tool was documented, collated and analyzed to confirm
and refine ESA analysis (modelling/mapping results), in relation to the updated and refined ESA boundaries. A
detailed record of findings is included at the end of this report.
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2.6 First Nations
In recognition of the government-to-government relationship between the Enoch Cree First Nation and the Paul
First Nation, all consultation for this project has been directed through the Office of the Mayor.
A formal invitation to participate in the review of ESA analysis was sent by Mayor Rod Shaigec. Additional
opportunities for participation will be offered and accommodated based on specific requests by the First Nations
Governments.

2.7 Environmental Advisory Committee
Two presentations about the ECMP project were made to the Environmental Advisory Committee (EAC), and EAC
members were invited to participate in the stakeholder workshop. The first presentation introduced the project and
provided an overview of consultation activities and objectives. The second presentation provided a detailed
description of ESA mapping and analysis, and sought feedback from committee members.
The following issues were discussed with the EAC:
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x

Public process. The EAC clearly emphasized the need for a wide and accessible public process for the
ECMP project. The EAC noted that the project should reflect the values and address the environmental
concerns of Parkland County residents.

x

Cartography. As heard during the workshop and open house events, the EAC inquired as to whether
mapping could be viewed at a finer scale. It was explained that the project team had explored the feasibility
of enabling the web mapping tool to “zoom in” to ESAs in greater detail, and that after careful review, it
had been determined that these updates would not improve functionality. It was also explained that the
intent of the project is to identify environmentally sensitive areas at the County level (a regional scale), and
not to the lot line. Individual ESA fact sheets will provide descriptions of all the ESAs, and that these fact
sheets were made available to several organizations for review upon request.

x

Recreation, scenic and cultural resource use overlays. The EAC discussed in greater detail the
relationship of these overlays in relation to the overall project. Some concern was raised that the criteria
currently used in the analysis is too generalized. The intent for the overlays is to enmesh environmental
conservation with recreation values to protect valued regional landscapes. However as this may be causing
confusion and a layer of complexity within the report future drafts may include this information under a
separate cover.
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2.8 Environmental Stewardship Groups
The County received detailed comments from the Mayatan Lake Management Association and the Wagner Natural
Area Society. The following section summarizes comments from these stewardship groups, and outlines how
comments were used to inform the evolution of the project.

2.8.1 Summary of Comments - Mayatan Lake Management Association
The Mayatan Lake Management Association (MLMA) provided a thorough review of several specific components of
the draft ECMP. Their comments included suggestions to enhance all project theme maps, as well as specific
comments directed towards the Mayatan Lake Complex ESA in particular. The MLMA also provided a detailed
summary of wildlife and the locations of significant wildlife corridors in the area as reported by Mayatan Lake area
residents. Table 14 below summarizes the comments provided by the MLMA, and an explanation of how these
comments were considered and addressed in the draft ECMP. For the theme maps
Table 14. Mayatan Lake Management Association Comments and Responses
Comment
Response
Many people were unaware that the initial ECMP The public online survey and its purpose were published
online survey would inform the draft maps, and
extensively in newspaper ads, the Parkland County
therefore did not make specific comments in the
Communicator, the Project website, and through social
survey.
media from September 4-October 25, 2013. The
introduction to the survey stated that “your feedback will be
used to help rank areas of environmental significance in terms of
their importance and priority Parkland County. Survey feedback
will be integrated with a rigorous scientific approach to identify
environmentally significant areas.” In addition, comments
provided by the MLMA are being considered thoroughly
now.
Draft Fact Sheet comments:
x “The area is relatively undeveloped
and has a fairly intact riparian area”
x

x
x

Suggestions, reported observations, and proposed
changes have been incorporated into the revised draft
fact sheet for the Mayatan Lake ESA.

More recent water quality data is
available from ALMS water testing
conducted in summer 2013

The only exception is for the comment on the ALMS
water quality testing data from summer 2013, which the
project team could not locate. If we are provided with a
Resident reports of certain wildlife
narrative/summary of the ALMS water quality test
species
results, those could be incorporated as well (if MLMA
Correction to the publication date for feels this is necessary and flows with the rest of the text).
the Mayatan Lake State of the
Watershed Report

x

Revision to the completion date for
recent Altalink project

x

Suggestion to remove mention of a
proposed RV resort as the
development permit for this resort
was denied by Parkland County in
2012

x

Suggestion to include a stronger
emphasis on informed development
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Comment

Response
and land use planning in the context
of water quality protection under
ESA management considerations

Species and Habitats of Conservation Concern Theme Map
MLMA feels that the weighting for this theme
(0.5) is low relative to the weightings for other
themes

A higher weighting would bias data rich areas as many of
the data sets included under this theme are subject to
non-random sampling. A change to the weight would
likely introduce more errors and inconsistencies to the
model in important areas which have not been subject to
high field sampling intensity. Therefore the weighting
was not changed.

Concern that this theme map does not accurately
reflect the wildlife, habitat, and connectivity
values of cultivated fields in the area

All parts of the landscape contribute to the overall
environmental quality of the County. For the purposes
of this study, a regional methodology was used to
determine the most important environmentally
significant areas at the scale of the County. At this scale,
human influenced land uses such as cultivated areas were
generally given lower scores for habitat value, even
though these lands may indeed provide ecological values
particularly at finer scales. These areas, even if they exist
outside of an ESA boundary, can be addressed by best
management practices which apply to lands extending
beyond ESA boundaries.

Reported wildlife sightings and locations of
potentially significant wildlife corridors.
Suggestion to capture more of these corridors in
the species and habitat map.

A section of the full draft report will be dedicated to the
importance of connectivity in the County. This will
include a “circuit connectivity” map—a land cover
driven model highlighting areas with high levels of
ecological connectivity. This map is intended to
supplement, and help make sense of, the species and
habitat map as well as the landscape ecology map.
In addition, locations of potential wildlife corridors, as
reported by residents and verified by the connectivity
model, have also been called out with stylistic arrows on
individual ESA inset maps.

Landscape Ecology Theme Map
Suggestion to show linkages between the
Keephills area and Wabamun Creek, and then to
Jackfish/Mayatan Lake Area, and on to Kilini
Creek

These linkages are addressed in the circuit connectivity
map (see above comment) and in the Mayatan Lake
Complex ESA inset map

Wetlands Theme Map
Concern expressed that several wetlands within
the Mayatan Lake watershed were not captured in
the wetlands theme map
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The wetland mapping data used in this study were
sourced from provincial data sets. In these data sets, the
vast majority of all wetlands > 0.5 ha are accurately
mapped by the province. Wetlands in the vicinity of
Mayatan Lake, including those described by MLMA,
were reviewed in the project GIS files to verify that they
were indeed incorporated in the wetlands map and
model. These were in fact present in the provincial data,
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Response
but are generally too small to be readily apparent at the
County-wide scale. In addition, the concern that drought
conditions causing wetlands to dry up should not affect
any provincial wetland mapping-all wetlands inventories
conducted properly consider seasonal / interannual
timing of imagery for interpretation purposes and
wetlands are still wetlands even if they are dry.

Suggestion to include the entire quarter sections
SW18-52-2-W5M and NW7-52-2-W5M in the
ESA due to the presence of several large wetlands
in these quarter sections

The ESA boundary was expanded to include these
identified wetlands, however the entire quarter section
was not added. The entire quarter section includes areas
that did come out high in the model in terms of inherent
ecological value. To include these areas simply because
they fall within a quarter section that contains significant
wetlands would unfairly bias all other similar areas in the
County that were not treated as such.

Suggestion to revisit the delineated ESA
boundaries for Johnny’s, Mink, and Jackfish lake
complexes given that these areas are so closely
linked by wetlands and other connecting
landscape features

These were revisited in the context of the model outputs
and the air photo imagery. The ESA boundaries for
Mayatan Lake were adjusted slightly, but those for
Johnny’s Lake and Jackfish Lake were not modified.
Rather, stylized arrows highlighting important areas of
connectivity between the two lake complexes were added
to the inset maps for each ESA. These areas were
verified by the circuit connectivity model and map.

Question pertaining to why wetlands received
such a high criteria score (3) compared to other
criteria. The MLMA feels that if the wetlands
score is indeed this high, that the ESA boundary
around Mayatan Lake and its surrounding
wetlands should be increased.
Suggestion to include pothole lakes around the
western basin of Mayatan Lake as part of the ESA

The criteria weight of 3 for wetlands is a mistake/typo. It
should have been 1. This has been corrected in the draft
ECMP.

The project team carefully considered this suggestion.
The ESA boundary has been expanded to include several
additional pothole lakes to the west and north of
Mayatan Lake if they demonstrated high
proximity/connectivity to the main Mayatan Lake
complex and relatively high overall ESA scores for those
areas. Additional smaller pothole lakes and wetlands to
the west of Mayatan Lake that do not demonstrate high
connectivity to the complex are still considered as
important ESAs, but at a microsite level of significance
and not a regional level of significance and therefore
were not added to the Mayatan Lake ESA boundary in
order to maintain consistency with the rest of the
county-wide study methodology. This is not to say that
these additional areas do not serve an important function
but rather that it is difficult to justify including them
within the Mayatan Lake Complex ESA which is of
regional significance.
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Comment

Response

Landforms and Slopes Theme Map
Concern that the southern extent of the Carvel
Pitted Delta landform should not be defined by
highway 627

Although it appears so, the southern extent of this
landform does not snap exactly to the boundaries of
Highway 627 boundaries, although it is in close
proximity to the road.

Groundwater Resources Theme Map
Suggestion to adopt the broader watershed
boundary as the ESA boundary given the area’s
considerable vulnerability to groundwater
contamination

A surficial watershed boundary rarely corresponds well
with subsurface groundwater flow boundaries,
particularly in a rolling landscape with complex
hydrogeology such as Mayatan Lake. Therefore, adopting
the surficial watershed boundary would not address the
general concern. In addition, as explained below, there
are significant county-wide consistency problems with
using entire lake watershed boundaries.

Surface Water Resources Theme Map
Recommendation that the project team compare
the data available from the State of the Watershed
Report with the data used in the model

Suggestion to include several interesting points
about the comparative depths of the eastern
versus the western basin of the lake, as well as the
mesotrophic status and intact riparian zones
surrounding the lake

County-wide data sets will have differences in
parameterization, focus, and format. Therefore, they are
not always directly comparable in a quantitative sense to
data in the State of the Watershed report. The countywide data are also available in GIS spatial formats that
facilitate overlay modelling. Having said that, in general a
qualitative comparison between the descriptions in the
State of the Watershed Report and the county-wide
modelling conducted does not show any significant
inconsistencies.
These points have all been added to the fact sheet for
Mayatan Lake to provide more context.

Protected/Conservation Areas Theme Map
Concern that not all Crown Lands around
Mayatan Lake appear on the map, especially on
the southeast corner of the lake (SW18-52-2W5M, NW7-52-2-W5M, and SW7-52-2-W5M).
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The Crown Land data was supplied by the Province of
Alberta. The project team reviewed and compared
several maps of Crown Lands, including the Parkland
County Ownership map. The only piece of
missing/inconsistent Crown land identification was a
small island in the southern portion of Mayatan Lake, in
NE12-52-2 W5M, which was not identified by the
provincial data but was identified on the County mapaccordingly this island was changed to be provincial
Crown land. No other sources have revealed any other
missing Crown Lands from either the Mayatan Lake
ESA inset map or the protected/conservation areas
theme map. Also, please note that municipally owned
lands are identified separately from provincial Crown
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Response
lands with a different type of cross-hatching.

A section of Wabamun Reserve No. 133A is
missing from the draft map

The missing section from the Wabamun Reserve No.
133 was incorrectly labeled as Crown Land in the draft
map. It has now been corrected.

Suggestion to include Mayatan Lake as a site of
ongoing ecological research due to the
paleolimnology research being conducted there by
a group from the University of Alberta

Mayatan Lake is now highlighted as an area of significant
ongoing ecological research in the
protected/conservation areas map. A brief description of
this research has also been added to the ESA fact sheet.
This change will not increase the overall ESA score for
Mayatan Lake in any noticeable capacity, which still
remains very high in a county-wide context.

Scenic Quality / Recreation and Tourism
Concern expressed over the perceived subjective
nature of this criteria overlay and its relevance to
overall ESA identification process.

These “overlays” did not play any role in determining the
overall ESA significance score. However, due to a host
of similar misconceptions that these overlays seem to
have generated, the project team has decided to remove
the scenic quality, recreation and tourism, and historic
resources criteria overlays from the ECMP to eliminate
any confusion.

Environmentally Significant Areas of Parkland County (2013) (Map #14) and Mayatan Lake ESA
boundary
The MLMA feels that the above comments on
the theme maps justify expanding the ESA
boundary for Mayatan Lake to match the
watershed boundary for the lake.

While the project team agrees that all areas within the
Mayatan Lake watershed boundary undoubtedly
contribute to the overall integrity of the ESA, designating
the entire watershed as the ESA boundary is not feasible.
All lakes and other important aquatic ESAs need to be
treated consistently within the study. Applying watershed
boundaries to every ESA in the County (many of which
are quite large-e.g., Big Lake watershed, Wabamun Lake
watershed, North Saskatchewan River watershed, etc.,
etc.) would essentially render the entire County as
environmentally significant. A map of this nature may in
fact negate the purpose of the exercise. Many of the
concerns over areas that fall within the watershed
boundary, but outside the proposed ESA boundary, are
appropriately addressed in the best management
practices proposed for the ESA. Best management
practices are intended to be more holistic in nature and
apply to lands extending beyond ESA boundaries.
However, some adjustments to the Mayatan Lake ESA
boundary have been made in response to the specific
concerns and information identified above.

Concern that several areas of the proposed ESA
are too narrow around portions of the lake.

All lake ESAs in the County were expanded to include a
100m buffer from the shoreline. This buffered area is
not to be interpreted as a development restriction zone,
but rather, a precautionary planning zone in which
development must be met with extreme care for the
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Comment

Response
conservation of riparian environments. More detailed
tools including a riparian setback matrix model that can
assist with planning decisions for any future lakeshore
development will also be undertaken within the context
of this study in Phase 3.

Suggestion to consider expanding the ESA
boundaries for Jackfish/Star Lake and
Johnny’s/Mink Lake in a similar fashion.

Jackfish/Star Lake Complex ESA and Johnny’s/Mink
Lake Complex ESA were reviewed carefully to ensure
that their proposed boundaries captured all high-scoring
ecologically significant features. In addition, a 100 meter
buffer was added around all lakes (see comment above).

2.8.2 Summary of Comments – Wagner Natural Area Society
The Wagner Natural Society provided comments encompassing concerns over the mapping and analysis process in
general, as well as more specific comments pointed at the Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Forest ESA.
Specific comments include suggestions to include several potentially significant wildlife corridors in and around the
ESA. Table 15 below summarizes the comments provided by the Wagner Natural Area Society, and how these
comments were applied and addressed in the ECMP.
Table 15. Wagner Natural Area Society Comments and Responses
Comment
How comments were addressed
Concern that the full breadth of data available for the
The project team feels that using additional data for wellWagner Natural Area was not used in this study.
sampled areas would unfairly bias data rich areas, like
Wagner. The Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding
Forest ESA is already provincially significant due to the
presence of S1 and S2 ranked rare plant species that
occur there. Additional data would not change the
significance of the ESA or the boundaries delineated.
Concern that the ECMP may be considered and used by
the County as a final assessment of environmental
significance, rather than a starting point. There is a
concern over how the ECMP will be used by Parkland
County in terms of land use planning, development
approvals, and land use management. Furthermore, the
Wagner Natural Area Society feels that the regional scale
of the assessment does not adequately capture the
importance of local habitat connections and small scale
features.
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The results of Phase 1 are indeed a starting point rather
than a final assessment. For the purposes of this study, a
regional methodology was used to determine the most
important environmentally significant areas at the scale
of the County. However, the ECMP recognizes that all
parts of the landscape contribute in some way to the
overall environmental quality of the County. Thousands
of small-scale features, or “microsite” ESAs such as local
wildlife corridors, small wetlands, and streams, also play
a key role in upholding ecological integrity at broader
landscape scales. These microsite ESAs all have value;
however due to their sheer number it was not possible to
verify, map, and report on the environmental
significance of each of these. Despite these limitations,
potential local wildlife corridors reported by the Wagner
Natural Society were verified using a land cover driven
circuit connectivity model, and were indicated on the
Wagner ESA inset map using stylistic arrows. Microsite
features are also addressed in the best management
Parkland County Environmental Conservation Master Plan - Phase 1

Comment

How comments were addressed
practices proposed for the County’s natural resources
and individual ESAs. Best management practices are
intended to be more holistic in nature and apply to lands
extending beyond ESA boundaries. In addition, the
Wagner Natural Society suggested that these features
should be considered in Environmental Impact
Assessments conducted at the ASP and NSP stages. The
group also suggested that the active use of MR, ER, and
Environmental Reserve Easements be used to conserve
environmentally significant lands at the local scale. The
project team wholeheartedly agrees with these
suggestions and looks forward to elaborating upon the
use of these conservation tools in Phase 2 of the project.

Suggestions to incorporate several additional areas
surrounding the Wagner Natural Area in the revised
ESA boundary. These areas include: the Fath/Kolmes
property, two summer and winter wildlife feeding areas
south of the Wagner Natural Area, and three local
wildlife movement corridors in the area.

The project team reviewed the information provided and
considered these proposed areas carefully. The ESA
boundary was expanded to include the Fath/Kolmes
property north of Osborne Acres. In addition, through
stakeholder consultations, the project team was made
aware of several marl ponds similar in nature to Wagner,
located on the eastern edge of Spruce Grove. These marl
ponds were also included in the expanded ESA
boundary. Potential wildlife habitat and corridor areas
reported by residents were not expressly included in the
ESA boundary, but are considered microsite ESA areas
and are denoted on the inset map with stylized arrows.

Suggestion that the vegetated drainage immediately
northeast of Osborne Acres and directly west of Range
Road 263A “may” not have been cleared in the last 100
years and “may” retain some of its original native
character, and therefore should be defined as part of the
“Wagner” block

There seems to be a very large number of vegetated
ephemeral drainage corridors within Parkland County
similar in nature to this one. Therefore, it would not
seem appropriate or consistent to identify this area as a
“provincially” significant ESA which would suggest that
it is just as important as the Wagner Bog itself. This type
of feature is best identified at the micro-site level of
significance. This feature could potentially still be
retained as open space during future planning and
development.

2.8.3 Summary of Comments – Jackfish Lake Management Association
The Jackfish Lake Management Association provided comments related to the significance ranking of the ESA, and
expressed concern about how thoroughly water quality was addressed for Jackfish Lake. Table 16 below summarizes
the comments provided by the Jackfish Lake Management Association, and how these comments were applied and
addressed in the ECMP.
Table 16. Jackfish Lake Management Association Comments and Responses
Comment
How comments were addressed
Concern that regional significance of the ESA does not
A rigorous set of criteria was used to determine the
significance of ESAs. The criteria used to classify
adequately capture the uniqueness qualities and
International, National, and Provincial significance
sensitivities of the lake, especially its exceptionally high

were inherited from national and provincial standards,
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Comment
water quality.

How comments were addressed
remain consistent with previous studies. The standardized
criteria for Provincial significance include:

Elements assigned a provincial rank of S1 or S2
by the Alberta Conservation Information
Management System (ACIMS)
Large (e.g. >500ha), undisturbed patches of
native habitat that have been disturbed in most
other parts of the province1
Rare landforms or geological features which
remain in a natural state and have been
identified as provincially significant by ATPR
While water quality is an extremely important component of
what constitutes an environmentally significant area, taking the
liberty to add it to the list of standard criteria for provincial
significance would have rendered a great many of the lakes in
the county as Provincially significance, thereby diminishing the
purpose of the ranking exercise.
Water quality was one of the key criteria in determining
regionally significant ESAs:

Areas which likely perform a significant function
in maintaining regional hydrological functions
(e.g., aquifer recharge, water quality, etc.)
The project team feels that Jackfish Lake is regionally
significant based on its exceptional surface and groundwater
quality because it contributes to groundwater protection and
environmental quality at a regional scale rather than a
provincial scale.
Lastly, it is important to remember that significance rankings
have very little bearing on how land is managed.
Environmental protection policies apply across the board to all
ESAs regardless of significance rank.

ACTION: The project team double checked the land
cover and rare plant data to be sure no S1 or S2
provincially rare species occur near Jackfish or Star lakes.
There are none recorded there at this time.
Concern that water quality was not adequately addressed
in Management Considerations portion of the ESA fact
sheet for Jackfish Lake.

Management considerations for water quality protection
that were recommended by the JLMA will be added to
the ESA fact sheet.

The resilience and ability of ecological systems to maintain core ecological processes and services are related to their size and intactness
(Noss, 1990; Anderson, 1991); however, large natural areas of native vegetation are becoming increasingly rare in Alberta.

1
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2.8.4 Summary of Comments – Residents of Isle Lake
Individual residents and advocates for Isle Lake provided comments related to the severe blue-green algae blooms
and winter fish kill that has increasingly plagued the Lake for decades. Table 17 below summarizes the comments
provided by residents, and how these comments were applied and addressed in the ECMP.
Table 17. Residents of Isle Lake: Comments and Responses
Comment
How comments were addressed
The project team agrees that neglecting to fully consider
Concern that the problem of blue-green algae blooms
the issue of blue-green algae on Isle Lake in the initial
has been drastically understated in the ECMP fact sheet
draft ECMP was an oversight. In response to many
for Isle Lake.
comments from concerned residents, the Isle Lake ESA
fact sheet has been majorly reworked to reflect a more
comprehensive picture of the nutrient loading and water
quality issues facing Isle Lake. The fact sheets for two
other ESAs flanking the Lake were also updated to
reflect these issues: Isle Lake Natural Area ESA and Isle
Lake Surrounding Area ESA.
ACTIONS:
The following sections and associated figures have been
added to the fact sheet:
1) Regional Hydrology and Water Quality: this section
highlights the unique glacial talwegs Isle Lake,
making the Lake and surrounding areas
particularly susceptible to groundwater
contamination.
2) Nutrient Loading and Blue-Green Algae: this section
provides extensive information on the causes
and ecological impacts of blue-green algae
blooms as they relate to increasing residential
and recreational development pressures in the
area, as well as agricultural land use. This section
also provides information on the human health
impacts associated with blue-green algae.
3) Management Considerations: several more
management considerations specifically tailored
to ameliorating the problem of nutrient loading
and water quality degradation on Isle Lake.
Residents involved in the creation of an Isle Lake
Stewardship Group recommended several experts to be
consulted regarding the appropriate information,
resources, and management considerations to be
included in the Isle Lake fact sheet.
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Several limnologists and lake management experts were
consulted in the process of updating the Isle Lake fact
sheet. Their comments and suggestions were
incorporated into the fact sheet for Isle Lake, as well as
the lakeshore/lakefront development BMPs, and fact
sheets for other lake ESAs, where applicable.
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2.8.5 Summary of Comments – Residents of Gladu Lake
Individual residents of the area surrounding Gladu Lake provided comments related to the Lake’s importance as a
stopover point for migratory waterfowl, as well as its vulnerability to changes in groundwater and surface water
levels. Table 18 below summarizes the comments provided by residents, and how these comments were applied and
addressed in the ECMP.
Table 18. Residents of Gladu Lake: Comments and Responses
Comment
How comments were addressed
Concern that the Lake’s situation along a migratory path The fact sheet for Isle Lake was updated to include
for waterfowl was largely overlooked. Suggestion to
reflect the Lake’s habitat value to birds and migratory
mention the presence of swans on the Lake as an
waterfowl, including swans.
indication of the Lake’s importance for birds.
Concern that the historic fluctuations in water levels in
and around the lake were not adequately captured in the
fact sheet. Residents expressed concern over the cause of
these fluctuations and what the County intends to do to
address the issue.
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An extensive description of the on-going changes in
groundwater and surface water level at Gladu Lake was
added to the fact sheet. This description notes that
fluctuations in water levels are not only due to drought,
but have ties to historical development pressures, such as
road construction, within the area. The fact sheet
management considerations now note that future
development proposals around the Lake must consider
the unique drainage patterns in the watershed, along with
the area’s susceptibility to decreasing water levels in
response to environmental changes. This includes
considerations of cumulative impacts of development
and natural patterns of drought on lake water levels.
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3. Phase Two
<<To be completed as the project progresses>>
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4. Phase Three
<<To be completed as the project progresses>>
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5. Record of Comments
This chapter provides the record of comments from consultation events.

5.1 Phase One Stakeholder Workshop
Feedback was recorded during group discussions by annotating maps with sticky notes. Stakeholders were also
invited to provide additional comments on comment sheets at the end of the event.
Feedback is presented below for each of the six themed stations. A list of BMPs is presented, followed by a table
containing the issues, opportunities and comments provided for the ESA analysis maps. The table identifies
individual comments made by participants, and a follow-up column indicating how the comment has been
addressed.

5.1.1Station 1: Species, Habitats and Landscape Ecology
Beneficial Management Practices
x

x

x

x

x

General
o The objective should not be to sanitize the land from development, but rather to encourage sustainable
development in or near ESAs
o The land is in trust for future use; approach ESAs as “money in the bank”
o Sustainable habitat management
o Consider valuation, not just protection
o Adopt a “three generation” time frame
o Importance of ground water potability
o Be aware of cumulative effects given the broad areas covered by the ESAs
o Identify areas with reclamation potential according to criteria for opportunity and ecological benefit
o Reclaim older development around riparian areas
o Monitoring and enforcement is unfeasible
o Develop a reforestation process for Aspen
Agriculture
o Provide incentives for non-cropped areas
o Marginal farmland has value, but development permits are costly
o Review the Alternative Land Use Services (ALUS) program for BMP examples
o Timing of haying to avoid sensitive species
o Weed inspections (consult the Invasive Species Council of Alberta)
o EGS incentives
o Create a tax ratio tied to land management
o Store reject bales in off-areas to avoid deer eating crops in corridors
Oil and Gas
o Reclamation is economically costly, and industry is choosing to keep wells in production due to these costs
o Review the Orphan Wells Program for BMPs on contaminated sites and low production wells
Industrial Development
o Consider an ‘upper limit’ to industrial development around Wabamun Lake
o Identify environmentally significant lands, but recognize that trade-offs will need to be made with the gravel
industry
o Highvale Mine - little reclamation has been done to the 30 km stretch of Highvale Mine, located near Lake
Wabamun. Progressive reclamation is needed on this site. The Area Structure Plan for this area should be
redone.
o Conduct inventories of significant species and habitats before development
Land Use
o Transfer of development credits
o Habitat and species protection included in guiding principles of Municipal Development Plan
o Create a County regional development cluster. Balance of development does not necessarily have to be
smaller acreages.
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x

o Construct sewage pump-outs rather than septic fields
o Use the connectivity map to help target easement purchases, supported by County incentives
Education
o Education is needed regarding allowable activities on ESAs (e.g. signage, pamphlets, education centres)
o Education about ESAs goes both ways between homeowners and the County
o Conduct education and outreach before disturbances occur. This would allow landowners and developers to
feel part of the process, rather than create confrontation.

Table 19. Species, Habitats and Landscape Ecology Comments
Map

BMP Discussion

Comment/Issue

Follow-Up

Beneficial Management Practices
Range of additional beneficial management practices identified by stakeholders

Feedback on specific BMPs has been incorporated/integrated into the BMP
section of the report, including BMPs for Species/Habitats/Landscape Ecology,
and Overall BMPs for ESAs

Species Observations
Trumpeter Swans would be here if the land was reclaimed (photo shows sticky along North
Saskatchewan, west of Sturgeon Hole)
Record hibernacula

Consult Fish and Wildlife Wolf records

Consult insurance records
Clifford E. Lee biophysical inventory is available
Species and
Habitats
Scherdenan Flats River Valley, near Keephills CA – Oxbow area
x
Sawhet owls
x
Red sided garter snakes
x
Blue herons
x
Ladyslipper
x
Pileated woodpeckers
Blue Heron colony near Glory Hills and south of Graminia Road and west of Sanctuary Road.
Nesting trees are also being built here.
Trumpeter Swans and Pelicans have been observed at Mayatan Lake. Mayatan Lake is also used by
moose, deer, etc... Wildlife corridors may connect Mayatan to other features.
Data + Findings
Use findings as baseline, and regularly update data and the ECMP
Spatial resolution of the boundaries prevents detailed examination of results at local scale. There is
a trade-off between accuracy of boundaries and amount of information to be presented.
The intent of the mapping is to inform policies, not draw rigorous boundaries.
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Agreed that reclamation of gravel pits in the river valley system is desirable for
improving habitat and has been noted in the fact sheet for this area.
Most snake hibernacula are undocumented. Qualified field biologists should be
required to do surveys to locate, among other things, hibernacula as part of the
development approvals process and the biologist doing the study should check the
local Fish and Wildlife contact for any potential information (has been added to
BMP section).
Wolf observations were not documented in the Fish and Wildlife Management
Information System (FWMIS) which was used for the project. However wolves
tend to prefer connected and relatively undisturbed areas so the landscape ecology
criteria generally captures wolf habitat potential. Some habitats may be suitable for
wolves but not used, but this can change over time as well.
While this is an interesting suggestion, consulting individual insurance records
would be at a level of detail beyond the scope of this study. Further, insurance
records are not readily available.
The fact sheet for Clifford E. Lee will include key biophysical facts. Additional
information for consideration and cross-referencing is welcome if stakeholders
provide it to O2, but this may be at a greater level of detail beyond the scope of
this study.
This information will be added to the Sturgeon Hole Reach ESA fact sheet.

The Blue heron colony has been mentioned in the Glory Hills ESA fact sheet.
This information has been described within the Mayatan Lake ESA fact sheet.
Sentence added to introductory paragraph to reflect this idea.
The workshop used county-wide maps by necessity. The report will have more
detailed inset sheets for each ESA at a finer resolution.
Yes they are really intended as county-wide flags for large contiguous areas of
environmental value and should not be interpreted as precise, hard boundaries.
The report will make this clear.
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5.1.2 Station 2: Wetlands, Landforms and Steep Slopes
Beneficial Management Practices
x

x

x

x

x

x

General
o Balance needs of business and conservation
o Manage land with respect for the past, and as an investment in the future
o Sustain, conserve, certainty, and opportunities (key words)
o Encourage all landowners / land users to cultivate an ethic of “ownership”
o Emphasize benefits of conservation easements, ALUS
o Turn liabilities into assets (e.g. stormwater ponds as amenities)
o Consider price value of ecosystem services
o Manage according to areas of greatest impact (e.g. wet areas)
Agriculture
o Amend policy: need a permit to cut down all trees. Agriculture is currently exempt
o Reconcile conflicting issues between agriculture and watershed stewardship
o Use a systems perspective to protect soils and guide farming/ranching practices
o Review the ALUS program for stewardship projects
o Share cost of fencing to lessen the burden on the farmer
o Consider exclusion fencing for cattle as part of ALUS
o Education and riparian protection is needed to address fertilizer contamination in lakes
Coal Mining/Aggregate Mining
o Reclaim Elmdale/Whitewood mine
o Use heli-seeding for mine reclamation
o No wet gravel extraction
o Remediate on site
o Strive to improve rather than simply compensate
o Develop better guidelines for on-site gravel pit remediation
o Better management or reclamation of slopes near power generation facilities and mines
Peat Harvesting
o Conduct groundwater surveys prior to peat harvesting
o Restore areas with native species after harvest
o Use only wood structures for roads (corduroy roads)
Land Use
o Use a hydrologic connectivity map to guide development
o Assess and record wetlands on property prior to development
o Triple bottom line assessment process for new development
o Avoid bare land residential developments to maintain lake carrying capacity
o Provide information to landowners before they buy
o Reflect bylaws in permitting and approvals process
o Improve awareness through permit application process
Municipal
o Develop system to streamline bylaws such as Integrated Land Management
o Improve ‘up front’ planning
o Align provincial and municipal policy to the greatest degree possible
o Monitor the water table
o Provide small garbage cans and large recycling bins free of charge to residents
o Manage runoff around lakes and wetlands
o Increase fines and enforcement to discourage damage
o Salt loading is a concern for water quality (water softener)
o Incorporate soft infrastructure into development and remediation phases
o Slopes
 Develop bylaws according to slope degree
 Maintain vegetation cover on slopes
 Establish setbacks for steep slopes
o Setbacks / Buffers
 Develop floodplain setbacks and a country matrix to decipher setback requirements
 Improve setback distance around lakes
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 Establish riparian buffers to maintain lake carrying capacity
Education
o Education on systems (wildlife, soil and agriculture)
o Education important for new country residential land owners
o Better signage for MR / ER land
o Identify and sign conservation areas
o Education and awareness is needed for lakeshore management
Recreation
o Pathways and walkways on MR / ER land
o Ethic of stewardship for recreation
o Create dedicated and managed areas for OHV use
o Specify use areas and enforce them
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Table 20. Wetlands, Landforms and Steep Slopes Comments
Map / Topic
Best Management
Practices

Comment/Issue
Range of additional best management practices identified by stakeholders
Spruce Grove marl ponds are missing
Identify floodplains and flood risk on map

Significant
Landforms

Fallis Slope should be a priority area to minimize erosion
Greater than 15% slope should be upper limit

Identify certain wetlands as priority for recovery

Extend Big Lake wetland boundary outside of County

The score for Wagner should be higher
Wetlands
Drained areas in the south eastern portion of the County have potential for restoration
Low Water Lake should be called and managed as a wetland
Does the data reflect wetlands that have been restored?

A wetland boundary in Spruce Grove is not in the correct location, and should be updated based
on information sent by the City. It should be updated for the purposes of planning the connections
between that wetland and the Wagner Natural Area.
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Follow-Up
Feedback on specific BMPs has been incorporated/integrated into the BMP
section of the report, including BMPs for Wetlands, BMPs for Landforms and
Slopes, and Overall BMPs for ESAs
Revised Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Areas ESA now includes these.
All provincially available data on floodplains and flood risk was reviewed and
scoured during the data and literature review phase of the project. There are
rumours of some older county studies but nobody on the project team is aware of
these. Ben Rostron has been invited to send us any other information for review.
Agreed. The fact sheet for this ESA emphasizes slopes and sensitivity factors
related to these steep slopes.
Not accepted. The provincial Water Erosion Prediction Project (Jedrych and
Martin 2006) considers slopes >20% as the most extreme risk for erosion in
combination with other factors and accordingly separating this interval from lower
intervals was considered beneficial.
Agreed conceptually. However, all impacted or drained wetlands are potential
targets for recovery and it is difficult to choose one over another. To a certain
extent this choice will be related to resources and willingness of landowner.
Having said that, O2 will consider identifying Deer Lake, Whale Lake, and Shoal
Lake / Low Lake as restoration priorities in a planned discussion section of the
report dealing with opportunities for restoration and reclamation.
The identified boundary of the Big Lake ESA will extend outside of Parkland
County. The wetland theme map itself is specific to Parkland County and has
been clipped to the County boundary for cartography and clarity purposes and
cannot be changed at this point.
Not accepted. The score for Wagner Natural Area is in fact one of the highest in
the entire County and Wagner Natural Area is one of only 5 provincially
significant ESAs in the entire County. Although the score will not change, the
Wagner Natural Area ESA boundary will be extended to include identified marl
pond formations.
Agreed. Will consider identifying in a planned discussion section of the report
dealing with opportunities for restoration and reclamation.
Agreed that any drained wetlands and drained lakes should be managed for
wetland values and ideally restored, not just Low Water Lake / Shoal Lake. This
has been added to the BMPs section of the report under wetlands.
The data on wetlands used by the team is the provincial merged wetlands
inventory which is created and maintained by Alberta Environment and
Sustainable Resource Development. The data would reflect restored wetlands at
the time the inventory was completed.
Spruce Grove to provide file with correct location-waiting for follow up from
Spruce Grove.
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5.1.3 Station 3: Groundwater and Surface Water Resources
Surface Water Resources Beneficial Management Practices
x

x

x
x

x

Agriculture
o ALUS supports payment for restoration – privately funded and allows for donations to specific areas
o Keep aiming higher for BMPs. ALUS comes up very frequently, but it doesn’t yet fully address environmental
goods and services. To address those, we probably need a suite of initiatives, including ALUS (e.g. taxation,
leveraging easements, regulation)
o Hay crops and agroforestry do not seem to be a BMP. Hay can be a heavy water user and time harvesting in a
riparian area can lead to erosion and sedimentation unless carefully executed.
Industrial Development
o Bioswales and green space reduces runoff
o Maintain infiltration by minimizing impervious areas
o Surface water cannot penetrate due to industrial development (eg. Acheson)
o Industrial runoff cannot cause erosion
Coal Mining / Aggregate Mining
o Advocate/encourage better water recycling in aggregate washing
Peat Harvesting
o Monitor water quality during life cycle
o Restoration to functional wetland over time
o Use a 1:1 cover ratio for seed bed during reclamation to obtain vigorous regrowth in 1 year
o Do not mine below the HC3 soil horizon (approximately 0.9 m depth in most areas)
Country Residential Development
o Plant native grasses for lawns
o Better erosion and sediment control
o Reduce salt from water softeners sent out in septic tanks around lakes
o Communal sewage collection/treatment system is better to be used to minimize/avoid impacts to surface
water and groundwater. Ownership may be an issue regarding operation and maintenance.
o Sewage leaks/spills from pipeline transfer to Edmonton
o Road salting construction vehicle runoff lakes (Big Lake south communities)
o No residential fertilizing
o No weed and feed
o Establish minimum setbacks for all wetlands

Groundwater Resources Beneficial Management Practices
x
x

x
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Industrial Development
o Recharge function to be maintained – LID development
Coal Mining / Aggregate Mining
o Define enforcement for class II within County jurisdiction
 Class I – over 5 ha
 Class II – less than 5 ha
o Accelerate rewarding for good management
o No mining activities that result in impacts to water – dry extraction only
 If water stays in the pit, or is pumped from one area to another, it’s not considered dewatering, and
Water Act approval is not required.
 For maintaining groundwater levels, a recharge pond may be constructed so the groundwater is not
drawn down and does not affect the area downstream.
 The regulation should not simply prohibit gravel extraction below the water table or in accordance
with dry pit operation requirements. Rather, hydraulic or hydrological studies are more scientifically
appropriate for decision making.
o Account for mine water where it is started or disposed of
Country Residential Development
o Where is the water table map?
o Communal sewage collection / treatment is better to be used to reduce / avoid impacts to the environment
and to groundwater
o Restrict ground-sourced heat pumps to closed loop in high-scored ground water resource areas
Parkland County Environmental Conservation Master Plan - Phase 1

x

x

Recreation
o Vehicular activity not only in summer, but winter months (snowmobiling)
o Conduct research on water quality on a consistent basis
Municipal
o Overlay zones for sensitive groundwater areas and tools to deny applications in those areas
o Make maps available to the public using a publicly accessible GIS system
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Table 21. Groundwater and Surface Water Resources Comments
Map
Best Management
Practices

Comment/Issue
Range of additional best management practices identified by stakeholders
What are the risks from dewatering at coal mines?

The buried valley aquifer is much more narrow than indicated on the map. See von Hauf thesis.

Groundwater Map
Comments

Use the groundwater resource map to inform potential land use decisions
Observed impacts from the aquifer in and around Mayatan Lake
Why is the south shore of Wabamun Lake not scoring as high as the north shore? It may be a
matter of scale. Zoom in and check.

Management of subregional watersheds
Surface Water Map
Comments
Manage transportation corridors – rail and road

Impacts from road maintenance (salt and silt)
Rail car leakage
Agriculture is a threat to groundwater and surface water. Issues include:
x
Monoculture
x
Herbicides and pesticides
x
Land contouring
x
Riparian management
x
Nutrient loading
Mine reclamation should include
x
Ponds
x
Natural tree cover
Major water intakes and restrictions in surrounding areas
Is there a Parkland County floodplain map?
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Follow-Up
Feedback on specific BMPs has been incorporated/integrated into the BMP
section of the report, including BMPs for Surface Water and BMPs for
Groundwater
TransAlta and/or AESRD representative specializing in mining should be able to
answer this question but generally it is beyond the expertise of the team to address
completely. It is certain that risks are present but to what extent and how these are
mitigated is a very technical area.
The von Hauff (2004) thesis was reviewed to determine whether it includes hard
data and maps that would form the basis for a narrower boundary for the Beverly
Buried Valley Aquifer. No such data was found. The thesis does refer to Figure
4.1 in relation to the Beverly Buried Valley, but this figure represents a simple
elevation map with contours and no boundaries for any formations. The thesis
does reference the Beverly Buried Valley Aquifer on p.31 as “up to 8 km wide”
which is consistent with the boundaries mapped by Hydrogeological Consultants
Ltd. in 1998; accordingly this boundary will continue to be used by O2 as it is the
best data set available and covers the entire county from the North Saskatchewan
river all the way to Sturgeon County. It has been noted in 1.2.5 (p.16) of the
report that it is possible that the boundary is narrower and that professional
hydrogeologists would be required to refine/determine this further as necessary.
Agreed. This will be part of Phase 2 and it needs to be kept in mind that
vulnerable / important surficial groundwater resources are not all necessarily
covered by “ESAs” if other values do not coincide on the land surface.
Influence of groundwater and potential vulnerability of groundwater within and
adjacent to Mayatan Lake has been covered in the Mayatan Lake ESA fact sheet.
It was investigated to confirm whether the overall score and ESA boundaries for
Lake Wabamun and other lakes in the County take into consideration the riparian
areas around the lake. In fact, all riparian areas around streams and lakes have
been given relatively high scores based on multiple riparian area data sets. The
scale of the map is what makes the boundary appear to be a thin line. In addition,
in some cases where development around lakes has taken place, specific areas may
have low scores and in some cases may have been excluded from initial draft ESA
boundaries. In order to address these concerns, it was decided that all lakeshorerelated ESAs will include a minimum 100 m buffer area around the lakeshore.
This conservative approach will be noted and needs to be considered during
policy development in future project phases.
Watershed management and the influence of surrounding land uses in
contributing watersheds flowing into ESAs is part of the discussion on
management practices as well as best management practices for the report and will
also be carried forwards into Phases 2 and 3 of the project.
New transportation corridors should be identified as a high impact land use that
should aim to avoid ESAs in Phase 2.
Existing transportation corridors should have BMPs and management practices
specified and will be revisited in Phases 2 and 3 as required.
Added to BMPs chapter of the ECMP report
Suggest to add an information box on rail car accidents/leakage to the report in
future drafts (or to the Integrated Community Sustainability Plan).
Agreed. Is noted in many aquatic / riparian ESA fact sheets. Also many BMPs for
agriculture have been specified in the BMP report.

Added to BMPs under Species and Habitats as well as under Wetlands.

Has been noted in the ESA for the lower reach of the North Saskatchewan River
Valley that a major water intake for the City of Edmonton is in the vicinity.
All provincially available data on floodplains and flood risk was reviewed and
scoured during the data and literature review phase of the project. There are
rumours of some older county studies but nobody on the project team is aware of
these. Ben Rostron has been invited to send us any other information for review.
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5.1.4Station 4: Protected Areas
Beneficial Management Practices
x

x

x

Recreation
o Encourage appropriate use
o Create dedicated OHV trails that are accessible
o Place cameras in known “hotspots”
o OHV club membership fees – creates a sense of ownership and can charge money for enforcement
o Create OHV license training (province), similar to the hunter education program which is a pre-requisite for
obtaining a license
o Lac Ste Anne County has a dedicated OHV trail system managed through private landowner agreements and
license fees pay for operational costs
o “Trail Busters” is an existing program
o Establish areas that restrict motorized access and establish areas where they can and cannot operated OHVs
o Provide facility with value-added features and stiff penalties
o Ice fishing (e.g. Sylvan Lake) has the “Take Back Your Shack” program
o ET protection – create more dock regulations for lakes in ER
o Provincial laws of PRA increase traffic
o Allow groups such as OHV clubs an opportunity to demonstrate that they can responsibly manage a system
of trails / access points.
o Create new access points to enhance river use for recreation and tourism by offering properly constructed
accesses
Education
o Create an information clearing house for private stewardship
o OHV education
o Educate people on the importance of a habitat, e.g. sturgeon
o Embed messages in literature for specific user groups
o Turn maps into more interactive Google maps
o Target the biggest user groups
o Allow groups the chance to educate and develop buy-in among their members as part of a larger County-wide
initiative. This is applicable to many different recreation groups (OHV, horse back riding, walking trails,
cyclists).
Municipal
o Create tax incentives to encourage permanent private stewardship (e.g. caveats)
o Council should set goals for protected areas and for increasing land under protection
o RSMM
o Keep intensive development away from ESAs
o Enforcement – use creative sentencing such as having people repair damage they have caused
o Resource extraction - plan reclamation and incorporate OHV use
o Increase community involvement
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Table 22. Protected Areas and Development Pressure
Map

Comment/Issue
Add “Devonian Gardens” as a label on the map
Verify legend and lands for accuracy
Western Grebe nesting area observed just west of the Town of Wabamun

Clarify legend by explaining what is meant by “identified ecological research areas”
Some small-scale Crown lands near Mayatan Lake are not shown
Protected Areas
Show provincial bed and shore as protected on all water bodies

Lee Nature Sanctuary Society manages Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary for Ducks Unlimited
Canada (Owner)
Add disclaimer to map: “May contain crown/provincial lands at a smaller scale than visible on this
map.”
CNF crossed off from legend
Wabamun Lake – wild water line increases residential development pressure
Add recreation and tourism pressures to the map (e.g., activities such as camping and OHV use)

Development
Pressures

Add homes to the map
Add CRB regional growth pressures to the map
Transportation pressures include:
x
Yellowhead Highway expansion at eastern County boundary
x
Potential bridge crossing locations along the North Saskatchewan River (locations
unknown, but can expect pressure for new ones)
x
Gravel transportation pressures along south shore of Lake Wabamun and Highway 770,
south of Highway 627
x
Potential future extension of highway 627 west
x
Potential ring road between Spruce Grove and Acheson Industrial Area

x Identify the airport as a potential pressure
What is the time scale of the pressures? Identify short-term and long-term development pressures.
Not just experiencing pressure from country residential subdivision; small lake residential
development pressure
Add “industrial pressure” to the map, as being experienced around Wabamun Lake
Gravel extraction currently undertaken in area marked “future pressure for gravel extraction” along
the north shore of Wabamun Lake
Present development pressure for urban development around Spruce Grove and Stony Plain,
coming predominantly to the south and south-east of existing boundaries around Highway 628
Show Acheson Industrial Area as Draft ASP
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Follow-Up
Will be addressed for final version.
Will be addressed for final version.
There are records of observations of a western grebe in the FWMIS provincial
database in this vicinity which has been incorporated in our multi-criteria model
under Species and Habitats, increasing the value of this area. The fact sheet for
Wabamun Lake has made note of this nesting area as well.
The report itself clarifies this better. We will look at alternative wordings and try
to come up with a solution. This concept is a carry-through from the Westworth
Associates (2004) report.
These are not readily visible to human eye on a county-wide map in this
cartographic template. All crown lands should show up in the detailed inset of
Mayatan Lake for the fact sheet as crown lands are part of the base template for
these inset maps.
We will make note in multiple locations in the report that bed and shore of all
lakes and permanent wetlands are provincial crown lands. Unfortunately the
provincial crown lands data set is very deficient in this respect and the shape files
on provincial crown lands are very incomplete so it is not possible to map all of
these consistently without an enormous effort. Even with that effort, this would
be misleading since legal bed and shore ideally should be surveyed by a
professional surveyor.
Will be noted in the fact sheet for Clifford E. Lee.
Will aim to address for final version.
Will aim to address for final version.
Comment noted
Comment noted. Recreation and tourism activities are generally very dispersed
and a complete inventory of hotspots that is accurate is unlikely. It is difficult to
map this accurately – we could highlight a few well known random camping spots
but then will miss many others. Also the map is starting to become dense and
complex. Will wait on directions from Parkland County staff and decide.
Not possible to show homes on this scale
Will investigate and aim to address for final version
Will investigate and aim to address for final version

Not accepted. There are already 10 themes on the map so doubling this would
make for a very complicated and non-user friendly map.
Will investigate and aim to address for final version
This is reflected by the dark purple for the industrial facilities as well as the coal
mining future development pressure circle.
Yes - represented by the brown in the legend
See CRB regional growth pressures comment above – will be investigated and
addressed for final map
Yes addressed already in new version of map produced Dec.10, 2013
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5.1.5 Station 5: Recreation, Scenic and Cultural Resources
Beneficial Management Practices
x

x

x

x

Recreation Management
o County could provide areas for motorized activities
o Designated trails for certain types of uses (e.g. walking, cycling, motorized)
o Provide an information centre to help educate users about the landscapes and how to use them
o Improved regulation and enforcement monitoring of motorized activities in sensitive areas
o Defined regulation areas may not work
o Recreation is highly wide-ranging across a variety of activities
o Better provincial enforcement of fish and wildlife regulations; consider cameras
o Opportunity to extend beyond local/regional tourism; explore national and international options
o Create a portal on best management practices and how to protect resources. This could be an on-line portal
supplied by the County to guide access.
Visual Resource Management – Oil and Gas
o TransAlta reclamation centre to provide education about reclamation. The Keephills site is a good example.
o Control of oil and gas flaring has visual impacts; particularly at night – this is a regulatory challenge
o Land valuation changes when sensitive lands are taken out of use for other activities. Will there be any
compensation or support for change?
Visual Resource Management – Country Residential
o Setbacks from lakes for country residential areas , not just rivers
o Landscape plans for country residential developments should be required as a permitting condition
o Traditional country residential development can be sensitive to the landscape
Visual Resource Management – Industrial
o Cell tower lights have visual impacts
o The aerodrome development will have visual impacts
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Table 23. Recreation, Scenic and Cultural Resources Comments
Map

Comment/Issue
General
Golf courses are a recreation and tourism draw, but have a large environmental impact. Is this
shown on the map?

Follow-Up
Golf courses are in the Recreation and Tourism Features Inventory used for this
map so are reflected on the recreation/tourism significance map. This is one of
the reasons it is better to keep recreation layers as an overlay as opposed to a
criteria for environmental significance.
Agreed. Has been noted in the BMPs chapter and will be taken forward to Phases
2 and 3 for consideration.
Agreed. There are explanations in the report to help clarify how we were able to
quantify something in a general sense even though the problem is a very
qualitative and individual perception.
Major cottaging areas (e.g., Seba Beach) were features in the provincial Recreation
and Tourism Features Inventory used for this map so are reflected in the scores.
Some small individual cottages may not be reflected in that data however.

Recreation and tourism can create partnerships to educate visitors about sensitive areas
Tourism and recreation ‘potential’ may mean different things to others outside this context
Cottage living opportunities may have been missed on this map
Opportunities / Potential
Ecotourism is an opportunity to help with education, achieve conservation goals, and create
environmental protection
There is tourism potential around Tomahawk as there is a lot of unspoiled area
Certified apple orchards are an opportunity for recreation and tourism

Agreed – wording in BMP chapter related to recreation and tourism has been
altered to reflect this idea better
Comment noted.
Comment noted. If not included in this report, will be shared with County staff
for consideration in the MDP update.
Major campgrounds within ESAs should be discouraged; in some cases if
campgrounds are properly planned and designed to minimize overall impacts they
may be compatible with ESAs. This has been added to BMPs chapter.
Agreed. This is already reflected in the Parks and Protected Areas BMPs chapter.
Agreed. This will be covered in the recreation / tourism section of the report.

How do campgrounds fit within sensitive areas? There is an opportunity for this type of use in
some ESAs.
Recreation +
Tourism Values
Map Comments

County should partner with Provincial Parks to enhance resources
Regional tourism draw for a lot of activities mentioned
Values / Score
Wabamun Lake
x
East end of lake is very actively used by the general public and should have a higher
value
x
West end of land / Seba Beach is generally closed to the general public; it is not
accessible and therefore should be showing as limited value
Jackfish Lake tourism area has limited tourism value

Recreation in a broad sense also covers cottaging areas and does not necessarily
distinguish between public vs. private realm. Therefore the cottaging activity at
Seba Beach is considered a recreational activity.

Again this is related primarily to cottaging activities, as well as the fishing/boating
activity and boat launch present on the lake
Comment noted. The East Pit Lake area (rec/tourism node for mining historical
activity including interpretive signs) does come out as very high. Are there any
other nodes within coal mining area that are tourism nodes?
U-picks are features in the provincial Recreation and Tourism Features Inventory
and will influence the scores provided they have been documented properly in the
database. However they are fairly small and tend to occur in agricultural areas so
may not necessarily show up very high relative to other values on a county-wide
map that combines data layers.
This area comes out as one of the highest in the county and is used for river
rafting, etc. Because the gorge is fairly narrow spatially the visual impression is not
as great as for the large lake systems.
Boat launches and intensively used beach areas are included in the provincial
Recreation and Tourism Features Inventory and do influence the map. Again
since they are very small in area the visual impression is not large. Addressing this
issue is more of an open space/recreation master planning issue that may be
beyond scope of study. This may be a valuable issue to raise as part of the MDP
update.
These areas have moderate-high values and this is partly driven by relatively low
scenic value in comparison to the lake systems further west and the North Sask.
River Valley-primarily due to the lack of topography (Big Lake and Wagner) and
lack of views to large water bodies (Wagner), which influences the average person’s
perception of landscape scenic quality more than, for example, opportunities to
view specific plant community types. They are still ecotourism draws for specific
types of activities and both these areas are shown as “Front Country – More
Natural” on the Recreation Opportunities Spectrum map; this classification is
fairly unique in the region given their proximity to Edmonton and Highway 1 and
will be called out in the final report.
Comment noted. Will be taken forward into Phase 2.
Comment noted. More of an open space/recreation master planning issue that
may be beyond scope of study. Will follow up with County Staff.
Comment noted. Conceptually this is a good idea but difficult to do
mathematically in the computer mapping system with no modelling precedentalternative qualitative methods to achieve this effectively would require far more
engagement and coordination with other initiatives that are beyond scope of
study.

Tourism value of mine sites is overlooked – sites are a piece of history
Do u-picks have tourism value? These are not shown along Highway 16 A

There is possibly more value north of Highway 16 A near the Pembina River
The recreation map is somewhat misrepresented. The map understates provincial park boat
launches, Village of Wabamun boat launches, beaches, etc…

Big Lake area and Wagner should have more value as they are a big draw.

Ensure public access to the river to encourage recreation and tourism
Identify formal access points to the river on the map
Consider splitting the map into “existing” and “potential” values

Scenic Quality Map
Comments

Values / Score
Clifford E. Lee should have higher score

Clifford E. Lee has a moderate score driven by extreme flatness of topography
primarily, as well as lack of visibility from major highway routes. From a landscape
scenic quality perspective this still makes sense although site-specific plants and
animals may provide ecotourism features. The question is more whether it makes
sense that areas like Chickakoo Lake, N. Sask River Valley, and Jackfish Lake are
considered more scenic than Clifford E. Lee overall on average, and in the
opinion of the project team this does make sense. Clifford E. Lee is more of an
ecotourism opportunity rather than scenic value and this is reflected by its ROS
classification as Front-Country-More Natural which is unique given its proximity
to Edmonton.
There is no Carvel Aquifer but the Carvel Pitted Delta tends to have higher scenic
value to rolling topography in general.
Agreed. The project team will look to investigate and extend value southwards in
the final version of the report.
This is primarily related to the visibility of the major coal fired industrial facility on
the south shore of the lake.
The Pembina Gorge itself has a very high scenic value but the visual impression is
not strong due to the limited area of gorge.
Model appears to be reducing scenic value of the river valley in this vicinity due to
visibility of bridge, houses, and golf course facilities. It may be reducing this too
much and the team will consider how to address this moving forwards.
This is primarily due to the lack of topography (Big Lake and Wagner) and lack of
views to large water bodies (Wagner), which influences the average person’s
perception of landscape scenic quality more than, for example, opportunities
specific plant community types. They are still ecotourism draws for specific types
of activities and both these areas are shown as “Front Country – More Natural”
on the Recreation Opportunities Spectrum map; this classification is fairly unique
in the region given their proximity to Edmonton and Highway 1 and will be called
out in the final report

Interesting that the Carvel Aquifer has value
Highvale Mine has been extended southward and this should be reflected in the score
Why is there a higher value for the west end of Wabamun Lake?
The Pembina River area should have a higher scenic value
Area near Devon should have a higher scenic value
Wagner Natural Area should have a higher scenic value

Methodology / Cartography
What type of perspective was used to generate this map? The value rating will differ from person to
person. Judgment criteria are an issue.
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The report will document the methods better – this is based on the US Forest
Service’s report and calibrated by a visual preference survey of Albertans and is
driven by a large amount of spatial data in an objective, repeatable modelling
system.
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Comment/Issue
The criteria benchmark needs to be more explicitly defined. There appears to be inconsistency with
the ranking.

A more clear definition of “front country” is required
The methodology is too subjective. Do not feel it contributes to the study
Views can be taken for granted and should be considered for protection
Why were reserves and municipalities not included?

Cultural and
Historic Resources
Map Comments

Lakes are not shown in blue and this is confusing – bodies of water should be better outlined
Access to Scenic Areas
How will scenic areas be accessed on public and/or private land? People should be allowed to
enjoy these areas.
Some areas with modest and high values are difficult to access
Few facilities exist for people to see key areas and their views
General
Perception of value is linked to population density – people flock to nicer areas
Impacts of telecommunications infrastructure on the visual landscape should be better controlled
Industrial Heritage
Incorporate railways and their history
The railway bridge at Entwistle is a significant asset
The original Wabamun power plant site is an asset
Old mine sites are an interpretive opportunity
Cultural Heritage
Cultural mapping potential to capture values and stories. Consider consulting Hills of Hope Society
Show community halls and churches
Show old farmsteads
Consider addition of Douglas Cardinal buildings
Ensure First Nations input
Keephills area has First Nations assets
Ferries across the river
RR 33 known as pilgrimage road and requires input from First Nations
Consider hunting and fishing access
Opportunities
Improve interpretation
Ferry-crossing tours
Balance historic preservation and tourism access to let people see and enjoy resources

Follow-Up
The criteria used for Scenic Resources were based on a provincial modelling study
which in turn is based on a well developed system for mapping scenic quality
developed by the United States Department of Agriculture over many years. The
model used very detailed, spatially explicit data run for the entire North
Saskatchewan Region, and were calibrated by a large survey of Albertans where
average public opinion was used to quantify scenic values of landscape types and
various interventions (e.g., powerlines, houses, etc.) within them. The results were
determined to be generally valid at the broad regional scale, and overall trends and
key areas still make sense for Parkland County as confirmed by field validation in
October 2013. Alternatively, if a detailed county model is desired to optimally
reflect the values of Parkland County residents, this could potentially be explored
as an additional project as part of the Municipal Development Plan update.
Agreed. This will be included in the report.
It appears that the communications of the methods behind this work was lacking
and has been lost in the shuffle. Report will attempt to rectify this. May include
this work under a separate cover.
Agreed. Will be considered in Phase 2 and 3 to ensure scenic values are
considered in county planning and policies.
This study was led by Alberta Tourism, Parks and Recreation who provided very
specific directions that scenic values in reserves and municipalities were not to be
addressed by the study.
Agreed. This will be considered by the project team for the final map.
Comments noted. New BMP under visual resources added saying: “Ensure
appropriate viewpoints / access points so that people can enjoy scenic resources,
but ensuring that access does not unduly attract people to areas of environmental
significance.”
Comment noted
Point added to BMPs under visual resources

The level of detail requested is outside the scope of the Environmental
Conservation Master Plan. This information has been noted by the County and
they will consider whether an additional historic/cultural study is required to
inform the Municipal Development Plan.
The map will be changed to say “historic” resources and will clearly state that this
is based on the AC provincial data to prevent confusion on what is being
presented.

5.1.6 Station 6: Environmentally Significant Areas
Beneficial Management Practices
x

x

x

Education
o Educate county residents about ER requirements, especially around lakeshores
o Education about meaning of policies and bylaws
o Conduct open houses or public meetings in cooperation with Lake Management Associations to reach
members
o Provide environmental education about issues in Parkland County through the schools
o Ensure that BMPs are easy for people to understand and implement
o Consider developing a collaborative program that includes data collection by the public – public science
o BMPs should not just be about adaptive management, but also about creating a vision and policy intent to
address future issues
Agriculture
o Be clear about costs/impacts of BMPs to farmers. Farmers are concerned about changing land use practices
without compensation
o Consider the ALUS program – an incentive-based program that provides compensation for exchange of use
rights
Industrial Development
o Regulate businesses through taxation by providing tax breaks if they demonstrate environmental stewardship
o Publish environmental track record of businesses to reward those doing a good job, and shame those doing a
bad job
o Consider a ‘stewardship ISO’ model, like that suggested by Michael Keys
o TransAlta has an intake near Sturgeon Hole
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x

x

x

x

x

g
Coal Mining / Aggregate Mining
o Consider regulation for dry-mining to avoid impacts to water
o Address the significant water quality issues associated with dewatering activities
o Make clear to industry how to develop in a responsible way if they are located in/near an ESA. For example,
provide rationale for why area is significant (species and habitat lists etc…) to help develop environmental
management plans.
Land Use
o Bylaws must be updated to match policies
o Bylaws must be enforced
Country Residential Development
o Approval process can be very cumbersome, driving some people to “tune out” and not follow the rules
o Apply conservation easements instead of buffer widths, as easements can be better enforced
o Retain creekways and use easements as conditions of development to maintain landscape connectivity
o Improve the buffer / setback around Lake Wabamun
o Develop setbacks for shoreline development
Recreation
o Adopt a “trans-Canada trail” approach to recreation in the County to create connectivity between recreation
features
o
Municipal
o There seem to be silos between industry, community and government
o Evaluate development through a triple-bottom line framework
o Emphasize the economic benefits associated with ESAs
o Create more corridors to encourage connectivity
o With an inventory of existing conditions, consider tracking and monitoring of conditions to measure any
potential changes to the quality of the environment.
o Conduct data gathering to evaluate whether BMPs are working
o Many individual landowners do collect monitoring records. This data should be collected, centralized and
shared at a regional level to show others how responsible land management can create better ecosystems
o All County land is an ESA, and should be managed well
o Provide recognition for landowners who provide ecological goods and services – leadership/champion will
encourage others to do the same
o The ECMP will be a good development tool, and will provide the basis for making better decisions
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Require policies to respond to the discovery of new environmentally significant features in real time (e.g. a
sensitive species on a development site)
Management of ESAs must correspond with provincial policy
Clarify provincial and municipal responsibilities in relation to enforcement
Consider as part of priority rating
BMPs for management of ESAs may not be solely located within the ESA boundary. There is a need to
manage upstream conditions in order to protect water quality and riparian areas.
Evaluate the cost benefits of natural places. e.g., Wetlands provide environmental goods and services and
provide savings on infrastructure costs to residents and industry. Make these visible, and compare them to the
costs of replacement if they are lost.
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Table 24. Environmentally Significant Areas
Map

Comment/Issue
The hydrologic significance of the eastern part of the Wagner area should score higher than is
currently being displayed. This should then result in increasing the size of the Wagner area
boundary in the ESA map.
Why is the south shore of Lake Wabamun not scoring higher? The shoreline along this area is
undeveloped.
There is a wildlife corridor that should extend northwest to Highway 765 from a high-scoring
corridor north of the Village of Wabamun

Overall ESA Score
Map Comments

Has the Glory Hills heron colony been captured in the score?

There has been significant change in the hydrology of Wagner/Osborne Acres in the last ten years
(flooding).
Was a risk model used as part of overall ESA identification?
Communication / Engagement
Make the information easier to understand
Use plain language in the report
Use the tax roll to reach seasonal property owners who reside outside of the County
Have First Nations been engaged?
ESA Map
Comments

Use existing Twitter channels to better publicize events
Cartography
Create a higher resolution map that allows property owners to “zoom in” and see how their
properties are affected. It is difficult to review the maps at a micro level.
Add ownership map to assist with review of ESA boundaries
Add a zoning / land use overlay to better understand land use context and development pressures,
and to better consider cumulative effects of development
ESAs
Connectivity does not seem to coming out on the map. There do not appear to be many
connectivity corridors.
Creekways not on this map could be candidates for easements to improve connectivity

Comparison of
ESAs

Is the Western Grebe colony listed as a bird area
What does the assignment of significance mean in terms of policy, protection and implementation?
Does assignment of significance denote a jurisdictional issue?
Have the ESAs been analyzed against long range future infrastructure planning (e.g. Ministry of
Highways, ring road)?
Can individual ESA fact sheets be shared? Lafarge would like to receive fact sheets for areas where
their operations are located in order to inform their environmental operating plans.
How were O2 ESA boundaries digitized? They seem to match the previous study more closely than
the ESA significance scores.
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Follow-Up
Agreed. Based on review of provincial data and internal team discussion, the
Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Areas ESA has been revised to includes
these. See section 2.3.1.1(2) for more detailed information.
To address these concerns, it was decided that all lakeshore-related ESAs will
include a minimum 100 m buffer area around the lakeshore. This conservative
approach will be noted and needs to be considered during policy development in
future project phases.
This area spans across the northern edge of the coal mine site from the “Canada
Geese” ESA to the “East Pit Lake” ESA. It is agreed that this may be a significant
wildlife corridor and the connectivity models indicate relatively high scores here.
The overall model scores are relatively intermediate and there are many other
forested corridors of similar value in the County overall. At this point in time the
project team feels this is best identified at the level of a “micro-site” ESA for
consistency with the rest of the mapping. Microsites are defined in this study as
small-scale features which play a key role in upholding ecological integrity at larger
landscape scales. However, they are not explicitly identified as individual ESAs in
this study due to their vast number and small scale. Note that scores are
moderately high in this area overall and that maintaining the intactness of the
corridor is an important landscape management goal. A conceptual arrow at this
location on the “regional linkages” map will also be considered for the final maps.
No; this was missing from the FWMIS database. This has been reported in the
fact sheet, however. In addition, due to this heron rookery, the team will be
increasing the significance level of the Glory Hills ESA upwards to either
regionally or provincially significant (under review).
Comment noted.
All the modelling performed identifies the inherent relative risks of environmental
impacts across different parts of the landscape. For a risk to occur, we would need
an activity.
Comment noted, and included as part of the engagement evaluation for this
project.
Comment noted but report is directed at a mixture of scientific and non-scientific
audiences so a balance was struck.
Comment noted, and passed on to County for future studies.
In accordance with the government-to-government approach for engaging First
Nations, the Office of the Mayor has invited First Nation participation in the
project.
Comment noted and included as part of the engagement evaluation for this
project.
Comment noted. The project team explored the feasibility of enabling this
function. We determined the functionality of the tool would be impacted if higher
resolution imagery was used as the connection would be too slow for most users.
Will be shown on individual ESA fact sheets
Comment noted-this concept is largely captured in the “Development Pressures”
map.
Connecting areas tend to be a lighter shade of green as opposed to the dark purple
– they are there it is just a matter of user perception.
Agreed and will be emphasized in the report that lower order streams are critically
important micro-site ESAs.
Yes

Good questions. These questions will be addressed in greater detail through
Phases 2 and 3.
Lafarge will be sent the individual fact sheet for Fallis Slopes on December 18th
pending permission by Parkland County.
O2 ESA boundaries were digitized by having the high-low scores displayed over
imagery and then making decisions on which habitat complexes should be
grouped together. Generally the Westworth boundaries were not consulted until
after this was completed for a comparison and double-check of information.
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Figure 2. Potential wildlife corridor identified by stakeholder (red dots)

Figure 3. Potential western grebe nesting location (blue dot)
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5.1.7General Comments
Intermunicipal Planning
x With regard to Wagner Natural Area, the City of Spruce Grove will plan and manage the area between
Wagner and the identified Spruce Grove fen with a focus on protecting surface water drainage and
maintaining habitat connectivity.
x

Include a disclaimer that regional significance for the County will not necessarily reflect things that are
significant on a Town or Small City level.

Public Engagement Feedback
x The room as too bright for the powerpoint presentation.
x

The maps were too small.

x

Pleased that stakeholder input will be incorporated into ESA analysis.

x

Good session; enjoyed the format

x

The room was not well suited for the workshop format; it was too noisy. Greater separation of the breakout discussions by putting them in separate rooms would be better.

Data Sharing
x Create a mechanism for sharing data/information on environmental stewardship (eg. mine reclamation)
Mapping
x Develop maps on connectivity, wildlife, water, green spaces, transportation.
x

Prepare an overall systems map to determine potential impacts to systems from proposed development.

x

Identify areas appropriate for development and areas where development should be restricted.

Vision
x Identify a three-generation vision of what Parkland County has and could look like.
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5.2 Phase One Open House Comments
Feedback was gathered from the public at open house events through discussion with project team members, and by
annotating maps with sticky notes. The public was also invited to provide additional comments on comment sheets
at the end of the event.
Public feedback is presented below in a table identifying the issues, opportunities and comments provided in
response to the ESA analysis maps. The table identifies individual comments made by participants, and a follow-up
column indicating how the comment has been addressed.
Table 25. Open House Comments
Comment/Issue

Follow-Up

Species and Habitats
Significance of migratory birds at Mayatan Lake
x
Trumpeter swan
x
Pelicans
x
Ducks, geese, loons, etc…
Significant nesting sites for ducks, loons, Blue heron, and many
other shore birds at Mayatan Lake

This information has been described within the Mayatan Lake ESA
fact sheet.

Mayatan area supports wildlife as well – moose, deer, and various
predators. Suspect it may connect to areas west and north via
wildlife corridors
Landscape Ecology
Does the study include data on wildlife movement?
How will you address the need to repair, rebuild, or expand
corridors?
Groundwater Resources
What are the artesian challenges in the exploration restricted areas?
Protected Areas
Some Crown Land not shown around Mayatan Lake

Some municipal reserve land shown around Mayatan Lake
It is difficult to see some smaller areas on the maps when they are
enlarged
133B and 3 other First Nations reserves are not shown on the map;
they seem to be shown as “Crown Land” instead of “First Nations”
Need for ER / MR policy to clarify public access opportunities
Recreation and Tourism Values
Are there other criteria for recreation value?
What is the definition for recreation used in this study?
Groomed cross-country ski trails are needed in the County
More boat launches are needed on Wabamun Lake
Isle Lake had a complete fish kill two years ago due to algae blooms.
There are major algae problems.
Scenic Quality
Define scenic quality – some people enjoy viewing small objects
such as birds, flowers, insects, etc…
Does ‘scenic value’ translate to an area that is environmentally
significant? Why or why not?
Development Pressures
Fix map – Acheson boundaries do not bring industrial to Spruce
Grove.
Add Wagner boundary to the map
PGA constraints map (boundary)
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Yes. A corridor connectivity index was developed and is reflected
in the data/mapping as part of the “Species and Habitats” map. A
greater discussion on corridor connectivity is included in the report.
This issue will be addressed in Phases 2 and 3 of the study.
Noted. Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource
Development should be contacted for more specific details related
to each individual exploration restricted area.
These are not readily visible to human eye on a county-wide map in
this cartographic template. All crown lands should show up in the
detailed inset of Mayatan Lake for the fact sheet as crown lands are
part of the base template for these inset maps.
Noted. Will aim to address for final version.
Specific ESA fact sheets will enable the review of data at a more
detailed level.
Noted. Will aim to address for final version.
Agreed. Will be addressed in Phases 2 and 3 of the project.
See Table 23 for a detailed discussion of criteria for recreation value
used in this study.
See Table 23 for a detailed discussion of criteria for recreation value
used in this study.
Noted. This is more of an open space/recreation master planning
issue that will be shared with County Staff.
Noted. This is more of an open space/recreation master planning
issue that will be shared with County Staff.
Noted.

The definition for scenic quality will be provided in the report. See
Table 17 for a more detailed response.
Noted. Will aim to address for final version.
Noted. Will review and aim to address for final version.
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CCRA constraints map (boundary)
Note that area facing future development pressure for country
residential scores fairly high in the environmental significance score.
Overall Environmental Significance Score
Short term recreational use of lakes can cause issues – lack of
stewardship (eg. Mayatan Lake, Star Lake)
Include signage for public walkways
Better signage for MR and ER lands to increase awareness
The connectivity of the large wetland area near Kilini Creek /
Soldan Lake / Eden Lake should be considered very carefully
Peregrine falcons are breeding just north of Entwistle (see location
on map); approximately 30 have been released
Magnolia Park near Matthew’s crossing “biggest road to nowhere”
Random camping and driving on County
ESA Map
Just because something has been abused and is in poor condition
doesn’t mean it isn’t significant – this is missing/not captured on
this map

Request for a more detailed map to enable the review of the
Mayatan Lake ESA.
Additional data sources should be considered to develop and refine
the Mayatan Lake boundaries.
Comparison to Previous Studies
Make this map bigger
Careful with “multi-use trails” – this could end up meaning OHV
trails
Carefully consider removing land from existing ESA boundaries.
Once protection is removed and development occurs, the land loses
its environmental significance. Consider developing a specific
process for evaluating removal of land from protection.
Are the maps accurate? Why or Why Not?
The regional scale is a good starting point, and the ESAs /
significance rating is well thought-out. How will local significance be
included in planning, specifically the protection of something that is
of significance locally like a corridor for wildlife movement?
When enlarged, some maps are not accurate (eg. Crown Land
boundaries are past the ESA areas)

Some maps do not seem to take into account established data for
various wetland and lake areas.

Maps are easier to read with road labels

Consider the connectivity factor in the ECMP and subsequent
policies.

Noted.
Agreed. BMPs for recreation have been developed.
Noted, and included in BMPs for recreation.
Noted, and included in BMPs for recreation.
Noted, and will be considered for final document.
Noted, and will be reviewed for possible inclusion in ESA fact
sheet.
Noted.
Noted, BMPs and subsequent policies for these issues will be
developed.
The overall scores, and identification of ESA boundaries, is based
on a review of comprehensive data sets provided by provincial
government agencies and research institutions. The scores for this
study are intended to present an objective comparison of
environmental value for all areas across the country. Some findings
do not fully represent the experience of individual users in specific
environments. BMPs and environmental protection policies and
tools will be developed for all land across the County in Phases 2
and 3, and won’t necessarily be limited to ESAs only.
Several more detailed maps as well as the Mayatan Lake ESA draft
fact sheet were circulated to the Mayatan Lake Management
Association for more detailed review.
The Mayatan Lake Management Association and Wagner Natural
Area were invited to provide additional data and local inventories
for the project team to review.
Noted. We will endeavour to use larger format display material in
future open houses, and have included this comment as part of the
engagement evaluation for this project.
Noted. This will be clarified in BMPs, and flagged for discussion
when tools and policies are developed in Phases 2 and 3.
The proposed ESA boundaries were rigorously reviewed as part of
this study, and carefully compared to boundaries identified as part
of the 2004 ECMP (Westworrth) and the 2009 provincial ESA
report (Fierra). The study team will undertake one final review of all
boundaries before finalizing the document.
This is a good question, and will be addressed in greater detail
through Phases 2 and 3.
All crown lands are GIS layers that form part of a base template.
ESA boundaries that do not align with Crown lands at an enlarged
scale will be reviewed. It should be noted that the intent of the study
is not to identify boundaries to the lot line, but rather to provide a
regional picture of where areas of environmental value are located.
The data on wetlands used by the team is the provincial merged
wetlands inventory which is created and maintained by Alberta
Environment and Sustainable Resource Development. In some
cases, it is possible that the scale of the map, makes it difficult to see
all wetland and lake areas. In the specific case of Wagner Natural
Area, it was determined that there are obvious gaps in provincial
data inputs and that there are clearly wetlands that are likely springdriven and most likely have the same characteristics as the marl
ponds within the Wagner Natural Area itself. This will be reflected
in the final document. If there are perceived discrepancies in data,
these need to be specifically identified to the project team; however
it is beyond the scope of this project to conduct a detailed inventory
of all wetland sites in the County.
Noted. Individual fact sheets for ESAs will also provide parcel
boundaries and people will be able to locate specific boundaries of
their property in relation to ESAs.
Connecting areas tend to be a lighter shade of green as opposed to
the dark purple – they are there it is just a matter of user perception.
Specific policies and tools to preserve / enhance habitat
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Difficult to assess at the scale they are shown
Allow for detailed review of maps at the micro level

The maps represent the significant areas very well
Big Lake ESA – create a provincially significant ESA around the Big
Lake area to protect sensitive habitat.

Glory Hills ESA – Glory Hills should be a regional ESA as it is
adjacent to Chickakoo Lake complex designated as regional. This
area currently experiences pressure from recreation users. There is
also an opportunity to incorporate Glory Hills ESA with the
Chickakoo Lake Complex ESA.
Wabamun Lake ESA – Recommend a provincial designations and
active management by all levels of government and industry,
including CN to ensure this large lake is managed to maintain water
quality and quantity.
Devonian Gardens ESA – Recommend a provincially significant
designation because of its uncommon plants.
Short Term Priorities
Conserve important regional ESAs, ensuring that development fits
with the environment and community interests
Mayatan Lake is a good candidate for conservation because it is
relatively untouched and used by wildlife, migratory birds and
nesting birds.
Water quality in lakes
Watershed/wetland protection
Protect environmentally significant areas before they are ruined
Protect areas under most threat from development now
Protect lands adjacent to ESAs to help support the naturally
function of the ESA
Consider proximity to existing ESA as part of priority rating
Lake and wetland areas require immediate and long-term attention
as they are the most vulnerable to permanent damage
Provide bigger and better signage for environmental reserves
Restrict wastewater and sewage discharge in watersheds
Water quality
Keep the wildlife on and around the lakes
Better recreation management of ESAs along the North
Saskatchewan River Valley, specifically from Highway 770 to Edwin
Reach ESA and from Burtonsville Island Reach ESA.
Incorporate the Glory Hills ESA into the Chickakoo Lake complex
Long Term Priorities
Nationally, internationally and provincially sensitive areas.
Protection for future lakes/watersheds
Collaboration between watershed stewardship groups, counties,
province to develop watershed management plans, policies, etc…
Habitat connections between ESAs – establishing a network of
connections that have ecological significance
Habitat protection from a connectivity perspective
Keep natural vegetation around the lakes through setbacks
Develop a Wabamun Lake Management Plan
Management of access to Sturgeon Hole Reach ESA
Kilini Creek ESA also ties into the Chickakoo Lake complex;
establish a formal corridor connection.
Development Pressures for Priority Conservation Areas
Concerned about residential, industry, recreation (campgrounds)
and municipalities expanding
Concerned about areas most overlooked and lost as most easily
succumbing to development pressure. Specifically, concerned about
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connectivity will be developed as part of Phase 2 and 3 of the
project.
Noted. Individual fact sheets for ESAs will provide parcel
boundaries and people will be able to locate specific boundaries of
their property in relation to ESAs.
The intent of the project is to identify environmentally significant
areas at the County level (a regional scale). Individual fact sheets for
ESAs will provide parcel boundaries and people will be able to
locate specific boundaries of their property in relation to ESAs.
Several more detailed maps as well as the Mayatan Lake ESA draft
fact sheet were circulated to the Mayatan Lake Management
Association for more detailed review.
Noted.
In order to address concerns about sensitive riparian area around
lakes, it was decided that all lakeshore-related ESAs will include a
minimum 100 m buffer area around the lakeshore. This
conservative approach will be noted and needs to be considered
within policy development in future project phases.
Due to the presence of a heron rookery, the team will be increasing
the significance level of the Glory Hills ESA upwards to either
regionally or provincially significant (under review). The Glory Hills
ESA will be kept separate as each ESA provides a different
landscape function.
Not accepted. When overall scores for Lake Wabamun are
compared to all other lakes across the County, the study team finds
that criteria for a provincial designation are not met. Lake Wabamun
meets the established criteria of a regional ESA.
Not accepted. This ESA does not meet the criteria for provincial
designation.

All comments noted.
Relevant BMPs have been reviewed an incorporated into respective
BMPS sections in the report.
Priorities for conservation will be carried forward for consideration
and inclusion as part of Phases 2 and 3 of this project.

All comments noted.
Relevant BMPs have been reviewed an incorporated into respective
BMPS sections in the report.
Priorities for conservation will be carried forward for consideration
and inclusion as part of Phases 2 and 3 of this project.

Noted. These pressures are reflected in the “Development
Pressures” map.
Good comment. Policies and tools for protecting environmentally
significant areas will be developed County-wide. While some BMPs,
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elements that are not considered by traditional planning approaches.
Lake and wetland areas seem most vulnerable to development from
residents and tourists.
Developers seem to proceed with work prior to formal approval,
and before residents are given a meaningful chance to review and
comments. Damages from development cannot be undone.
Recreational facilities in the watersheds may impact lake areas that
should be preserved.
Lack of conservation ethic is jeopardizing the health of the lakes
Developments that are too big such as campgrounds that are
located too close to the lake (require setbacks)
Public education is needed to make people more aware of their
impact of their practices on the land. A webpage with educational
material such as FAQs, brochures and other resources would be a
excellent first step.

policies and tools will directly apply to ESAs, many will be
applicable to all County lands.
Agreed. Managing access and finding a balance between recreation
and environmental protection will be addressed through policies and
tools developed in Phases 2 and 3 of this project.
Noted. Managing the land development and environmental
approvals process will be reviewed as part of Phases 2 and 3 of this
project. There is the potential to develop new tools and procedures
related to this concerns.
Noted. See above comment.
Noted. This issue will be reviewed as part of Phases 2 and 3 of this
project.
Noted. Major campgrounds within ESAs should be discouraged; in
some cases if campgrounds are properly planned and designed to
minimize overall impacts they may be compatible with ESAs. This
has been added to BMPs chapter.
Noted. Public education has been included as a BMP, and will
explored in greater detail as part of Phases 2 and 3 of this project.
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5.3 Phase One Web Mapping
Feedback was gathered through a web mapping tool by allowing users to annotate an interactive web map with
comments.
Feedback is presented below in a table identifying the issues, opportunities and comments provided in response to
the ESA map. The table identifies individual comments made by participants, and a follow-up column indicating
how the comment has been addressed.
Table 26. Web Mapping Comments
Comment/Issue

Follow-Up / Response

West Side of Bunkerhill/Dussault Lake ESA
Please do not consider putting ATV trails in this area. Walking,
skiing trails would be appropriate for this area. It is a beautiful are,
with lots of wildlife and beaver ponds. Well worth preserving in a
quiet environment.
Wildlife Point ESA (Coal Point / Fallis)
Part of this ESA includes the Franlklin Wetlands, a class 5 wetland.
This should be ranked as a provincial ESA as it is a provincial
resources under the Water Act.
Expand the ESA as the wetland extends beyond the property
boundaries of the YWCA. Specifically, the wetland goes under the
CN rail line to the north, and goes east and west into adjoining
properties.
Fallis Slopes ESA
Then why did you allow clearcutting and subdividing on SW13?
Fallis Slopes ESA
Protect this area from clear cutting and gravel pits. Current penalties
and required remediation are not very significant.
Fallis Slopes ESA
ESA lands need to be protected from destructive development such
as gravel pits and stripping of the land. These should be prohibited
on ESA lands
Fallis Slopes ESA
I echo other public comments that this area should be protected
from clear cutting and gravel pits. The penalties handed out after the
fact in dollar values and the required remediation are a joke. As well
the remediation required to make up for the clear cutting, etc. is
laughable.
Fallis Slopes ESA
Why are gravel pits being allowed on this ESA?
Wabamun Lake ESA
Would not Wabamun Lake be of national or at least provincial
significance given it is a lake and under both federal jurisdiction
(Fisheries Act) and provincial jurisdictions (Water Act)?
Wabamun Lake ESA
Wabamun Lake likely higher rating than regional some provincial
significance
North Saskatchewan River Valley Sturgeon Hole Reach ESA
The discretionary land use of resource extraction in this river valley
should be removed, in order to preserve this very important ESA.
North Saskatchewan River Valley Sturgeon Hole Reach ESA
Who manages? Provincial government responsibility dependent on
what they recognize within provincial classification system.
North Saskatchewan River Valley Sturgeon Hole Reach ESA
We've lived here for 11 years in this river valley and we've seen 2
floods this year alone and countless other over the years on 31 and
514A. Discretionary use of resource extraction should be removed
from this river valley.
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Ensure public members that the ECMP plan is intended for environmental
conservation and will not be used to promote new recreational activities,
particularly those that are inappropriate for the area. Generally, ATV trails should
be avoided within sensitive ESAs and redirected to other areas.
The report will better describe what is meant by “provincial” ESA and provide clear
criteria. The intent of this study and the classification is not to identify every
wetland that may fall under provincial regulatory jurisdiction (e.g., Water Act), as
there are probably thousands of these. We acknowledge the name “provincial ESA”
could be confusing to some but we are maintaining consistency with the
Fiera/ATPR work and other county ESA studies and will ensure clarity in the
ECMP report.

This area is a new proposed ESA that did not appear in the 2004 ECMP, and
therefore was likely not flagged during any past development application purposes.
At this stage the new ECMP information is draft and not integrated with the
Municipal Development Plan, Land Use Bylaw, or other County policies and
procedures; however, this will be undertaken within this project during Phases 2
and 3. Potential tools such as new policies and procedures, incentives, improve
beneficial management practices, etc., etc. are to be examined and addressed in
Phases 2 and 3 in consultation with the public and industry. This will need to
consider a diversity of interests and provide for fair, equitable, and environmentally
appropriate land uses and beneficial management practices.

In its current condition and according to the criteria used to classify significance
levels, Wabamun Lake qualifies as regionally significant but not provincially
significant. It is currently not unique enough at a provincial scale. It is also clear that
the lake is suffering from ecological health issues due to cumulative effects (e.g.,
catch and release fishery only due to fish population). The report will better
describe what is meant by “provincial” and “federal” ESA criteria and provide clear
criteria. Legislative authority should not be confused with significance level
classification labels (see above).
At this stage the new ECMP information is draft and not integrated with the
Municipal Development Plan, Land Use Bylaw, or other County policies and
procedures; however, this will be undertaken within this project during Phases 2
and 3.
Legislative / management authority should not be confused with the significance
level classification labels (see above). The N. Sask River here and tributaries are in
fact considered “Class A” fish habitat by the AESRD “Code of Practice for Watercourse
Crossings”.
At this stage the new ECMP information is draft and not integrated with the
Municipal Development Plan, Land Use Bylaw, or other County policies and
procedures; however, this will be undertaken within this project during Phases 2
and 3 and will be considered.
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North Saskatchewan River Valley Sturgeon Hole Reach ESA
Restricting access to foot traffic only to sensitive areas would be a
wise move. Vehicular access is resulting in havoc on many levels public nuisance, public safety, jurisdiction issues, enforcement,
destruction of habitat, the use of uncontrolled weapons, damage to
agricultural lands abutting these environmental spaces, and a loss of
use for others who would otherwise respectfully enjoy these places.
SW of Mayatan Lake ESA
There are a number of wetland areas throughout the Mayatan
watershed that form an integral part of the Mayatan Lake complex.
Quite a number on this (west) side of the lake are obvious on
photos yet are not part of the ESA. The ESA should be expanded
into this area as well.
Mayatan Lake ESA
Mayatan Lake and the surrounding area may be undervalued in the
overlays as a habitat for birds and wildlife. It provides nesting
habitat for many species including Blue Herons and many migratory
birds such as loons and several varieties of ducks. The lake is used
by Canada (and other varieties of) geese, pelicans, Trumpeter Swans,
osprey and bald eagles. There are also numerous observations of
moose and observations of predators such as cougar and wolves
Mayatan Lake ESA
A number of small areas that are part of the Mayatan watershed are
not in the ESA and yet should be. These areas (for example the
SW18-52-2-W5, NW7 and SW7-52-2-W5M) may contain Crown
lands, broken topography, wetlands or low areas and are also not
suitable for agriculture.
Mayatan Lake ESA
There are significant wetland areas around Mayatan Lake that are
not included in the ESA draft maps. An expanded ESA boundary
should include these areas, both around the eastern basin and
western basin
Kilini Creek ESA
There are opportunities to sustain and build greater connectivity
between our lakes, waterways and green spaces. This would protect
our watercourses, wildlife corridors, and give us places to witness
wilderness in our county. Development should be directed away
from the places we value, and away from the places that connect
them. There are eco-tourism opportunities in creating connectivity,
protected spaces, and foot traffic only zones.
Chickakoo Lake Complex ESA (West Side)
ATV's turn this area from beautiful wetlands (shooting stars, etc.)
into a mud hole.
Hubbles Lake ESA (South Side)
Restrict development around the lake especially campgrounds - keep
it in good environmental condition
Glory Hills ESA
Glory Hills ESA reconsider as regional with link to Chickakoo
Complex ESA

This will be considered during Phases 2 and 3. Implementation / enforcement /
signage will also be key issues that must be addressed for questions such as these.

The project team carefully considered this suggestion. These additional smaller
pothole lakes and wetlands to the west of Mayatan Lake do not demonstrate high
connectivity to the complex – however they are still considered as important ESAs,
but at a microsite level of significance to maintain consistency with the rest of the
county-wide study methodology. This is not to say that these additional areas do
not serve an important function but rather that it is difficult to justify including
them within the Mayatan Lake Complex ESA which is of regional significance.

This information has been incorporated into the fact sheet for Mayatan Lake in the
ECMP report. This type of site-specific information is difficult to incorporate into a
County-wide consistent and repeatable methodology for mapping. Regardless,
Mayatan Lake and surrounding habitats have been identified as a regionally
significant ESA in the draft ECMP based on the criteria identified, and at this point
in time it is difficult to justify moving it upwards into a higher category.

Boundaries to the ESA were adjusted to include more of these areas in response to
these comments as the project team found them reasonable and well justified.

Boundaries to the ESA were adjusted where well justified in order to address.

The ECMP report has placed a major emphasis on connectivity issues both within
and between ESAs County-wide.

Ways to protect ESAs better will be considered during Phases 2 and 3.
Implementation / enforcement / signage will also be key issues that must be
addressed for questions such as these.
Ways to protect ESAs better will be considered during Phases 2 and 3.
The project team agreed and changed this to regional significance

East of Atim Creek ESA, in SW 21-52-27
Atim Creek south of Highway 16A is an intermittent run-off
channel

This may be the case but there is sufficient mature vegetation and connectivity in
the Peterburn Estates and Meadowview Park subdivisions and upstream to
Longhurst Lake that justifies including this part of Atim Creek in the ESA. It
should be noted that many pollutant “spikes” occur during flood conditions and
deep-rooted riparian vegetation within and adjacent to ephemeral channels are very
important components of watershed management. In addition, portions of Atim
Creek further upstream from Longhurst Lake are excluded from the ESA in this
study as they exhibited very low value overall and were 100% cultivated-however
restoration of this area is judged to be an important environmental management
goal by the project team.

East of Mallard Park Wetland ESA, in NE 34-51-27
The lack of recognition of important water courses that connect
waterbodies is a serious oversight. In particular, the course
connecting Mallard Lake to the Clifford E Lee Sanctuary is given no
recognition. This water course was a significant feature of the Jean
Lake water management proposal developed in response to the
flooding in the mid-70s. Diverting water from this stream bed could
have serious negative consequences for the Sanctuary

This area appears to have been heavily impacted and it is difficult to justify
including it as part of more intact ESAs. Accordingly, it is best considered to be of
“micro-site” significance. Watershed management beneficial management practices
as well as restoration of this stream channel section may be identified as strategic
goals within the plan and also identified within Phases 2 and 3 of the project. The
information provided has been added to the Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary fact
sheet under “management considerations”.
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Between Woodland Park Wetland Complex ESA and Clifford
E. Lee Nature Sanctuary
It is likely important to include the creek that inputs into the
Clifford E Lee complex as part of the ESA as it is one of the main
sources of water to the system - originating from the Woodland
Park Wetland Complex I believe.
Between Woodland Park Wetland Complex ESA and Clifford
E. Lee Nature Sanctuary
Very important to have water source to sanctuary as part of ESA
Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary (West Side)
The Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary is a steward for a Natural
Area (26 acres) just off RR264 across from sanctuary, how are these
natural areas being handled in your plan?
Devonian Gardens ESA
View as provincial in nature
Wagner Natural Area and Surrounding Forest ESA
Not merely the ESA's need to be addressed - but also the
surrounding systems that support and sustain them. Prominent
examples are Wagner Bog and the Clifford E. Lee Sanctuary. Both
are absolutely dependent on watercourses outside their borders
North of Wagner Natural Area, in NW 18-53-26
Suggest consideration be given to protecting or conserving land
between Atim Creek ESA and Wagner Natural Area for future
establishment of a wildlife corridor to restore connectivity between
Big Lake/Atim Creek and Wagner Natural Area
Big Lake Surrounding Area ESA
Provincial significance consideration as adjacent to internationally
significant Big Lake bird area
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This information will be added to the Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary fact sheet to
ensure it is appropriately considered. At this time there is not enough information
to justify including this channel within the Clifford E. Lee Nature Sanctuary and it
is best identified as a “micro-site” ESA and flagged during more detailed planning
and analysis.

These areas appear to have been included in the ESA boundary and will be
managed consistently with the rest of the ESA
Difficult to justify provincial significance based on the criteria used in the study

The project team has ensured that the ESA fact sheets make these considerations
clear

Conceptual arrows illustrating this concept have been added to the ESA inset maps
The project team reviewed this and decided, for consistency, that since this area is
not providing bird habitat and not identified as part of the globally significant bird
area, it would not be consistent to call out the surrounding areas as the same
classification as Big Lake itself. This ESA is best kept separate as regionally
significant given that its proximity to Big Lake has potential to impact Big Lake.
This relationship has been emphasized in the fact sheet for the ESA.
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Sample Screenshot of Public Comments from Web Mapping Tool
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